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Abstract

This document is generated by Anduril [21] (Engine 1.2.18) and it provides a human readable summary for the network
outputs.
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1 Candidate report for Metastudy rank

1.1 Moksiskaan candidate pathway
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Figure 1: Known relationships between the candidate genes. Candidate genes are shown in red if they have only output
connections. The ratio of input and output connections determines how light they are. Completely white genes have only
input connections. The maximum of 0 other gene step(s) are allowed between the candidate genes and these intermediate
genes are shown on gray. Set of candidate genes that are commonly found among the studies listed in Table 5.

You may use this Cytoscape session to browse the candidate pathway graph interactively.

Table 1: List of WikiPathways [14] pathways supporting the relationships between the genes shown in Figure 1. Number of
edges taken from each pathway is shown on edges column.

name edges genes

Integrated Pancreatic Cancer Pathway 16 ABL1, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2,
CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, IGF1, IGFBP3, KRAS, MYC, PIK3CA,
PTEN, SMAD4, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

Signaling Pathways in Glioblastoma 10 AKT2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, KRAS,
MDM4, PIK3C2B, PIK3CA, PTEN, RB1, TP53

Gastric cancer network 2 9 ATAD2, CTNNB1, EGFR, MYC, TOP2A, TP53
RB in Cancer 8 ABL1, BRCA1, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, MCM7, MYC, RB1, SKP2, TP53
Integrated Breast Cancer Pathway 7 ABL1, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CDH1, CDK2, CHEK2, CTNNB1,

EGFR, ESR1, KRAS, MYC, PTEN, RB1, SMAD4, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA
Cell Cycle 6 ABL1, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, E2F4, MCM2, MCM7, RB1, SKP2, SMAD4, TP53
Prostate Cancer 6 AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1, CDK2, CHEK2, FOS, KLK3, MYC, PIK3CA, PTEN, RB1,

TP53
Focal Adhesion 6 AKT2, BCL2, BRAF, CCND1, EGFR, ERBB2, IGF1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PTEN, VEGFC
DNA Damage Response (only ATM dependent) 5 ABL1, APC, BAX, BCL2, CCND1, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, ERBB2, MYC, PLAU, PTEN, SMAD4, TP53
Integrated Cancer pathway 5 BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, CASP8, CDK2, CHEK2, PTEN, RB1, TP53
miRNA Regulation of DNA Damage Response 4 ABL1, BAX, BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, MCM7, MYC, RB1, TP53
DNA Damage Response 4 ABL1, BAX, BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, MYC, RB1, TP53
ATM Signaling Pathway 4 ABL1, BRCA1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, MDM4, TP53
Senescence and Autophagy 3 BCL2, BRAF, CD44, CDKN1A, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, PLAU, PTEN, RB1, SMAD4, TP53
Apoptosis 3 BAX, BCL2, CASP8, IGF1, IKBKB, MYC, TP53
G1 to S cell cycle control 2 CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, E2F4, MCM2, MCM7, MYC, RB1, TP53
MAPK Signaling Pathway 2 AKT2, BRAF, CASP8, EGFR, FOS, IKBKB, KRAS, MYC, PDGFB, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53
Androgen receptor signaling pathway 2 AR, BRCA1, CCND1, CDKN1A, CREBBP, CTNNB1, EGFR, KLK3, PTEN, RB1, SMAD4
Angiogenesis 2 CREBBP, PDGFB, PIK3CA, VEGFA
Estrogen signaling pathway 2 BCL2, BRAF, ESR1, FOS, PIK3CA
Gastric cancer network 1 1 APC, TOP2A, TPX2
Signal Transduction of S1P Receptor 1 AKT2, PIK3C2B
Myometrial Relaxation and Contraction Pathways 1 FOS, GJA1, IGFBP3, IL6, PRKCE
Corticotropin-releasing hormone 1 BCL2, BRAF, CTNNB1, FOS, GJA1
Pathogenic Escherichia coli infection 1 ABL1, CDH1, CTNNB1
MAPK Cascade 1 BRAF, KRAS
EGF/EGFR Signaling Pathway 1 ABL1, BRAF, EGFR, ERBB2, FOS, GJA1, KRAS, PIK3C2B, PTEN
Angiogenesis overview 1 APC, FGFR1, KRAS, MMP2, VEGFA
Complement and Coagulation Cascades 1 PLAU, PLAUR
TP53 Network 1 ABL1, BAX, BCL2, CDKN1A, MYC, TP53
Hypothetical Network for Drug Addiction 1 GRM1, PRKCE
SIDS Susceptibility Pathways 1 AR, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDC, FOXM1, GJA1, IL6, IL6R, RET, VEGFA
Regulation of toll-like receptor signaling pathway 1 AKT2, CASP8, FOS, IKBKB, IL6, PIK3CA
Toll-like receptor signaling pathway 1 AKT2, CASP8, FOS, IKBKB, IL6, PIK3CA
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1.1.1 GO enrichment of the candidate pathway

Table 2: Enriched Gene Ontology terms [1] (FDR corrected p ≤ 0.0050). Ratio is the proportion of the annotated genes
among the whole gene set. List is sorted based on the FDR corrected p-values.

Ratio Type Description Genes

0.693 BP positive regulation of metabolic process ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDK2,
CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FOS, FOXM1, GJA1,
GRB10, GSTP1, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE,
PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.587 BP regulation of cell proliferation AGAP2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, E2F4,
EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MDM4,
MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, PGR, PLAU, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, RUNX1, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2,
TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.653 BP positive regulation of cellular metabolic
process

ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, AR, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDK2,
CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FOS, FOXM1, GRB10,
GSTP1, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN,
RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFBR2, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.960 BP cellular response to stimulus ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1,
CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CHRNA6, CHRNB3, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDC, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2,
ESR1, FGFR1, FOS, FOXM1, GJA1, GRB10, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT,
KRAS, MCM2, MCM7, MDM4, MLH1, MLH3, MMP2, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, PGR, PIK3C2B, PIK3CA,
PLAU, PLAUR, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PYCR1, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2,
TGIF2, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.627 BP positive regulation of macromolecule
metabolic process

ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDK2,
CDKN2B, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FOS, FOXM1, GJA1, IGF1, IKBKB,
IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4,
TGFB2, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.507 BP regulation of phosphorylation ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CCND1, CD44, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, EGFR, ERBB2,
FGFR1, GRB10, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MCM7, NPM1, PDGFB, PIK3CA,
PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, TPX2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.627 BP cell death ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CD44, CDH1, CDKN1A,
CHEK2, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, GJA1, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT,
KRAS, MDM4, MLH1, MYC, NPM1, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RET, SMAD4, TGFB2,
TGFBR2, TOP2A, TP53, TPX2, VEGFA, WT1

0.587 BP regulation of protein metabolic process ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, APC, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDK2, CDKN1A,
CDKN2B, CHEK2, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GJA1, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R,
KIT, KRAS, MDM4, NPM1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLAUR, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2,
TP53, TPX2, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.600 BP programmed cell death ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CD44, CDH1, CDKN1A,
CHEK2, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, GJA1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS,
MDM4, MLH1, MYC, NPM1, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RET, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TOP2A,
TP53, TPX2, VEGFA, WT1

0.693 BP regulation of response to stimulus ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDKN2B,
CREBBP, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FOS, FOXM1, GJA1, GRB10, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1,
IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLAU, PLAUR, PPARG,
PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.773 BP negative regulation of biological process AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDK2,
CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1, GRB10,
GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KLK3, KRAS, MCM2, MCM7, MDM4, MLH1, MYC,
NPM1, PDGFB, PGR, PIK3CA, PLAU, PLAUR, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2,
TGFBR2, TGIF2, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.333 BP gland development AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1,
FGFR1, IGF1, IL6, PDGFB, PGR, PTEN, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1

0.587 BP apoptotic process ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CD44, CDH1, CDKN1A,
CHEK2, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, GJA1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KRAS,
MDM4, MLH1, MYC, NPM1, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RET, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TOP2A,
TP53, TPX2, VEGFA, WT1

0.467 BP regulation of protein phosphorylation ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, APC, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CCND1, CD44, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, EGFR, ERBB2,
FGFR1, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, NPM1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN,
RB1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, TPX2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.587 BP cellular response to chemical stimulus AKT2, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN2B, CREBBP, CTNNB1,
DDC, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FOS, GRB10, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MCM2, MCM7,
MDM4, MMP2, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, PGR, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PYCR1, RET, TGFB2,
TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.507 BP positive regulation of response to stimulus ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, CASP8, CD44, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1,
FGFR1, FOS, FOXM1, GJA1, GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MYC, PDGFB,
PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN, RET, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.520 BP regulation of cell death ABL1, AGAP2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CD44, CDKN1A, CHEK2,
CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MDM4, MLH1,
MYC, NPM1, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, SMAD4, TGFB2, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.600 BP regulation of signal transduction AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDKN2B, CREBBP, CTNNB1,
EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1, GRB10, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R,
KIT, KRAS, MYC, PDGFB, PLAU, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2,
TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.400 BP epithelium development AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, E2F4,
EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, GJA1, IGF1, IL6, MYC, PDGFB, PGR, PPARG, RET, SMAD4, TGFBR2, VEGFA,
VEGFC, WT1

0.507 BP regulation of programmed cell death ABL1, AGAP2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CD44, CDKN1A, CHEK2,
CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MDM4, MLH1,
MYC, NPM1, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, TGFB2, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.440 BP intracellular protein kinase cascade AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BRAF, CASP8, CD44, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FOS, FOXM1,
GJA1, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MYC, PDGFB, PIK3C2B, PIK3CA,
PRKCE, PTEN, RET, TGFB2, VEGFA

0.707 BP negative regulation of cellular process AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDK2,
CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1, GRB10,
GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MCM2, MCM7, MDM4, MLH1, MYC, NPM1,
PDGFB, PIK3CA, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TGIF2, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.493 BP regulation of apoptotic process ABL1, AGAP2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CD44, CDKN1A, CHEK2,
CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KRAS, MDM4, MLH1, MYC,
NPM1, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, TGFB2, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.573 BP response to organic substance AKT2, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CTNNB1,
DDC, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FOS, GJA1, GRB10, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MCM2, MCM7,
MMP2, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, PGR, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2,
VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.533 BP regulation of cell communication AGAP2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDKN2B, CHRNA6, CTNNB1, EGFR,
ESR1, FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1, GRB10, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MYC,
PDGFB, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA

0.573 BP regulation of multicellular organismal
process

AGAP2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, ERBB2,
ESR1, FGFR1, GJA1, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KLK3, KRAS, MYC, PDGFB,
PIK3CA, PLAU, PLAUR, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53,
VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.440 BP response to endogenous stimulus AKT2, AR, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2,
ESR1, FGFR1, FOS, GJA1, GRB10, IL6, KIT, KRAS, MCM7, MMP2, PDGFB, PGR, PIK3CA, PPARG,
PRKCE, PTEN, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, WT1

0.280 BP epithelial cell proliferation AGAP2, APC, AR, BAX, BRCA2, CCND1, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, IGF1, IL6, MYC,
PDGFB, PGR, PTEN, RB1, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.413 BP positive regulation of signaling AGAP2, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CASP8, CD44, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, GJA1,
GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MYC, PDGFB, PRKCE, PTEN, RET, SKP2,
SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA

0.413 BP positive regulation of cell communication AGAP2, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CASP8, CD44, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, GJA1,
GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MYC, PDGFB, PRKCE, PTEN, RET, SKP2,
SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA

0.267 BP regulation of epithelial cell proliferation AGAP2, APC, AR, BAX, BRCA2, CCND1, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, IGF1, IL6, MYC, PDGFB,
PGR, PTEN, RB1, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.373 BP regulation of intracellular protein kinase
cascade

AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BRAF, CASP8, CD44, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1,
GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, MYC, PDGFB, PRKCE, PTEN, TGFB2, VEGFA

0.587 BP regulation of molecular function ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN1A,
CDKN2B, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FOS, FOXM1, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT,
KRAS, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLAU, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2,
TP53, TPX2, VEGFA
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Ratio Type Description Genes

0.400 BP positive regulation of signal transduction AGAP2, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CASP8, CD44, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, GJA1,
GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MYC, PDGFB, PRKCE, RET, SKP2, SMAD4,
TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA

0.467 BP positive regulation of gene expression AGAP2, AR, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CD44, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4,
ERBB2, ESR1, FOS, FOXM1, GJA1, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, KIT, KRAS, MYC, PDGFB, PPARG, RB1, RET,
RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.520 BP regulation of developmental process ABL1, AGAP2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDKN2B, CREBBP,
CTNNB1, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KLK3, MYC, PDGFB,
PPARG, PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.587 BP anatomical structure morphogenesis ABL1, AGAP2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDKN1A,
CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1, IGF1, IL6, KIT, KLK3, KRAS,
MMP2, MYC, PDGFB, PGR, PIK3CA, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2,
TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.280 BP positive regulation of phosphorylation ABL1, AKT2, AR, BCL2, BRAF, CCND1, CD44, EGFR, ERBB2, GRB10, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS,
PDGFB, PIK3CA, SMAD4, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.467 BP cellular response to organic substance AKT2, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CTNNB1, DDC, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1,
FGFR1, FOS, GRB10, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MCM2, MCM7, MMP2, NPM1, PDGFB, PGR,
PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.680 BP response to stress ABL1, AKT2, APC, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2,
CREBBP, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOS, FOXM1, GJA1, GSTP1, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS,
MCM7, MDM4, MLH1, MLH3, MMP2, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLAU, PLAUR, PPARG, PRKCE,
PTEN, PYCR1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.440 MF enzyme binding ABL1, AGAP2, APC, AR, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CDH1, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CTNNB1,
EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FOXM1, GSTP1, IKBKB, IL6R, KIT, MDM4, NPM1, PGR, PLAUR, PPARG,
PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, TGFBR2, TOP2A, TP53, TPX2

0.453 BP regulation of multicellular organismal
development

AGAP2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, ERBB2,
ESR1, FGFR1, GJA1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, KLK3, MYC, PDGFB, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1,
SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.387 BP regulation of cell cycle ABL1, AKT2, APC, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CTNNB1,
EGFR, FGFR1, FOXM1, IGF1, MCM2, MCM7, MDM4, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, PTEN, RB1, SKP2, TGFB2,
TP53, TPX2

0.320 BP MAPK cascade AKT2, APC, AR, BRAF, CD44, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOS, FOXM1, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1,
IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MYC, PDGFB, PRKCE, RET, TGFB2

0.360 BP negative regulation of cell death AGAP2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CD44, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR1, GSTP1, IGF1, IKBKB,
IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MDM4, MYC, NPM1, PIK3CA, PTEN, SMAD4, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.333 BP negative regulation of cell proliferation APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, ERBB2, GJA1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3,
IL6, MDM4, MYC, NPM1, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, WT1

0.360 BP positive regulation of cell proliferation AGAP2, AR, BCL2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FOXM1, IGF1,
IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MDM4, MYC, PDGFB, PTEN, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.507 BP regulation of catalytic activity ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN1A,
CDKN2B, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, GRM1, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB,
PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, TPX2, VEGFA

0.400 BP enzyme linked receptor protein signaling
pathway

ABL1, AKT2, AR, BRAF, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOS, GRB10, IGF1,
IGFBP3, IKBKB, KIT, KRAS, MYC, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN, RET, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2,
TGIF2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.347 BP negative regulation of programmed cell
death

AGAP2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CD44, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR1, GSTP1, IGF1, IKBKB,
IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MDM4, MYC, NPM1, PIK3CA, PTEN, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.440 BP positive regulation of macromolecule
biosynthetic process

AGAP2, AKT2, AR, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, EGFR,
ERBB2, ESR1, FOS, FOXM1, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, PPARG, RB1, RET, RUNX1,
SMAD4, TGFB2, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.307 BP tissue morphogenesis AR, BCL2, CASP8, CD44, CDH1, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, GJA1, IGF1, IL6, MYC, PDGFB, PGR,
RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.280 BP morphogenesis of an epithelium AR, BCL2, CASP8, CD44, CDH1, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, GJA1, IGF1, IL6, MYC, PDGFB, PGR,
RET, SMAD4, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.333 BP negative regulation of apoptotic process AGAP2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CD44, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR1, GSTP1, IGF1, IKBKB,
IL6, IL6R, KRAS, MDM4, MYC, NPM1, PIK3CA, PTEN, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.413 BP cell cycle process ABL1, AKT2, APC, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CTNNB1, E2F4,
EGFR, FOXM1, IGF1, MCM2, MCM7, MDM4, MLH1, MLH3, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, PTEN, RB1, SKP2,
TGFB2, TOP2A, TP53, TPX2

0.267 BP regulation of MAPK cascade AKT2, APC, AR, BRAF, CD44, CTNNB1, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOXM1, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6,
IL6R, KIT, MYC, PDGFB, PRKCE, TGFB2

0.347 BP positive regulation of developmental
process

ABL1, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, CASP8, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, FGFR1, GJA1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R,
MYC, PPARG, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.347 BP regulation of transferase activity ABL1, AGAP2, APC, BRAF, CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GRM1, GSTP1, IL6,
IL6R, KIT, KRAS, NPM1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TPX2, VEGFA

0.213 BP morphogenesis of a branching epithelium AR, BCL2, CD44, CDH1, CTNNB1, ESR1, FGFR1, IGF1, IL6, MYC, PDGFB, PGR, SMAD4, TGFBR2,
VEGFA, WT1

0.240 BP positive regulation of protein
phosphorylation

ABL1, AKT2, BCL2, BRAF, CCND1, CD44, ERBB2, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA,
SMAD4, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.467 BP cell development ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, APC, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDH1, CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, EGFR,
ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, GJA1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PGR, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, RET,
RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.333 BP regulation of protein kinase activity ABL1, AGAP2, APC, BRAF, CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GRM1, GSTP1, IL6,
IL6R, KIT, KRAS, NPM1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PTEN, RB1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TPX2, VEGFA

0.187 BP gland morphogenesis AR, BAX, BCL2, CD44, CDH1, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, IGF1, IL6, PDGFB, PGR, TGFB2, TGFBR2
0.453 BP negative regulation of metabolic process AGAP2, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CREBBP, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1,

FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1, GRB10, GSTP1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, MDM4, MLH1, MYC, PDGFB, PGR, PPARG,
PTEN, RB1, SMAD4, TGIF2, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.280 BP regulation of cell cycle process AKT2, APC, BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CTNNB1, FOXM1, IGF1,
MCM2, MCM7, MDM4, NPM1, PDGFB, PTEN, RB1, TP53, TPX2

0.413 BP positive regulation of molecular function ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, GRM1,
IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, TGFB2,
TGFBR2, TPX2, VEGFA

0.387 BP positive regulation of transcription,
DNA-dependent

AGAP2, AR, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, ERBB2, ESR1,
FOS, FOXM1, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, MYC, PDGFB, PPARG, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TOP2A, TP53,
VEGFA, WT1

0.427 BP negative regulation of macromolecule
metabolic process

AGAP2, AR, BAX, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, CDKN1A, CREBBP, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, FOXM1,
GJA1, GRB10, GSTP1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, MDM4, MLH1, MYC, PDGFB, PGR, PPARG, PTEN, RB1,
SMAD4, TGIF2, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.253 BP response to growth factor stimulus BRAF, CD44, CTNNB1, DDC, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GRB10, KIT, KRAS, MCM7, MYC, PDGFB,
PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN, SMAD4, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.387 BP regulation of cell differentiation ABL1, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, CASP8, CCND1, CDKN2B, CREBBP, CTNNB1, ERBB2, FGFR1, IGF1,
IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, KIT, MYC, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53,
VEGFA, VEGFC

0.347 BP organ morphogenesis APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, E2F4, ESR1, FGFR1, GJA1,
IGF1, MMP2, MYC, PPARG, PTEN, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.427 BP regulation of localization ABL1, AKT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, CDH1, CDKN1A, CHRNA6, CTNNB1, EGFR, GJA1,
GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, PLAU, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1,
SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.413 BP regulation of cellular component
organization

ABL1, AKT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1, IGF1,
IGFBP3, IL6, KIT, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RET, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53,
TPX2, VEGFA, WT1

0.307 BP cellular response to endogenous stimulus AKT2, AR, BRAF, CD44, CDH1, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FOS, GRB10, KIT, KRAS,
MCM7, MMP2, PDGFB, PGR, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, WT1

0.493 BP immune system process ABL1, APC, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CASP8, CD44, CDH1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CREBBP, CTNNB1, EGFR,
ERBB2, FGFR1, FOS, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MLH1, MYC, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PPARG,
PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.253 BP positive regulation of intracellular protein
kinase cascade

AGAP2, AR, BRAF, CASP8, CD44, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR1, GJA1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R,
KIT, PDGFB, PRKCE, TGFB2, VEGFA

0.400 BP cellular response to stress ABL1, AKT2, APC, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CD44, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, CREBBP,
EGFR, FOS, FOXM1, GSTP1, IL6, MCM7, MDM4, MLH1, MLH3, MYC, NPM1, PRKCE, PYCR1, TGFB2,
TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA

0.413 BP response to external stimulus ABL1, AGAP2, BCL2, CASP8, CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOS, GJA1, GSTP1,
IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MYC, PDGFB, PLAU, PLAUR, PPARG, PTEN, RET, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2,
TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.400 BP locomotion ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, APC, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GJA1, IGF1,
IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLAU, PLAUR, PRKCE, PTEN, RET, SMAD4,
TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.213 BP reproductive structure development APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, CD44, CTNNB1, ESR1, IGF1, KIT, PGR, PTEN, RUNX1,
VEGFA, WT1

0.307 BP response to hormone stimulus AKT2, AR, BCL2, BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, ESR1, FGFR1, FOS, GJA1, GRB10, IL6,
KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PGR, PIK3CA, PPARG, TGFB2, TGFBR2, WT1

0.253 BP regulation of cell motility ABL1, AKT2, APC, BCL2, BRCA1, EGFR, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, PLAU, PRKCE, PTEN,
RET, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC
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Ratio Type Description Genes

0.227 BP cellular response to growth factor stimulus BRAF, CD44, CTNNB1, DDC, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GRB10, KIT, KRAS, MCM7, PDGFB, PIK3CA,
PRKCE, PTEN, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.187 BP developmental maturation BCL2, BRCA2, CTNNB1, FGFR1, GJA1, IGF1, MMP2, PGR, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, RET, TGFB2, VEGFA
0.160 BP muscle cell proliferation CTNNB1, FGFR1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, PPARG, SKP2, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA
0.280 BP regulation of anatomical structure

morphogenesis
APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, CD44, CDH1, CTNNB1, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, IL6, KIT, KLK3, MYC, PTEN,
RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1

0.347 BP positive regulation of catalytic activity ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, GRM1, IL6R,
KIT, KRAS, MYC, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TPX2, VEGFA

0.333 BP regulation of immune system process ABL1, APC, BCL2, CASP8, CDH1, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, ERBB2, FOS, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT,
MYC, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RUNX1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.213 BP response to steroid hormone stimulus AR, BCL2, BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, ESR1, FOS, IL6, KRAS, PDGFB, PGR, PPARG,
TGFB2, TGFBR2

0.320 BP cell migration AKT2, APC, BAX, BCL2, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR1, GJA1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS,
PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLAU, PRKCE, PTEN, RET, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.333 BP embryo development AR, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CD44, CDH1, CREBBP, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1, KIT,
MYC, PDGFB, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.200 BP urogenital system development APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, CD44, CTNNB1, ESR1, IGF1, MYC, PDGFB, PTEN, RET, SMAD4, VEGFA, WT1
0.133 BP regulation of fibroblast proliferation BAX, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1, GSTP1, IGF1, MYC, PDGFB, TP53
0.520 CC organelle lumen ABL1, AGAP2, AR, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1,

E2F4, ESR1, FOS, FOXM1, IGF1, MCM2, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, PGR, PLAUR,
PPARG, PTEN, PYCR1, RB1, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGIF2, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.320 BP cell cycle phase ABL1, APC, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, E2F4, EGFR, FOXM1, IGF1,
MCM2, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, PDGFB, PTEN, RB1, SKP2, TOP2A, TP53, TPX2

0.133 BP regulation of smooth muscle cell
proliferation

CTNNB1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, PPARG, SKP2, TGFBR2, VEGFA

0.213 BP tube morphogenesis AR, BCL2, CASP8, CD44, CDH1, CTNNB1, ESR1, GJA1, IGF1, MYC, PGR, RET, SMAD4, TGFBR2,
VEGFA, WT1

0.307 BP mitotic cell cycle ABL1, APC, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, E2F4, EGFR, FOXM1, IGF1,
MCM2, MCM7, MYC, PDGFB, PTEN, RB1, SKP2, TOP2A, TP53, TPX2

0.280 BP transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine
kinase signaling pathway

ABL1, AKT2, AR, BRAF, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, KIT, KRAS,
PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN, RET, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.240 BP blood vessel morphogenesis CASP8, CTNNB1, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1, IL6, KLK3, MMP2, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PTEN, RUNX1,
TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.253 BP positive regulation of cell differentiation ABL1, APC, BCL2, CASP8, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, FGFR1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, PPARG, RB1,
RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.160 BP mammary gland development AGAP2, AKT2, AR, BAX, BRCA2, CCND1, ERBB2, ESR1, IGF1, PGR, TGFBR2, VEGFA
0.227 MF kinase binding ABL1, AGAP2, APC, CCND1, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CTNNB1, FOXM1, GSTP1, IKBKB, NPM1, PTEN, RB1,

TGFBR2, TOP2A, TP53, TPX2
0.240 BP negative regulation of cell cycle AKT2, APC, BCL2, BRCA1, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, FOXM1, MCM2, MCM7,

MDM4, MYC, PTEN, RB1, TGFB2, TP53
0.213 MF protein kinase binding ABL1, AGAP2, APC, CCND1, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CTNNB1, FOXM1, GSTP1, IKBKB, NPM1, PTEN,

TGFBR2, TOP2A, TP53, TPX2
0.347 BP response to wounding ABL1, BAX, BCL2, CD44, CDK2, ERBB2, FOS, GJA1, GSTP1, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS,

PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLAU, PLAUR, PPARG, PRKCE, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.227 BP regulation of cell migration AKT2, APC, BCL2, EGFR, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, PLAU, PRKCE, PTEN, RET, TGFB2,

TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.173 BP positive regulation of MAPK cascade AR, BRAF, CD44, CTNNB1, FGFR1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, KIT, PDGFB, PRKCE, TGFB2
0.187 BP positive regulation of cell motility AKT2, APC, BCL2, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, PRKCE, RET, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.213 BP response to drug BCL2, CCND1, CDH1, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, DDC, FOS, IL6, MCM7, MYC, PDGFB, PPARG, TGFB2,

TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFC
0.267 BP immune system development APC, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CASP8, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, ERBB2, IL6, KIT, MLH1, MYC, PPARG, RB1,

RET, RUNX1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA
0.227 BP interphase of mitotic cell cycle ABL1, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, E2F4, EGFR, FOXM1, MCM2, MCM7,

PTEN, RB1, SKP2, TP53
0.267 BP peptidyl-amino acid modification ABL1, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CD44, CREBBP, EGFR, FGFR1, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT,

PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA
0.147 BP positive regulation of epithelial cell

proliferation
AGAP2, CCND1, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, IGF1, IL6, MYC, PDGFB, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.200 BP epithelial cell differentiation AKT2, APC, AR, CCND1, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, E2F4, ESR1, GJA1, IGF1, PGR, PPARG, SMAD4, VEGFA,
WT1

0.267 BP response to DNA damage stimulus ABL1, APC, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CD44, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, EGFR, FOXM1,
MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, MYC, NPM1, TOP2A, TP53

0.160 BP branching morphogenesis of an epithelial
tube

AR, BCL2, CD44, CTNNB1, ESR1, IGF1, MYC, PGR, SMAD4, TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1

0.267 BP response to abiotic stimulus BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CDKN1A, CHEK2, EGFR, FOS, GJA1, GRM1, IL6, KIT,
KRAS, MYC, PPARG, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA

0.293 BP growth AR, BCL2, BRCA2, CDKN1A, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, PDGFB,
PIK3CA, PPARG, PTEN, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.173 BP regulation of DNA metabolic process BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, CDKN1A, EGFR, FOXM1, IGF1, IL6, MLH1, MYC, PDGFB, PIK3CA, TP53
0.547 CC protein complex APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHRNA6, CHRNB3,

CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2, FOS, FOXM1, GJA1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6,
IL6R, MCM2, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, MYC, PIK3C2B, PIK3CA, RB1, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFBR2, TOP2A,
TP53, TPX2

0.280 BP positive regulation of transcription from
RNA polymerase II promoter

AGAP2, AR, BRCA1, CDKN2B, CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, ESR1, FOS, FOXM1, IGF1, IL6, MYC, PPARG,
RB1, RUNX1, SMAD4, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.253 BP hematopoietic or lymphoid organ
development

APC, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CASP8, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, ERBB2, IL6, KIT, MYC, PPARG, RB1, RET,
RUNX1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA

0.173 BP G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle BCL2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, E2F4, EGFR, MCM2, MCM7, PTEN, RB1, SKP2, TP53
0.280 BP regulation of response to stress ABL1, AKT2, BAX, BRCA1, CASP8, CD44, EGFR, FOS, FOXM1, GSTP1, IKBKB, IL6, MYC, NPM1,

PDGFB, PLAU, PLAUR, PPARG, PRKCE, TGFB2, TGFBR2
0.147 BP regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine

phosphorylation
ABL1, CD44, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, PDGFB, PRKCE, TP53, VEGFA

0.213 BP cell cycle arrest AKT2, APC, BRCA1, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, FOXM1, MCM2, MCM7, MDM4, MYC,
RB1, TGFB2, TP53

0.293 BP anatomical structure formation involved
in morphogenesis

AR, CASP8, CDH1, CTNNB1, E2F4, ERBB2, FGFR1, GJA1, IL6, KLK3, MMP2, PIK3CA, PTEN, RET,
RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.187 BP regulation of cell cycle arrest AKT2, APC, BRCA1, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, FOXM1, MCM2, MCM7, MDM4, RB1,
TP53

0.240 BP positive regulation of programmed cell
death

ABL1, APC, BAX, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, CTNNB1, IGFBP3, MLH1, MYC, PPARG, PRKCE,
PTEN, TGFB2, TOP2A, TP53, WT1

0.267 BP negative regulation of signaling AGAP2, APC, BCL2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1, FOXM1, GRB10, GSTP1, IGF1,
IGFBP3, MYC, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, TGFBR2, TP53

0.267 BP negative regulation of cell communication AGAP2, APC, BCL2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1, FOXM1, GRB10, GSTP1, IGF1,
IGFBP3, MYC, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, TGFBR2, TP53

0.173 BP positive regulation of cell migration APC, BCL2, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, PRKCE, RET, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.493 BP regulation of biological quality ABL1, AKT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, CCND1, CDH1, CDK2, CHRNA6, CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, ERBB2,

ESR1, GJA1, GSTP1, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, KIT, KRAS, MDM4, MYC, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLAU, PLAUR,
PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RUNX1, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.240 BP hemopoiesis APC, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CASP8, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, ERBB2, IL6, KIT, MYC, PPARG, RB1, RUNX1,
TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA

0.333 BP neurogenesis ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, APC, BAX, BCL2, CDH1, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GJA1, IGF1, IL6,
KRAS, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.200 BP leukocyte differentiation APC, BAX, BCL2, CASP8, CTNNB1, ERBB2, IL6, KIT, MYC, PPARG, RB1, RUNX1, TGFBR2, TP53,
VEGFA

0.427 CC nuclear lumen ABL1, AGAP2, AR, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1,
E2F4, ESR1, FOS, FOXM1, MCM2, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, MYC, NPM1, PGR, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, SKP2,
SMAD4, TGIF2, TOP2A, TP53, WT1

0.147 BP regulation of organ morphogenesis APC, AR, BCL2, CDH1, CTNNB1, ESR1, FGFR1, MYC, SMAD4, VEGFA, WT1
0.280 MF identical protein binding BAX, BCL2, CASP8, CHEK2, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, IKBKB, IL6R, KIT, NPM1, PDGFB, PYCR1,

RUNX1, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA
0.360 CC nucleoplasm AR, BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, ESR1, FOS, FOXM1,

MCM2, MCM7, MYC, NPM1, PGR, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, SKP2, SMAD4, TGIF2, TOP2A, TP53, WT1
0.160 BP aging BCL2, BRCA2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, DDC, FOS, FOXM1, IL6, NPM1, PTEN, TGFBR2, TP53
0.200 BP regulation of protein serine/threonine

kinase activity
ABL1, APC, CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GRM1, GSTP1, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB,
PTEN, VEGFA

0.253 BP negative regulation of signal transduction AGAP2, APC, BCL2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, EGFR, ESR1, FOXM1, GRB10, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3,
MYC, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, TGFBR2, TP53

0.160 BP cellular response to fibroblast growth
factor stimulus

BRAF, CD44, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN

0.227 BP positive regulation of cellular component
organization

AKT2, APC, AR, BAX, BRCA1, CTNNB1, FGFR1, IGF1, PDGFB, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RET, SMAD4,
TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA

0.173 BP epithelial tube morphogenesis AR, BCL2, CASP8, CD44, CTNNB1, ESR1, GJA1, MYC, PGR, RET, SMAD4, VEGFA, WT1
0.133 BP cell maturation BCL2, BRCA2, CTNNB1, FGFR1, GJA1, PGR, PPARG, RB1, RET, VEGFA
0.227 BP positive regulation of apoptotic process ABL1, APC, BAX, BRCA1, BRCA2, CHEK2, CTNNB1, IGFBP3, MLH1, MYC, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN,

TGFB2, TOP2A, TP53, WT1
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Ratio Type Description Genes

0.213 BP positive regulation of protein kinase
activity

AGAP2, BRAF, CCND1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GRM1, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, TGFB2,
TGFBR2, TPX2, VEGFA

0.187 BP regulation of mitotic cell cycle APC, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, IGF1, MYC, PDGFB, PTEN, RB1, TP53, TPX2
0.120 BP female gonad development BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, ESR1, KIT, PGR, RUNX1, VEGFA, WT1
0.387 BP system process AKT2, AR, BCL2, BRAF, CDH1, CHRNA6, CHRNB3, CTNNB1, DDC, E2F4, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOS, GJA1,

GRM1, IGF1, IL6, KIT, KRAS, MYC, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RUNX1, TGFB2,
VEGFA, VEGFC

0.187 MF regulatory region DNA binding AR, BRCA1, CREBBP, CTNNB1, ESR1, FOS, FOXM1, MYC, PPARG, RB1, RUNX1, SMAD4, TP53, WT1
0.240 BP wound healing ABL1, CD44, CDK2, ERBB2, GJA1, IGF1, IL6, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLAU, PLAUR, PRKCE,

TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.187 BP striated muscle tissue development BCL2, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOS, GJA1, IGF1, IGFBP3, MYC, PTEN, RB1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1
0.293 BP regulation of transport ABL1, AKT2, BAX, BCL2, CDH1, CDKN1A, CHRNA6, CTNNB1, EGFR, GJA1, GRB10, IGF1, IKBKB,

IL6, PDGFB, PPARG, PRKCE, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.307 BP generation of neurons ABL1, AGAP2, APC, BAX, BCL2, CDH1, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GJA1, IL6, KRAS, PPARG,

PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.227 MF protein kinase activity ABL1, AKT2, BRAF, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, IKBKB, KIT, PIK3CA,

PRKCE, RET, TGFB2, TGFBR2
0.147 BP fibroblast growth factor receptor signaling

pathway
BRAF, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN

0.320 BP immune response ABL1, BCL2, CASP8, CD44, CDH1, CREBBP, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOS, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT,
KRAS, MLH1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA

0.200 MF transcription factor binding AR, BCL2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, ESR1, FOS, FOXM1, MYC, NPM1, PPARG, RB1, RUNX1, SMAD4,
TP53

0.093 BP positive regulation of smooth muscle cell
proliferation

IGF1, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, SKP2, TGFBR2, VEGFA

0.120 BP ureteric bud development BCL2, CD44, CTNNB1, FGFR1, MYC, RET, SMAD4, VEGFA, WT1
0.147 BP rhythmic process BAX, BCL2, DDC, ESR1, IL6, KIT, PGR, PTEN, RUNX1, TGFB2, VEGFA
0.187 BP angiogenesis CASP8, CTNNB1, ERBB2, FGFR1, IL6, KLK3, MMP2, PIK3CA, PTEN, RUNX1, TGFB2, TGFBR2,

VEGFA, VEGFC
0.213 BP muscle structure development ABL1, BCL2, CTNNB1, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOS, GJA1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, KRAS, MYC, RB1, TGFBR2,

VEGFA, WT1
0.227 BP negative regulation of developmental

process
APC, BCL2, CCND1, CREBBP, CTNNB1, FOXM1, IGF1, IL6, KIT, KLK3, MYC, PPARG, PTEN, RUNX1,
TGFBR2, TP53, WT1

0.333 BP negative regulation of cellular metabolic
process

BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CREBBP, CTNNB1, FGFR1, FOXM1, GRB10, IGFBP3,
IL6, MDM4, MLH1, MYC, PDGFB, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, SMAD4, TGIF2, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.120 BP positive regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine
phosphorylation

ABL1, CD44, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, PDGFB, TP53, VEGFA

0.160 BP intracellular receptor mediated signaling
pathway

AR, BCL2, BRCA1, CASP8, CTNNB1, ESR1, IGF1, IKBKB, PGR, PPARG, RB1, SKP2

0.253 BP cell activation APC, BAX, BCL2, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, ERBB2, IGF1, IL6, KIT, MLH1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE,
SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.107 BP mammary gland epithelium development AGAP2, AKT2, AR, BAX, BRCA2, CCND1, ESR1, PGR
0.133 BP myeloid leukocyte differentiation APC, CASP8, CTNNB1, KIT, MYC, PPARG, RB1, RUNX1, TGFBR2, VEGFA
0.120 BP response to ionizing radiation BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CDKN1A, CHEK2, MYC, TP53
0.133 BP signal transduction in response to DNA

damage
ABL1, BRCA1, BRCA2, CD44, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, FOXM1, MLH1, TP53

0.147 BP phosphatidylinositol-mediated signaling EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, IGF1, KIT, PDGFB, PIK3C2B, PIK3CA, PTEN, TGFB2, TOP2A
0.213 BP regulation of growth AR, BCL2, CDKN1A, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOXM1, IGF1, IGFBP3, PIK3CA, PPARG, PTEN, SMAD4, TGFB2,

TGFBR2, TP53, WT1
0.107 BP cell aging BCL2, BRCA2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, FOXM1, NPM1, PTEN, TP53
0.187 BP regulation of protein localization AKT2, APC, AR, BCL2, CDH1, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, RB1, SMAD4, TGFB2, VEGFC
0.280 BP negative regulation of macromolecule

biosynthetic process
AR, BRCA1, BRCA2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, FGFR1, FOXM1, GRB10, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, MDM4, MYC,
PDGFB, PPARG, RB1, SMAD4, TGIF2, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.120 BP positive regulation of cell cycle BRCA2, CCND1, EGFR, FGFR1, IGF1, PDGFB, PTEN, RB1, TGFB2
0.093 BP exocrine system development CDH1, EGFR, FGFR1, IGF1, IL6, PDGFB, TGFB2
0.093 BP prostate gland development APC, AR, CD44, CTNNB1, ESR1, IGF1, PTEN
0.147 BP response to organic cyclic compound BCL2, CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, FOS, IL6, PDGFB, PPARG, PRKCE, TGFBR2
0.173 MF transcription regulatory region DNA

binding
AR, BRCA1, CREBBP, CTNNB1, ESR1, FOS, FOXM1, MYC, PPARG, RB1, SMAD4, TP53, WT1

0.160 BP regulation of cell adhesion ABL1, APC, BCL2, CD44, CDH1, ERBB2, PLAU, PRKCE, PTEN, RET, TGFB2, VEGFA
0.173 BP regulation of sequence-specific DNA

binding transcription factor activity
AR, ESR1, FOS, FOXM1, IKBKB, IL6, KIT, KRAS, NPM1, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, VEGFA

0.147 BP regulation of transmembrane transport AKT2, BCL2, CDH1, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, EGFR, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, PDGFB, SMAD4
0.200 BP cell division APC, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CHEK2, FGFR1, MYC, PDGFB, PRKCE, RB1, TGFB2, TOP2A, TPX2,

VEGFA, VEGFC
0.120 BP digestive system development BCL2, CTNNB1, EGFR, IGF1, KIT, RB1, RET, TGFB2, TGFBR2
0.107 BP ovulation cycle process BAX, BCL2, ESR1, KIT, PGR, RUNX1, TGFB2, VEGFA
0.133 BP transforming growth factor beta receptor

signaling pathway
CDKN2B, E2F4, FOS, MYC, PDGFB, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TGIF2, TP53

0.173 BP in utero embryonic development AR, BRCA2, CDH1, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR1, GJA1, PDGFB, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA
0.320 MF ATP binding ABL1, AKT2, ATAD2, BRAF, CDK2, CHEK2, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, IKBKB, KIT, MCM2, MCM7,

MLH1, MLH3, PIK3C2B, PIK3CA, PRKCE, RET, RUNX1, TGFBR2, TOP2A, TP53, TPX2
0.120 BP peptidyl-serine phosphorylation BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CD44, IL6, PDGFB, PIK3CA, TGFBR2, VEGFA
0.107 BP regulation of cell division APC, BRCA2, MYC, PDGFB, PRKCE, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.267 BP negative regulation of gene expression BRCA1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CREBBP, CTNNB1, ESR1, FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1, MDM4, MYC, PDGFB,

PGR, PPARG, RB1, SMAD4, TGIF2, TP53, VEGFA, WT1
0.147 BP response to oxygen levels CDKN1A, CREBBP, MDM4, MMP2, PDGFB, PLAU, PRKCE, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA
0.133 BP positive regulation of sequence-specific

DNA binding transcription factor activity
AR, ESR1, IKBKB, IL6, KIT, KRAS, NPM1, PPARG, PTEN, VEGFA

0.213 BP positive regulation of immune system
process

ABL1, BCL2, CASP8, CDKN1A, FOS, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN, TGFB2,
TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.200 BP positive regulation of multicellular
organismal process

BAX, BCL2, CTNNB1, FGFR1, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, MYC, PDGFB, PRKCE, PTEN, RET, TGFB2,
VEGFA

0.173 BP cell growth AR, BCL2, CDKN1A, ERBB2, FOXM1, IGFBP3, IL6, PDGFB, PPARG, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, WT1
0.200 BP regulation of organelle organization ABL1, AKT2, APC, BAX, BRCA1, CTNNB1, IGF1, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, TP53,

TPX2
0.267 BP cell morphogenesis ABL1, AGAP2, APC, BCL2, BRCA1, CTNNB1, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GJA1, IL6, KIT, KRAS,

PTEN, RB1, SMAD4, TGFB2, VEGFA, WT1
0.080 BP salivary gland morphogenesis CDH1, EGFR, FGFR1, IL6, PDGFB, TGFB2
0.307 BP homeostatic process AKT2, APC, BAX, BCL2, CDH1, CHRNA6, CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, ERBB2, GJA1, GSTP1, IGF1,

IKBKB, IL6, KIT, MYC, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, TGFB2, VEGFA
0.213 BP chemotaxis ABL1, AGAP2, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PLAU, PLAUR, SMAD4, TGFB2,

VEGFA, VEGFC
0.160 BP induction of apoptosis ABL1, BAX, BRCA1, BRCA2, CHEK2, MLH1, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, TGFB2, TP53, WT1
0.213 BP regulation of body fluid levels ABL1, CCND1, CDH1, CDK2, IGF1, IL6, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLAU, PLAUR, PRKCE, TGFB2,

TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.093 BP branching involved in ureteric bud

morphogenesis
BCL2, CD44, CTNNB1, MYC, SMAD4, VEGFA, WT1

0.147 BP cell cycle checkpoint APC, BRCA1, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, MCM2, MCM7, RB1, TP53
0.133 BP transcription initiation from RNA

polymerase II promoter
AR, CDKN2B, CREBBP, E2F4, ESR1, MYC, PGR, PPARG, SMAD4, TGIF2

0.133 BP leukocyte proliferation BAX, BCL2, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, ERBB2, GSTP1, IGF1, IL6, KIT, TP53
0.107 BP positive regulation of DNA metabolic

process
BRCA1, CDK2, EGFR, FOXM1, IGF1, IL6, MYC, PDGFB

0.227 BP innate immune response ABL1, BCL2, CASP8, CD44, CREBBP, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOS, IKBKB, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB,
PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN

0.093 BP regulation of peptidyl-serine
phosphorylation

BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CD44, IL6, PIK3CA, VEGFA

0.120 BP S phase of mitotic cell cycle ABL1, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, MCM2, MCM7, RB1, SKP2
0.107 BP response to UV BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, CDKN1A, EGFR, MYC, TP53
0.133 BP kidney development APC, BAX, BCL2, CTNNB1, MYC, PDGFB, RET, SMAD4, VEGFA, WT1
0.107 BP intracellular steroid hormone receptor

signaling pathway
AR, BRCA1, CTNNB1, ESR1, IGF1, PGR, RB1, SKP2

0.240 BP neuron development ABL1, AGAP2, APC, BCL2, CDH1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GJA1, IL6, KRAS, PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1,
SMAD4, TGFB2, VEGFA

0.067 BP mammary gland alveolus development AGAP2, AR, CCND1, ESR1, VEGFA
0.133 MF structure-specific DNA binding BRCA2, CTNNB1, EGFR, FOS, FOXM1, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, MYC, WT1
0.080 BP response to gamma radiation BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CHEK2, MYC, TP53
0.160 BP muscle cell differentiation ABL1, BCL2, CTNNB1, ERBB2, FOS, IGF1, IGFBP3, KRAS, MYC, RB1, VEGFA, WT1
0.173 BP heart development CASP8, CTNNB1, ERBB2, FGFR1, GJA1, PDGFB, PPARG, PTEN, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA,

WT1
0.147 BP activation of protein kinase activity BRAF, EGFR, GRM1, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TPX2, VEGFA
0.147 BP DNA replication BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, MCM2, MCM7, PDGFB, TOP2A, TP53
0.240 BP cytoskeleton organization ABL1, APC, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, CHEK2, CTNNB1, KIT, KRAS, MLH1, NPM1, PDGFB,

PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, TPX2
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Ratio Type Description Genes

0.080 BP positive regulation of fibroblast
proliferation

CDKN1A, EGFR, ESR1, IGF1, MYC, PDGFB

0.093 BP cellular component disassembly involved
in execution phase of apoptosis

APC, BAX, CASP8, CDH1, CTNNB1, MYC, TOP2A

0.107 BP digestive tract development BCL2, CTNNB1, EGFR, KIT, RB1, RET, TGFB2, TGFBR2
0.147 BP nerve growth factor receptor signaling

pathway
BRAF, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, IKBKB, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN

0.187 BP positive regulation of transport AKT2, BAX, CDH1, EGFR, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, PDGFB, PRKCE, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, VEGFA,
VEGFC

0.213 BP regulation of cellular localization AKT2, APC, AR, CDH1, CDKN1A, CHRNA6, CTNNB1, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, PRKCE, RB1, RUNX1, SMAD4,
TGFB2, VEGFC

0.253 BP cell projection organization ABL1, AGAP2, APC, BCL2, CDH1, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GJA1, IL6, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB,
PTEN, RB1, RET, SMAD4, TGFB2

0.160 BP response to inorganic substance BCL2, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, FOS, GSTP1, IL6, PPARG
0.147 BP regulation of cellular response to stress ABL1, AKT2, BAX, BRCA1, CD44, EGFR, FOXM1, GSTP1, MYC, NPM1, TGFB2
0.133 BP response to hypoxia CREBBP, MDM4, MMP2, PDGFB, PLAU, PRKCE, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA
0.133 BP positive regulation of organelle

organization
AKT2, APC, BAX, BRCA1, IGF1, PDGFB, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, TP53

0.080 BP G1 phase of mitotic cell cycle CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, E2F4, RB1, SKP2
0.093 BP phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade ERBB2, FGFR1, IGF1, KIT, PDGFB, PTEN, TGFB2
0.147 BP developmental growth AR, BCL2, BRCA2, ESR1, FGFR1, GJA1, IGF1, PTEN, SMAD4, TGFBR2, WT1
0.187 BP blood coagulation ABL1, CDK2, IGF1, IL6, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLAU, PLAUR, PRKCE, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA,

VEGFC
0.240 BP regulation of hydrolase activity AGAP2, AKT2, BAX, CASP8, CD44, CDH1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, IL6, KIT, MYC, NPM1, PPARG,

PRKCE, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA
0.187 BP regulation of cell development BAX, BCL2, CTNNB1, FGFR1, IGFBP3, IL6, PPARG, PTEN, RET, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA,

VEGFC
0.107 BP development of primary male sexual

characteristics
AR, BAX, BCL2, CCND1, CTNNB1, ESR1, KIT, WT1

0.080 BP intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in
response to DNA damage

ABL1, BRCA1, BRCA2, CHEK2, MLH1, TP53

0.093 BP hair follicle development APC, BCL2, CTNNB1, EGFR, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2
0.093 BP negative regulation of epithelial cell

proliferation
APC, AR, BRCA2, CDKN2B, PTEN, RB1, TGFB2

0.173 MF protein tyrosine kinase activity ABL1, AKT2, BRAF, CDK2, CHEK2, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, IKBKB, KIT, PRKCE, RET, TGFBR2
0.080 BP regulation of morphogenesis of a

branching structure
AR, CDH1, CTNNB1, ESR1, FGFR1, VEGFA

0.107 BP response to estrogen stimulus BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1, CTNNB1, ESR1, PDGFB, PPARG, TGFBR2
0.240 MF protein dimerization activity AR, BAX, BCL2, CHEK2, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, IL6R, KIT, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, RUNX1, SMAD4,

TGFB2, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA
0.093 BP metanephros development BCL2, CTNNB1, MYC, PDGFB, RET, SMAD4, WT1
0.160 MF protein heterodimerization activity BAX, BCL2, EGFR, ERBB2, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, RUNX1, TGFB2, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA
0.107 BP negative regulation of intracellular protein

kinase cascade
APC, CASP8, ESR1, FOXM1, GSTP1, IGF1, MYC, PTEN

0.080 BP regulation of kidney development CTNNB1, MYC, PDGFB, RET, VEGFA, WT1
0.093 BP regulation of cyclin-dependent protein

kinase activity
APC, CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, EGFR, PDGFB, PTEN

0.213 BP neuron projection development ABL1, AGAP2, APC, BCL2, CDH1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GJA1, IL6, KRAS, PTEN, RB1, RET, SMAD4,
TGFB2

0.107 BP tissue remodeling BAX, CTNNB1, GJA1, IGF1, IL6, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA
0.067 BP mammary gland epithelial cell

proliferation
AGAP2, BAX, BRCA2, CCND1, ESR1

0.067 BP regulation of smooth muscle cell migration BCL2, IGF1, IGFBP3, PDGFB, PLAU
0.267 BP multi-organism process AR, BAX, BCL2, CASP8, CREBBP, ESR1, FOS, GSTP1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KRAS, MMP2, NPM1, PGR,

PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, TGFBR2, TP53
0.387 CC cytosol ABL1, AKT2, APC, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, DDC,

FGFR1, GJA1, GRB10, GSTP1, IKBKB, MCM7, NPM1, PIK3C2B, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN,
SKP2, SMAD4, TGFBR2, TP53

0.160 BP muscle organ development BCL2, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOS, GJA1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, MYC, RB1, TGFBR2, WT1
0.107 MF double-stranded DNA binding CTNNB1, EGFR, FOS, FOXM1, MLH1, MLH3, MYC, WT1
0.173 BP sensory organ development APC, BAX, BCL2, CDH1, CTNNB1, FGFR1, GJA1, IGF1, MYC, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1
0.080 BP positive regulation of peptidyl-serine

phosphorylation
BCL2, BRAF, CD44, IL6, PIK3CA, VEGFA

0.120 BP negative regulation of transferase activity ABL1, APC, CDKN1A, GSTP1, IL6, NPM1, PPARG, PTEN, RB1
0.107 MF kinase regulator activity AGAP2, APC, CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, GSTP1, NPM1, PIK3CA
0.173 BP lymphocyte activation APC, BAX, BCL2, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, ERBB2, IGF1, IL6, KIT, MLH1, PIK3CA, TGFBR2, TP53
0.093 MF receptor signaling protein activity BRAF, EGFR, ERBB2, KIT, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2
0.053 BP prostate gland growth AR, ESR1, IGF1, PTEN
0.080 BP regulation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase

cascade
FGFR1, IGF1, KIT, PDGFB, PTEN, TGFB2

0.133 BP striated muscle cell differentiation BCL2, ERBB2, FOS, IGF1, IGFBP3, KRAS, MYC, RB1, VEGFA, WT1
0.080 BP regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway AGAP2, BAX, BCL2, MYC, RET, TP53
0.080 BP regulation of reactive oxygen species

metabolic process
CDKN1A, FOXM1, GSTP1, PDGFB, TGFBR2, TP53

0.187 BP cellular process involved in reproduction APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CTNNB1, KIT, MLH1, MLH3, RUNX1, TOP2A, WT1
0.147 BP T cell activation APC, BAX, BCL2, CTNNB1, ERBB2, IGF1, IL6, KIT, PIK3CA, TGFBR2, TP53
0.133 BP leukocyte migration IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, RET, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.080 BP positive regulation of cell division APC, PDGFB, PRKCE, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.093 BP regeneration BCL2, CCND1, CDKN1A, GJA1, IGF1, PPARG, TGFBR2
0.093 BP regulation of DNA replication BRCA2, CDK2, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, PDGFB, TP53
0.067 BP positive regulation of reactive oxygen

species metabolic process
CDKN1A, GSTP1, PDGFB, TGFBR2, TP53

0.320 BP cellular component assembly APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, CASP8, CDH1, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, GJA1, KIT, MCM2, MDM4,
MLH1, MLH3, NPM1, PDGFB, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, SMAD4, TP53, VEGFA

0.093 BP male gonad development AR, BAX, BCL2, CCND1, ESR1, KIT, WT1
0.067 BP response to cold CASP8, FOS, IL6, PPARG, VEGFA
0.173 BP response to cytokine stimulus BCL2, CASP8, CD44, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, FOS, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MCM2, PPARG
0.187 BP regulation of catabolic process ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, APC, BCL2, CHEK2, EGFR, ERBB2, GJA1, IGF1, MDM4, PRKCE, PTEN, SMAD4
0.160 BP cellular response to hormone stimulus AKT2, AR, ESR1, FGFR1, FOS, GRB10, KIT, KRAS, PGR, PIK3CA, PPARG, WT1
0.107 BP positive regulation of cell cycle process BRCA1, CDK2, CDKN1A, IGF1, PDGFB, PTEN, RB1, TP53
0.107 BP regulation of interphase of mitotic cell

cycle
BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, PTEN, RB1, TP53

0.067 BP positive regulation of mesenchymal cell
proliferation

CTNNB1, FGFR1, MYC, TGFBR2, VEGFA

0.253 MF receptor binding AR, BRCA1, CASP8, CTNNB1, ERBB2, GJA1, GRB10, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, PGR, PPARG, RB1,
TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.160 BP DNA repair ABL1, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, CHEK2, EGFR, FOXM1, MLH1, MLH3, NPM1, TOP2A, TP53
0.147 BP negative regulation of multicellular

organismal process
BCL2, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, PLAU, PLAUR, PTEN, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA

0.053 BP DNA damage response, signal
transduction by p53 class mediator
resulting in transcription of p21 class
mediator

BRCA1, BRCA2, FOXM1, TP53

0.120 BP epidermal growth factor receptor signaling
pathway

EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN

0.107 BP regulation of ossification APC, BCL2, CTNNB1, GJA1, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, TGFB2
0.173 MF protein homodimerization activity BAX, BCL2, CHEK2, FGFR1, IL6R, KIT, NPM1, PDGFB, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TOP2A, VEGFA
0.200 BP cell morphogenesis involved in

differentiation
ABL1, AGAP2, APC, BCL2, BRCA1, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, KRAS, PTEN, RB1, SMAD4,
TGFB2, WT1

0.173 BP embryonic morphogenesis AR, CASP8, CD44, CREBBP, CTNNB1, FGFR1, GJA1, MYC, RET, SMAD4, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFC
0.080 BP intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway BAX, BCL2, CASP8, CDKN1A, MYC, TP53
0.093 BP regulation of carbohydrate metabolic

process
AKT2, GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, PDGFB, PRKCE

0.107 BP T cell differentiation APC, BCL2, CTNNB1, ERBB2, IL6, KIT, TGFBR2, TP53
0.107 BP negative regulation of protein kinase

activity
ABL1, APC, CDKN1A, GSTP1, IL6, NPM1, PTEN, RB1

0.107 BP regulation of protein catabolic process AGAP2, APC, CHEK2, EGFR, GJA1, MDM4, PTEN, SMAD4
0.053 BP regulation of mammary gland epithelial

cell proliferation
AGAP2, BAX, BRCA2, CCND1

0.133 BP regulation of cell growth BCL2, CDKN1A, ERBB2, FOXM1, IGFBP3, PPARG, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, WT1
0.107 BP mesenchyme development BCL2, CTNNB1, FGFR1, MYC, RET, SMAD4, TGFB2, WT1
0.080 MF RNA polymerase II transcription factor

binding
AR, CREBBP, CTNNB1, RB1, SMAD4, TP53

0.080 MF protein phosphatase binding BCL2, CDH1, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, TP53
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Ratio Type Description Genes

0.147 BP negative regulation of protein metabolic
process

AGAP2, BAX, BRCA1, CTNNB1, EGFR, IGFBP3, IL6, MDM4, PTEN, SMAD4, WT1

0.120 BP positive regulation of protein
serine/threonine kinase activity

CCND1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GRM1, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, VEGFA

0.173 BP negative regulation of transcription from
RNA polymerase II promoter

CREBBP, CTNNB1, FGFR1, FOXM1, MDM4, MYC, PPARG, RB1, SMAD4, TGIF2, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.093 MF protein kinase regulator activity AGAP2, APC, CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, NPM1, PIK3CA
0.120 BP response to metal ion BCL2, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1, CDH1, CTNNB1, FOS, IL6, PPARG
0.093 BP regulation of ERK1 and ERK2 cascade BRAF, CD44, ERBB2, GSTP1, IGF1, IL6, PDGFB
0.120 BP cell fate commitment AR, BCL2, CTNNB1, FGFR1, PPARG, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, WT1
0.107 BP regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase

activity involved in apoptotic process
BAX, CASP8, CD44, CDH1, IL6, MYC, PPARG, VEGFA

0.107 BP regulation of reproductive process APC, AR, BCL2, CTNNB1, ESR1, RUNX1, TOP2A, WT1
0.227 MF sequence-specific DNA binding

transcription factor activity
AR, CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, ESR1, FOS, FOXM1, MYC, PGR, PLAUR, PPARG, RB1, RUNX1, SMAD4,
TGIF2, TP53, WT1

0.133 BP microtubule cytoskeleton organization APC, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, CHEK2, CTNNB1, MLH1, NPM1, RB1, TPX2
0.080 MF transmembrane receptor protein kinase

activity
EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, KIT, RET, TGFBR2

0.147 BP regulation of response to external stimulus GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, PLAU, PLAUR, PPARG, PTEN, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.067 BP lymphocyte apoptotic process BAX, MYC, PTEN, TGFB2, TP53
0.107 BP positive regulation of protein transport AKT2, CDH1, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, SMAD4, TGFB2, VEGFC
0.053 BP regulation of metanephros development MYC, PDGFB, RET, WT1
0.067 CC platelet alpha granule lumen IGF1, PDGFB, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.107 BP protein autophosphorylation CHEK2, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, KIT, PDGFB, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.067 BP centrosome cycle BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, CTNNB1, NPM1
0.067 BP positive regulation of apoptotic signaling

pathway
BAX, BCL2, MYC, RET, TP53

0.120 BP response to insulin stimulus AKT2, AR, FGFR1, GRB10, IL6, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PPARG
0.160 BP negative regulation of cell differentiation APC, CCND1, CREBBP, CTNNB1, IGF1, IL6, KIT, MYC, PPARG, PTEN, RUNX1, TP53
0.093 BP positive regulation of cell adhesion APC, CD44, ERBB2, PRKCE, RET, TGFB2, VEGFA
0.107 BP lymphocyte proliferation BAX, BCL2, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, ERBB2, IGF1, IL6, TP53
0.067 BP neuroblast proliferation CTNNB1, FGFR1, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.067 BP positive regulation of phosphatidylinositol

3-kinase cascade
FGFR1, IGF1, KIT, PDGFB, TGFB2

0.107 BP positive regulation of MAP kinase activity EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GRM1, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, VEGFA
0.080 BP regulation of myeloid leukocyte

differentiation
APC, CASP8, CTNNB1, MYC, RB1, RUNX1

0.093 BP leukocyte chemotaxis IL6, IL6R, KIT, PDGFB, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.107 BP homeostasis of number of cells BAX, BCL2, IKBKB, IL6, KIT, RB1, TGFB2, VEGFA
0.160 MF protein domain specific binding ABL1, AR, BAX, BCL2, CDH1, DDC, E2F4, FOXM1, GJA1, KRAS, PTEN, WT1
0.080 BP regulation of response to DNA damage

stimulus
ABL1, BRCA1, CD44, EGFR, FOXM1, MYC

0.080 BP epithelial cell development CTNNB1, E2F4, ESR1, GJA1, PGR, WT1
0.040 BP cellular response to indole-3-methanol BRCA1, CDH1, CTNNB1
0.040 BP response to indole-3-methanol BRCA1, CDH1, CTNNB1
0.200 CC nucleoplasm part CDK2, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, FOS, FOXM1, MCM2, MCM7, MYC, PTEN, RB1, SMAD4,

TP53, WT1
0.187 MF sequence-specific DNA binding AR, BCL2, CREBBP, ESR1, FOS, FOXM1, MCM2, MLH3, MYC, PGR, PPARG, SMAD4, TGIF2, WT1
0.067 BP ovarian follicle development BAX, BCL2, ESR1, KIT, VEGFA
0.067 BP release of cytochrome c from mitochondria BAX, BCL2, IGF1, MYC, TP53
0.080 BP nephron development BCL2, CTNNB1, PDGFB, RET, SMAD4, WT1
0.120 MF sequence-specific DNA binding RNA

polymerase II transcription factor activity
AR, CREBBP, ESR1, FOXM1, PGR, PLAUR, PPARG, TP53, WT1

0.107 BP negative regulation of growth BCL2, CDKN1A, PPARG, PTEN, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, WT1
0.067 BP positive regulation of DNA replication CDK2, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, PDGFB
0.093 BP negative regulation of cell growth BCL2, CDKN1A, PPARG, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, WT1
0.173 BP regulation of immune response ABL1, BCL2, CASP8, CDH1, FOS, IKBKB, IL6, KIT, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, TGFB2
0.320 CC plasma membrane part AKT2, APC, BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CHRNA6, CHRNB3, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2,

FGFR1, GJA1, GRM1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, PDGFB, PLAUR, PTEN, RET, TGFBR2
0.093 BP mitotic cell cycle checkpoint APC, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, RB1, TP53
0.067 BP regulation of neural precursor cell

proliferation
CTNNB1, IGF1, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.200 BP protein complex assembly APC, AR, BAX, CASP8, CDH1, CREBBP, CTNNB1, GJA1, MDM4, MLH1, NPM1, PRKCE, SMAD4, TP53,
VEGFA

0.107 BP cell junction organization APC, BCL2, CDH1, CTNNB1, GJA1, PTEN, TGFB2, VEGFA
0.040 BP mammary gland branching involved in

pregnancy
AR, ESR1, PGR

0.200 BP cellular membrane organization ABL1, AKT2, AR, BAX, BCL2, CDH1, EGFR, GJA1, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53,
VEGFA

0.053 BP branching involved in salivary gland
morphogenesis

CDH1, FGFR1, IL6, PDGFB

0.053 BP negative regulation of fibroblast
proliferation

BAX, GSTP1, MYC, TP53

0.080 BP response to alkaloid BCL2, DDC, IL6, MYC, PPARG, PRKCE
0.133 BP embryonic organ development CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR1, KIT, MYC, PDGFB, RUNX1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA
0.187 BP central nervous system development BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CDH1, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR1, GSTP1, IGF1, PPARG, PTEN, RUNX1, TGFBR2,

TP53
0.080 BP organ growth BCL2, FGFR1, PTEN, TGFB2, TGFBR2, WT1
0.173 CC chromosome APC, AR, BRCA1, CDK2, CHEK2, CREBBP, MCM2, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, RB1, TOP2A, TP53
0.120 CC nuclear chromosome AR, BRCA1, CREBBP, MCM2, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, TOP2A, TP53
0.080 MF growth factor binding ERBB2, FGFR1, IGFBP3, IL6R, PDGFB, TGFBR2
0.067 MF protease binding BCL2, BRCA2, CASP8, KIT, TP53
0.053 BP response to mineralocorticoid stimulus CCND1, CDKN1A, FOS, KRAS
0.067 BP positive regulation of JAK-STAT cascade AGAP2, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT
0.147 BP pattern specification process APC, AR, CTNNB1, FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1, SMAD4, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, WT1
0.160 CC chromosomal part APC, AR, CDK2, CHEK2, CREBBP, MCM2, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, RB1, TOP2A, TP53
0.093 BP regulation of leukocyte proliferation BCL2, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, ERBB2, GSTP1, IGF1, IL6
0.053 BP embryonic hemopoiesis KIT, RUNX1, TGFBR2, VEGFA
0.107 BP protein import into nucleus CDH1, CDKN1A, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53
0.080 BP negative regulation of phosphorylation BAX, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, GRB10, IGFBP3, PTEN
0.080 BP regulation of microtubule-based process APC, BRCA1, CTNNB1, ERBB2, NPM1, TPX2
0.147 BP regulation of nervous system development BCL2, CTNNB1, FGFR1, IGF1, IL6, PPARG, PTEN, RET, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.120 CC transcription factor complex CDK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, E2F4, FOS, FOXM1, RB1, SMAD4, TP53
0.080 BP positive regulation of intracellular protein

transport
AKT2, CDH1, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, SMAD4

0.080 BP response to toxin BAX, BCL2, CDH1, CDKN1A, DDC, FOS
0.107 BP platelet activation IGF1, IL6, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.080 BP regulation of G1/S transition of mitotic

cell cycle
CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, PTEN, TP53

0.093 BP positive regulation of cell development BCL2, CTNNB1, PPARG, SMAD4, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.120 BP eye development APC, BAX, BCL2, CTNNB1, GJA1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1
0.067 BP organ formation AR, CTNNB1, FGFR1, TGFBR2, WT1
0.107 BP skeletal muscle organ development BCL2, ERBB2, FOS, IGF1, IGFBP3, MYC, RB1, WT1
0.107 BP cell-substrate adhesion BCL2, BRCA1, CD44, CTNNB1, PLAU, PRKCE, PTEN, VEGFA
0.053 BP hair follicle morphogenesis BCL2, CTNNB1, RUNX1, TGFB2
0.067 MF transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine

kinase activity
EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, KIT, RET

0.160 BP behavior BCL2, FOS, GRM1, IL6, IL6R, KRAS, PDGFB, PRKCE, PTEN, RUNX1, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.080 BP regulation of cellular carbohydrate

metabolic process
AKT2, GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, PRKCE

0.080 BP regulation of muscle organ development BCL2, FGFR1, GJA1, IGFBP3, IL6, TGFBR2
0.187 BP chromosome organization APC, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, MCM2, MLH1, MLH3, MYC, NPM1, RB1, TOP2A,

TP53
0.067 BP androgen receptor signaling pathway AR, BRCA1, CTNNB1, IGF1, RB1
0.147 BP regulation of system process CTNNB1, GJA1, GRM1, IGF1, IL6, KRAS, PDGFB, PRKCE, PTEN, RUNX1, TGFB2
0.227 BP cell-cell signaling AR, BRAF, CHRNA6, CHRNB3, CTNNB1, DDC, FGFR1, GJA1, GRM1, IL6, KRAS, PDGFB, PGR,

PRKCE, PTEN, RUNX1, TGFB2
0.133 BP response to extracellular stimulus CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, FOS, IL6, PPARG, RET, SKP2, TGFBR2, TP53
0.067 BP T cell differentiation in thymus APC, BCL2, CTNNB1, ERBB2, TP53
0.067 BP regulation of carbohydrate biosynthetic

process
AKT2, GRB10, IGF1, IL6, PDGFB

0.160 BP cell morphogenesis involved in neuron
differentiation

ABL1, AGAP2, APC, BCL2, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, KRAS, PTEN, RB1, SMAD4, TGFB2

0.080 BP response to glucocorticoid stimulus BCL2, CCND1, CDKN1A, FOS, IL6, KRAS
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Ratio Type Description Genes

0.093 CC receptor complex CHRNA6, CHRNB3, ERBB2, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, TGFBR2
0.040 BP mast cell chemotaxis KIT, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.053 BP centrosome duplication BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, NPM1
0.053 BP prostate gland epithelium morphogenesis AR, CD44, ESR1, IGF1
0.080 BP negative regulation of cell cycle process APC, BRCA1, CDKN2B, MDM4, PTEN, RB1
0.093 BP neuron apoptotic process AGAP2, BAX, BCL2, KRAS, RB1, TGFB2, TP53
0.080 BP protein kinase B signaling cascade EGFR, IGF1, IL6, PIK3C2B, PIK3CA, PTEN
0.040 MF receptor signaling protein tyrosine kinase

activity
EGFR, ERBB2, KIT

0.053 CC lateral plasma membrane APC, CDH1, CTNNB1, GJA1
0.053 BP positive regulation of neural precursor cell

proliferation
CTNNB1, IGF1, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.053 BP regulation of polysaccharide biosynthetic
process

AKT2, GRB10, IGF1, PDGFB

0.093 BP B cell activation BAX, BCL2, CDKN1A, IL6, KIT, MLH1, TP53
0.160 BP neuron projection morphogenesis ABL1, AGAP2, APC, BCL2, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GJA1, KRAS, PTEN, SMAD4, TGFB2
0.107 CC nuclear chromosome part AR, CREBBP, MCM2, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, TOP2A, TP53
0.133 BP regulation of neurogenesis BCL2, CTNNB1, FGFR1, IL6, PPARG, PTEN, RET, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.120 MF protein complex binding CCND1, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, GRB10, IGF1, MLH1, MLH3, MYC, PTEN
0.133 MF protein serine/threonine kinase activity AKT2, BRAF, CDK2, CHEK2, EGFR, IKBKB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, TGFB2, TGFBR2
0.053 BP regulation of lymphocyte apoptotic

process
BAX, MYC, PTEN, TP53

0.040 BP regulation of glomerulus development PDGFB, RET, WT1
0.093 BP cell junction assembly APC, BCL2, CDH1, CTNNB1, GJA1, PTEN, VEGFA
0.093 BP regulation of I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB

cascade
CASP8, CTNNB1, ESR1, GJA1, GSTP1, IKBKB, PRKCE

0.053 BP insulin-like growth factor receptor
signaling pathway

AR, GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3

0.053 BP positive regulation of mitosis IGF1, PDGFB, PTEN, RB1
0.200 BP chemical homeostasis AKT2, BAX, BCL2, CDH1, CHRNA6, CTNNB1, ERBB2, GJA1, GSTP1, IGF1, MYC, PPARG, PRKCE,

PTEN, VEGFA
0.080 BP double-strand break repair BRCA1, BRCA2, CHEK2, FOXM1, MLH1, TP53
0.120 BP immune response-regulating signaling

pathway
ABL1, BCL2, CASP8, FOS, IKBKB, KIT, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN

0.120 MF chromatin binding AR, CREBBP, CTNNB1, ESR1, MLH3, PPARG, SMAD4, TOP2A, TP53
0.053 MF androgen receptor binding AR, BRCA1, CTNNB1, RB1
0.040 BP cell proliferation involved in metanephros

development
MYC, PDGFB, WT1

0.067 BP vasculogenesis CTNNB1, FOXM1, TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1
0.160 CC neuron projection APC, AR, CASP8, CDH1, CHRNB3, CTNNB1, DDC, FOS, GRM1, MYC, PTEN, TGFB2
0.053 BP regulation of organ formation AR, CTNNB1, FGFR1, WT1
0.067 BP positive regulation of chemotaxis IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.067 BP positive regulation of transmembrane

transport
CDH1, EGFR, IL6, PDGFB, SMAD4

0.040 BP positive regulation of insulin-like growth
factor receptor signaling pathway

AR, IGF1, IGFBP3

0.040 BP positive regulation of lymphocyte
apoptotic process

BAX, MYC, TP53

0.147 BP axonogenesis ABL1, AGAP2, APC, BCL2, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, KRAS, PTEN, SMAD4, TGFB2
0.107 CC nuclear body CDK2, CHEK2, CREBBP, MYC, PTEN, RB1, TP53, WT1
0.080 BP T cell proliferation BAX, CTNNB1, ERBB2, IGF1, IL6, TP53
0.107 CC basolateral plasma membrane BRCA1, CD44, CDH1, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, IL6R, PDGFB
0.053 CC cell-cell adherens junction APC, CDH1, CTNNB1, GJA1
0.080 BP regulation of protein import into nucleus CDH1, CDKN1A, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, SMAD4
0.067 BP negative regulation of MAPK cascade APC, FOXM1, GSTP1, IGF1, MYC
0.040 BP positive regulation of protein

autophosphorylation
PDGFB, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.040 BP positive regulation of smooth muscle cell
migration

BCL2, IGF1, PDGFB

0.040 BP signal transduction by phosphorylation ERBB2, KIT, TGFB2
0.053 BP protein import into nucleus, translocation CDKN1A, IGF1, IL6, TP53
0.133 BP Ras protein signal transduction AGAP2, AKT2, CDK2, CDKN1A, ERBB2, FOXM1, IGF1, KRAS, RB1, TP53
0.053 BP blood vessel remodeling BAX, IGF1, TGFB2, VEGFA
0.053 BP metanephric nephron development CTNNB1, PDGFB, RET, WT1
0.080 BP DNA damage checkpoint BRCA1, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, TP53
0.067 BP platelet degranulation IGF1, PDGFB, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.067 BP regulation of glucose metabolic process AKT2, GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6
0.067 BP regulation of microtubule cytoskeleton

organization
APC, BRCA1, CTNNB1, NPM1, TPX2

0.053 BP organ regeneration CCND1, CDKN1A, PPARG, TGFBR2
0.040 BP regulation of mitochondrial membrane

permeability
BAX, BCL2, TP53

0.080 BP gastrulation CD44, CTNNB1, FGFR1, SMAD4, TGFBR2, TP53
0.067 BP cellular response to hypoxia CREBBP, MDM4, PRKCE, TP53, VEGFA
0.107 BP regulation of homeostatic process BAX, BCL2, CTNNB1, GJA1, MYC, PRKCE, PTEN, VEGFA
0.093 BP regulation of lipid metabolic process AKT2, BRCA1, KIT, PDGFB, PPARG, PRKCE, RB1
0.093 MF cytokine receptor binding CASP8, IL6, IL6R, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.107 BP regulation of membrane potential AKT2, BAX, BCL2, CHRNA6, CTNNB1, ERBB2, GJA1, PTEN
0.133 CC cell surface CD44, CDH1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, PDGFB, PLAU, PLAUR, TGFBR2, VEGFA
0.067 BP regulation of wound healing PDGFB, PLAU, PLAUR, PRKCE, TGFBR2
0.040 CC cyclin-dependent protein kinase

holoenzyme complex
CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A

0.093 BP immune response-regulating cell surface
receptor signaling pathway

ABL1, BCL2, IKBKB, KIT, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN

0.080 BP response to mechanical stimulus CASP8, FOS, IL6, KIT, MYC, TGFBR2
0.053 MF ligand-activated sequence-specific DNA

binding RNA polymerase II transcription
factor activity

AR, ESR1, PGR, PPARG

0.120 BP regulation of cell activation BCL2, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, ERBB2, IGF1, IL6, PDGFB, PIK3CA, TGFBR2
0.053 BP myoblast differentiation CTNNB1, IGF1, IGFBP3, RB1
0.053 BP negative regulation of protein catabolic

process
AGAP2, EGFR, MDM4, SMAD4

0.080 BP cardiac muscle tissue development FGFR1, PTEN, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1
0.040 BP branching involved in prostate gland

morphogenesis
CD44, ESR1, IGF1

0.040 BP metanephric mesenchyme development MYC, SMAD4, WT1
0.080 BP germ cell development BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CTNNB1, KIT, WT1
0.080 BP mesenchymal cell differentiation BCL2, CTNNB1, FGFR1, RET, SMAD4, TGFB2
0.080 BP osteoblast differentiation APC, CTNNB1, GJA1, IGF1, IL6, IL6R
0.120 BP blood circulation AR, E2F4, GJA1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PPARG, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.173 BP multicellular organismal signaling AKT2, BRAF, CHRNA6, CHRNB3, CTNNB1, DDC, ERBB2, GJA1, GRM1, IL6, KRAS, PRKCE, PTEN
0.093 BP anatomical structure homeostasis APC, BAX, BCL2, CTNNB1, IL6, MYC, VEGFA
0.080 BP regulation of lymphocyte proliferation BCL2, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, ERBB2, IGF1, IL6
0.053 BP anatomical structure maturation IGF1, MMP2, RET, TGFB2
0.053 BP positive regulation of tyrosine

phosphorylation of STAT protein
IGF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT

0.067 BP response to acid BAX, BCL2, CDH1, IL6, MMP2
0.040 BP metanephric glomerulus development PDGFB, RET, WT1
0.040 BP myeloid cell apoptotic process BCL2, IL6, PTEN
0.040 BP positive regulation of epithelial cell

migration
PRKCE, TGFB2, TGFBR2

0.040 BP regulation of B cell apoptotic process BAX, MYC, PTEN
0.040 BP regulation of DNA biosynthetic process CDKN1A, MYC, PDGFB
0.040 BP regulation of developmental pigmentation BAX, BCL2, KIT
0.080 BP regulation of ion homeostasis BAX, BCL2, CTNNB1, GJA1, PRKCE, PTEN
0.093 BP skeletal muscle tissue development BCL2, ERBB2, FOS, IGF1, IGFBP3, MYC, RB1
0.067 BP cellular response to inorganic substance BRAF, CDH1, CDK2, FOS, PPARG
0.067 BP negative regulation of protein

serine/threonine kinase activity
ABL1, APC, CDKN1A, GSTP1, PTEN

0.053 BP positive regulation of response to DNA
damage stimulus

BRCA1, EGFR, FOXM1, MYC

0.053 MF steroid hormone receptor activity AR, ESR1, PGR, PPARG
0.080 BP chromosome segregation APC, BRCA1, CTNNB1, MLH1, RB1, TOP2A
0.067 BP female gamete generation BCL2, BRCA2, CTNNB1, MLH1, PGR
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Ratio Type Description Genes

0.080 BP G2/M transition of mitotic cell cycle CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, FOXM1, SKP2
0.027 CC MutLbeta complex MLH1, MLH3
0.027 CC chiasma MLH1, MLH3
0.227 BP neurological system process AKT2, BRAF, CDH1, CHRNA6, CHRNB3, CTNNB1, DDC, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOS, GRM1, IL6, KIT, KRAS,

MYC, PRKCE, PTEN
0.040 BP positive regulation of cyclin-dependent

protein kinase activity
CCND1, EGFR, PDGFB

0.040 BP positive regulation of neuroblast
proliferation

CTNNB1, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.040 BP regulation of protein import into nucleus,
translocation

CDKN1A, IGF1, IL6

0.053 MF activating transcription factor binding CREBBP, CTNNB1, PPARG, RB1
0.080 BP cell-matrix adhesion BCL2, CD44, CTNNB1, PLAU, PTEN, VEGFA
0.080 BP cellular response to abiotic stimulus BAX, CASP8, CDKN1A, GRM1, MYC, TP53
0.080 MF growth factor activity IGF1, IL6, PDGFB, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.080 BP positive regulation of catabolic process AKT2, APC, GJA1, IGF1, PRKCE, PTEN
0.067 BP positive regulation of lipid metabolic

process
AKT2, KIT, PDGFB, PPARG, PRKCE

0.120 BP posttranscriptional regulation of gene
expression

AKT2, BCL2, ERBB2, IL6, MDM4, NPM1, PTEN, VEGFA, WT1

0.080 BP regulation of neuron apoptotic process AGAP2, BAX, BCL2, KRAS, TGFB2, TP53
0.040 MF R-SMAD binding CTNNB1, FOS, SMAD4
0.067 MF growth factor receptor binding IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.067 BP positive regulation of reproductive process AR, CTNNB1, RUNX1, TOP2A, WT1
0.053 BP regulation of tissue remodeling BAX, GJA1, TP53, VEGFA
0.053 BP steroid hormone mediated signaling

pathway
AR, ESR1, PGR, PPARG

0.040 BP regulation of cell fate specification AR, CTNNB1, FGFR1
0.040 BP regulation of transcription from RNA

polymerase III promoter
AR, BRCA1, ERBB2

0.067 BP phosphatidylinositol biosynthetic process PDGFB, PIK3C2B, PIK3CA, PLAUR, PTEN
0.027 BP hepatic immune response IL6, IL6R
0.053 BP lymphocyte homeostasis BAX, BCL2, IKBKB, TGFB2
0.053 BP positive regulation of carbohydrate

metabolic process
AKT2, IGF1, PDGFB, PRKCE

0.067 BP cardiocyte differentiation CTNNB1, SMAD4, TGFB2, VEGFA, WT1
0.067 BP regulation of osteoblast differentiation APC, CTNNB1, IGF1, IL6, IL6R
0.067 BP DNA-dependent DNA replication BRCA2, CDK2, MCM2, MCM7, TOP2A
0.080 BP regulation of angiogenesis CTNNB1, ERBB2, IL6, KLK3, RUNX1, VEGFA
0.053 BP heart growth FGFR1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, WT1
0.053 BP positive regulation of leukocyte

chemotaxis
IL6, IL6R, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.067 BP positive regulation of protein complex
assembly

APC, BAX, PRKCE, TP53, VEGFA

0.040 MF chemoattractant activity PDGFB, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.107 BP immune response-activating signal

transduction
ABL1, BCL2, CASP8, FOS, IKBKB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN

0.040 BP negative regulation of cyclin-dependent
protein kinase activity

APC, CDKN1A, PTEN

0.040 BP regulation of cell aging FOXM1, PTEN, TP53
0.040 BP skeletal muscle tissue regeneration GJA1, IGF1, TGFBR2
0.080 CC membrane raft CASP8, EGFR, GJA1, IKBKB, KRAS, TGFBR2
0.120 BP skeletal system development CD44, CTNNB1, FGFR1, IGF1, MMP2, MYC, RUNX1, TGFB2, TGFBR2
0.080 BP gliogenesis AKT2, CTNNB1, IGF1, PPARG, PTEN, TGFB2
0.040 MF cyclin-dependent protein kinase regulator

activity
CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B

0.027 CC insulin-like growth factor binding protein
complex

IGF1, IGFBP3

0.027 CC interleukin-6 receptor complex IL6, IL6R
0.027 MF epidermal growth factor-activated receptor

activity
EGFR, ERBB2

0.040 BP mismatch repair ABL1, MLH1, MLH3
0.067 BP plasma membrane organization AKT2, AR, CDH1, PTEN, TGFB2
0.040 BP positive regulation of blood vessel

endothelial cell migration
PDGFB, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.040 BP positive regulation of intrinsic apoptotic
signaling pathway

BAX, BCL2, TP53

0.067 BP regulation of striated muscle tissue
development

BCL2, FGFR1, GJA1, IGFBP3, TGFBR2

0.040 BP response to corticosterone stimulus CCND1, CDKN1A, FOS
0.053 BP oogenesis BCL2, BRCA2, CTNNB1, MLH1
0.053 BP positive regulation of osteoblast

differentiation
CTNNB1, IGF1, IL6, IL6R

0.053 MF beta-catenin binding APC, AR, CDH1, ESR1
0.053 BP positive regulation of muscle cell

differentiation
ABL1, BCL2, CTNNB1, IGFBP3

0.040 BP developmental programmed cell death BAX, BCL2, KIT
0.027 BP negative regulation of collagen

biosynthetic process
IL6, IL6R

0.027 BP positive regulation of integrin biosynthetic
process

AR, TGFB2

0.027 BP regulation of nitrogen utilization BAX, BCL2
0.027 BP tertiary branching involved in mammary

gland duct morphogenesis
AR, PGR

0.027 BP trachea formation CTNNB1, TGFBR2
0.093 BP camera-type eye development APC, BAX, CTNNB1, GJA1, TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1
0.093 BP cellular response to external stimulus CASP8, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, FOS, RET, SKP2, TP53
0.053 BP activation of MAPKK activity BRAF, EGFR, GRM1, KRAS
0.067 BP regulation of cell-substrate adhesion BCL2, PLAU, PRKCE, PTEN, VEGFA
0.053 BP multicellular organismal response to stress BCL2, PTEN, RET, RUNX1
0.067 BP regulation of chromosome organization BRCA1, CTNNB1, MYC, RB1, TP53
0.040 BP male genitalia development AR, CTNNB1, WT1
0.133 BP brain development BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CDH1, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR1, IGF1, PTEN, TGFBR2
0.133 BP immune effector process ABL1, BCL2, IL6, IL6R, KIT, MLH1, PIK3CA, PRKCE, TGFB2, TP53
0.133 BP positive regulation of hydrolase activity AKT2, BAX, CASP8, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, KIT, MYC, PPARG, PRKCE
0.160 BP transmission of nerve impulse AKT2, BRAF, CHRNA6, CHRNB3, CTNNB1, DDC, ERBB2, GRM1, IL6, KRAS, PRKCE, PTEN
0.040 BP B cell homeostasis BAX, BCL2, IKBKB
0.040 BP positive regulation of epithelial to

mesenchymal transition
CTNNB1, SMAD4, TGFB2

0.053 MF single-stranded DNA binding BRCA2, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3
0.027 MF BH3 domain binding BAX, BCL2
0.053 BP regulation of cell-matrix adhesion BCL2, PLAU, PTEN, VEGFA
0.107 BP protein oligomerization AR, BAX, CASP8, CDH1, CTNNB1, GJA1, NPM1, TP53
0.040 BP organ induction AR, CTNNB1, FGFR1
0.040 BP regulation of vascular endothelial growth

factor receptor signaling pathway
GRB10, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.040 BP response to X-ray BRCA2, CCND1, TP53
0.080 BP regulation of metal ion transport BAX, BCL2, CTNNB1, GJA1, IKBKB, PDGFB
0.053 BP regulation of epithelial cell differentiation APC, CCND1, CDKN2B, CTNNB1
0.027 BP germ cell programmed cell death BAX, KIT
0.027 BP kidney mesenchyme morphogenesis MYC, SMAD4
0.027 BP metanephric glomerular mesangial cell

proliferation involved in metanephros
development

PDGFB, WT1

0.027 BP metanephric mesenchyme morphogenesis MYC, SMAD4
0.027 BP positive regulation of B cell apoptotic

process
BAX, MYC

0.027 BP positive regulation of mast cell chemotaxis VEGFA, VEGFC
0.027 BP regulation of mast cell chemotaxis VEGFA, VEGFC
0.107 CC centrosome APC, BRCA2, CASP8, CDK2, CTNNB1, NPM1, SMAD4, TOP2A
0.040 BP monocyte differentiation MYC, PPARG, VEGFA
0.040 BP negative regulation of stress-activated

MAPK cascade
FOXM1, GSTP1, MYC

0.053 BP positive regulation of protein import into
nucleus

CDH1, EGFR, IL6, SMAD4
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Ratio Type Description Genes

0.080 BP skeletal system morphogenesis CTNNB1, FGFR1, MMP2, MYC, TGFB2, TGFBR2
0.107 BP axon guidance ABL1, AGAP2, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, KRAS, SMAD4, TGFB2
0.040 BP positive regulation of tyrosine

phosphorylation of Stat3 protein
IL6, IL6R, KIT

0.040 BP regulation of chromosome segregation APC, CTNNB1, RB1
0.053 BP bone remodeling CTNNB1, GJA1, IL6, VEGFA
0.053 BP signal transduction involved in DNA

damage checkpoint
CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, TP53

0.053 BP signal transduction involved in DNA
integrity checkpoint

CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, TP53

0.040 BP DNA replication initiation CDK2, MCM2, MCM7
0.040 BP macrophage differentiation CASP8, RB1, VEGFA
0.040 BP morphogenesis of an epithelial fold AR, CTNNB1, EGFR
0.040 BP positive regulation of DNA repair BRCA1, EGFR, FOXM1
0.040 BP regulation of glycogen biosynthetic process AKT2, GRB10, IGF1
0.053 BP regulation of organ growth FGFR1, PTEN, TGFBR2, WT1
0.053 BP regulation of oxidoreductase activity ABL1, EGFR, ESR1, KRAS
0.080 BP cellular response to extracellular stimulus CDKN1A, CDKN2B, FOS, RET, SKP2, TP53
0.080 BP immune response-activating cell surface

receptor signaling pathway
ABL1, BCL2, IKBKB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN

0.027 BP B cell lineage commitment BCL2, TP53
0.027 BP myeloid progenitor cell differentiation KIT, RUNX1
0.027 BP positive regulation of mammary gland

epithelial cell proliferation
AGAP2, CCND1

0.027 BP regulation of glomerular mesangial cell
proliferation

PDGFB, WT1

0.040 BP positive regulation of epithelial cell
differentiation

APC, CDKN2B, CTNNB1

0.053 BP response to estradiol stimulus CASP8, CTNNB1, ESR1, PDGFB
0.040 CC synaptonemal complex MLH1, MLH3, TOP2A
0.067 BP tube formation CASP8, CDH1, CTNNB1, RET, VEGFA
0.040 BP T cell homeostasis BAX, BCL2, TGFB2
0.040 BP monocyte chemotaxis IL6, IL6R, PDGFB
0.040 BP positive regulation of nitric oxide

biosynthetic process
EGFR, ESR1, IL6

0.067 BP cell-cell junction organization APC, CDH1, CTNNB1, GJA1, TGFB2
0.067 BP regulation of calcium ion transport BAX, BCL2, CTNNB1, GJA1, PDGFB
0.027 MF interleukin-6 receptor binding IL6, IL6R
0.027 MF nitric-oxide synthase regulator activity EGFR, ESR1
0.053 BP cellular response to radiation BAX, CDKN1A, MYC, TP53
0.053 CC PML body CHEK2, PTEN, RB1, TP53
0.053 BP mitotic cell cycle G1/S transition DNA

damage checkpoint
CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, TP53

0.080 BP cellular response to insulin stimulus AKT2, FGFR1, GRB10, KRAS, PIK3CA, PPARG
0.080 BP positive regulation of lymphocyte

activation
BCL2, CDKN1A, IGF1, IL6, PIK3CA, TGFBR2

0.040 MF RNA polymerase II activating
transcription factor binding

CREBBP, CTNNB1, RB1

0.040 CC myelin sheath BCL2, CDH1, PTEN
0.040 BP negative regulation of I-kappaB

kinase/NF-kappaB cascade
CASP8, ESR1, GSTP1

0.040 BP neuron maturation BCL2, RB1, RET
0.040 BP oocyte development BCL2, BRCA2, CTNNB1
0.040 BP positive regulation of oxidoreductase

activity
ABL1, ESR1, KRAS

0.040 BP regulation of release of cytochrome c from
mitochondria

BAX, IGF1, TP53

0.027 BP DNA damage induced protein
phosphorylation

ABL1, CHEK2

0.027 BP positive regulation of fibroblast growth
factor receptor signaling pathway

CTNNB1, PDGFB

0.027 BP regulation of metanephric glomerulus
development

RET, WT1

0.027 BP regulation of protein heterodimerization
activity

BAX, BCL2

0.027 BP response to UV-A CCND1, EGFR
0.027 BP stress-induced premature senescence CDKN1A, TP53
0.053 BP MyD88-independent toll-like receptor

signaling pathway
CASP8, FOS, IKBKB, PRKCE

0.067 BP appendage morphogenesis BAX, CREBBP, CTNNB1, FGFR1, GJA1
0.067 BP limb morphogenesis BAX, CREBBP, CTNNB1, FGFR1, GJA1
0.080 BP maintenance of location APC, BAX, CTNNB1, PPARG, PRKCE, RB1
0.053 BP axis specification APC, CTNNB1, SMAD4, WT1
0.053 BP meiosis I BRCA2, MLH1, MLH3, TOP2A
0.067 BP response to organic nitrogen CCND1, CDH1, CDKN1A, IL6, MMP2
0.040 BP apoptotic nuclear changes BAX, MYC, TOP2A
0.027 CC catenin complex CDH1, CTNNB1
0.067 BP cell activation involved in immune

response
IL6, KIT, MLH1, PRKCE, TP53

0.067 BP leukocyte activation involved in immune
response

IL6, KIT, MLH1, PRKCE, TP53

0.027 MF 1-phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate
3-kinase activity

PIK3C2B, PIK3CA

0.027 MF MutSalpha complex binding MLH1, MLH3
0.067 MF ubiquitin protein ligase binding BCL2, BRCA1, CHEK2, RB1, TP53
0.040 BP patterning of blood vessels CTNNB1, TGFBR2, VEGFA
0.053 BP pancreas development CTNNB1, IGF1, IL6, IL6R
0.067 BP glial cell differentiation AKT2, CTNNB1, IGF1, PPARG, PTEN
0.067 BP positive regulation of I-kappaB

kinase/NF-kappaB cascade
CASP8, CTNNB1, GJA1, IKBKB, PRKCE

0.053 BP cellular response to metal ion BRAF, CDH1, FOS, PPARG
0.080 BP regulation of neurological system process CTNNB1, GRM1, IL6, KRAS, PRKCE, PTEN
0.040 BP male meiosis BRCA2, MLH1, MLH3
0.040 BP negative regulation of myeloid leukocyte

differentiation
CTNNB1, MYC, RUNX1

0.027 BP epithelial cell proliferation involved in
salivary gland morphogenesis

IL6, PDGFB

0.027 BP lung lobe development IGF1, TGFBR2
0.027 BP lung lobe morphogenesis IGF1, TGFBR2
0.053 BP positive regulation of cell cycle arrest BRCA1, CDK2, CDKN1A, TP53
0.027 BP positive regulation of mitotic

metaphase/anaphase transition
PTEN, RB1

0.027 BP positive regulation of transcription from
RNA polymerase III promoter

AR, ERBB2

0.027 BP post-embryonic camera-type eye
development

BAX, VEGFA

0.027 BP prostate epithelial cord arborization
involved in prostate glandular acinus
morphogenesis

ESR1, IGF1

0.027 BP prostate glandular acinus morphogenesis ESR1, IGF1
0.027 BP regulation of transforming growth factor

beta2 production
SMAD4, TGFB2

0.027 BP transforming growth factor beta2
production

SMAD4, TGFB2

0.093 BP Wnt receptor signaling pathway APC, CCND1, CD44, CTNNB1, GRB10, MYC, PTEN
0.067 BP morphogenesis of embryonic epithelium AR, CASP8, CTNNB1, RET, VEGFC
0.053 BP membrane depolarization BCL2, CHRNA6, GJA1, PTEN
0.080 BP regulation of T cell activation CTNNB1, ERBB2, IGF1, IL6, PIK3CA, TGFBR2
0.040 BP thymus development APC, BCL2, CTNNB1
0.027 MF magnesium chelatase activity MCM2, MCM7
0.027 MF vascular endothelial growth factor

receptor binding
VEGFA, VEGFC

0.053 BP Fc receptor signaling pathway ABL1, KIT, PIK3CA, PRKCE
0.053 BP regulation of embryonic development AR, CD44, CTNNB1, FGFR1
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Ratio Type Description Genes

0.040 BP embryonic axis specification CTNNB1, SMAD4, WT1
0.040 BP extrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway AGAP2, CASP8, RET
0.040 BP intracellular estrogen receptor signaling

pathway
AR, ESR1, SKP2

0.040 BP pathway-restricted SMAD protein
phosphorylation

SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2

0.040 BP platelet-derived growth factor receptor
signaling pathway

ABL1, PDGFB, VEGFA

0.040 MF protein kinase activator activity AGAP2, CDKN1A, PIK3CA
0.053 BP activation of cysteine-type endopeptidase

activity involved in apoptotic process
BAX, CASP8, MYC, PPARG

0.067 BP regulation of action potential AKT2, CTNNB1, ERBB2, GJA1, PTEN
0.067 BP regulation of cellular ketone metabolic

process
AKT2, BRCA1, IL6, PPARG, PRKCE

0.027 BP DNA unwinding involved in replication MCM2, MCM7
0.040 BP cellular response to UV BAX, MYC, TP53
0.027 BP chlorophyll biosynthetic process MCM2, MCM7
0.027 BP extrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in

absence of ligand
AGAP2, RET

0.053 BP myelination AKT2, CTNNB1, ERBB2, PTEN
0.027 BP photosynthesis MCM2, MCM7
0.027 BP positive regulation of DNA biosynthetic

process
MYC, PDGFB

0.027 BP positive regulation of developmental
pigmentation

BAX, BCL2

0.067 BP positive regulation of growth BCL2, ERBB2, TGFB2, TGFBR2, WT1
0.040 BP positive regulation of myeloid leukocyte

differentiation
CASP8, RB1, RUNX1

0.040 BP reciprocal meiotic recombination MLH1, MLH3, TOP2A
0.027 BP regulation of cell proliferation involved in

heart morphogenesis
CTNNB1, SMAD4

0.027 BP regulation of centriole replication BRCA1, NPM1
0.027 BP regulation of extrinsic apoptotic signaling

pathway in absence of ligand
AGAP2, RET

0.027 BP regulation of female gonad development RUNX1, WT1
0.040 BP regulation of heart growth FGFR1, TGFBR2, WT1
0.040 BP regulation of lipid kinase activity KIT, PDGFB, RB1
0.040 BP regulation of nitric-oxide synthase activity EGFR, ESR1, KRAS
0.027 BP resolution of meiotic recombination

intermediates
MLH1, TOP2A

0.027 BP retinal cell programmed cell death BAX, BCL2
0.027 BP signal transduction in absence of ligand AGAP2, RET
0.027 CC MCM complex MCM2, MCM7
0.053 BP positive regulation of ERK1 and ERK2

cascade
BRAF, CD44, IL6, PDGFB

0.107 BP cellular response to cytokine stimulus CD44, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MCM2, PPARG
0.040 BP cardiac muscle cell proliferation FGFR1, TGFB2, TGFBR2
0.040 BP negative regulation of blood coagulation PDGFB, PLAU, PLAUR
0.080 BP response to oxidative stress BCL2, FOS, GSTP1, IL6, PYCR1, TP53
0.040 BP response to antibiotic CASP8, IL6, TP53
0.053 BP response to calcium ion BRAF, CCND1, FOS, IL6
0.093 BP cytokine-mediated signaling pathway CD44, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, PPARG
0.027 BP dopamine biosynthetic process DDC, TGFB2
0.027 BP interleukin-6-mediated signaling pathway IL6, IL6R
0.027 BP mitotic cell cycle arrest CDKN1A, TP53
0.027 BP positive regulation of intracellular

estrogen receptor signaling pathway
AR, SKP2

0.027 BP positive regulation of macrophage
differentiation

CASP8, RB1

0.027 BP regulation of DNA methylation BRCA1, PIK3CA
0.027 BP regulation of branching involved in

salivary gland morphogenesis
CDH1, FGFR1

0.040 BP regulation of cell adhesion mediated by
integrin

PLAU, RET, TGFB2

0.027 BP regulation of cyclin-dependent protein
kinase activity involved in G1/S

EGFR, PTEN

0.040 BP tight junction assembly APC, CDH1, GJA1
0.027 CC beta-catenin destruction complex APC, CTNNB1
0.053 BP liver development CCND1, CTNNB1, FOXM1, RUNX1
0.053 BP regulation of protein kinase B signaling

cascade
EGFR, IGF1, IL6, PTEN

0.053 BP regulation of transforming growth factor
beta receptor signaling pathway

CDKN2B, SMAD4, TGFBR2, TP53

0.053 BP skeletal muscle cell differentiation FOS, IGF1, MYC, RB1
0.067 BP lipid modification AKT2, PIK3C2B, PIK3CA, PPARG, PTEN
0.040 BP cell differentiation involved in kidney

development
CTNNB1, PDGFB, WT1

0.040 BP cellular response to drug DDC, MYC, TP53
0.080 CC axon APC, AR, CDH1, DDC, MYC, TGFB2
0.040 MF collagen binding CD44, PDGFB, SMAD4
0.040 MF repressing transcription factor binding CTNNB1, MYC, RUNX1
0.040 BP positive chemotaxis PDGFB, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.040 BP positive regulation of neuron apoptotic

process
BAX, TGFB2, TP53

0.080 CC cell leading edge ABL1, AKT2, APC, BRCA1, CTNNB1, PIK3CA
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Figure 2: Relationships between the enriched cellular component Gene Ontology terms that were listed in Table 2. The
darkness of the red reflects the significance of the enrichment and the thicknesses of the edges are propotional to the numbers
of genes sharing the following annotation.
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Figure 3: Relationships between the enriched molecular function Gene Ontology terms that were listed in Table 2. The
darkness of the red reflects the significance of the enrichment and the thicknesses of the edges are propotional to the numbers
of genes sharing the following annotation.
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Figure 4: Relationships between the enriched biological process Gene Ontology terms that were listed in Table 2. The darkness
of the red reflects the significance of the enrichment and the thicknesses of the edges are propotional to the numbers of genes
sharing the following annotation.
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1.2 Candidate genes

Table 3: Descriptions of the candidate genes. Studies that have reported results about the candidate genes are listed so
that those with negative evidence have been prefixed with a hyphen. S column contains an at sign if the gene is part of the
candidate pathway. This table has 190 rows.

S name locus description studies

ABCG2 4:89011416-89152474
4q22.1

ATP-binding cassette, sub-family G (WHITE), member 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:74],
type=protein coding, GO=[xenobiotic-transporting ATPase activity, heme transport, heme
transporter activity, drug transmembrane transport, urate metabolic process, cofactor transporter
activity, cofactor transport, cellular iron ion homeostasis, response to drug, ATPase activity,
protein homodimerization activity]

cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary, snp3dBC,
snp3dLungC, tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeHCCd

* ABL1 9:133589333-133763062
9q34.12

c-abl oncogene 1, non-receptor tyrosine kinase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:76], type=protein coding,
GO=[regulation of transcription involved in S phase of mitotic cell cycle, nicotinate-nucleotide
adenylyltransferase activity, DNA damage induced protein phosphorylation, actin monomer
binding, mitogen-activated protein kinase binding, proline-rich region binding, regulation of actin
cytoskeleton reorganization, mismatch repair, positive regulation of oxidoreductase activity,
platelet-derived growth factor receptor signaling pathway, syntaxin binding, manganese ion binding,
non-membrane spanning protein tyrosine kinase activity, intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in
response to DNA damage, positive regulation of muscle cell differentiation, actin cytoskeleton
reorganization, regulation of autophagy, Fc-gamma receptor signaling pathway, Fc-gamma receptor
signaling pathway involved in phagocytosis, immune response-regulating cell surface receptor
signaling pathway involved in phagocytosis, Fc receptor signaling pathway, regulation of response
to DNA damage stimulus, negative regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase activity, positive
regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, SH3 domain binding, regulation of
peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, protein C-terminus binding, S phase of mitotic cell cycle, signal
transduction in response to DNA damage, negative regulation of protein kinase activity,
magnesium ion binding, peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, nuclear membrane, negative regulation
of transferase activity, immune response-activating cell surface receptor signaling pathway, immune
response-regulating cell surface receptor signaling pathway, cell leading edge, positive regulation of
protein phosphorylation, regulation of cell adhesion, positive regulation of phosphorylation,
induction of apoptosis, muscle cell differentiation, protein kinase binding, axon guidance,
regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase activity, regulation of cell motility, perinuclear region
of cytoplasm, protein domain specific binding, muscle structure development, positive regulation of
cell differentiation, blood coagulation, hemostasis, axonogenesis, positive regulation of apoptotic
process, positive regulation of programmed cell death, positive regulation of cell death, neuron
projection morphogenesis, positive regulation of immune system process, chemotaxis, regulation of
body fluid levels, wound healing, response to DNA damage stimulus, transmembrane receptor
protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway, regulation of protein kinase activity, regulation of kinase
activity, cell morphogenesis involved in differentiation, positive regulation of developmental
process, neuron projection development, innate immune response, regulation of transferase activity,
negative regulation of molecular function, regulation of cell cycle, regulation of response to stress]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicRecurrent,
tcgaColonMethyl

ACPP 3:132036211-132087142
3q22.1

acid phosphatase, prostate [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:125],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[choline binding, adenosine
metabolic process, 5’-nucleotidase activity, acid phosphatase activity, multivesicular body, purine
nucleobase metabolic process, filopodium, nucleobase metabolic process, Golgi cisterna, lysosomal
membrane, apical part of cell, protein homodimerization activity]

cosmicPrimary,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastCGHSurv

ADH1B 4:100226121-100242558
4q23

alcohol dehydrogenase 1B (class I), beta polypeptide [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:250],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[alcohol
dehydrogenase activity, zinc-dependent, ethanol oxidation, xenobiotic metabolic process]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethylSurv,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianGE,
tcgaOvarianGESurv

ADSS 1:244571796-244615436
1q44

adenylosuccinate synthase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:292],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[adenylosuccinate synthase activity, response to
ammonium ion, ’de novo’ AMP biosynthetic process, aspartate metabolic process, cellular response
to electrical stimulus, phosphate ion binding, IMP metabolic process, response to purine-containing
compound, response to electrical stimulus, purine nucleobase metabolic process, nucleobase
metabolic process, cellular response to abiotic stimulus, magnesium ion binding, response to
organic cyclic compound, response to inorganic substance, GTP binding, cellular amino acid
metabolic process, response to abiotic stimulus]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGE, tscapeBCa,
tscapeGliomaa,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeOvariana

* AGAP2 12:58118980-58135940
12q14.1

ArfGAP with GTPase domain, ankyrin repeat and PH domain 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:16921],
type=protein coding, GO=[negative regulation of extrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in absence
of ligand, positive regulation of mammary gland epithelial cell proliferation, extrinsic apoptotic
signaling pathway in absence of ligand, regulation of extrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in
absence of ligand, signal transduction in absence of ligand, regulation of mammary gland epithelial
cell proliferation, mammary gland alveolus development, negative regulation of apoptotic signaling
pathway, mammary gland epithelial cell proliferation, ARF GTPase activator activity, regulation of
ARF GTPase activity, protein kinase activator activity, negative regulation of protein catabolic
process, positive regulation of JAK-STAT cascade, regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway,
mammary gland epithelium development, regulation of JAK-STAT cascade, negative regulation of
neuron apoptotic process, protein kinase regulator activity, positive regulation of epithelial cell
proliferation, mammary gland development, kinase regulator activity, regulation of neuron
apoptotic process, regulation of protein catabolic process, neuron apoptotic process, regulation of
epithelial cell proliferation, epithelial cell proliferation, GTPase activity, gland development,
protein kinase binding, GTP binding, axon guidance, negative regulation of protein metabolic
process, positive regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, Ras protein signal transduction,
positive regulation of protein kinase activity, positive regulation of kinase activity, axonogenesis,
neuron projection morphogenesis, regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, epithelium
development, chemotaxis, negative regulation of apoptotic process, negative regulation of
programmed cell death, negative regulation of cell death, negative regulation of signal
transduction, regulation of protein kinase activity, positive regulation of cell proliferation, lipid
binding, negative regulation of signaling, negative regulation of cell communication, regulation of
kinase activity, cell morphogenesis involved in differentiation, neuron projection development,
regulation of transferase activity, positive regulation of signal transduction, positive regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaGliomaCGHa,
tcgaGliomaGE
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* AKT2 19:40736224-40791443
19q13.2

v-akt murine thymoma viral oncogene homolog 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:392],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[activation of Ral GTPase activity, negative regulation of plasma membrane long-chain fatty
acid transport, positive regulation of Ral GTPase activity, positive regulation of glucose import in
response to insulin stimulus, regulation of Ral GTPase activity, positive regulation of vesicle
fusion, peripheral nervous system myelin maintenance, positive regulation of fatty acid
beta-oxidation, positive regulation of protein targeting to membrane, myelin maintenance, positive
regulation of fatty acid oxidation, intracellular protein transmembrane transport, positive
regulation of glycogen biosynthetic process, mammary gland epithelial cell differentiation, positive
regulation of lipid catabolic process, negative regulation of lipid transport, regulation of fatty acid
transport, positive regulation of fatty acid metabolic process, regulation of glycogen biosynthetic
process, positive regulation of glucose import, regulation of polysaccharide biosynthetic process,
glycogen biosynthetic process, long-chain fatty acid transport, regulation of glucose import,
positive regulation of carbohydrate metabolic process, ruffle membrane, regulation of lipid
transport, mammary gland epithelium development, protein localization to plasma membrane,
peripheral nervous system development, regulation of glucose metabolic process, myelination,
positive regulation of lipid metabolic process, positive regulation of intracellular protein transport,
plasma membrane organization, regulation of cellular carbohydrate metabolic process, regulation of
carbohydrate metabolic process, lamellipodium, ruffle, mammary gland development, regulation of
cellular ketone metabolic process, positive regulation of catabolic process, gliogenesis, insulin
receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of protein transport, cellular response to insulin
stimulus, regulation of transmembrane transport, positive regulation of organelle organization,
regulation of translation, positive regulation of cell motility, response to insulin stimulus, cell
leading edge, positive regulation of protein phosphorylation, regulation of cell cycle arrest, positive
regulation of phosphorylation, gland development, epithelial cell differentiation, regulation of
MAPK cascade, posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression, cell cycle arrest, regulation of
protein localization, regulation of cell migration, regulation of cell motility, cellular response to
hormone stimulus, Ras protein signal transduction, regulation of cell cycle process, MAPK cascade,
negative regulation of cell cycle, positive regulation of transport, positive regulation of cellular
component organization, positive regulation of hydrolase activity, regulation of intracellular protein
kinase cascade, epithelium development, cellular response to endogenous stimulus, transmembrane
receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway, regulation of cellular localization, lipid binding,
response to hormone stimulus, regulation of cell cycle, regulation of response to stress]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
fileAmpOver,
snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianCGHSurv

ALDH1A2 15:58245622-58790065
15q21.3

aldehyde dehydrogenase 1 family, member A2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:15472],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[9-cis-retinoic acid biosynthetic process, ureter maturation, 3-chloroallyl aldehyde
dehydrogenase activity, retinal dehydrogenase activity, retinoic acid biosynthetic process, midgut
development, retinal metabolic process, retinal binding, retinol metabolic process, embryonic
forelimb morphogenesis, proximal/distal pattern formation, embryonic digestive tract development,
embryonic camera-type eye development, face development, pituitary gland development,
anatomical structure maturation, cellular response to retinoic acid, cellular response to vitamin A,
head development, neural crest cell development, neural crest cell differentiation, diencephalon
development, response to estradiol stimulus, regulation of endothelial cell proliferation, cellular
response to nutrient, pancreas development, endothelial cell proliferation, liver development,
response to retinoic acid, digestive tract development, digestive system development, response to
estrogen stimulus, endocrine system development, mesenchymal cell development, cardiac muscle
tissue development, mesenchymal cell differentiation, morphogenesis of embryonic epithelium,
response to vitamin, mesenchyme development, respiratory system development, developmental
maturation, anterior/posterior pattern specification, cellular response to extracellular stimulus,
kidney development, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, response to nutrient, epithelial cell
proliferation, intracellular receptor mediated signaling pathway, camera-type eye development,
cellular response to external stimulus, urogenital system development, gland development, eye
development, forebrain development, response to steroid hormone stimulus, regionalization,
striated muscle tissue development, embryonic organ development, response to nutrient levels,
morphogenesis of an epithelium, response to extracellular stimulus, heart development, pattern
specification process, perinuclear region of cytoplasm, sensory organ development, blood vessel
development, response to cytokine stimulus, embryonic morphogenesis, brain development, positive
regulation of apoptotic process, vasculature development, positive regulation of programmed cell
death, negative regulation of cell proliferation, positive regulation of cell death, chordate
embryonic development, epithelium development, positive regulation of cell proliferation, lipid
binding, response to hormone stimulus, central nervous system development]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianGESurv

ALG10B 12:38710380-38717784
12q12

ALG10B, alpha-1,2-glucosyltransferase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:31088],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[dolichol-linked oligosaccharide
biosynthetic process, oligosaccharide biosynthetic process, protein N-linked glycosylation via
asparagine]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaOvarianGESurv,
tscapeNSCLCd

ALK 2:29415640-30144432
2p23.1, 2p23.2

anaplastic lymphoma receptor tyrosine kinase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:427],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[NF-kappaB-inducing kinase activity,
NIK/NF-kappaB cascade, receptor signaling protein serine/threonine kinase activity,
transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase activity, transmembrane receptor protein kinase
activity, receptor signaling protein activity, positive regulation of NF-kappaB transcription factor
activity, activation of MAPK activity, positive regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding
transcription factor activity, protein autophosphorylation, positive regulation of MAP kinase
activity, regulation of MAP kinase activity, activation of protein kinase activity, regulation of
sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity, regulation of protein serine/threonine
kinase activity, positive regulation of protein kinase activity, positive regulation of kinase activity,
transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway, regulation of protein kinase
activity, regulation of kinase activity, regulation of transferase activity]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicRecurrent,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

ANGPT2 8:6357172-6420930
8p23.1

angiopoietin 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:485], type=protein coding, GO=[negative regulation of
positive chemotaxis, Tie receptor signaling pathway, glomerulus vasculature development, negative
regulation of blood vessel endothelial cell migration, regulation of positive chemotaxis, negative
regulation of cell-substrate adhesion, receptor tyrosine kinase binding, response to activity, organ
regeneration, positive chemotaxis, negative regulation of angiogenesis, nephron development,
regeneration, regulation of chemotaxis, regulation of cell-substrate adhesion, endothelial cell
migration, response to glucose stimulus, response to hexose stimulus, negative regulation of cell
migration, response to mechanical stimulus, germ cell development, female pregnancy, regulation of
angiogenesis, kidney development, response to organic cyclic compound, response to hypoxia,
response to oxygen levels, urogenital system development, leukocyte migration, regulation of cell
adhesion, cellular response to growth factor stimulus, response to growth factor stimulus,
angiogenesis, regulation of response to external stimulus, regulation of cell migration, regulation of
cell motility, developmental process involved in reproduction, blood vessel morphogenesis, blood
vessel development, blood coagulation, hemostasis, vasculature development, behavior, cellular
process involved in reproduction, negative regulation of developmental process, regulation of
anatomical structure morphogenesis, chemotaxis, regulation of body fluid levels, wound healing,
response to abiotic stimulus, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway,
multicellular organism reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process, positive
regulation of developmental process]

cosmicPrimary,
snp3dGlioma,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianCGHd,
tscapeHCCd

AP3M2 8:42010464-42029191
8p11.21

adaptor-related protein complex 3, mu 2 subunit [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:570],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[anterograde synaptic vesicle transport, anterograde axon cargo transport, clathrin adaptor
complex]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeCRCa, tscapeHCCd,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeNSCLCd,
tscapeOvariana,
tscapeProstatea,
tscapeRCCd, tscapeSCLCa
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* APC 5:112043195-112181936
5q22.2

adenomatous polyposis coli [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:583],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[negative
regulation of odontogenesis, negative regulation of epithelial cell proliferation involved in prostate
gland development, regulation of attachment of spindle microtubules to kinetochore, positive
regulation of pseudopodium assembly, beta-catenin destruction complex, microtubule plus end,
microtubule plus-end binding, cytokinesis after mitosis, positive regulation of microtubule
polymerization, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation involved in prostate gland development,
axonal growth cone, gamma-catenin binding, cytoplasmic microtubule organization, muscle cell
homeostasis, negative regulation of microtubule depolymerization, negative regulation of
cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity, regulation of chromosome segregation, positive regulation
of epithelial cell differentiation, proximal/distal pattern formation, lateral plasma membrane,
microtubule anchoring, thymus development, mitotic cell cycle spindle assembly checkpoint,
cell-cell adherens junction, somatic stem cell maintenance, tight junction assembly, regulation of
osteoclast differentiation, negative regulation of mitosis, cytoplasmic microtubule, prostate gland
development, skin development, ruffle membrane, positive regulation of protein polymerization,
beta-catenin binding, positive regulation of cell division, T cell differentiation in thymus,
regulation of epithelial cell differentiation, cell-cell junction assembly, cellular component
disassembly involved in execution phase of apoptosis, axis specification, negative regulation of
MAPK cascade, negative regulation of canonical Wnt receptor signaling pathway, hair follicle
development, negative regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, regulation of microtubule
cytoskeleton organization, regulation of myeloid leukocyte differentiation, regulation of
cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity, regulation of cell division, negative regulation of protein
serine/threonine kinase activity, tight junction, positive regulation of protein complex assembly,
regulation of microtubule-based process, stem cell maintenance, retina development in camera-type
eye, apical junction complex, odontogenesis, positive regulation of cytoskeleton organization,
lamellipodium, negative regulation of cell cycle process, negative regulation of Wnt receptor
signaling pathway, protein kinase regulator activity, cytokinesis, ruffle, negative regulation of
intracellular protein kinase cascade, positive regulation of cell adhesion, regulation of canonical
Wnt receptor signaling pathway, cell-cell junction organization, kinase regulator activity,
microtubule binding, mitotic cell cycle checkpoint, osteoblast differentiation, regulation of organ
morphogenesis, myeloid leukocyte differentiation, chromosome segregation, positive regulation of
catabolic process, regulation of ossification, T cell differentiation, negative regulation of protein
kinase activity, regulation of protein catabolic process, regulation of reproductive process, cell
junction assembly, canonical Wnt receptor signaling pathway, negative regulation of transferase
activity, anterior/posterior pattern specification, tubulin binding, kidney development, regulation
of epithelial cell proliferation, cell junction organization, anatomical structure homeostasis,
maintenance of location, positive regulation of organelle organization, positive regulation of cell
migration, positive regulation of cell motility, lymphocyte differentiation, epithelial cell
proliferation, axon, cell leading edge, camera-type eye development, cell cycle checkpoint,
reproductive structure development, urogenital system development, regulation of cell adhesion,
regulation of cell cycle arrest, gland development, ossification, eye development, epithelial cell
differentiation, Wnt receptor signaling pathway, regionalization, regulation of mitotic cell cycle,
regulation of MAPK cascade, protein kinase binding, centrosome, leukocyte differentiation,
regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase activity, cell cycle arrest, regulation of protein
localization, regulation of cell migration, regulation of cell motility, developmental process involved
in reproduction, pattern specification process, regulation of cell cycle process, MAPK cascade,
negative regulation of cell cycle, sensory organ development, lymphocyte activation, negative
regulation of cell differentiation, positive regulation of cell differentiation, positive regulation of
cellular component organization, axonogenesis, positive regulation of apoptotic process, positive
regulation of programmed cell death, chromosomal part, negative regulation of cell proliferation,
positive regulation of cell death, hemopoiesis, cellular process involved in reproduction, neuron
projection morphogenesis, negative regulation of developmental process, hematopoietic or lymphoid
organ development, regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, epithelium development,
regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis, neuron projection, immune system development,
negative regulation of apoptotic process, negative regulation of programmed cell death, response to
DNA damage stimulus, negative regulation of cell death, negative regulation of signal transduction,
regulation of protein kinase activity, regulation of cellular localization, negative regulation of
signaling, negative regulation of cell communication, regulation of kinase activity, cell
morphogenesis involved in differentiation, positive regulation of developmental process, neuron
projection development, regulation of transferase activity, negative regulation of molecular
function, regulation of cell cycle, chromosome organization, cell activation]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary, snp3dCRC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethylSurv,
tcgaGliomaGE

* AR X:66764465-66950461
Xq12

androgen receptor [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:644],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[POU domain binding,
activation of prostate induction by androgen receptor signaling pathway, male somatic sex
determination, negative regulation of integrin biosynthetic process, prostate induction, lateral
sprouting involved in mammary gland duct morphogenesis, somatic sex determination, androgen
receptor activity, positive regulation of integrin biosynthetic process, tertiary branching involved in
mammary gland duct morphogenesis, male genitalia morphogenesis, androgen binding, mammary
gland branching involved in pregnancy, positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase
III promoter, positive regulation of intracellular estrogen receptor signaling pathway, prostate
gland growth, genitalia morphogenesis, positive regulation of insulin-like growth factor receptor
signaling pathway, epithelial cell differentiation involved in prostate gland development,
morphogenesis of an epithelial bud, regulation of cell fate specification, regulation of transcription
from RNA polymerase III promoter, mammary gland alveolus development, regulation of
insulin-like growth factor receptor signaling pathway, male genitalia development, organ induction,
regulation of establishment of protein localization to plasma membrane, morphogenesis of an
epithelial fold, prostate gland epithelium morphogenesis, insulin-like growth factor receptor
signaling pathway, prostate gland morphogenesis, androgen receptor binding, specification of organ
identity, regulation of organ formation, developmental induction, ligand-activated sequence-specific
DNA binding RNA polymerase II transcription factor activity, steroid hormone receptor activity,
establishment of protein localization to plasma membrane, prostate gland development, regulation
of morphogenesis of a branching structure, steroid hormone mediated signaling pathway,
beta-catenin binding, organ formation, steroid hormone receptor binding, androgen receptor
signaling pathway, hormone-mediated signaling pathway, mammary gland epithelium development,
RNA polymerase II transcription factor binding, steroid binding, protein localization to plasma
membrane, negative regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, regulation of embryonic development,
positive regulation of reproductive process, positive regulation of NF-kappaB transcription factor
activity, male gonad development, intracellular steroid hormone receptor signaling pathway, plasma
membrane organization, gland morphogenesis, development of primary male sexual characteristics,
mammary gland development, nuclear chromatin, regulation of organ morphogenesis, female
pregnancy, morphogenesis of embryonic epithelium, regulation of blood pressure, branching
morphogenesis of an epithelial tube, morphogenesis of a branching epithelium, regulation of
reproductive process, positive regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor
activity, positive regulation of MAPK cascade, gonad development, transcription initiation from
RNA polymerase II promoter, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, development of primary
sexual characteristics, cell fate commitment, epithelial cell proliferation, axon, intracellular
receptor mediated signaling pathway, response to insulin stimulus, reproductive structure
development, epithelial tube morphogenesis, urogenital system development, positive regulation of
phosphorylation, nuclear chromosome, gland development, developmental growth, response to
steroid hormone stimulus, chromatin, epithelial cell differentiation, regionalization, chromatin
binding, transcription regulatory region DNA binding, regulation of MAPK cascade, regulation of
sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity, regulatory region DNA binding, in
utero embryonic development, blood circulation, cell growth, morphogenesis of an epithelium,
positive regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, regulation of protein localization,
transcription factor binding, cellular response to hormone stimulus, developmental process involved
in reproduction, pattern specification process, MAPK cascade, protein domain specific binding,
positive regulation of cellular component organization, embryonic morphogenesis, regulation of
growth, chromosomal part, negative regulation of cell proliferation, cellular process involved in
reproduction, chordate embryonic development, regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade,
epithelium development, regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis, neuron projection,
cellular response to endogenous stimulus, negative regulation of apoptotic process, negative
regulation of programmed cell death, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling
pathway, negative regulation of cell death, multicellular organism reproduction, multicellular
organismal reproductive process, regulation of cellular localization, positive regulation of cell
proliferation, lipid binding, sequence-specific DNA binding, response to hormone stimulus, positive
regulation of developmental process, positive regulation of signal transduction, positive regulation
of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter]

cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
fileAmpOver, snp3dBC,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeProstatea
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ASCL1 12:103351464-
103354294
12q23.2

achaete-scute complex homolog 1 (Drosophila) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:738],
type=protein coding, GO=[adrenal chromaffin cell differentiation, carotid body glomus cell
differentiation, cellular response to magnetism, lung neuroendocrine cell differentiation, neuroblast
fate determination, noradrenergic neuron fate commitment, regulation of timing of subpallium
neuron differentiation, stomach neuroendocrine cell differentiation, subpallium neuron fate
commitment, vestibular nucleus development, olfactory pit development, spinal cord
oligodendrocyte cell differentiation, spinal cord oligodendrocyte cell fate specification, response to
folic acid, cerebral cortex GABAergic interneuron differentiation, pons development, spinal cord
association neuron differentiation, glial cell fate commitment, neural nucleus development, lung
epithelial cell differentiation, lung cell differentiation, positive regulation of Notch signaling
pathway, response to epidermal growth factor stimulus, bHLH transcription factor binding,
response to lithium ion, sympathetic nervous system development, E-box binding, forebrain neuron
differentiation, neuron fate specification, lung epithelium development, positive regulation of
neural precursor cell proliferation, oligodendrocyte development, forebrain generation of neurons,
regulation of Notch signaling pathway, positive regulation of neuron apoptotic process, neuroblast
proliferation, autonomic nervous system development, regulation of neural precursor cell
proliferation, negative regulation of neuron differentiation, central nervous system neuron
development, neuron fate commitment, oligodendrocyte differentiation, cerebral cortex
development, positive regulation of neuron differentiation, response to acid, response to retinoic
acid, neural precursor cell proliferation, pallium development, neuron migration, digestive tract
development, positive regulation of cell cycle, digestive system development, endocrine system
development, double-stranded DNA binding, Notch signaling pathway, response to vitamin, cellular
response to abiotic stimulus, regulation of neuron apoptotic process, positive regulation of cell
development, gliogenesis, neuron apoptotic process, respiratory system development, response to
nutrient, response to metal ion, cell fate commitment, neuronal cell body, cell body, gland
development, forebrain development, epithelial cell differentiation, transcription regulatory region
DNA binding, regulatory region DNA binding, response to growth factor stimulus, response to
inorganic substance, response to nutrient levels, response to extracellular stimulus, regulation of
neurogenesis, transcription factor binding, pattern specification process, sensory organ
development, transcription factor binding transcription factor activity, protein binding
transcription factor activity, negative regulation of cell differentiation, positive regulation of cell
differentiation, regulation of cell development, protein homodimerization activity, brain
development, positive regulation of apoptotic process, positive regulation of programmed cell
death, positive regulation of cell death, negative regulation of developmental process, epithelium
development, negative regulation of apoptotic process, negative regulation of programmed cell
death, response to abiotic stimulus, negative regulation of cell death, positive regulation of cell
proliferation, sequence-specific DNA binding, positive regulation of developmental process, central
nervous system development, positive regulation of signal transduction, positive regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, regulation of cell cycle]

cosmicPrimary,
snp3dLungC,
snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE

ASRGL1 11:62104920-62160882
11q12.3

asparaginase like 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:16448],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[asparagine catabolic process, asparagine catabolic process via L-aspartate,
N4-(beta-N-acetylglucosaminyl)-L-asparaginase activity, asparaginase activity,
beta-aspartyl-peptidase activity, cellular amino acid metabolic process]

cosmicPrimary,
fileBC2brain,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

* ATAD2 8:124332090-124428590
8q24.13

ATPase family, AAA domain containing 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:30123],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[ATPase
activity]

cosmicPrimary, fileCIN70,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaColonMethylSurv,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianCGHa,
tcgaOvarianGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeOvariana

BAG4 8:38034051-38070819
8p11.23

BCL2-associated athanogene 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:940],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[negative regulation of
phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-trisphosphate 5-phosphatase activity, regulation of
phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-trisphosphate 5-phosphatase activity, positive regulation of fibroblast
migration, ruffle assembly, cellular response to epidermal growth factor stimulus, response to
epidermal growth factor stimulus, positive regulation of stress fiber assembly, chaperone binding,
positive regulation of actin filament polymerization, positive regulation of peptidyl-serine
phosphorylation, positive regulation of protein polymerization, positive regulation of protein kinase
B signaling cascade, regulation of peptidyl-serine phosphorylation, protein localization to plasma
membrane, cellular response to tumor necrosis factor, regulation of protein kinase B signaling
cascade, response to tumor necrosis factor, receptor signaling protein activity, positive regulation
of protein complex assembly, plasma membrane organization, positive regulation of cytoskeleton
organization, protein kinase B signaling cascade, positive regulation of cell adhesion,
peptidyl-serine modification, positive regulation of organelle organization, positive regulation of
cell migration, positive regulation of cell motility, negative regulation of hydrolase activity,
positive regulation of protein phosphorylation, regulation of cell adhesion, positive regulation of
phosphorylation, cellular response to growth factor stimulus, response to growth factor stimulus,
positive regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, regulation of cell migration, regulation
of cell motility, response to cytokine stimulus, positive regulation of cellular component
organization, regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, cellular response to endogenous
stimulus, negative regulation of apoptotic process, negative regulation of programmed cell death,
negative regulation of cell death, negative regulation of molecular function, positive regulation of
signal transduction]

fileAmpOver,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianCGHSurv,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeCRCa, tscapeHCCd,
tscapeNSCLCd
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* BAX 19:49458072-49465055
19q13.33

BCL2-associated X protein [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:959],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[mitochondrial permeability
transition pore complex, protein insertion into mitochondrial membrane involved in apoptotic
signaling pathway, release of matrix enzymes from mitochondria, B cell homeostatic proliferation,
B cell negative selection, B cell selection, nuclear fragmentation involved in apoptotic nuclear
change, T cell homeostatic proliferation, apoptotic process involved in mammary gland involution,
cleavage of lamin involved in execution phase of apoptosis, establishment or maintenance of
transmembrane electrochemical gradient, positive regulation of apoptotic process involved in
mammary gland involution, post-embryonic camera-type eye morphogenesis, regulation of nitrogen
utilization, Bcl-2 family protein complex, BH3 domain binding, germ cell programmed cell death,
positive regulation of B cell apoptotic process, positive regulation of endoplasmic reticulum
unfolded protein response, Sertoli cell proliferation, reduction of endoplasmic reticulum calcium
ion concentration, regulation of protein heterodimerization activity, transformed cell apoptotic
process, mitochondrial fragmentation involved in apoptotic process, post-embryonic camera-type
eye development, positive regulation of developmental pigmentation, retinal cell programmed cell
death, activation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity involved in apoptotic process by
cytochrome c, vagina development, development of secondary sexual characteristics, positive
regulation of lymphocyte apoptotic process, protein insertion into membrane, endoplasmic
reticulum calcium ion homeostasis, germ cell migration, mitochondrial fusion, negative regulation
of peptidyl-serine phosphorylation, regulation of mitochondrial membrane permeability, positive
regulation of release of sequestered calcium ion into cytosol, regulation of mammary gland
epithelial cell proliferation, regulation of protein homodimerization activity, positive regulation of
protein oligomerization, regulation of B cell apoptotic process, regulation of developmental
pigmentation, hypothalamus development, intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in response to
endoplasmic reticulum stress, myeloid cell homeostasis, positive regulation of intrinsic apoptotic
signaling pathway, positive regulation of release of cytochrome c from mitochondria, response to
salt stress, B cell homeostasis, homeostasis of number of cells within a tissue, negative regulation
of fibroblast proliferation, apoptotic DNA fragmentation, mammary gland epithelial cell
proliferation, T cell homeostasis, regulation of release of cytochrome c from mitochondria,
apoptotic nuclear changes, negative regulation of protein binding, cellular response to UV, blood
vessel remodeling, response to gamma radiation, lymphocyte apoptotic process, positive regulation
of neuron apoptotic process, positive regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway, response to axon
injury, ovarian follicle development, regulation of tissue remodeling, release of cytochrome c from
mitochondria, regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway, glycosphingolipid metabolic process,
regulation of fibroblast proliferation, release of sequestered calcium ion into cytosol, cerebral
cortex development, regulation of peptidyl-serine phosphorylation, intrinsic apoptotic signaling
pathway, diencephalon development, mammary gland epithelium development, limbic system
development, cellular component disassembly involved in execution phase of apoptosis,
odontogenesis of dentin-containing tooth, negative regulation of protein phosphorylation, B cell
differentiation, ovulation cycle process, activation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity involved
in apoptotic process, calcium ion transport into cytosol, endoplasmic reticulum unfolded protein
response, female gonad development, spermatid differentiation, response to acid, camera-type eye
morphogenesis, positive regulation of protein complex assembly, negative regulation of neuron
apoptotic process, negative regulation of phosphorylation, response to toxin, pallium development,
male gonad development, response to UV, female sex differentiation, neuron migration, retina
development in camera-type eye, positive regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity
involved in apoptotic process, odontogenesis, response to ionizing radiation, mitochondrial outer
membrane, gland morphogenesis, development of primary male sexual characteristics, tissue
remodeling, T cell proliferation, regulation of calcium ion transport, mammary gland development,
peptidyl-serine modification, germ cell development, regulation of ion homeostasis, cellular
response to abiotic stimulus, regulation of neuron apoptotic process, neuron apoptotic process, B
cell activation, regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity involved in apoptotic process,
lymphocyte proliferation, regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity, regulation of metal
ion transport, homeostasis of number of cells, gonad development, leukocyte proliferation, kidney
development, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, anatomical structure homeostasis,
maintenance of location, development of primary sexual characteristics, positive regulation of
organelle organization, protein homooligomerization, lymphocyte differentiation, epithelial cell
proliferation, camera-type eye development, reproductive structure development, regulation of
endopeptidase activity, urogenital system development, calcium ion transport, gland development,
eye development, forebrain development, induction of apoptosis, virus-host interaction, leukocyte
differentiation, negative regulation of protein metabolic process, protein heterodimerization
activity, developmental process involved in reproduction, sensory organ development, lymphocyte
activation, protein domain specific binding, positive regulation of transport, regulation of cell
development, positive regulation of cellular component organization, protein homodimerization
activity, positive regulation of multicellular organismal process, brain development, positive
regulation of apoptotic process, positive regulation of programmed cell death, positive regulation
of hydrolase activity, negative regulation of cell proliferation, positive regulation of cell death,
hemopoiesis, cellular process involved in reproduction, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ
development, epithelium development, regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis, immune
system development, negative regulation of apoptotic process, negative regulation of programmed
cell death, response to DNA damage stimulus, response to abiotic stimulus, negative regulation of
cell death, multicellular organism reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process,
lipid binding, endoplasmic reticulum membrane, positive regulation of developmental process,
central nervous system development, negative regulation of molecular function, positive regulation
of signal transduction, regulation of cell cycle, regulation of response to stress, cell activation]

snp3dCRC, tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeNSCLCd,
tscapeOvariand
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* BCL2 18:60790579-60987361
18q21.33

B-cell CLL/lymphoma 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:990], type=processed transcript,protein coding,
GO=[CD8-positive, alpha-beta T cell lineage commitment, negative regulation of cellular pH
reduction, positive regulation of neuron maturation, positive regulation of skeletal muscle fiber
development, cochlear nucleus development, negative regulation of mitochondrial depolarization,
negative regulation of retinal cell programmed cell death, regulation of nitrogen utilization, BH3
domain binding, positive regulation of melanocyte differentiation, B cell lineage commitment,
negative regulation of calcium ion transport into cytosol, regulation of protein heterodimerization
activity, CD8-positive, alpha-beta T cell differentiation, negative regulation of myeloid cell
apoptotic process, negative regulation of osteoblast proliferation, positive regulation of
developmental pigmentation, retinal cell programmed cell death, melanin metabolic process, pons
development, positive regulation of smooth muscle cell migration, positive regulation of striated
muscle tissue development, endoplasmic reticulum calcium ion homeostasis, regulation of
mitochondrial membrane permeability, regulation of myeloid cell apoptotic process, T cell lineage
commitment, negative regulation of anoikis, regulation of protein homodimerization activity,
protein phosphatase 2A binding, myeloid cell apoptotic process, neural nucleus development,
regulation of developmental pigmentation, lymphoid progenitor cell differentiation, response to
UV-B, response to iron ion, intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in response to endoplasmic
reticulum stress, negative regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway, pigment granule organization,
negative regulation of autophagy, negative regulation of calcium ion transport, osteoblast
proliferation, positive regulation of intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway, regulation of membrane
depolarization, B cell homeostasis, axon regeneration, homeostasis of number of cells within a
tissue, behavioral fear response, regulation of smooth muscle cell migration, hair follicle
morphogenesis, spleen development, T cell homeostasis, negative regulation of ossification, neuron
maturation, oocyte development, positive regulation of multicellular organism growth, response to
nicotine, myelin sheath, B cell receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of B cell
proliferation, thymus development, response to gamma radiation, negative regulation of mitotic
cell cycle, positive regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway, regulation of skeletal muscle fiber
development, focal adhesion assembly, nucleotide-binding domain, leucine rich repeat containing
receptor signaling pathway, response to axon injury, ovarian follicle development, release of
cytochrome c from mitochondria, digestive tract morphogenesis, peptidyl-threonine
phosphorylation, positive regulation of peptidyl-serine phosphorylation, positive regulation of B
cell activation, protease binding, oogenesis, positive regulation of muscle cell differentiation,
regulation of transmembrane transporter activity, multicellular organismal response to stress,
regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway, regulation of cell-matrix adhesion, branching involved in
ureteric bud morphogenesis, regulation of autophagy, T cell differentiation in thymus, regulation of
peptidyl-serine phosphorylation, intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway, alpha-beta T cell
differentiation, regulation of transporter activity, protein phosphatase binding, cell aging,
regulation of multicellular organism growth, B cell differentiation, hair follicle development,
membrane depolarization, metanephros development, response to hydrogen peroxide, ovulation
cycle process, calcium ion transport into cytosol, female gonad development, nephron development,
response to acid, positive regulation of cell growth, female gamete generation, response to alkaloid,
organ growth, positive regulation of lymphocyte proliferation, negative regulation of neuron
apoptotic process, regeneration, ureteric bud development, response to toxin, male gonad
development, response to UV, female sex differentiation, regulation of striated muscle tissue
development, muscle fiber development, regulation of muscle organ development, regulation of
protein stability, response to ionizing radiation, regulation of cell-substrate adhesion,
mitochondrial outer membrane, response to glucocorticoid stimulus, digestive tract development,
humoral immune response, gland morphogenesis, cell maturation, response to reactive oxygen
species, development of primary male sexual characteristics, antigen receptor-mediated signaling
pathway, digestive system development, negative regulation of cell migration, reactive oxygen
species metabolic process, mesenchymal cell development, regulation of calcium ion transport,
negative regulation of cell growth, ubiquitin protein ligase binding, peptidyl-serine modification,
germ cell development, mesenchymal cell differentiation, regulation of organ morphogenesis, female
pregnancy, regulation of lymphocyte proliferation, regulation of ion homeostasis, positive
regulation of growth, regulation of leukocyte proliferation, regulation of neuron apoptotic process,
positive regulation of cell development, branching morphogenesis of an epithelial tube, regulation
of ossification, T cell differentiation, mesenchyme development, morphogenesis of a branching
epithelium, neuron apoptotic process, B cell activation, regulation of reproductive process, cell
junction assembly, developmental maturation, nuclear membrane, lymphocyte proliferation,
regulation of metal ion transport, homeostasis of number of cells, ear development, gonad
development, immune response-activating cell surface receptor signaling pathway, leukocyte
proliferation, aging, negative regulation of growth, kidney development, cell junction organization,
immune response-regulating cell surface receptor signaling pathway, anatomical structure
homeostasis, response to organic cyclic compound, G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, skeletal
muscle tissue development, regulation of transmembrane transport, development of primary sexual
characteristics, skeletal muscle organ development, positive regulation of cell migration, response
to metal ion, positive regulation of cell motility, lymphocyte differentiation, cell fate commitment,
response to oxidative stress, intracellular receptor mediated signaling pathway, reproductive
structure development, epithelial tube morphogenesis, positive regulation of protein
phosphorylation, urogenital system development, striated muscle cell differentiation, calcium ion
transport, regulation of cell adhesion, positive regulation of phosphorylation, gland development,
developmental growth, ossification, eye development, response to steroid hormone stimulus,
regulation of mitotic cell cycle, muscle cell differentiation, response to drug, striated muscle tissue
development, response to inorganic substance, leukocyte differentiation, negative regulation of
multicellular organismal process, protein heterodimerization activity, cell growth, morphogenesis of
an epithelium, muscle organ development, posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression,
regulation of protein localization, regulation of cell migration, regulation of neurogenesis, cell-cell
adhesion, regulation of cell motility, transcription factor binding, developmental process involved
in reproduction, negative regulation of cell cycle, sensory organ development, lymphocyte
activation, protein domain specific binding, muscle structure development, response to cytokine
stimulus, positive regulation of cell differentiation, regulation of cell development, protein
homodimerization activity, axonogenesis, positive regulation of multicellular organismal process,
brain development, regulation of growth, negative regulation of cell proliferation, hemopoiesis,
behavior, cellular process involved in reproduction, neuron projection morphogenesis, negative
regulation of developmental process, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development, positive
regulation of immune system process, epithelium development, regulation of anatomical structure
morphogenesis, immune system development, negative regulation of apoptotic process, negative
regulation of programmed cell death, response to DNA damage stimulus, response to abiotic
stimulus, negative regulation of cell death, multicellular organism reproduction, multicellular
organismal reproductive process, negative regulation of signal transduction, positive regulation of
cell proliferation, sequence-specific DNA binding, negative regulation of signaling, negative
regulation of cell communication, response to hormone stimulus, endoplasmic reticulum membrane,
cell morphogenesis involved in differentiation, positive regulation of developmental process, neuron
projection development, central nervous system development, innate immune response, positive
regulation of signal transduction, regulation of cell cycle, cell activation]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
snp3dBC, snp3dGlioma,
snp3dLungC,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastCGHSurv,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaGliomaMethylSurv,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeProstated

BIRC2 11:102217942-
102249401
11q22.2

baculoviral IAP repeat containing 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:590],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[regulation of RIG-I signaling pathway, regulation of viral-induced cytoplasmic pattern
recognition receptor signaling pathway, regulation of nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain
containing signaling pathway, necroptosis, CD40 receptor complex, necrotic cell death,
NIK/NF-kappaB cascade, regulation of toll-like receptor signaling pathway, nucleotide-binding
oligomerization domain containing signaling pathway, nucleotide-binding domain, leucine rich
repeat containing receptor signaling pathway, cellular component disassembly involved in execution
phase of apoptosis, TRIF-dependent toll-like receptor signaling pathway, MyD88-independent
toll-like receptor signaling pathway, toll-like receptor 3 signaling pathway, protein N-terminus
binding, internal side of plasma membrane, toll-like receptor 4 signaling pathway, placenta
development, positive regulation of I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, regulation of I-kappaB
kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity, I-kappaB
kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, ubiquitin-protein ligase activity, intracellular receptor mediated
signaling pathway, transcription coactivator activity, regulation of endopeptidase activity, positive
regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, regulation of response to external stimulus,
transcription cofactor activity, transcription factor binding transcription factor activity, protein
binding transcription factor activity, regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, positive
regulation of immune system process, negative regulation of apoptotic process, negative regulation
of programmed cell death, negative regulation of cell death, innate immune response, positive
regulation of signal transduction, regulation of cell cycle, regulation of response to stress]

fileAmpOver, snp3dLungC,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeNSCLCa
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BNIP3 10:133781578-
133795435
10q26.3

BCL2/adenovirus E1B 19kDa interacting protein 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:1084],
type=protein coding, GO=[cellular response to cobalt ion, mitochondrial protein catabolic process,
response to cobalt ion, negative regulation of mitochondrial fusion, positive regulation of
mitochondrial fission, autophagic cell death, negative regulation of membrane potential,
mitochondrial fragmentation involved in apoptotic process, integral to mitochondrial outer
membrane, mitochondrial fusion, regulation of mitochondrial membrane permeability, positive
regulation of protein complex disassembly, negative regulation of mitochondrion organization,
response to hyperoxia, positive regulation of release of cytochrome c from mitochondria, apoptotic
DNA fragmentation, brown fat cell differentiation, regulation of release of cytochrome c from
mitochondria, apoptotic nuclear changes, release of cytochrome c from mitochondria, cellular
response to hydrogen peroxide, cellular response to mechanical stimulus, intrinsic apoptotic
signaling pathway, cellular component disassembly involved in execution phase of apoptosis,
cellular response to reactive oxygen species, cellular response to metal ion, cellular response to
hypoxia, response to hydrogen peroxide, cellular response to inorganic substance, cellular response
to oxidative stress, chromatin remodeling, mitochondrial outer membrane, response to reactive
oxygen species, reactive oxygen species metabolic process, response to mechanical stimulus, cellular
response to abiotic stimulus, GTPase binding, neuron apoptotic process, response to hypoxia,
positive regulation of organelle organization, response to metal ion, response to oxygen levels,
response to oxidative stress, cellular response to external stimulus, induction of apoptosis,
virus-host interaction, response to inorganic substance, protein heterodimerization activity,
positive regulation of cellular component organization, protein homodimerization activity, positive
regulation of apoptotic process, positive regulation of programmed cell death, positive regulation
of cell death, negative regulation of developmental process, regulation of anatomical structure
morphogenesis, neuron projection, negative regulation of apoptotic process, negative regulation of
programmed cell death, response to abiotic stimulus, negative regulation of cell death, positive
regulation of developmental process, chromosome organization]

tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaCGHd,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCd, tscapeCRCd,
tscapeGliomad,
tscapeMelanomad,
tscapeNSCLCd,
tscapeOvariand

* BRAF 7:140424943-140624564
7q34

v-raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:1097],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[response to epidermal growth
factor stimulus, cellular response to calcium ion, positive regulation of peptidyl-serine
phosphorylation, activation of MAPKK activity, regulation of peptidyl-serine phosphorylation,
cellular response to metal ion, positive regulation of ERK1 and ERK2 cascade, cellular response to
inorganic substance, response to calcium ion, receptor signaling protein activity, regulation of
ERK1 and ERK2 cascade, peptidyl-serine modification, fibroblast growth factor receptor signaling
pathway, positive regulation of MAPK cascade, cellular response to fibroblast growth factor
stimulus, response to metal ion, positive regulation of protein phosphorylation, activation of
protein kinase activity, positive regulation of phosphorylation, nerve growth factor receptor
signaling pathway, cellular response to growth factor stimulus, regulation of MAPK cascade,
response to growth factor stimulus, response to inorganic substance, positive regulation of
intracellular protein kinase cascade, MAPK cascade, positive regulation of protein kinase activity,
positive regulation of kinase activity, regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, cellular
response to endogenous stimulus, negative regulation of apoptotic process, negative regulation of
programmed cell death, calcium ion binding, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase
signaling pathway, negative regulation of cell death, regulation of protein kinase activity, regulation
of kinase activity, regulation of transferase activity, positive regulation of signal transduction]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
cosmicRecurrent,
snp3dCRC, snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeMelanomaa

* BRCA1 17:41196312-41322290
17q21.31

breast cancer 1, early onset [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:1100],
type=non stop decay,nonsense mediated decay,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[positive
regulation of histone H3-K9 acetylation, positive regulation of histone H4-K16 acetylation, positive
regulation of histone H4-K20 methylation, regulation of histone H4-K16 acetylation, regulation of
histone H4-K20 methylation, BRCA1-BARD1 complex, negative regulation of centriole replication,
negative regulation of histone H3-K4 methylation, positive regulation of histone H3-K9
methylation, positive regulation of histone H4 acetylation, cellular response to indole-3-methanol,
response to indole-3-methanol, dosage compensation by inactivation of X chromosome, negative
regulation of histone H3-K9 methylation, gamma-tubulin large complex, gamma-tubulin ring
complex, protein K6-linked ubiquitination, BRCA1-A complex, regulation of centriole replication,
regulation of DNA methylation, negative regulation of fatty acid biosynthetic process, negative
regulation of histone acetylation, positive regulation of histone H3-K4 methylation, DNA damage
response, signal transduction by p53 class mediator resulting in transcription of p21 class mediator,
postreplication repair, regulation of gene expression by genetic imprinting, regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase III promoter, filamentous actin, genetic imprinting, positive
regulation of DNA repair, regulation of fatty acid biosynthetic process, centrosome duplication,
G2/M transition DNA damage checkpoint, protein autoubiquitination, androgen receptor binding,
substrate adhesion-dependent cell spreading, centrosome cycle, positive regulation of response to
DNA damage stimulus, intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in response to DNA damage, actin
filament, damaged DNA binding, double-strand break repair via homologous recombination, steroid
hormone receptor binding, androgen receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of cell cycle
arrest, regulation of microtubule cytoskeleton organization, regulation of response to DNA damage
stimulus, regulation of microtubule-based process, positive regulation of DNA metabolic process,
intracellular steroid hormone receptor signaling pathway, response to ionizing radiation, negative
regulation of cell cycle process, focal adhesion, cell-substrate adherens junction, double-strand
break repair, ruffle, response to estrogen stimulus, DNA damage checkpoint, ubiquitin protein
ligase binding, chromosome segregation, regulation of cellular ketone metabolic process, signal
transduction in response to DNA damage, positive regulation of cell cycle process, tubulin binding,
regulation of DNA metabolic process, positive regulation of organelle organization,
ubiquitin-protein ligase activity, intracellular receptor mediated signaling pathway, cell leading
edge, cell cycle checkpoint, transcription coactivator activity, basolateral plasma membrane,
regulation of cell cycle arrest, DNA replication, nuclear chromosome, response to steroid hormone
stimulus, induction of apoptosis, transcription regulatory region DNA binding, regulatory region
DNA binding, negative regulation of protein metabolic process, cell cycle arrest, regulation of cell
motility, transcription cofactor activity, regulation of cell cycle process, negative regulation of cell
cycle, transcription factor binding transcription factor activity, protein binding transcription factor
activity, positive regulation of cellular component organization, positive regulation of apoptotic
process, positive regulation of programmed cell death, positive regulation of cell death, chordate
embryonic development, response to DNA damage stimulus, response to abiotic stimulus, response
to hormone stimulus, cell morphogenesis involved in differentiation, positive regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, regulation of cell cycle, regulation of response to
stress, chromosome organization]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
snp3dBC, tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE

* BRCA2 13:32889611-32973805
13q13.1

breast cancer 2, early onset [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:1101],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[BRCA2-MAGE-D1 complex,
H3 histone acetyltransferase activity, replication fork protection, negative regulation of mammary
gland epithelial cell proliferation, response to UV-C, H4 histone acetyltransferase activity, inner
cell mass cell proliferation, DNA damage response, signal transduction by p53 class mediator
resulting in transcription of p21 class mediator, male meiosis I, oocyte maturation, regulation of
mammary gland epithelial cell proliferation, gamma-tubulin binding, regulation of S phase of
mitotic cell cycle, response to X-ray, intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in response to DNA
damage by p53 class mediator, mammary gland epithelial cell proliferation, centrosome duplication,
oocyte development, regulation of cytokinesis, male meiosis, negative regulation of DNA
replication, positive regulation of mitotic cell cycle, response to gamma radiation, centrosome
cycle, intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in response to DNA damage, protease binding,
oogenesis, double-strand break repair via homologous recombination, single-stranded DNA binding,
negative regulation of DNA metabolic process, mammary gland epithelium development, cell aging,
negative regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, nucleotide-excision repair, female gonad
development, regulation of cell division, female gamete generation, DNA-dependent DNA
replication, regulation of DNA replication, response to UV, female sex differentiation, response to
ionizing radiation, positive regulation of cell cycle, cell maturation, cytokinesis, double-strand
break repair, mammary gland development, germ cell development, S phase of mitotic cell cycle,
signal transduction in response to DNA damage, regulation of interphase of mitotic cell cycle,
developmental maturation, gonad development, tubulin binding, aging, regulation of epithelial cell
proliferation, regulation of DNA metabolic process, development of primary sexual characteristics,
epithelial cell proliferation, reproductive structure development, DNA replication, gland
development, developmental growth, induction of apoptosis, regulation of mitotic cell cycle,
centrosome, in utero embryonic development, developmental process involved in reproduction,
regulation of cell cycle process, brain development, positive regulation of apoptotic process,
positive regulation of programmed cell death, negative regulation of cell proliferation, positive
regulation of cell death, hemopoiesis, cellular process involved in reproduction, chordate embryonic
development, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development, epithelium development, immune
system development, response to DNA damage stimulus, response to abiotic stimulus, multicellular
organism reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process, central nervous system
development, regulation of cell cycle, chromosome organization]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
snp3dBC, tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

C1orf100 1:244515937-244552965
1q44

chromosome 1 open reading frame 100 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:30435],
type=processed transcript,protein coding

cosmicPrimary, tscapeBCa,
tscapeGliomaa,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeOvariana
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C1orf101 1:244617679-244804479
1q44

chromosome 1 open reading frame 101 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:28491],
type=processed transcript,protein coding

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCa, tscapeGliomaa,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeOvariana

C1orf116 1:207191866-207206101
1q32.1, 1q32.2

chromosome 1 open reading frame 116 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:28667], type=protein coding cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeProstatea

CADM1 11:115039938-
115375675
11q23.3

cell adhesion molecule 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:5951],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[susceptibility to natural killer cell mediated cytotoxicity, unidimensional cell growth,
calcium-independent cell-cell adhesion, heterophilic cell-cell adhesion, adherens junction
organization, cell adhesion molecule binding, positive regulation of cytokine secretion, PDZ domain
binding, synapse assembly, positive regulation of protein secretion, synaptic vesicle, liver
development, cell-cell junction organization, homophilic cell adhesion, synapse organization,
protein C-terminus binding, cell junction assembly, positive regulation of protein transport, cell
junction organization, positive regulation of secretion, axon, basolateral plasma membrane,
developmental growth, induction of apoptosis, synapse part, cell growth, regulation of protein
localization, skeletal system development, cell-cell adhesion, protein domain specific binding,
positive regulation of transport, protein homodimerization activity, brain development, positive
regulation of apoptotic process, positive regulation of programmed cell death, positive regulation of
cell death, positive regulation of immune system process, neuron projection, multicellular organism
reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process, regulation of cellular localization,
central nervous system development, innate immune response, regulation of response to stress]

cosmicPrimary,
snp3dLungC, tcgaColonGE,
tscapeBCd,
tscapeMelanomad,
tscapeProstated

* CASP8 2:202098166-202152434
2q33.1

caspase 8, apoptosis-related cysteine peptidase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:1509],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[Noc1p-Noc2p complex, response to cobalt ion, CD95 death-inducing signaling complex,
positive regulation of macrophage differentiation, tumor necrosis factor receptor binding,
macrophage differentiation, nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain containing signaling
pathway, negative regulation of I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, response to cold, positive
regulation of myeloid leukocyte differentiation, response to antibiotic, nucleotide-binding domain,
leucine rich repeat containing receptor signaling pathway, protease binding, cellular response to
mechanical stimulus, cysteine-type endopeptidase activity, protein heterooligomerization, intrinsic
apoptotic signaling pathway, response to estradiol stimulus, cellular component disassembly
involved in execution phase of apoptosis, TRIF-dependent toll-like receptor signaling pathway,
MyD88-independent toll-like receptor signaling pathway, toll-like receptor 3 signaling pathway,
regulation of myeloid leukocyte differentiation, activation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity
involved in apoptotic process, response to ethanol, response to tumor necrosis factor, neural tube
formation, toll-like receptor 4 signaling pathway, positive regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase
activity involved in apoptotic process, mitochondrial outer membrane, response to estrogen
stimulus, negative regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, tube formation, response to
mechanical stimulus, positive regulation of I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, morphogenesis of
embryonic epithelium, myeloid leukocyte differentiation, cellular response to abiotic stimulus,
membrane raft, regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity involved in apoptotic process,
regulation of I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase
activity, cytokine receptor binding, response to lipopolysaccharide, I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB
cascade, response to metal ion, intracellular receptor mediated signaling pathway, cellular response
to external stimulus, epithelial tube morphogenesis, regulation of endopeptidase activity, cell body,
response to steroid hormone stimulus, virus-host interaction, response to inorganic substance,
centrosome, leukocyte differentiation, angiogenesis, morphogenesis of an epithelium, positive
regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, heart development, blood vessel morphogenesis,
blood vessel development, response to cytokine stimulus, positive regulation of cell differentiation,
embryonic morphogenesis, vasculature development, positive regulation of hydrolase activity,
hemopoiesis, chordate embryonic development, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development,
regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, positive regulation of immune system process,
epithelium development, neuron projection, immune system development, response to abiotic
stimulus, negative regulation of signal transduction, negative regulation of signaling, negative
regulation of cell communication, response to hormone stimulus, positive regulation of
developmental process, innate immune response, positive regulation of signal transduction,
regulation of response to stress]

cosmicPrimary,
snp3dGlioma, snp3dLungC,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

CCL20 2:228678558-228682272
2q36.3

chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 20 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:10619],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[chemokinesis, kinesis, chemokine
activity, cytokine activity, cytokine receptor binding, chemotaxis]

cosmicPrimary,
fileBC2brain, snp3dGlioma,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGESurv,
tscapeRCCd

* CCND1 11:69455855-69469242
11q13.3

cyclin D1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:1582], type=protein coding,retained intron, GO=[positive
regulation of mammary gland epithelial cell proliferation, response to UV-A, response to
magnesium ion, re-entry into mitotic cell cycle, response to vitamin E, Leydig cell differentiation,
cyclin-dependent protein kinase holoenzyme complex, regulation of mammary gland epithelial cell
proliferation, negative regulation of epithelial cell differentiation, positive regulation of
cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity, response to iron ion, mammary gland alveolus
development, cyclin-dependent protein kinase regulator activity, response to corticosterone
stimulus, response to X-ray, response to mineralocorticoid stimulus, mammary gland epithelial cell
proliferation, lactation, organ regeneration, G1 phase of mitotic cell cycle, regulation of epithelial
cell differentiation, mammary gland epithelium development, mitotic cell cycle G1/S transition
DNA damage checkpoint, regulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity, endoplasmic
reticulum unfolded protein response, response to calcium ion, liver development, response to
ethanol, tight junction, regeneration, regulation of G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, male
gonad development, response to UV, apical junction complex, response to ionizing radiation,
response to glucocorticoid stimulus, negative regulation of Wnt receptor signaling pathway,
positive regulation of cell cycle, protein kinase regulator activity, positive regulation of epithelial
cell proliferation, development of primary male sexual characteristics, response to estrogen
stimulus, mammary gland development, kinase regulator activity, DNA damage checkpoint,
response to organic nitrogen, mitotic cell cycle checkpoint, S phase of mitotic cell cycle, response
to vitamin, regulation of interphase of mitotic cell cycle, canonical Wnt receptor signaling pathway,
gonad development, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, response to organic cyclic compound,
G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, development of primary sexual characteristics, response to
nutrient, response to metal ion, epithelial cell proliferation, cell cycle checkpoint, reproductive
structure development, positive regulation of protein phosphorylation, regulation of cell cycle
arrest, positive regulation of phosphorylation, gland development, response to steroid hormone
stimulus, epithelial cell differentiation, Wnt receptor signaling pathway, regulation of mitotic cell
cycle, protein kinase binding, response to drug, response to inorganic substance, response to
nutrient levels, regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase activity, response to extracellular
stimulus, cell cycle arrest, developmental process involved in reproduction, regulation of cell cycle
process, positive regulation of protein kinase activity, negative regulation of cell cycle, positive
regulation of kinase activity, negative regulation of cell differentiation, cellular process involved in
reproduction, negative regulation of developmental process, epithelium development, regulation of
body fluid levels, response to DNA damage stimulus, response to abiotic stimulus, multicellular
organism reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process, negative regulation of signal
transduction, regulation of protein kinase activity, positive regulation of cell proliferation, negative
regulation of signaling, negative regulation of cell communication, response to hormone stimulus,
regulation of kinase activity, regulation of transferase activity, regulation of cell cycle]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
fileAmpOver, snp3dBC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tscapeBCa, tscapeHCCa,
tscapeMelanomaa,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeOvariana

CCT6A 7:56119323-56131682
7p11.2

chaperonin containing TCP1, subunit 6A (zeta 1) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:1620],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[chaperonin-containing T-complex,
zona pellucida receptor complex, sperm part, binding of sperm to zona pellucida, ’de novo’
posttranslational protein folding, acrosomal vesicle, unfolded protein binding, cellular process
involved in reproduction]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaGliomaCGHa,
tcgaGliomaGE, tscapeBCa
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* CD44 11:35160417-35253949
11p13

CD44 molecule (Indian blood group) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:1681],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[monocyte
aggregation, positive regulation of heterotypic cell-cell adhesion, wound healing involved in
inflammatory response, hyalurononglucosaminidase activity, negative regulation of DNA damage
response, signal transduction by p53 class mediator, hyaluronan catabolic process, branching
involved in prostate gland morphogenesis, heterotypic cell-cell adhesion, hyaluronic acid binding,
prostate gland epithelium morphogenesis, regulation of gastrulation, prostate gland morphogenesis,
collagen binding, prostate gland development, positive regulation of peptidyl-serine
phosphorylation, branching involved in ureteric bud morphogenesis, negative regulation of
cysteine-type endopeptidase activity involved in apoptotic process, regulation of peptidyl-serine
phosphorylation, regulation of embryonic development, regulation of response to DNA damage
stimulus, positive regulation of ERK1 and ERK2 cascade, polysaccharide catabolic process,
ureteric bud development, positive regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, gland
morphogenesis, regulation of ERK1 and ERK2 cascade, regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine
phosphorylation, positive regulation of cell adhesion, negative regulation of endopeptidase activity,
gastrulation, peptidyl-serine modification, signal transduction in response to DNA damage,
branching morphogenesis of an epithelial tube, glycosaminoglycan binding, cartilage development,
morphogenesis of a branching epithelium, peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, regulation of
cysteine-type endopeptidase activity involved in apoptotic process, external side of plasma
membrane, positive regulation of MAPK cascade, regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase
activity, cellular response to fibroblast growth factor stimulus, negative regulation of hydrolase
activity, reproductive structure development, epithelial tube morphogenesis, positive regulation of
protein phosphorylation, regulation of endopeptidase activity, urogenital system development,
basolateral plasma membrane, regulation of cell adhesion, positive regulation of phosphorylation,
gland development, Wnt receptor signaling pathway, cellular response to growth factor stimulus,
regulation of MAPK cascade, response to growth factor stimulus, morphogenesis of an epithelium,
positive regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, skeletal system development, cell-cell
adhesion, developmental process involved in reproduction, cell surface, MAPK cascade, response to
cytokine stimulus, embryonic morphogenesis, regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade,
epithelium development, regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis, cellular response to
endogenous stimulus, negative regulation of apoptotic process, wound healing, negative regulation
of programmed cell death, response to DNA damage stimulus, negative regulation of cell death,
negative regulation of signal transduction, negative regulation of signaling, negative regulation of
cell communication, innate immune response, negative regulation of molecular function, positive
regulation of signal transduction, regulation of response to stress]

cosmicPrimary,
snp3dGlioma,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaGliomaGESurv,
tcgaOvarianGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

* CDH1 16:68771128-68869445
16q22.1

cadherin 1, type 1, E-cadherin (epithelial) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:1748],
type=3prime overlapping ncrna,nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[regulation of water loss via skin, lateral loop, cellular response to indole-3-methanol, response
to indole-3-methanol, salivary gland cavitation, tube lumen cavitation, catenin complex, GTPase
activating protein binding, regulation of branching involved in salivary gland morphogenesis,
Schmidt-Lanterman incisure, gamma-catenin binding, regulation of protein localization to cell
surface, node of Ranvier, cellular response to lithium ion, ankyrin binding, trophectodermal cell
differentiation, aggresome, branching involved in salivary gland morphogenesis, response to lithium
ion, water homeostasis, negative regulation of cell-cell adhesion, lateral plasma membrane, myelin
sheath, cochlea development, positive regulation of transcription factor import into nucleus,
salivary gland morphogenesis, cellular response to amino acid stimulus, cell-cell adherens junction,
tight junction assembly, adherens junction organization, pituitary gland development, exocrine
system development, regulation of morphogenesis of a branching structure, cell adhesion molecule
binding, axon terminus, beta-catenin binding, response to amino acid stimulus, positive regulation
of protein import into nucleus, diencephalon development, protein phosphatase binding, cell-cell
junction assembly, cellular component disassembly involved in execution phase of apoptosis,
positive regulation of transmembrane transport, synapse assembly, protein localization to plasma
membrane, cellular response to metal ion, response to acid, cellular response to inorganic
substance, internal side of plasma membrane, positive regulation of intracellular protein transport,
response to toxin, trans-Golgi network, plasma membrane organization, apical junction complex,
gland morphogenesis, focal adhesion, cell-substrate adherens junction, endocrine system
development, tube formation, cell-cell junction organization, homophilic cell adhesion, response to
organic nitrogen, synapse organization, regulation of organ morphogenesis, inner ear development,
morphogenesis of a branching epithelium, regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity
involved in apoptotic process, cell junction assembly, positive regulation of protein transport,
regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity, ear development, cell junction organization,
protein import into nucleus, regulation of transmembrane transport, protein homooligomerization,
response to metal ion, axon, regulation of endopeptidase activity, apical part of cell, basolateral
plasma membrane, regulation of cell adhesion, gland development, forebrain development, response
to drug, response to inorganic substance, in utero embryonic development, morphogenesis of an
epithelium, regulation of protein localization, cell-cell adhesion, perinuclear region of cytoplasm,
cell surface, sensory organ development, protein domain specific binding, positive regulation of
transport, brain development, chordate embryonic development, epithelium development,
regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis, neuron projection, regulation of body fluid
levels, cellular response to endogenous stimulus, calcium ion binding, regulation of cellular
localization, neuron projection development, central nervous system development]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
snp3dBC, snp3dLungC,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeOvariand

* CDK2 12:56360553-56366568
12q13.2

cyclin-dependent kinase 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:1771],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[Y
chromosome, positive regulation of DNA-dependent DNA replication initiation, X chromosome,
cellular response to nitric oxide, G2 phase of mitotic cell cycle, histone kinase activity, cyclin
binding, cyclin-dependent protein kinase holoenzyme complex, histone phosphorylation, DNA
replication initiation, cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity, centrosome duplication, regulation
of gene silencing, Cajal body, centrosome cycle, chromosome, telomeric region, positive regulation
of DNA replication, DNA damage response, signal transduction by p53 class mediator resulting in
cell cycle arrest, signal transduction involved in DNA damage checkpoint, signal transduction
involved in DNA integrity checkpoint, mitotic cell cycle G1/S transition DNA damage checkpoint,
positive regulation of cell cycle arrest, cellular response to inorganic substance, DNA-dependent
DNA replication, regulation of DNA replication, positive regulation of DNA metabolic process,
regulation of G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, potassium ion transport, DNA damage
checkpoint, mitotic cell cycle checkpoint, S phase of mitotic cell cycle, G2/M transition of mitotic
cell cycle, signal transduction in response to DNA damage, positive regulation of cell cycle process,
regulation of interphase of mitotic cell cycle, regulation of DNA metabolic process, G1/S transition
of mitotic cell cycle, cell cycle checkpoint, nuclear body, regulation of cell cycle arrest, DNA
replication, transcription factor complex, regulation of mitotic cell cycle, response to inorganic
substance, centrosome, cell cycle arrest, Ras protein signal transduction, regulation of cell cycle
process, negative regulation of cell cycle, blood coagulation, hemostasis, chromosomal part, cellular
process involved in reproduction, regulation of body fluid levels, wound healing, response to DNA
damage stimulus, positive regulation of cell proliferation, regulation of cell cycle, chromosome
organization]

fileCIN70, tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl
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* CDKN1A 6:36644305-36655116
6p21.2

cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 1A (p21, Cip1) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:1784],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[cyclin-dependent protein kinase activating kinase
activity, PCNA-p21 complex, stress-induced premature senescence, mitotic cell cycle arrest,
cyclin-dependent protein kinase inhibitor activity, cyclin binding, cyclin-dependent protein kinase
holoenzyme complex, response to arsenic-containing substance, regulation of DNA biosynthetic
process, regulation of protein import into nucleus, translocation, response to hyperoxia, negative
regulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity, cyclin-dependent protein kinase regulator
activity, response to corticosterone stimulus, response to mineralocorticoid stimulus, positive
regulation of reactive oxygen species metabolic process, positive regulation of B cell proliferation,
cellular response to ionizing radiation, protein kinase activator activity, organ regeneration,
positive regulation of fibroblast proliferation, G1 phase of mitotic cell cycle, positive regulation of
B cell activation, regulation of fibroblast proliferation, DNA damage response, signal transduction
by p53 class mediator resulting in cell cycle arrest, intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway, signal
transduction involved in DNA damage checkpoint, signal transduction involved in DNA integrity
checkpoint, mitotic cell cycle G1/S transition DNA damage checkpoint, cell aging, positive
regulation of cell cycle arrest, regulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity, negative
regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase activity, positive regulation of lymphocyte
proliferation, negative regulation of phosphorylation, regeneration, response to toxin, regulation of
G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, response to UV, response to ionizing radiation, response to
glucocorticoid stimulus, protein kinase regulator activity, reactive oxygen species metabolic
process, kinase regulator activity, DNA damage checkpoint, response to organic nitrogen, negative
regulation of cell growth, mitotic cell cycle checkpoint, regulation of lymphocyte proliferation, S
phase of mitotic cell cycle, G2/M transition of mitotic cell cycle, cellular response to abiotic
stimulus, regulation of leukocyte proliferation, signal transduction in response to DNA damage,
positive regulation of cell cycle process, regulation of interphase of mitotic cell cycle, negative
regulation of protein kinase activity, B cell activation, lymphocyte proliferation, negative
regulation of transferase activity, cellular response to extracellular stimulus, leukocyte
proliferation, aging, negative regulation of growth, regulation of DNA metabolic process, response
to organic cyclic compound, G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, protein import into nucleus,
regulation of transmembrane transport, response to oxygen levels, cellular response to external
stimulus, cell cycle checkpoint, regulation of cell cycle arrest, response to steroid hormone stimulus,
regulation of mitotic cell cycle, response to drug, response to inorganic substance, regulation of
protein serine/threonine kinase activity, cell growth, response to extracellular stimulus, cell cycle
arrest, regulation of protein localization, Ras protein signal transduction, regulation of cell cycle
process, negative regulation of cell cycle, lymphocyte activation, positive regulation of programmed
cell death, regulation of growth, negative regulation of cell proliferation, positive regulation of cell
death, positive regulation of immune system process, negative regulation of apoptotic process,
negative regulation of programmed cell death, response to DNA damage stimulus, response to
abiotic stimulus, negative regulation of cell death, regulation of protein kinase activity, regulation
of cellular localization, positive regulation of cell proliferation, response to hormone stimulus,
regulation of kinase activity, regulation of transferase activity, negative regulation of molecular
function, regulation of cell cycle, cell activation]

snp3dBC, snp3dGlioma,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

* CDKN2B 9:22002902-22009362
9p21.3

cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2B (p15, inhibits CDK4) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:1788],
type=protein coding,retained intron, GO=[cyclin-dependent protein kinase inhibitor activity,
negative regulation of G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, cyclin-dependent protein kinase
regulator activity, positive regulation of transforming growth factor beta receptor signaling
pathway, spleen development, positive regulation of epithelial cell differentiation, G1 phase of
mitotic cell cycle, regulation of epithelial cell differentiation, cellular response to nutrient, negative
regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, regulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity,
regulation of transforming growth factor beta receptor signaling pathway, negative regulation of
phosphorylation, regulation of G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, negative regulation of cell
cycle process, protein kinase regulator activity, kinase regulator activity, mitotic cell cycle
checkpoint, G2/M transition of mitotic cell cycle, regulation of interphase of mitotic cell cycle,
transforming growth factor beta receptor signaling pathway, transcription initiation from RNA
polymerase II promoter, cellular response to extracellular stimulus, regulation of epithelial cell
proliferation, response to organic cyclic compound, G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, response
to nutrient, epithelial cell proliferation, cellular response to external stimulus, cell cycle checkpoint,
regulation of cell cycle arrest, epithelial cell differentiation, regulation of mitotic cell cycle, protein
kinase binding, response to nutrient levels, regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase activity,
response to extracellular stimulus, cell cycle arrest, regulation of cell cycle process, negative
regulation of cell cycle, response to cytokine stimulus, positive regulation of cell differentiation,
negative regulation of cell proliferation, hemopoiesis, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ
development, epithelium development, immune system development, regulation of protein kinase
activity, regulation of kinase activity, positive regulation of developmental process, regulation of
transferase activity, positive regulation of signal transduction, positive regulation of transcription
from RNA polymerase II promoter, regulation of cell cycle]

snp3dGlioma, snp3dLungC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaGliomaCGHd,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCd, tscapeCRCd,
tscapeGliomad,
tscapeHCCd,
tscapeMelanomad,
tscapeNSCLCd,
tscapeOvariand,
tscapeRCCd

* CHEK2 22:29083731-29138410
22q12.1

checkpoint kinase 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:16627],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[signal
transduction involved in intra-S DNA damage checkpoint, DNA damage induced protein
phosphorylation, intra-S DNA damage checkpoint, replicative senescence, spindle assembly
involved in mitosis, mitotic spindle organization, response to gamma radiation, chromosome,
telomeric region, intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in response to DNA damage, signal
transduction involved in DNA damage checkpoint, signal transduction involved in DNA integrity
checkpoint, PML body, cell aging, response to ionizing radiation, double-strand break repair, DNA
damage checkpoint, ubiquitin protein ligase binding, G2/M transition of mitotic cell cycle, signal
transduction in response to DNA damage, regulation of protein catabolic process, protein
autophosphorylation, aging, cell cycle checkpoint, nuclear body, regulation of cell cycle arrest,
induction of apoptosis, protein kinase binding, cell cycle arrest, regulation of cell cycle process,
negative regulation of cell cycle, protein homodimerization activity, positive regulation of apoptotic
process, positive regulation of programmed cell death, chromosomal part, positive regulation of cell
death, response to DNA damage stimulus, response to abiotic stimulus, regulation of cell cycle]

cosmicPrimary, snp3dBC,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

CHERP 19:16628700-16653341
19p13.11

calcium homeostasis endoplasmic reticulum protein [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:16930],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[positive regulation of NFAT
protein import into nucleus, sarcoplasmic reticulum membrane, positive regulation of transcription
factor import into nucleus, ion channel binding, positive regulation of protein import into nucleus,
release of sequestered calcium ion into cytosol, positive regulation of transmembrane transport,
calcium ion transport into cytosol, positive regulation of intracellular protein transport, regulation
of ion homeostasis, positive regulation of protein transport, maintenance of location, protein
import into nucleus, regulation of transmembrane transport, calcium ion transport, regulation of
protein localization, perinuclear region of cytoplasm, positive regulation of transport, negative
regulation of cell proliferation, regulation of cellular localization, endoplasmic reticulum membrane]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianCGHSurv,
tcgaOvarianCGHa,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethylSurv

* CHRNA6 8:42607763-42651535
8p11.21

cholinergic receptor, nicotinic, alpha 6 (neuronal) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:15963],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[acetylcholine-gated channel
complex, acetylcholine-activated cation-selective channel activity, dopamine secretion, regulation of
dopamine secretion, acetylcholine receptor activity, membrane depolarization, postsynaptic
membrane, synapse part, regulation of cellular localization]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tscapeHCCd,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeNSCLCd,
tscapeOvariana,
tscapeProstatea,
tscapeRCCd, tscapeSCLCa

* CHRNB3 8:42552519-42592550
8p11.21

cholinergic receptor, nicotinic, beta 3 (neuronal) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:1963],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[acetylcholine binding, acetylcholine-gated channel
complex, acetylcholine-activated cation-selective channel activity, synaptic transmission,
cholinergic, postsynaptic membrane, synapse part, neuron projection]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tscapeHCCd,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeNSCLCd,
tscapeOvariana,
tscapeProstatea,
tscapeRCCd, tscapeSCLCa
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COBL 7:51083909-51384515
7p12.1

cordon-bleu WH2 repeat protein [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:22199],
type=protein coding,retained intron, GO=[actin filament network formation, dendritic growth
cone, collateral sprouting in absence of injury, somite specification, floor plate development,
positive regulation of dendrite development, axonal growth cone, actin monomer binding,
notochord development, embryonic axis specification, actin filament, positive regulation of neuron
projection development, somitogenesis, axis specification, neural tube closure, segmentation, liver
development, neural tube formation, digestive tract development, ruffle, digestive system
development, tube formation, morphogenesis of embryonic epithelium, anterior/posterior pattern
specification, axon, cell leading edge, neuronal cell body, epithelial tube morphogenesis, cell body,
developmental growth, regionalization, embryonic organ development, cell growth, morphogenesis
of an epithelium, regulation of neurogenesis, pattern specification process, perinuclear region of
cytoplasm, regulation of cell development, positive regulation of cellular component organization,
axonogenesis, embryonic morphogenesis, chordate embryonic development, neuron projection
morphogenesis, epithelium development, neuron projection, cell morphogenesis involved in
differentiation, positive regulation of developmental process, neuron projection development]

cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tscapeGliomaa

* CREBBP 16:3775055-3930727
16p13.3

CREB binding protein [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:2348], type=protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[N-terminal peptidyl-lysine acetylation, germ-line stem cell maintenance, MRF binding,
condensed chromosome outer kinetochore, RNA polymerase II transcription coactivator activity,
bHLH transcription factor binding, RNA polymerase II transcription factor binding transcription
factor activity involved in negative regulation of transcription, RNA polymerase II core promoter
proximal region sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity involved in negative
regulation of transcription, RNA polymerase II activating transcription factor binding, regulation
of DNA-dependent transcription in response to stress, core promoter proximal region
sequence-specific DNA binding, p53 binding, embryonic digit morphogenesis, activating
transcription factor binding, regulation of smoothened signaling pathway, histone acetyltransferase
complex, RNA polymerase II transcription factor binding, cellular response to hypoxia, RNA
polymerase II core promoter proximal region sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor
activity, stem cell maintenance, Notch signaling pathway, nuclear chromatin, transcription
regulatory region sequence-specific DNA binding, transcription initiation from RNA polymerase II
promoter, response to hypoxia, response to oxygen levels, transcription coactivator activity,
nuclear body, nuclear chromosome, transcription factor complex, chromatin, virus-host interaction,
chromatin binding, transcription regulatory region DNA binding, regulatory region DNA binding,
transcription factor binding, transcription cofactor activity, transcription factor binding
transcription factor activity, protein binding transcription factor activity, negative regulation of
cell differentiation, embryonic morphogenesis, chromosomal part, negative regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, negative regulation of developmental process,
sequence-specific DNA binding, innate immune response, positive regulation of transcription from
RNA polymerase II promoter, chromosome organization]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
cosmicRecurrent,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeOvariand

CTD-
2561J22.5

19:21627043-21646710
19p12

[undefined], type=lincRNA,processed transcript,retained intron tcgaOvarianGE,
tcgaOvarianGESurv
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* CTNNB1 3:41236328-41301587
3p22.1

catenin (cadherin-associated protein), beta 1, 88kDa [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:2514],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[Scrib-APC-beta-catenin complex,
beta-catenin-TCF7L2 complex, canonical Wnt receptor signaling pathway involved in negative
regulation of apoptotic process, canonical Wnt receptor signaling pathway involved in positive
regulation of cardiac outflow tract cell proliferation, canonical Wnt receptor signaling pathway
involved in positive regulation of epithelial to mesenchymal transition, positive regulation of
branching involved in lung morphogenesis, positive regulation of epithelial cell proliferation
involved in prostate gland development, positive regulation of heparan sulfate proteoglycan
biosynthetic process, regulation of centriole-centriole cohesion, regulation of heparan sulfate
proteoglycan biosynthetic process, renal inner medulla development, renal outer medulla
development, embryonic skeletal limb joint morphogenesis, foregut regionalization, fungiform
papilla formation, fungiform papilla morphogenesis, glial cell fate determination, limb joint
morphogenesis, lung field specification, lung induction, oviduct development, positive regulation of
determination of dorsal identity, regulation of centromeric sister chromatid cohesion, trachea
formation, central nervous system vasculogenesis, establishment of endothelial blood-brain barrier,
mesenchymal cell proliferation involved in lung development, regulation of determination of dorsal
identity, cellular response to indole-3-methanol, hair follicle placode formation, negative regulation
of protein sumoylation, response to indole-3-methanol, hair cell differentiation, negative regulation
of heart induction by canonical Wnt receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of fibroblast
growth factor receptor signaling pathway, catenin complex, Schwann cell proliferation, adherens
junction assembly, renal vesicle formation, zonula adherens, alpha-catenin binding, cardioblast
proliferation, endothelial tube morphogenesis, morphogenesis of an endothelium, positive
regulation of endothelial cell differentiation, regulation of cardioblast proliferation, regulation of
cell proliferation involved in heart morphogenesis, regulation of secondary heart field cardioblast
proliferation, beta-catenin destruction complex, lung-associated mesenchyme development,
regulation of epithelial cell proliferation involved in prostate gland development, regulation of
nephron tubule epithelial cell differentiation, I-SMAD binding, fascia adherens, cytoskeletal
anchoring at plasma membrane, embryonic foregut morphogenesis, midgut development, negative
regulation of oligodendrocyte differentiation, regulation of sister chromatid cohesion, genitalia
morphogenesis, neural plate development, regulation of cardioblast differentiation, regulation of
protein localization to cell surface, epithelial cell differentiation involved in prostate gland
development, negative regulation of chondrocyte differentiation, microvillus membrane, cardiac cell
fate commitment, mesenchymal to epithelial transition involved in metanephros morphogenesis,
nephron tubule formation, ionotropic glutamate receptor binding, endodermal cell fate
commitment, glial cell fate commitment, positive regulation of neuroblast proliferation, R-SMAD
binding, dorsal/ventral axis specification, morphogenesis of an epithelial bud, regulation of calcium
ion import, regulation of cell fate specification, lung cell differentiation, mesenchymal to epithelial
transition, negative regulation of osteoclast differentiation, regulation of myelination, desmosome,
cadherin binding, negative regulation of glial cell differentiation, ectoderm development, male
genitalia development, regulation of oligodendrocyte differentiation, positive regulation of
epithelial to mesenchymal transition, estrogen receptor binding, lens morphogenesis in camera-type
eye, organ induction, regulation of chromosome segregation, epithelial cell differentiation involved
in kidney development, hair follicle morphogenesis, morphogenesis of an epithelial fold, dendritic
shaft, gastrulation with mouth forming second, positive regulation of epithelial cell differentiation,
embryonic hindlimb morphogenesis, RNA polymerase II activating transcription factor binding,
embryonic forelimb morphogenesis, oocyte development, positive regulation of neural precursor cell
proliferation, proximal/distal pattern formation, lateral plasma membrane, patterning of blood
vessels, positive regulation of cell morphogenesis involved in differentiation, response to cadmium
ion, negative regulation of myeloid leukocyte differentiation, positive regulation of mesenchymal
cell proliferation, regulation of chondrocyte differentiation, androgen receptor binding,
specification of organ identity, thymus development, embryonic axis specification, regulation of
organ formation, developmental induction, cell-cell adherens junction, metanephric nephron
development, cell differentiation involved in kidney development, regulation of epithelial to
mesenchymal transition, repressing transcription factor binding, adherens junction organization,
anterior/posterior axis specification, centrosome cycle, lung morphogenesis, myoblast
differentiation, regulation of osteoclast differentiation, regulation of glial cell differentiation,
neuroblast proliferation, embryonic digit morphogenesis, activating transcription factor binding,
prostate gland development, bone resorption, regulation of morphogenesis of a branching structure,
cell adhesion molecule binding, regulation of kidney development, cellular response to organic
cyclic compound, digestive tract morphogenesis, regulation of neural precursor cell proliferation,
endoderm development, skin development, ion channel binding, oogenesis, positive regulation of
osteoblast differentiation, positive regulation of muscle cell differentiation, organ formation,
steroid hormone receptor binding, androgen receptor signaling pathway, lens development in
camera-type eye, oligodendrocyte differentiation, branching involved in ureteric bud morphogenesis,
T cell differentiation in thymus, regulation of epithelial cell differentiation, protein
heterooligomerization, regulation of fibroblast proliferation, bone remodeling, regulation of smooth
muscle cell proliferation, embryonic heart tube development, response to estradiol stimulus, RNA
polymerase II transcription factor binding, protein phosphatase binding, vasculogenesis, cellular
component disassembly involved in execution phase of apoptosis, regulation of ion transmembrane
transport, chondrocyte differentiation, odontogenesis of dentin-containing tooth, axis specification,
pancreas development, Z disc, hair follicle development, regulation of microtubule cytoskeleton
organization, regulation of myeloid leukocyte differentiation, metanephros development, regulation
of embryonic development, epithelial cell development, myelination, nephron development, female
gamete generation, liver development, negative regulation of neurogenesis, spindle pole,
camera-type eye morphogenesis, positive regulation of reproductive process, internal side of plasma
membrane, cardiocyte differentiation, neural precursor cell proliferation, regulation of
microtubule-based process, ureteric bud development, regulation of T cell proliferation,
intracellular steroid hormone receptor signaling pathway, neuron migration, apical junction
complex, odontogenesis, lamellipodium, digestive tract development, cell maturation, positive
regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, cell-substrate adherens junction, negative regulation of
cell development, development of primary male sexual characteristics, digestive system
development, response to estrogen stimulus, protein-DNA complex, tissue remodeling, T cell
proliferation, mesenchymal cell development, tube formation, double-stranded DNA binding,
cell-cell junction organization, regulation of calcium ion transport, gastrulation, sarcomere,
positive regulation of I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, germ cell development, mesenchymal
cell differentiation, osteoblast differentiation, synapse organization, regulation of organ
morphogenesis, morphogenesis of embryonic epithelium, regulation of lymphocyte proliferation,
protein C-terminus binding, regulation of ion homeostasis, myeloid leukocyte differentiation,
chromosome segregation, regulation of leukocyte proliferation, positive regulation of cell
development, branching morphogenesis of an epithelial tube, regulation of angiogenesis, regulation
of ossification, myofibril, T cell differentiation, gliogenesis, mesenchyme development, cartilage
development, morphogenesis of a branching epithelium, contractile fiber, regulation of reproductive
process, cell junction assembly, regulation of I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, respiratory
system development, developmental maturation, fibroblast growth factor receptor signaling
pathway, canonical Wnt receptor signaling pathway, lymphocyte proliferation, positive regulation
of MAPK cascade, regulation of metal ion transport, skeletal system morphogenesis,
anterior/posterior pattern specification, leukocyte proliferation, cellular response to fibroblast
growth factor stimulus, kidney development, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, cell junction
organization, anatomical structure homeostasis, maintenance of location, response to organic cyclic
compound, regulation of transmembrane transport, I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade,
development of primary sexual characteristics, spindle, response to metal ion, lymphocyte
differentiation, cell fate commitment, epithelial cell proliferation, intracellular receptor mediated
signaling pathway, cell leading edge, camera-type eye development, reproductive structure
development, transcription coactivator activity, epithelial tube morphogenesis, urogenital system
development, calcium ion transport, apical part of cell, basolateral plasma membrane, gland
development, transcription factor complex, ossification, eye development, forebrain development,
response to steroid hormone stimulus, epithelial cell differentiation, Wnt receptor signaling
pathway, regionalization, cellular response to growth factor stimulus, chromatin binding,
transcription regulatory region DNA binding, muscle cell differentiation, regulation of MAPK
cascade, protein kinase binding, regulatory region DNA binding, response to growth factor
stimulus, response to drug, response to inorganic substance, centrosome, embryonic organ
development, in utero embryonic development, leukocyte differentiation, angiogenesis, negative
regulation of protein metabolic process, morphogenesis of an epithelium, positive regulation of
intracellular protein kinase cascade, regulation of protein localization, regulation of neurogenesis,
heart development, skeletal system development, cell-cell adhesion, transcription factor binding,
developmental process involved in reproduction, blood vessel morphogenesis, transcription cofactor
activity, pattern specification process, perinuclear region of cytoplasm, regulation of cell cycle
process, MAPK cascade, sensory organ development, transcription factor binding transcription
factor activity, regulation of system process, lymphocyte activation, protein binding transcription
factor activity, negative regulation of cell differentiation, blood vessel development, muscle
structure development, response to cytokine stimulus, positive regulation of cell differentiation,
regulation of cell development, positive regulation of cellular component organization, embryonic
morphogenesis, positive regulation of multicellular organismal process, brain development, positive
regulation of apoptotic process, vasculature development, positive regulation of programmed cell
death, negative regulation of cell proliferation, negative regulation of transcription from RNA
polymerase II promoter, positive regulation of cell death, hemopoiesis, cellular process involved in
reproduction, chordate embryonic development, structural molecule activity, negative regulation of
developmental process, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development, regulation of intracellular
protein kinase cascade, epithelium development, regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis,
neuron projection, immune system development, cellular response to endogenous stimulus, negative
regulation of apoptotic process, negative regulation of programmed cell death, transmembrane
receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway, negative regulation of cell death, multicellular
organism reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process, regulation of cellular
localization, positive regulation of cell proliferation, negative regulation of signaling, negative
regulation of cell communication, response to hormone stimulus, cell morphogenesis involved in
differentiation, positive regulation of developmental process, central nervous system development,
positive regulation of signal transduction, positive regulation of transcription from RNA
polymerase II promoter, regulation of cell cycle, chromosome organization, cell activation]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicPrimary,
cosmicRecurrent,
snp3dCRC, snp3dLungC,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl
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CXCR4 2:136871919-136875735
2q22.1

chemokine (C-X-C motif) receptor 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:2561],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[myosin light chain binding, C-X-C chemokine
binding, C-X-C chemokine receptor activity, positive regulation of oligodendrocyte differentiation,
myelin maintenance, germ cell migration, dendritic cell chemotaxis, neutrophil activation, motor
neuron axon guidance, regulation of oligodendrocyte differentiation, coreceptor activity, entry into
host cell, patterning of blood vessels, regulation of glial cell differentiation, ubiquitin binding,
oligodendrocyte differentiation, cytokine binding, myelination, neural precursor cell proliferation,
regulation of chemotaxis, plasma membrane organization, neuron migration, myeloid leukocyte
activation, activation of MAPK activity, T cell proliferation, leukocyte chemotaxis, ubiquitin
protein ligase binding, germ cell development, positive regulation of cell development, branching
morphogenesis of an epithelial tube, gliogenesis, morphogenesis of a branching epithelium, external
side of plasma membrane, lymphocyte proliferation, positive regulation of MAP kinase activity,
leukocyte proliferation, response to hypoxia, response to oxygen levels, cell leading edge, regulation
of MAP kinase activity, leukocyte migration, activation of protein kinase activity, virus-host
interaction, axon guidance, angiogenesis, regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase activity,
morphogenesis of an epithelium, regulation of response to external stimulus, regulation of cell
migration, regulation of neurogenesis, regulation of cell motility, developmental process involved in
reproduction, blood vessel morphogenesis, pattern specification process, cell surface, positive
regulation of protein kinase activity, lymphocyte activation, positive regulation of kinase activity,
blood vessel development, positive regulation of cell differentiation, regulation of cell development,
axonogenesis, brain development, vasculature development, behavior, cellular process involved in
reproduction, neuron projection morphogenesis, epithelium development, neuron projection,
chemotaxis, multicellular organism reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process,
regulation of protein kinase activity, regulation of kinase activity, cell morphogenesis involved in
differentiation, positive regulation of developmental process, neuron projection development,
central nervous system development, regulation of transferase activity, cell activation]

snp3dGlioma, snp3dLungC,
snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

CYP19A1 15:51500254-51630807
15q21.2

cytochrome P450, family 19, subfamily A, polypeptide 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:2594],
type=non stop decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[estrogen
biosynthetic process, prostate gland growth, aromatase activity, androgen metabolic process,
oxygen binding, prostate gland development, heme binding, xenobiotic metabolic process, electron
carrier activity, reproductive structure development, urogenital system development, gland
development, developmental growth, developmental process involved in reproduction, endoplasmic
reticulum membrane]

cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary, snp3dBC,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaGliomaGESurv

* DDC 7:50526134-50633154
7p12.1

dopa decarboxylase (aromatic L-amino acid decarboxylase) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:2719],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[aromatic-L-amino-acid decarboxylase activity, phytoalexin metabolic process, synaptic vesicle
amine transport, isoquinoline alkaloid metabolic process, serotonin biosynthetic process, response
to pyrethroid, dopamine biosynthetic process, cellular response to alkaloid, multicellular
organismal aging, cellular response to drug, pyridoxal phosphate binding, phenol-containing
compound metabolic process, benzene-containing compound metabolic process, synaptic vesicle,
response to alkaloid, response to toxin, aging, axon, neuronal cell body, cell body, cellular response
to growth factor stimulus, synapse part, response to growth factor stimulus, response to drug,
cellular amino acid metabolic process, protein domain specific binding, neuron projection]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaColonGE,
tscapeGliomaa

DDIT3 12:57910371-57914300
12q13.3

DNA-damage-inducible transcript 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:2726], type=TEC,protein coding,
GO=[negative regulation of determination of dorsal identity, regulation of transcription involved in
anterior/posterior axis specification, regulation of determination of dorsal identity, blood vessel
maturation, ER overload response, mRNA transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter,
negative regulation of myoblast differentiation, intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in response to
endoplasmic reticulum stress, positive regulation of interleukin-8 production, regulation of
myoblast differentiation, regulation of DNA-dependent transcription in response to stress, positive
regulation of neuron apoptotic process, anterior/posterior axis specification, myoblast
differentiation, regulation of skeletal muscle fiber development, anatomical structure maturation,
cell redox homeostasis, activation of signaling protein activity involved in unfolded protein
response, release of sequestered calcium ion into cytosol, axis specification, negative regulation of
canonical Wnt receptor signaling pathway, calcium ion transport into cytosol, endoplasmic
reticulum unfolded protein response, regulation of striated muscle tissue development, muscle fiber
development, regulation of muscle organ development, negative regulation of sequence-specific
DNA binding transcription factor activity, negative regulation of Wnt receptor signaling pathway,
regulation of canonical Wnt receptor signaling pathway, regulation of ion homeostasis, regulation
of neuron apoptotic process, neuron apoptotic process, transcription corepressor activity,
developmental maturation, canonical Wnt receptor signaling pathway, anterior/posterior pattern
specification, maintenance of location, skeletal muscle tissue development, skeletal muscle organ
development, striated muscle cell differentiation, calcium ion transport, Wnt receptor signaling
pathway, regionalization, muscle cell differentiation, regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding
transcription factor activity, striated muscle tissue development, muscle organ development, cell
cycle arrest, transcription factor binding, transcription cofactor activity, pattern specification
process, positive regulation of protein kinase activity, negative regulation of cell cycle,
transcription factor binding transcription factor activity, positive regulation of kinase activity,
protein binding transcription factor activity, negative regulation of cell differentiation, blood vessel
development, muscle structure development, regulation of cell development, positive regulation of
multicellular organismal process, positive regulation of apoptotic process, vasculature development,
positive regulation of programmed cell death, positive regulation of hydrolase activity, positive
regulation of cell death, negative regulation of developmental process, response to DNA damage
stimulus, negative regulation of signal transduction, regulation of protein kinase activity,
sequence-specific DNA binding, negative regulation of signaling, negative regulation of cell
communication, regulation of kinase activity, regulation of transferase activity, negative regulation
of molecular function, positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter,
regulation of cell cycle]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicRecurrent,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

DKK4 8:42231586-42234750
8p11.21

dickkopf homolog 4 (Xenopus laevis) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:2894], type=protein coding,
GO=[negative regulation of Wnt receptor signaling pathway, Wnt receptor signaling pathway,
negative regulation of signal transduction, negative regulation of signaling, negative regulation of
cell communication]

tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tscapeCRCa, tscapeHCCd,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeNSCLCd,
tscapeOvariana,
tscapeProstatea,
tscapeRCCd, tscapeSCLCa

DPYSL4 10:134000404-
134019280
10q26.3

dihydropyrimidinase-like 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:3016],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[pyrimidine nucleobase catabolic process, hydrolase
activity, acting on carbon-nitrogen (but not peptide) bonds, in cyclic amides, nucleobase metabolic
process, axon guidance, axonogenesis, neuron projection morphogenesis, chemotaxis, cell
morphogenesis involved in differentiation, neuron projection development]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaCGHd,
tscapeCRCd,
tscapeGliomad,
tscapeMelanomad,
tscapeNSCLCd

* E2F4 16:67226072-67232821
16q22.1

E2F transcription factor 4, p107/p130-binding [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:3118],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[cell
volume homeostasis, regulation of transcription involved in G1/S phase of mitotic cell cycle, G1
phase of mitotic cell cycle, cilium assembly, epithelial cell development, transforming growth factor
beta receptor signaling pathway, transcription initiation from RNA polymerase II promoter, G1/S
transition of mitotic cell cycle, transcription factor complex, epithelial cell differentiation, blood
circulation, transcription factor binding, protein domain specific binding, epithelium development,
positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter]

snp3dCRC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeOvariand

EFEMP1 2:56093102-56151274
2p16.1

EGF containing fibulin-like extracellular matrix protein 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:3218],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[epidermal growth factor-activated
receptor activity, negative regulation of chondrocyte differentiation, epidermal growth factor
receptor binding, regulation of chondrocyte differentiation, transmembrane receptor protein
tyrosine kinase activity, chondrocyte differentiation, transmembrane receptor protein kinase
activity, growth factor receptor binding, growth factor activity, cartilage development,
peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, visual perception, epidermal growth factor receptor signaling
pathway, extracellular matrix organization, proteinaceous extracellular matrix, extracellular
matrix, skeletal system development, negative regulation of cell differentiation, negative regulation
of developmental process, calcium ion binding, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase
signaling pathway]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianGESurv,
tcgaOvarianMethyl
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* EGFR 7:55086714-55324313
7p11.2

epidermal growth factor receptor [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:3236],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[Shc-EGFR complex, activation of
phospholipase A2 activity by calcium-mediated signaling, epidermal growth factor-activated
receptor activity, nitric-oxide synthase regulator activity, response to UV-A, AP-2 adaptor complex,
positive regulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity involved in G1/S, regulation of
cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity involved in G1/S, receptor signaling protein tyrosine
kinase activity, positive regulation of catenin import into nucleus, protein insertion into membrane,
positive regulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity, MAP kinase kinase kinase activity,
morphogenesis of an epithelial fold, positive regulation of DNA repair, clathrin adaptor complex,
cerebral cortex cell migration, positive regulation of nitric oxide biosynthetic process, salivary
gland morphogenesis, regulation of nitric-oxide synthase activity, negative regulation of epidermal
growth factor receptor signaling pathway, regulation of nitric oxide biosynthetic process, positive
regulation of fibroblast proliferation, negative regulation of protein catabolic process, receptor
signaling protein serine/threonine kinase activity, positive regulation of response to DNA damage
stimulus, exocrine system development, positive regulation of DNA replication, digestive tract
morphogenesis, activation of MAPKK activity, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase
activity, positive regulation of protein import into nucleus, regulation of fibroblast proliferation,
cerebral cortex development, positive regulation of protein kinase B signaling cascade, actin
filament binding, protein phosphatase binding, positive regulation of transmembrane transport,
transmembrane receptor protein kinase activity, hair follicle development, embryonic placenta
development, regulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity, regulation of response to DNA
damage stimulus, regulation of protein kinase B signaling cascade, receptor signaling protein
activity, positive regulation of intracellular protein transport, regulation of DNA replication,
pallium development, positive regulation of DNA metabolic process, response to UV, activation of
phospholipase C activity, protein kinase B signaling cascade, digestive tract development, gland
morphogenesis, positive regulation of cell cycle, positive regulation of phospholipase C activity,
positive regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, digestive system development, positive regulation
of phospholipase activity, regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, double-stranded DNA
binding, regulation of phospholipase activity, placenta development, regulation of protein catabolic
process, membrane raft, peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, positive regulation of protein transport,
fibroblast growth factor receptor signaling pathway, protein autophosphorylation, nuclear
membrane, positive regulation of MAP kinase activity, cellular response to fibroblast growth factor
stimulus, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, phosphatidylinositol-mediated signaling,
regulation of DNA metabolic process, G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, protein import into
nucleus, regulation of transmembrane transport, epidermal growth factor receptor signaling
pathway, positive regulation of cell migration, positive regulation of cell motility, epithelial cell
proliferation, regulation of MAP kinase activity, basolateral plasma membrane, activation of
protein kinase activity, DNA replication, positive regulation of phosphorylation, nerve growth
factor receptor signaling pathway, gland development, endosome membrane, ossification, forebrain
development, cellular response to growth factor stimulus, response to growth factor stimulus,
embryonic organ development, in utero embryonic development, axon guidance, regulation of
protein serine/threonine kinase activity, negative regulation of protein metabolic process, protein
heterodimerization activity, morphogenesis of an epithelium, positive regulation of intracellular
protein kinase cascade, regulation of protein localization, regulation of cell migration, cell-cell
adhesion, regulation of cell motility, perinuclear region of cytoplasm, MAPK cascade, positive
regulation of protein kinase activity, positive regulation of kinase activity, positive regulation of
transport, axonogenesis, brain development, positive regulation of hydrolase activity, chordate
embryonic development, neuron projection morphogenesis, regulation of intracellular protein kinase
cascade, epithelium development, chemotaxis, cellular response to endogenous stimulus, negative
regulation of apoptotic process, negative regulation of programmed cell death, response to DNA
damage stimulus, response to abiotic stimulus, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase
signaling pathway, negative regulation of cell death, negative regulation of signal transduction,
regulation of protein kinase activity, regulation of cellular localization, positive regulation of cell
proliferation, negative regulation of signaling, negative regulation of cell communication,
endoplasmic reticulum membrane, regulation of kinase activity, cell morphogenesis involved in
differentiation, neuron projection development, central nervous system development, innate
immune response, regulation of transferase activity, positive regulation of signal transduction,
regulation of cell cycle, regulation of response to stress]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
cosmicRecurrent,
fileAmpOver, snp3dBC,
snp3dGlioma, snp3dLungC,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaCGHSurv,
tcgaGliomaCGHa,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCa, tscapeNSCLCa

* ERBB2 17:37844167-37886679
17q12

v-erb-b2 erythroblastic leukemia viral oncogene homolog 2, neuro/glioblastoma derived oncogene
homolog (avian) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:3430],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[RNA
polymerase I core binding, epidermal growth factor-activated receptor activity, ErbB-3 class
receptor binding, negative regulation of immature T cell proliferation, negative regulation of
immature T cell proliferation in thymus, positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase
I promoter, positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase III promoter, receptor
signaling protein tyrosine kinase activity, signal transduction by phosphorylation, regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase III promoter, motor neuron axon guidance, neuromuscular
junction development, positive regulation of translation, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine
kinase activity, T cell differentiation in thymus, protein phosphatase binding, transmembrane
receptor protein kinase activity, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade, positive regulation of Rho
GTPase activity, peripheral nervous system development, myelination, positive regulation of cell
growth, receptor signaling protein activity, growth factor binding, regulation of microtubule-based
process, regulation of T cell proliferation, muscle fiber development, positive regulation of
epithelial cell proliferation, regulation of ERK1 and ERK2 cascade, positive regulation of cell
adhesion, T cell proliferation, mammary gland development, synapse organization, regulation of
lymphocyte proliferation, protein C-terminus binding, positive regulation of growth, regulation of
leukocyte proliferation, regulation of angiogenesis, T cell differentiation, fibroblast growth factor
receptor signaling pathway, protein autophosphorylation, lymphocyte proliferation, positive
regulation of MAP kinase activity, leukocyte proliferation, cellular response to fibroblast growth
factor stimulus, apical plasma membrane, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation,
phosphatidylinositol-mediated signaling, skeletal muscle tissue development, epidermal growth
factor receptor signaling pathway, skeletal muscle organ development, regulation of translation,
lymphocyte differentiation, epithelial cell proliferation, positive regulation of protein
phosphorylation, regulation of MAP kinase activity, striated muscle cell differentiation, apical part
of cell, basolateral plasma membrane, regulation of cell adhesion, positive regulation of
phosphorylation, nerve growth factor receptor signaling pathway, gland development, endosome
membrane, cellular response to growth factor stimulus, muscle cell differentiation, regulation of
MAPK cascade, response to growth factor stimulus, striated muscle tissue development, leukocyte
differentiation, axon guidance, angiogenesis, regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase activity,
protein heterodimerization activity, cell growth, muscle organ development, posttranscriptional
regulation of gene expression, heart development, Ras protein signal transduction, blood vessel
morphogenesis, perinuclear region of cytoplasm, MAPK cascade, positive regulation of protein
kinase activity, lymphocyte activation, positive regulation of kinase activity, blood vessel
development, muscle structure development, axonogenesis, vasculature development, positive
regulation of hydrolase activity, regulation of growth, negative regulation of cell proliferation,
hemopoiesis, neuron projection morphogenesis, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development,
regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, regulation of anatomical structure
morphogenesis, chemotaxis, immune system development, cellular response to endogenous stimulus,
wound healing, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway, regulation of
protein kinase activity, positive regulation of cell proliferation, regulation of kinase activity, cell
morphogenesis involved in differentiation, neuron projection development, innate immune response,
regulation of transferase activity, cell activation]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
cancerGeneCensusInact,
fileAmpOver, snp3dBC,
snp3dLungC,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaGliomaMethylSurv,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCa, tscapeCRCa,
tscapeCRCd,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeOvariand
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* ESR1 6:151977826-152450754
6q25.1

estrogen receptor 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:3467], type=processed transcript,protein coding,
GO=[estrogen-activated sequence-specific DNA binding RNA polymerase II transcription factor
activity, prostate epithelial cord elongation, estrogen receptor activity, estrogen response element
binding, epithelial cell proliferation involved in mammary gland duct elongation, positive
regulation of retinoic acid receptor signaling pathway, nitric-oxide synthase regulator activity,
antral ovarian follicle growth, mammary gland branching involved in pregnancy, prostate epithelial
cord arborization involved in prostate glandular acinus morphogenesis, prostate glandular acinus
morphogenesis, regulation of branching involved in prostate gland morphogenesis, prostate gland
growth, vagina development, positive regulation of nitric-oxide synthase activity, uterus
development, branching involved in prostate gland morphogenesis, cellular response to estrogen
stimulus, mammary gland alveolus development, mammary gland epithelial cell proliferation,
androgen metabolic process, positive regulation of nitric oxide biosynthetic process, prostate gland
epithelium morphogenesis, negative regulation of I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, positive
regulation of oxidoreductase activity, prostate gland morphogenesis, core promoter
sequence-specific DNA binding, regulation of nitric-oxide synthase activity, regulation of nitric
oxide biosynthetic process, positive regulation of fibroblast proliferation, ligand-activated
sequence-specific DNA binding RNA polymerase II transcription factor activity, steroid hormone
receptor activity, prostate gland development, ovarian follicle development, regulation of
morphogenesis of a branching structure, steroid hormone mediated signaling pathway, core
promoter binding, beta-catenin binding, regulation of fibroblast proliferation, hormone-mediated
signaling pathway, mammary gland epithelium development, response to estradiol stimulus, steroid
binding, ovulation cycle process, epithelial cell development, female gonad development, male
gonad development, female sex differentiation, intracellular steroid hormone receptor signaling
pathway, negative regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity, gland
morphogenesis, development of primary male sexual characteristics, response to estrogen stimulus,
negative regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, mammary gland development, regulation
of organ morphogenesis, female pregnancy, transcription regulatory region sequence-specific DNA
binding, branching morphogenesis of an epithelial tube, morphogenesis of a branching epithelium,
regulation of reproductive process, regulation of I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, positive
regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity, gonad development,
transcription initiation from RNA polymerase II promoter, I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade,
development of primary sexual characteristics, epithelial cell proliferation, intracellular receptor
mediated signaling pathway, reproductive structure development, epithelial tube morphogenesis,
urogenital system development, gland development, developmental growth, response to steroid
hormone stimulus, epithelial cell differentiation, chromatin binding, transcription regulatory region
DNA binding, regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity, regulatory
region DNA binding, morphogenesis of an epithelium, transcription factor binding, cellular
response to hormone stimulus, developmental process involved in reproduction, regulation of
intracellular protein kinase cascade, epithelium development, regulation of anatomical structure
morphogenesis, cellular response to endogenous stimulus, multicellular organism reproduction,
multicellular organismal reproductive process, negative regulation of signal transduction, positive
regulation of cell proliferation, lipid binding, sequence-specific DNA binding, negative regulation of
signaling, negative regulation of cell communication, response to hormone stimulus, negative
regulation of molecular function, positive regulation of signal transduction, positive regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter]

snp3dBC,
tcgaBreastCGHSurv,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tscapeOvariand

EXO1 1:242011269-242058450
1q43

exonuclease 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:3511], type=processed transcript,protein coding,
GO=[double-stranded DNA specific 5’-3’ exodeoxyribonuclease activity, double-stranded DNA
specific exodeoxyribonuclease activity, single-stranded DNA specific 5’-3’ exodeoxyribonuclease
activity, ribonuclease H activity, flap endonuclease activity, somatic diversification of immune
receptors via somatic mutation, somatic hypermutation of immunoglobulin genes, 5’-3’ exonuclease
activity, mismatch repair, isotype switching, somatic recombination of immunoglobulin genes
involved in immune response, somatic recombination of immunoglobulin gene segments, humoral
immune response mediated by circulating immunoglobulin, lymphocyte activation involved in
immune response, humoral immune response, cell activation involved in immune response,
leukocyte activation involved in immune response, B cell activation, lymphocyte activation, cellular
process involved in reproduction, immune system development, response to DNA damage stimulus,
cell activation]

snp3dCRC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaColonMethylSurv,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeOvariana

FAM5C 1:190066792-190446759
1q31.1

family with sequence similarity 5, member C [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:22393],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[neuronal cell body, cell body, negative regulation
of cell cycle, neuron projection, regulation of cell cycle]

cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeProstatea

FEN1 11:61560109-61564716
11q12.2

flap structure-specific endonuclease 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:3650], type=protein coding,
GO=[double-stranded DNA specific exodeoxyribonuclease activity, DNA replication, Okazaki
fragment processing, DNA replication, removal of RNA primer, 5’-flap endonuclease activity,
ribonuclease H activity, flap endonuclease activity, 5’-3’ exonuclease activity, UV protection,
telomere maintenance via semi-conservative replication, telomere maintenance via recombination,
DNA strand elongation involved in DNA replication, mitotic recombination, manganese ion
binding, base-excision repair, damaged DNA binding, memory, DNA-dependent DNA replication,
response to UV, double-strand break repair, double-stranded DNA binding, S phase of mitotic cell
cycle, learning or memory, magnesium ion binding, phosphatidylinositol-mediated signaling,
anatomical structure homeostasis, DNA replication, behavior, response to DNA damage stimulus,
response to abiotic stimulus, chromosome organization]

fileCIN70, snp3dLungC,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianGESurv,
tcgaOvarianMethyl
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* FGFR1 8:38268656-38326352
8p11.22, 8p11.23

fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:3688],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[fibroblast
growth factor receptor signaling pathway involved in orbitofrontal cortex development, lateral
mesodermal cell fate commitment, lateral mesodermal cell fate specification, orbitofrontal cortex
development, regulation of lateral mesodermal cell fate specification, ventricular zone neuroblast
division, fibroblast growth factor-activated receptor activity, regulation of branching involved in
salivary gland morphogenesis by mesenchymal-epithelial signaling, positive regulation of MAPKKK
cascade by fibroblast growth factor receptor signaling pathway, outer ear morphogenesis, regulation
of branching involved in salivary gland morphogenesis, lung-associated mesenchyme development,
auditory receptor cell development, somatic stem cell division, regulation of cell fate specification,
fibroblast growth factor binding, paraxial mesoderm development, positive regulation of cardiac
muscle cell proliferation, branching involved in salivary gland morphogenesis, middle ear
morphogenesis, organ induction, cell proliferation in forebrain, regulation of cardiac muscle cell
proliferation, regulation of gastrulation, midbrain development, positive regulation of mesenchymal
cell proliferation, salivary gland morphogenesis, specification of organ identity, regulation of organ
formation, forebrain generation of neurons, regulation of heart growth, cardiac muscle cell
proliferation, developmental induction, neuroblast proliferation, positive regulation of
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade, inner ear receptor cell differentiation, exocrine system
development, regulation of morphogenesis of a branching structure, heart growth, regulation of
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade, organ formation, positive regulation of neuron projection
development, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase activity, positive regulation of
neuron differentiation, regulation of organ growth, limbic system development, chondrocyte
differentiation, transmembrane receptor protein kinase activity, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase
cascade, regulation of embryonic development, inner ear morphogenesis, organ growth, growth
factor binding, neural precursor cell proliferation, ureteric bud development, regulation of striated
muscle tissue development, neuron migration, regulation of muscle organ development, mesoderm
development, gland morphogenesis, positive regulation of cell cycle, positive regulation of
phospholipase C activity, cell maturation, heparin binding, positive regulation of phospholipase
activity, regulation of phospholipase activity, gastrulation, cardiac muscle tissue development,
mesenchymal cell differentiation, regulation of organ morphogenesis, glycosaminoglycan binding,
inner ear development, insulin receptor signaling pathway, mesenchyme development, cartilage
development, morphogenesis of a branching epithelium, peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation,
respiratory system development, developmental maturation, fibroblast growth factor receptor
signaling pathway, protein autophosphorylation, positive regulation of MAPK cascade, positive
regulation of MAP kinase activity, skeletal system morphogenesis, ear development, cellular
response to fibroblast growth factor stimulus, phosphatidylinositol-mediated signaling, cellular
response to insulin stimulus, epidermal growth factor receptor signaling pathway, cell fate
commitment, response to insulin stimulus, regulation of MAP kinase activity, nerve growth factor
receptor signaling pathway, gland development, developmental growth, forebrain development,
regionalization, cellular response to growth factor stimulus, regulation of MAPK cascade, response
to growth factor stimulus, striated muscle tissue development, embryonic organ development, in
utero embryonic development, axon guidance, angiogenesis, regulation of protein serine/threonine
kinase activity, morphogenesis of an epithelium, muscle organ development, positive regulation of
intracellular protein kinase cascade, regulation of neurogenesis, heart development, skeletal system
development, cellular response to hormone stimulus, blood vessel morphogenesis, pattern
specification process, MAPK cascade, positive regulation of protein kinase activity, sensory organ
development, positive regulation of kinase activity, blood vessel development, muscle structure
development, positive regulation of cell differentiation, regulation of cell development, positive
regulation of cellular component organization, protein homodimerization activity, axonogenesis,
embryonic morphogenesis, positive regulation of multicellular organismal process, brain
development, vasculature development, positive regulation of hydrolase activity, regulation of
growth, negative regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, chordate
embryonic development, neuron projection morphogenesis, regulation of intracellular protein kinase
cascade, epithelium development, regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis, chemotaxis,
cellular response to endogenous stimulus, negative regulation of apoptotic process, negative
regulation of programmed cell death, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling
pathway, negative regulation of cell death, regulation of protein kinase activity, positive regulation
of cell proliferation, response to hormone stimulus, regulation of kinase activity, cell morphogenesis
involved in differentiation, positive regulation of developmental process, neuron projection
development, central nervous system development, innate immune response, regulation of
transferase activity, positive regulation of signal transduction, regulation of cell cycle]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
fileAmpOver,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCd, tscapeCRCa,
tscapeHCCd,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeNSCLCd

FGFR3 4:1795034-1810599
4p16.3

fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:3690],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[alveolar secondary septum
development, substantia nigra development, axonogenesis involved in innervation, fibroblast growth
factor-activated receptor activity, chondrocyte proliferation, epithelial cell fate commitment,
positive regulation of MAPKKK cascade by fibroblast growth factor receptor signaling pathway,
lung saccule development, positive regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of Stat1 protein, bone
maturation, negative regulation of astrocyte differentiation, lens fiber cell development, central
nervous system myelination, endochondral bone growth, fibroblast growth factor binding, lens fiber
cell differentiation, negative regulation of glial cell differentiation, negative regulation of
smoothened signaling pathway, endochondral ossification, lens morphogenesis in camera-type eye,
positive regulation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase activity, positive regulation of tyrosine
phosphorylation of Stat3 protein, negative regulation of developmental growth, lung epithelium
development, regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of Stat3 protein, oligodendrocyte development,
cochlea development, regulation of lipid kinase activity, lung alveolus development, somatic stem
cell maintenance, negative regulation of mitosis, regulation of glial cell differentiation, anatomical
structure maturation, positive regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT protein, inner ear
receptor cell differentiation, response to axon injury, regulation of smoothened signaling pathway,
positive regulation of canonical Wnt receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of endothelial
cell proliferation, regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT protein, digestive tract
morphogenesis, positive regulation of JAK-STAT cascade, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine
kinase activity, lens development in camera-type eye, oligodendrocyte differentiation, diencephalon
development, regulation of endothelial cell proliferation, regulation of JAK-STAT cascade,
chondrocyte differentiation, transmembrane receptor protein kinase activity, negative regulation of
epithelial cell proliferation, endothelial cell proliferation, myelination, positive regulation of ERK1
and ERK2 cascade, negative regulation of neurogenesis, positive regulation of lipid metabolic
process, camera-type eye morphogenesis, growth factor binding, internal side of plasma membrane,
positive regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, stem cell maintenance, negative
regulation of cell cycle process, digestive tract development, focal adhesion, positive regulation of
epithelial cell proliferation, regulation of ERK1 and ERK2 cascade, cell-substrate adherens
junction, negative regulation of cell development, digestive system development, positive regulation
of phospholipase activity, regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, regulation of canonical
Wnt receptor signaling pathway, regulation of phospholipase activity, gliogenesis, inner ear
development, insulin receptor signaling pathway, cartilage development, peptidyl-tyrosine
phosphorylation, respiratory system development, developmental maturation, fibroblast growth
factor receptor signaling pathway, protein autophosphorylation, canonical Wnt receptor signaling
pathway, positive regulation of MAPK cascade, skeletal system morphogenesis, ear development,
negative regulation of growth, cellular response to fibroblast growth factor stimulus, regulation of
epithelial cell proliferation, phosphatidylinositol-mediated signaling, cellular response to insulin
stimulus, epidermal growth factor receptor signaling pathway, cell fate commitment, epithelial cell
proliferation, response to insulin stimulus, camera-type eye development, positive regulation of
protein phosphorylation, basolateral plasma membrane, positive regulation of phosphorylation,
nerve growth factor receptor signaling pathway, developmental growth, ossification, eye
development, forebrain development, epithelial cell differentiation, Wnt receptor signaling pathway,
cellular response to growth factor stimulus, regulation of mitotic cell cycle, regulation of MAPK
cascade, response to growth factor stimulus, morphogenesis of an epithelium, positive regulation of
intracellular protein kinase cascade, regulation of neurogenesis, skeletal system development,
cellular response to hormone stimulus, perinuclear region of cytoplasm, regulation of cell cycle
process, MAPK cascade, negative regulation of cell cycle, sensory organ development, positive
regulation of kinase activity, negative regulation of cell differentiation, positive regulation of cell
differentiation, regulation of cell development, axonogenesis, brain development, positive regulation
of apoptotic process, positive regulation of programmed cell death, positive regulation of hydrolase
activity, regulation of growth, negative regulation of cell proliferation, negative regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, positive regulation of cell death, neuron
projection morphogenesis, negative regulation of developmental process, regulation of intracellular
protein kinase cascade, epithelium development, cellular response to endogenous stimulus, negative
regulation of apoptotic process, negative regulation of programmed cell death, transmembrane
receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway, negative regulation of cell death, negative
regulation of signal transduction, positive regulation of cell proliferation, negative regulation of
signaling, negative regulation of cell communication, response to hormone stimulus, regulation of
kinase activity, cell morphogenesis involved in differentiation, positive regulation of developmental
process, neuron projection development, central nervous system development, innate immune
response, regulation of transferase activity, positive regulation of signal transduction, regulation of
cell cycle]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicPrimary,
cosmicRecurrent,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCd
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FIGNL1 7:50511831-50518088
7p12.1

fidgetin-like 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:13286], type=protein coding, GO=[osteoblast
proliferation, four-way junction helicase activity, DNA helicase activity, ATP metabolic process,
osteoblast differentiation, magnesium ion binding, ossification, negative regulation of apoptotic
process, negative regulation of programmed cell death, response to DNA damage stimulus, negative
regulation of cell death, regulation of cell cycle]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeGliomaa

FIP1L1 4:54243810-55161439
4q12

FIP1 like 1 (S. cerevisiae) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:19124],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[mRNA
cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor complex, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine
kinase activity, transmembrane receptor protein kinase activity, transmembrane receptor protein
tyrosine kinase signaling pathway]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaCGHa,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

FLI1 11:128555046-
128683161
11q24.3

Friend leukemia virus integration 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:3749],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[megakaryocyte development, RNA polymerase II distal enhancer sequence-specific DNA
binding, RNA polymerase II regulatory region sequence-specific DNA binding, RNA polymerase II
regulatory region DNA binding, transcription regulatory region sequence-specific DNA binding,
chromatin binding, transcription regulatory region DNA binding, regulatory region DNA binding,
blood circulation, hemostasis, hemopoiesis, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development,
regulation of body fluid levels, immune system development, sequence-specific DNA binding]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
cosmicRecurrent,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tscapeBCd, tscapeNSCLCd

* FOS 14:75745477-75748933
14q24.3

FBJ murine osteosarcoma viral oncogene homolog [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:3796],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[conditioned taste aversion, response to gravity,
SMAD protein signal transduction, R-SMAD binding, response to corticosterone stimulus, response
to mineralocorticoid stimulus, sleep, response to progesterone stimulus, cellular response to calcium
ion, response to cold, toll-like receptor 10 signaling pathway, toll-like receptor 5 signaling pathway,
toll-like receptor 9 signaling pathway, cellular response to reactive oxygen species, TRIF-dependent
toll-like receptor signaling pathway, toll-like receptor 2 signaling pathway, MyD88-independent
toll-like receptor signaling pathway, cellular response to metal ion, toll-like receptor 3 signaling
pathway, MyD88-dependent toll-like receptor signaling pathway, cellular response to inorganic
substance, response to calcium ion, skeletal muscle cell differentiation, toll-like receptor 4 signaling
pathway, response to toxin, cellular response to oxidative stress, response to glucocorticoid
stimulus, response to reactive oxygen species, double-stranded DNA binding, response to
mechanical stimulus, female pregnancy, learning or memory, transforming growth factor beta
receptor signaling pathway, cellular response to extracellular stimulus, aging, response to
lipopolysaccharide, response to organic cyclic compound, skeletal muscle tissue development,
skeletal muscle organ development, response to metal ion, response to oxidative stress, cellular
response to external stimulus, striated muscle cell differentiation, transcription factor complex,
response to steroid hormone stimulus, transcription regulatory region DNA binding, muscle cell
differentiation, regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity,
regulatory region DNA binding, response to drug, striated muscle tissue development, response to
inorganic substance, muscle organ development, response to extracellular stimulus, transcription
factor binding, cellular response to hormone stimulus, MAPK cascade, muscle structure
development, response to cytokine stimulus, behavior, positive regulation of immune system
process, neuron projection, cellular response to endogenous stimulus, response to abiotic stimulus,
sequence-specific DNA binding, response to hormone stimulus, innate immune response, positive
regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, regulation of response to stress]

snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastCGHSurv,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

FOXL2 3:138663066-138665982
3q22.3

forkhead box L2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:1092], type=protein coding, GO=[female somatic sex
determination, menstruation, somatic sex determination, extraocular skeletal muscle development,
granulosa cell differentiation, menstrual cycle phase, ubiquitin conjugating enzyme binding,
convergent extension, estrogen receptor binding, apoptotic DNA fragmentation, embryonic eye
morphogenesis, apoptotic nuclear changes, cysteine-type endopeptidase regulator activity involved
in apoptotic process, ovarian follicle development, DNA binding, bending, steroid hormone receptor
binding, cellular component disassembly involved in execution phase of apoptosis, ovulation cycle
process, female gonad development, RNA polymerase II distal enhancer sequence-specific DNA
binding transcription factor activity, female sex differentiation, positive regulation of cysteine-type
endopeptidase activity involved in apoptotic process, double-stranded DNA binding, regulation of
cysteine-type endopeptidase activity involved in apoptotic process, regulation of cysteine-type
endopeptidase activity, gonad development, skeletal muscle tissue development, development of
primary sexual characteristics, skeletal muscle organ development, camera-type eye development,
reproductive structure development, regulation of endopeptidase activity, transcription factor
complex, eye development, induction of apoptosis, regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding
transcription factor activity, striated muscle tissue development, embryonic organ development,
morphogenesis of an epithelium, muscle organ development, transcription factor binding,
developmental process involved in reproduction, pattern specification process, sensory organ
development, muscle structure development, embryonic morphogenesis, positive regulation of
apoptotic process, positive regulation of programmed cell death, positive regulation of hydrolase
activity, positive regulation of cell death, epithelium development, multicellular organism
reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process, sequence-specific DNA binding,
positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicRecurrent,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

* FOXM1 12:2966847-2986206
12p13.33

forkhead box M1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:3818],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[positive
regulation of double-strand break repair, negative regulation of cell aging, DNA damage response,
signal transduction by p53 class mediator resulting in transcription of p21 class mediator,
regulation of cell aging, negative regulation of stress-activated MAPK cascade, positive regulation
of DNA repair, positive regulation of response to DNA damage stimulus, DNA binding, bending,
vasculogenesis, cell aging, negative regulation of MAPK cascade, regulation of response to DNA
damage stimulus, liver development, RNA polymerase II distal enhancer sequence-specific DNA
binding transcription factor activity, positive regulation of DNA metabolic process, double-strand
break repair, negative regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, reactive oxygen species
metabolic process, double-stranded DNA binding, G2/M transition of mitotic cell cycle, signal
transduction in response to DNA damage, aging, regulation of DNA metabolic process, regulation
of cell cycle arrest, transcription factor complex, transcription regulatory region DNA binding,
regulation of MAPK cascade, regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor
activity, protein kinase binding, regulatory region DNA binding, cell growth, cell cycle arrest,
transcription factor binding, Ras protein signal transduction, blood vessel morphogenesis, pattern
specification process, regulation of cell cycle process, MAPK cascade, negative regulation of cell
cycle, protein domain specific binding, blood vessel development, vasculature development,
regulation of growth, negative regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter,
negative regulation of developmental process, regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade,
response to DNA damage stimulus, negative regulation of signal transduction, positive regulation
of cell proliferation, sequence-specific DNA binding, negative regulation of signaling, negative
regulation of cell communication, positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II
promoter, regulation of cell cycle, regulation of response to stress]

cosmicPrimary, fileCIN70,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianCGHa,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

GBAS 7:56019486-56067874
7p11.2

glioblastoma amplified sequence [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:4179],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[negative
regulation of ATP citrate synthase activity, regulation of ATP citrate synthase activity, ATP
biosynthetic process, oxidative phosphorylation, ATP metabolic process, negative regulation of
transferase activity, regulation of transferase activity, negative regulation of molecular function]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaCGHa,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCa
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* GJA1 6:121756838-121770873
6q22.31

gap junction protein, alpha 1, 43kDa [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:4274], type=protein coding,
GO=[milk ejection, vascular transport, atrial ventricular junction remodeling, cell communication
by chemical coupling, ATP transport, regulation of atrial cardiac muscle cell action potential,
regulation of ventricular cardiac muscle cell membrane depolarization, gap junction assembly,
regulation of atrial cardiac muscle cell membrane depolarization, regulation of tight junction
assembly, regulation of ventricular cardiac muscle cell membrane repolarization, fascia adherens,
cell communication by electrical coupling, limb bud formation, epithelial cell maturation, positive
regulation of striated muscle tissue development, gap junction channel activity, adult heart
development, response to pH, connexon complex, skeletal muscle tissue regeneration, scaffold
protein binding, regulation of membrane depolarization, multivesicular body, beta-tubulin binding,
lateral plasma membrane, Golgi-associated vesicle membrane, regulation of bone remodeling,
cell-cell adherens junction, tight junction assembly, regulation of tissue remodeling, heart looping,
regulation of bone mineralization, lens development in camera-type eye, bone remodeling,
embryonic heart tube development, PDZ domain binding, cell-cell junction assembly, membrane
depolarization, epithelial cell development, bone mineralization, regeneration, regulation of
striated muscle tissue development, neuron migration, regulation of muscle organ development,
SH3 domain binding, mitochondrial outer membrane, cell maturation, tissue remodeling, cell-cell
junction organization, regulation of calcium ion transport, positive regulation of I-kappaB
kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, osteoblast differentiation, regulation of ion homeostasis, positive
regulation of catabolic process, regulation of ossification, regulation of protein catabolic process,
membrane raft, contractile fiber, intermediate filament, cell junction assembly, regulation of
I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, developmental maturation, early endosome, regulation of
metal ion transport, tubulin binding, apical plasma membrane, cell junction organization, I-kappaB
kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, camera-type eye development, epithelial tube morphogenesis, calcium
ion transport, apical part of cell, developmental growth, ossification, eye development, epithelial
cell differentiation, striated muscle tissue development, in utero embryonic development, blood
circulation, morphogenesis of an epithelium, muscle organ development, positive regulation of
intracellular protein kinase cascade, heart development, blood vessel morphogenesis, pattern
specification process, sensory organ development, regulation of system process, protein domain
specific binding, blood vessel development, muscle structure development, embryonic
morphogenesis, vasculature development, negative regulation of cell proliferation, chordate
embryonic development, neuron projection morphogenesis, regulation of intracellular protein kinase
cascade, epithelium development, wound healing, response to abiotic stimulus, response to hormone
stimulus, endoplasmic reticulum membrane, positive regulation of developmental process, neuron
projection development, positive regulation of signal transduction]

cosmicPrimary,
fileBC2brain,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl

* GRB10 7:50657760-50861159
7p12.1

growth factor receptor-bound protein 10 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:4564],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[negative regulation of glycogen
biosynthetic process, negative regulation of glucose import, positive regulation of vascular
endothelial growth factor receptor signaling pathway, negative regulation of insulin receptor
signaling pathway, negative regulation of cellular carbohydrate metabolic process, regulation of
vascular endothelial growth factor receptor signaling pathway, insulin receptor binding, regulation
of glycogen biosynthetic process, regulation of polysaccharide biosynthetic process, insulin-like
growth factor receptor signaling pathway, glycogen biosynthetic process, SH3/SH2 adaptor activity,
regulation of glucose import, regulation of glucose metabolic process, negative regulation of
phosphorylation, regulation of cellular carbohydrate metabolic process, regulation of carbohydrate
metabolic process, negative regulation of Wnt receptor signaling pathway, insulin receptor signaling
pathway, cellular response to insulin stimulus, response to insulin stimulus, positive regulation of
phosphorylation, Wnt receptor signaling pathway, cellular response to growth factor stimulus,
response to growth factor stimulus, cellular response to hormone stimulus, cellular response to
endogenous stimulus, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway, negative
regulation of signal transduction, lipid binding, negative regulation of signaling, negative regulation
of cell communication, response to hormone stimulus, positive regulation of signal transduction]

tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeGliomaa

* GRM1 6:146348782-146758734
6q24.3

glutamate receptor, metabotropic 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:4593],
type=protein coding,retained intron, GO=[cellular response to electrical stimulus, regulation of
sensory perception of pain, response to electrical stimulus, glutamate receptor activity, activation
of MAPKK activity, postsynaptic density, activation of MAPK activity, cellular response to abiotic
stimulus, locomotory behavior, positive regulation of MAP kinase activity, regulation of MAP
kinase activity, activation of protein kinase activity, synapse part, regulation of MAPK cascade,
regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase activity, MAPK cascade, positive regulation of protein
kinase activity, regulation of system process, positive regulation of kinase activity, behavior,
regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, neuron projection, response to abiotic stimulus,
regulation of protein kinase activity, regulation of kinase activity, regulation of transferase activity]

cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHSurv,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaGliomaCGHSurv,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tscapeOvariand

GSTM1 1:110230436-110251661
1p13.3

glutathione S-transferase mu 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:4632],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[cellular detoxification of nitrogen
compound, nitrobenzene metabolic process, glutathione binding, xenobiotic catabolic process,
glutathione transferase activity, glutathione metabolic process, benzene-containing compound
metabolic process, response to toxin, xenobiotic metabolic process, cellular amino acid metabolic
process, protein homodimerization activity]

cosmicPrimary, snp3dBC,
snp3dCRC, snp3dLungC,
tscapeBCd, tscapeNSCLCd

* GSTP1 11:67351066-67354131
11q13.2

glutathione S-transferase pi 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:4638],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[TRAF2-GSTP1 complex,
S-nitrosoglutathione binding, dinitrosyl-iron complex binding, nitric oxide binding, nitric oxide
storage, common myeloid progenitor cell proliferation, negative regulation of monocyte chemotactic
protein-1 production, negative regulation of nitric-oxide synthase biosynthetic process, JUN kinase
binding, negative regulation of tumor necrosis factor-mediated signaling pathway, negative
regulation of necrotic cell death, positive regulation of superoxide anion generation, negative
regulation of interleukin-1 beta production, negative regulation of acute inflammatory response,
negative regulation of JUN kinase activity, necrotic cell death, glutathione transferase activity,
negative regulation of fibroblast proliferation, negative regulation of ERK1 and ERK2 cascade,
negative regulation of cytokine-mediated signaling pathway, negative regulation of stress-activated
MAPK cascade, negative regulation of tumor necrosis factor production, negative regulation of
I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, positive regulation of reactive oxygen species metabolic
process, tumor necrosis factor-mediated signaling pathway, glutathione metabolic process,
regulation of chemokine production, regulation of acute inflammatory response, regulation of
fibroblast proliferation, cellular response to tumor necrosis factor, negative regulation of MAPK
cascade, negative regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase activity, response to tumor necrosis
factor, cellular response to lipopolysaccharide, regulation of ERK1 and ERK2 cascade, response to
reactive oxygen species, negative regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, reactive oxygen
species metabolic process, kinase regulator activity, xenobiotic metabolic process, regulation of
leukocyte proliferation, negative regulation of protein kinase activity, regulation of I-kappaB
kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, negative regulation of transferase activity, leukocyte proliferation,
response to lipopolysaccharide, I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, response to oxidative stress,
regulation of MAP kinase activity, regulation of MAPK cascade, protein kinase binding, response
to inorganic substance, negative regulation of multicellular organismal process, regulation of
protein serine/threonine kinase activity, regulation of response to external stimulus, cellular amino
acid metabolic process, MAPK cascade, response to cytokine stimulus, negative regulation of cell
proliferation, regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, negative regulation of apoptotic
process, negative regulation of programmed cell death, negative regulation of cell death, negative
regulation of signal transduction, regulation of protein kinase activity, negative regulation of
signaling, negative regulation of cell communication, regulation of kinase activity, central nervous
system development, regulation of transferase activity, negative regulation of molecular function,
regulation of response to stress]

cosmicPrimary,
snp3dLungC,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

HGSNAT 8:42995556-43057998
8p11.21

heparan-alpha-glucosaminide N-acetyltransferase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:26527],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[heparan-alpha-glucosaminide
N-acetyltransferase activity, lysosomal transport, polysaccharide catabolic process, lysosomal
membrane]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE, tscapeHCCd,
tscapeNSCLCd,
tscapeOvariana,
tscapeProstatea,
tscapeRCCd, tscapeSCLCa

HINFP 11:118992297-
119006752
11q23.3

histone H4 transcription factor [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:17850],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[regulation of transcription involved
in G1/S phase of mitotic cell cycle, Cajal body, myoblast differentiation, histone binding, DNA
damage checkpoint, G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, cell cycle checkpoint, transcription
coactivator activity, nuclear body, regulation of cell cycle arrest, chromatin binding, transcription
regulatory region DNA binding, muscle cell differentiation, regulatory region DNA binding, in
utero embryonic development, cell cycle arrest, transcription cofactor activity, regulation of cell
cycle process, negative regulation of cell cycle, transcription factor binding transcription factor
activity, protein binding transcription factor activity, muscle structure development, chordate
embryonic development, response to DNA damage stimulus, regulation of cell cycle]

tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaOvarianGESurv

HNRNPU 1:245014468-245027844
1q44

heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U (scaffold attachment factor A) [Source:HGNC
Symbol;Acc:5048], type=protein coding,retained intron, GO=[CRD-mediated mRNA stabilization,
CRD-mediated mRNA stability complex, RNA stabilization, mRNA stabilization, catalytic step 2
spliceosome, RNA splicing, via transesterification reactions with bulged adenosine as nucleophile,
mRNA splicing, via spliceosome, RNA splicing, via transesterification reactions,
posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression, cell surface]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tscapeBCa, tscapeGliomaa,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeOvariana
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HOOK3 8:42752075-42885682
8p11.21

hook homolog 3 (Drosophila) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:23576],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[protein
localization to centrosome, microtubule anchoring at centrosome, FHF complex, interkinetic
nuclear migration, Golgi localization, centriolar satellite, HOPS complex, neuronal stem cell
maintenance, pericentriolar material, cytoplasmic microtubule organization, early endosome to late
endosome transport, endosome organization, cell proliferation in forebrain, endosome to lysosome
transport, cis-Golgi network, lysosome organization, microtubule anchoring, lysosomal transport,
negative regulation of neurogenesis, neural precursor cell proliferation, stem cell maintenance,
negative regulation of cell development, microtubule binding, tubulin binding, maintenance of
location, forebrain development, centrosome, regulation of neurogenesis, negative regulation of cell
differentiation, regulation of cell development, brain development, negative regulation of
developmental process, central nervous system development]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaColonGE, tscapeHCCd,
tscapeNSCLCd,
tscapeOvariana,
tscapeProstatea,
tscapeRCCd, tscapeSCLCa

IDH1 2:209100951-209130798
2q34

isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (NADP+), soluble [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:5382],
type=protein coding,retained intron, GO=[isocitrate dehydrogenase (NADP+) activity, glyoxylate
cycle, isocitrate metabolic process, 2-oxoglutarate metabolic process, NADPH regeneration,
tricarboxylic acid cycle, peroxisomal matrix, NADP binding, NAD binding, glutathione metabolic
process, female gonad development, female sex differentiation, magnesium ion binding, gonad
development, response to organic cyclic compound, development of primary sexual characteristics,
response to oxidative stress, reproductive structure development, response to steroid hormone
stimulus, developmental process involved in reproduction, cellular amino acid metabolic process,
protein homodimerization activity, response to hormone stimulus]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicPrimary,
cosmicRecurrent,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

* IGF1 12:102789645-
102874423
12q23.2

insulin-like growth factor 1 (somatomedin C) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:5464],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[glycolate metabolic process, insulin-like growth
factor binding protein complex, Type I pneumocyte differentiation, myotube cell development,
satellite cell maintenance involved in skeletal muscle regeneration, bone mineralization involved in
bone maturation, positive regulation of calcineurin-NFAT signaling cascade, prostate gland stromal
morphogenesis, negative regulation of smooth muscle cell apoptotic process, positive regulation of
myoblast proliferation, Type II pneumocyte differentiation, lung lobe development, lung lobe
morphogenesis, prostate epithelial cord arborization involved in prostate glandular acinus
morphogenesis, prostate glandular acinus morphogenesis, lung vasculature development, exocrine
pancreas development, positive regulation of cerebellar granule cell precursor proliferation, positive
regulation of glycolysis, bone maturation, negative regulation of release of cytochrome c from
mitochondria, positive regulation of cardiac muscle hypertrophy, positive regulation of protein
import into nucleus, translocation, prostate gland growth, positive regulation of insulin-like growth
factor receptor signaling pathway, negative regulation of androgen receptor signaling pathway,
positive regulation of smooth muscle cell migration, regulation of establishment or maintenance of
cell polarity, insulin-like growth factor receptor binding, positive regulation of glycogen
biosynthetic process, branching involved in prostate gland morphogenesis, positive regulation of
tyrosine phosphorylation of Stat5 protein, negative regulation of mitochondrion organization,
positive regulation of activated T cell proliferation, regulation of protein import into nucleus,
translocation, lung epithelial cell differentiation, regulation of cardiac muscle hypertrophy,
regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of Stat5 protein, lung cell differentiation, skeletal muscle
tissue regeneration, regulation of insulin-like growth factor receptor signaling pathway, negative
regulation of ERK1 and ERK2 cascade, water homeostasis, positive regulation of Ras protein
signal transduction, regulation of smooth muscle cell migration, insulin receptor binding,
regulation of glycogen biosynthetic process, regulation of muscle cell apoptotic process, positive
regulation of DNA binding, positive regulation of glucose import, chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan
biosynthetic process, prostate gland epithelium morphogenesis, lung epithelium development,
positive regulation of neural precursor cell proliferation, regulation of polysaccharide biosynthetic
process, regulation of release of cytochrome c from mitochondria, insulin-like growth factor
receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of mitosis, prostate gland morphogenesis, lung
alveolus development, somatic stem cell maintenance, blood vessel remodeling, positive regulation
of smooth muscle cell proliferation, glycogen biosynthetic process, positive regulation of fibroblast
proliferation, platelet alpha granule lumen, lung morphogenesis, myoblast differentiation,
anatomical structure maturation, positive regulation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade,
positive regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT protein, regulation of glucose import,
exocrine system development, prostate gland development, release of cytochrome c from
mitochondria, positive regulation of DNA replication, positive regulation of carbohydrate
metabolic process, regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT protein, regulation of neural
precursor cell proliferation, positive regulation of JAK-STAT cascade, positive regulation of
osteoblast differentiation, regulation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade, androgen receptor
signaling pathway, regulation of fibroblast proliferation, positive regulation of protein kinase B
signaling cascade, regulation of smooth muscle cell proliferation, regulation of JAK-STAT cascade,
integrin binding, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade, regulation of multicellular organism
growth, negative regulation of MAPK cascade, pancreas development, platelet degranulation,
regulation of glucose metabolic process, bone mineralization, regulation of protein kinase B
signaling cascade, skeletal muscle cell differentiation, positive regulation of lymphocyte
proliferation, neural precursor cell proliferation, regeneration, positive regulation of intracellular
protein transport, regulation of DNA replication, positive regulation of DNA metabolic process,
positive regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, regulation of T cell proliferation, stem
cell maintenance, intracellular steroid hormone receptor signaling pathway, regulation of cellular
carbohydrate metabolic process, hormone activity, regulation of carbohydrate metabolic process,
protein kinase B signaling cascade, gland morphogenesis, positive regulation of cell cycle, positive
regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, regulation of ERK1 and ERK2 cascade, digestive system
development, negative regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, regulation of
peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, tissue remodeling, T cell proliferation, mammary gland
development, osteoblast differentiation, regulation of lymphocyte proliferation, positive regulation
of catabolic process, regulation of leukocyte proliferation, growth factor activity, positive
regulation of cell cycle process, branching morphogenesis of an epithelial tube, regulation of
ossification, gliogenesis, inner ear development, morphogenesis of a branching epithelium,
peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, positive regulation of protein transport, respiratory system
development, developmental maturation, lymphocyte proliferation, positive regulation of MAPK
cascade, ear development, leukocyte proliferation, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation,
phosphatidylinositol-mediated signaling, regulation of DNA metabolic process, skeletal muscle
tissue development, protein import into nucleus, regulation of transmembrane transport, platelet
activation, positive regulation of organelle organization, skeletal muscle organ development,
positive regulation of cell migration, positive regulation of cell motility, epithelial cell proliferation,
intracellular receptor mediated signaling pathway, reproductive structure development, positive
regulation of protein phosphorylation, urogenital system development, striated muscle cell
differentiation, DNA replication, positive regulation of phosphorylation, gland development,
developmental growth, ossification, epithelial cell differentiation, regulation of mitotic cell cycle,
muscle cell differentiation, regulation of MAPK cascade, striated muscle tissue development,
morphogenesis of an epithelium, muscle organ development, positive regulation of intracellular
protein kinase cascade, regulation of protein localization, regulation of cell migration, skeletal
system development, regulation of cell motility, developmental process involved in reproduction,
Ras protein signal transduction, regulation of cell cycle process, MAPK cascade, sensory organ
development, regulation of system process, lymphocyte activation, negative regulation of cell
differentiation, positive regulation of transport, muscle structure development, positive regulation
of cell differentiation, blood coagulation, positive regulation of cellular component organization,
hemostasis, positive regulation of multicellular organismal process, brain development, vasculature
development, regulation of growth, negative regulation of cell proliferation, negative regulation of
developmental process, regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, positive regulation of
immune system process, epithelium development, regulation of body fluid levels, negative
regulation of apoptotic process, wound healing, negative regulation of programmed cell death,
transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway, negative regulation of cell
death, negative regulation of signal transduction, regulation of cellular localization, positive
regulation of cell proliferation, negative regulation of signaling, negative regulation of cell
communication, positive regulation of developmental process, central nervous system development,
positive regulation of signal transduction, positive regulation of transcription from RNA
polymerase II promoter, regulation of cell cycle, cell activation]

snp3dBC, snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl
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* IGFBP3 7:45951949-45961473
7p12.3

insulin-like growth factor binding protein 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:5472],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[protein tyrosine phosphatase
activator activity, insulin-like growth factor binding protein complex, insulin-like growth factor I
binding, type B pancreatic cell proliferation, positive regulation of myoblast differentiation,
negative regulation of smooth muscle cell migration, positive regulation of insulin-like growth
factor receptor signaling pathway, fibronectin binding, regulation of insulin-like growth factor
receptor signaling pathway, regulation of myoblast differentiation, negative regulation of smooth
muscle cell proliferation, regulation of smooth muscle cell migration, insulin-like growth factor
receptor signaling pathway, myoblast differentiation, regulation of skeletal muscle fiber
development, positive regulation of muscle cell differentiation, regulation of smooth muscle cell
proliferation, negative regulation of protein phosphorylation, regulation of glucose metabolic
process, growth factor binding, negative regulation of phosphorylation, regulation of cellular
carbohydrate metabolic process, regulation of striated muscle tissue development, muscle fiber
development, regulation of muscle organ development, regulation of carbohydrate metabolic
process, negative regulation of cell migration, positive regulation of MAPK cascade, skeletal muscle
tissue development, skeletal muscle organ development, striated muscle cell differentiation, muscle
cell differentiation, regulation of MAPK cascade, striated muscle tissue development, negative
regulation of protein metabolic process, cell growth, muscle organ development, positive regulation
of intracellular protein kinase cascade, regulation of cell migration, regulation of cell motility,
MAPK cascade, muscle structure development, positive regulation of cell differentiation, regulation
of cell development, positive regulation of apoptotic process, positive regulation of programmed
cell death, regulation of growth, negative regulation of cell proliferation, positive regulation of cell
death, regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine
kinase signaling pathway, negative regulation of signal transduction, negative regulation of
signaling, negative regulation of cell communication, positive regulation of developmental process,
positive regulation of signal transduction]

snp3dBC, snp3dLungC,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

* IKBKB 8:42128820-42189973
8p11.21

inhibitor of kappa light polypeptide gene enhancer in B-cells, kinase beta [Source:HGNC
Symbol;Acc:5960],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[IkappaB
kinase activity, IkappaB kinase complex, CD40 receptor complex, I-kappaB phosphorylation,
positive regulation of cation channel activity, positive regulation of sodium ion transport, B cell
homeostasis, nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain containing signaling pathway, positive
regulation of type I interferon production, regulation of sodium ion transport, nucleotide-binding
domain, leucine rich repeat containing receptor signaling pathway, lipopolysaccharide biosynthetic
process, regulation of ion transmembrane transporter activity, regulation of transmembrane
transporter activity, toll-like receptor 10 signaling pathway, toll-like receptor 5 signaling pathway,
regulation of transporter activity, toll-like receptor 9 signaling pathway, TRIF-dependent toll-like
receptor signaling pathway, regulation of ion transmembrane transport, toll-like receptor 2
signaling pathway, MyD88-independent toll-like receptor signaling pathway, toll-like receptor 3
signaling pathway, MyD88-dependent toll-like receptor signaling pathway, T cell receptor signaling
pathway, internal side of plasma membrane, toll-like receptor 4 signaling pathway, positive
regulation of NF-kappaB transcription factor activity, antigen receptor-mediated signaling pathway,
positive regulation of I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, membrane raft, regulation of I-kappaB
kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, positive regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription
factor activity, regulation of metal ion transport, homeostasis of number of cells, immune
response-activating cell surface receptor signaling pathway, immune response-regulating cell surface
receptor signaling pathway, regulation of transmembrane transport, I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB
cascade, intracellular receptor mediated signaling pathway, nerve growth factor receptor signaling
pathway, regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity, protein kinase
binding, positive regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, positive regulation of transport,
positive regulation of multicellular organismal process, regulation of intracellular protein kinase
cascade, positive regulation of immune system process, negative regulation of apoptotic process,
negative regulation of programmed cell death, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase
signaling pathway, negative regulation of cell death, innate immune response, positive regulation of
signal transduction, regulation of response to stress]

tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeCRCa, tscapeHCCd,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeNSCLCd,
tscapeOvariana,
tscapeProstatea,
tscapeRCCd, tscapeSCLCa

IKZF1 7:50343720-50472799
7p12.2

IKAROS family zinc finger 1 (Ikaros) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:13176],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[positive regulation of neutrophil
differentiation, positive regulation of NK T cell differentiation, regulation of NK T cell
differentiation, positive regulation of granulocyte differentiation, centromeric heterochromatin,
Peyer’s patch development, lymph node development, natural killer cell differentiation, positive
regulation of multicellular organism growth, thymus development, positive regulation of myeloid
leukocyte differentiation, alpha-beta T cell differentiation, regulation of multicellular organism
growth, B cell differentiation, regulation of myeloid leukocyte differentiation, retina development
in camera-type eye, mesoderm development, myeloid leukocyte differentiation, positive regulation
of growth, T cell differentiation, B cell activation, lymphocyte differentiation, camera-type eye
development, gland development, eye development, forebrain development, chromatin, leukocyte
differentiation, protein heterodimerization activity, sensory organ development, lymphocyte
activation, positive regulation of cell differentiation, positive regulation of multicellular organismal
process, brain development, regulation of growth, chromosomal part, negative regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, hemopoiesis, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ
development, positive regulation of immune system process, immune system development,
sequence-specific DNA binding, positive regulation of developmental process, central nervous
system development, positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter,
chromosome organization, cell activation]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicPrimary,
cosmicRecurrent,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaColonGE,
tscapeGliomaa
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* IL6 7:22765503-22771621
7p15.3

interleukin 6 (interferon, beta 2) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:6018],
type=protein coding,retained intron, GO=[hepatic immune response, interleukin-6 receptor
complex, negative regulation of chemokine biosynthetic process, negative regulation of collagen
biosynthetic process, positive regulation of STAT protein import into nucleus, regulation of STAT
protein import into nucleus, neutrophil apoptotic process, interleukin-6 receptor binding, glucagon
secretion, positive regulation of T-helper 2 cell differentiation, regulation of circadian sleep/wake
cycle, non-REM sleep, epithelial cell proliferation involved in salivary gland morphogenesis,
positive regulation of immunoglobulin secretion, negative regulation of gluconeogenesis,
interleukin-6-mediated signaling pathway, positive regulation of protein import into nucleus,
translocation, cellular response to interleukin-6, negative regulation of lipid storage, response to
caffeine, defense response to protozoan, muscle cell homeostasis, myeloid cell apoptotic process,
regulation of protein import into nucleus, translocation, response to peptidoglycan, myeloid cell
homeostasis, negative regulation of muscle organ development, response to purine-containing
compound, neutrophil mediated immunity, positive regulation of acute inflammatory response,
circadian behavior, defense response to Gram-negative bacterium, regulation of vascular endothelial
growth factor production, vascular endothelial growth factor production, branching involved in
salivary gland morphogenesis, negative regulation of cytokine secretion, negative regulation of
cellular carbohydrate metabolic process, sleep, response to electrical stimulus, positive regulation
of tyrosine phosphorylation of Stat3 protein, monocyte chemotaxis, positive regulation of nitric
oxide biosynthetic process, positive regulation of chemokine production, negative regulation of fat
cell differentiation, regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of Stat3 protein, response to cold,
salivary gland morphogenesis, positive regulation of interleukin-6 production, regulation of lipid
storage, defense response to Gram-positive bacterium, response to antibiotic, positive regulation of
smooth muscle cell proliferation, regulation of nitric oxide biosynthetic process, acute-phase
response, positive regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT protein, exocrine system
development, myeloid leukocyte mediated immunity, negative regulation of hormone secretion,
cellular response to hydrogen peroxide, positive regulation of DNA replication, regulation of
chemokine production, endocrine pancreas development, regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of
STAT protein, regulation of acute inflammatory response, positive regulation of peptidyl-serine
phosphorylation, positive regulation of B cell activation, positive regulation of JAK-STAT cascade,
positive regulation of translation, positive regulation of osteoblast differentiation, positive
regulation of transmission of nerve impulse, cell redox homeostasis, response to heat, negative
regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity involved in apoptotic process, response to amino
acid stimulus, positive regulation of protein import into nucleus, positive regulation of protein
kinase B signaling cascade, regulation of peptidyl-serine phosphorylation, bone remodeling, positive
regulation of neuron differentiation, regulation of smooth muscle cell proliferation, alpha-beta T
cell differentiation, cellular response to reactive oxygen species, regulation of JAK-STAT cascade,
positive regulation of transmembrane transport, pancreas development, regulation of glucose
metabolic process, positive regulation of protein secretion, response to hydrogen peroxide, positive
regulation of ERK1 and ERK2 cascade, response to acid, response to calcium ion, lymphocyte
activation involved in immune response, regulation of protein kinase B signaling cascade, response
to alkaloid, growth factor receptor binding, positive regulation of lymphocyte proliferation, positive
regulation of intracellular protein transport, regulation of DNA replication, positive regulation of
DNA metabolic process, positive regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, regulation of T
cell proliferation, cellular response to oxidative stress, regulation of chemotaxis, regulation of
cellular carbohydrate metabolic process, regulation of muscle organ development, regulation of cell
shape, regulation of carbohydrate metabolic process, response to glucocorticoid stimulus, protein
kinase B signaling cascade, humoral immune response, gland morphogenesis, positive regulation of
epithelial cell proliferation, regulation of ERK1 and ERK2 cascade, response to reactive oxygen
species, regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, tissue remodeling, T cell proliferation,
endocrine system development, leukocyte chemotaxis, negative regulation of endopeptidase activity,
response to organic nitrogen, cell activation involved in immune response, leukocyte activation
involved in immune response, response to mechanical stimulus, peptidyl-serine modification,
osteoblast differentiation, regulation of lymphocyte proliferation, regulation of cellular ketone
metabolic process, regulation of leukocyte proliferation, growth factor activity, regulation of
angiogenesis, regulation of ossification, T cell differentiation, negative regulation of protein kinase
activity, morphogenesis of a branching epithelium, peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, B cell
activation, regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity involved in apoptotic process,
positive regulation of protein transport, positive regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding
transcription factor activity, external side of plasma membrane, lymphocyte proliferation, positive
regulation of MAPK cascade, regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity, negative
regulation of transferase activity, homeostasis of number of cells, leukocyte proliferation, aging,
cytokine activity, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, cytokine receptor binding, regulation of
DNA metabolic process, anatomical structure homeostasis, response to lipopolysaccharide,
response to organic cyclic compound, protein import into nucleus, regulation of transmembrane
transport, platelet activation, positive regulation of secretion, regulation of translation, positive
regulation of cell migration, response to metal ion, positive regulation of cell motility, lymphocyte
differentiation, epithelial cell proliferation, response to oxidative stress, negative regulation of
hydrolase activity, response to insulin stimulus, positive regulation of protein phosphorylation,
regulation of endopeptidase activity, leukocyte migration, DNA replication, positive regulation of
phosphorylation, gland development, ossification, response to steroid hormone stimulus, regulation
of MAPK cascade, regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity,
response to drug, response to inorganic substance, leukocyte differentiation, negative regulation of
multicellular organismal process, response to nutrient levels, angiogenesis, negative regulation of
protein metabolic process, cell growth, morphogenesis of an epithelium, muscle organ development,
response to extracellular stimulus, positive regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade,
posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression, regulation of response to external stimulus,
regulation of protein localization, regulation of cell migration, regulation of neurogenesis,
regulation of cell motility, blood vessel morphogenesis, cell surface, MAPK cascade, regulation of
system process, lymphocyte activation, negative regulation of cell differentiation, positive
regulation of transport, blood vessel development, muscle structure development, response to
cytokine stimulus, positive regulation of cell differentiation, blood coagulation, regulation of cell
development, hemostasis, positive regulation of multicellular organismal process, vasculature
development, negative regulation of cell proliferation, hemopoiesis, behavior, negative regulation of
developmental process, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development, regulation of intracellular
protein kinase cascade, positive regulation of immune system process, epithelium development,
regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis, chemotaxis, regulation of body fluid levels,
immune system development, negative regulation of apoptotic process, wound healing, negative
regulation of programmed cell death, response to abiotic stimulus, negative regulation of cell death,
regulation of protein kinase activity, regulation of cellular localization, positive regulation of cell
proliferation, response to hormone stimulus, regulation of kinase activity, positive regulation of
developmental process, neuron projection development, regulation of transferase activity, negative
regulation of molecular function, positive regulation of signal transduction, positive regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, regulation of response to stress, cell activation]

cosmicPrimary, snp3dCRC,
snp3dProstateC,
snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl
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* IL6R 1:154377669-154441926
1q21.3

interleukin 6 receptor [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:6019],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[ciliary neurotrophic factor binding,
interleukin-6 binding, interleukin-6 receptor activity, hepatic immune response, interleukin-6
receptor complex, negative regulation of collagen biosynthetic process, ciliary neurotrophic factor
receptor activity, ciliary neurotrophic factor-mediated signaling pathway, interleukin-6 receptor
binding, negative regulation of interleukin-8 production, positive regulation of activation of Janus
kinase activity, regulation of activation of Janus kinase activity, interleukin-6-mediated signaling
pathway, cellular response to interleukin-6, neutrophil mediated immunity, defense response to
Gram-negative bacterium, positive regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of Stat3 protein,
monocyte chemotaxis, positive regulation of chemokine production, regulation of tyrosine
phosphorylation of Stat3 protein, positive regulation of interleukin-6 production, defense response
to Gram-positive bacterium, positive regulation of smooth muscle cell proliferation, acute-phase
response, positive regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT protein, myeloid leukocyte
mediated immunity, regulation of chemokine production, endocrine pancreas development,
regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT protein, positive regulation of JAK-STAT cascade,
positive regulation of osteoblast differentiation, regulation of smooth muscle cell proliferation,
cytokine binding, regulation of JAK-STAT cascade, pancreas development, growth factor receptor
binding, growth factor binding, positive regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, regulation
of chemotaxis, regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, endocrine system development,
leukocyte chemotaxis, osteoblast differentiation, regulation of ossification, peptidyl-tyrosine
phosphorylation, positive regulation of MAPK cascade, apical plasma membrane, cytokine receptor
binding, positive regulation of cell migration, positive regulation of cell motility, positive
regulation of protein phosphorylation, leukocyte migration, apical part of cell, basolateral plasma
membrane, activation of protein kinase activity, positive regulation of phosphorylation, ossification,
regulation of MAPK cascade, negative regulation of multicellular organismal process, positive
regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, regulation of response to external stimulus,
regulation of cell migration, regulation of cell motility, cell surface, MAPK cascade, positive
regulation of protein kinase activity, positive regulation of kinase activity, response to cytokine
stimulus, positive regulation of cell differentiation, protein homodimerization activity, positive
regulation of multicellular organismal process, behavior, regulation of intracellular protein kinase
cascade, positive regulation of immune system process, chemotaxis, negative regulation of
apoptotic process, negative regulation of programmed cell death, negative regulation of cell death,
regulation of protein kinase activity, positive regulation of cell proliferation, regulation of kinase
activity, positive regulation of developmental process, regulation of transferase activity, positive
regulation of signal transduction]

snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeHCCa,
tscapeNSCLCa

INPP5A 10:134351324-
134596979
10q26.3

inositol polyphosphate-5-phosphatase, 40kDa [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:6076],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[inositol-1,3,4,5-tetrakisphosphate 5-phosphatase
activity, PH domain binding, inositol-1,4,5-trisphosphate 5-phosphatase activity, inositol
tetrakisphosphate phosphatase activity, inositol-polyphosphate 5-phosphatase activity,
phosphatidylinositol dephosphorylation, phosphatidylinositol metabolic process, protein domain
specific binding]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaCGHd,
tcgaGliomaGE, tscapeBCd,
tscapeCRCd,
tscapeGliomad,
tscapeMelanomad,
tscapeNSCLCd

KIAA1217 10:23983675-24836772
10p12.1, 10p12.2

KIAA1217 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:25428],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[skeletal system development,
chordate embryonic development]

cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaColonCGHd,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaGliomaGE

* KIT 4:55524085-55606881
4q12

v-kit Hardy-Zuckerman 4 feline sarcoma viral oncogene homolog [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:6342],
type=protein coding,retained intron, GO=[stem cell factor receptor activity, dendritic cell cytokine
production, germ cell programmed cell death, mast cell proliferation, mast cell cytokine
production, myeloid progenitor cell differentiation, mast cell differentiation, immature B cell
differentiation, mast cell chemotaxis, positive regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of Stat1
protein, receptor signaling protein tyrosine kinase activity, cellular response to thyroid hormone
stimulus, megakaryocyte development, signal transduction by phosphorylation, germ cell migration,
detection of mechanical stimulus involved in sensory perception of sound, positive regulation of
tyrosine phosphorylation of Stat5 protein, regulation of developmental pigmentation, lymphoid
progenitor cell differentiation, myeloid leukocyte cytokine production, regulation of tyrosine
phosphorylation of Stat5 protein, positive regulation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase activity,
embryonic hemopoiesis, mast cell degranulation, positive regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of
Stat3 protein, regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of Stat3 protein, regulation of lipid kinase
activity, lamellipodium assembly, positive regulation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade,
positive regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT protein, myeloid leukocyte mediated
immunity, ovarian follicle development, regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT protein,
positive regulation of JAK-STAT cascade, protease binding, actin cytoskeleton reorganization,
regulation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade, glycosphingolipid metabolic process,
transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase activity, cytokine binding, regulation of JAK-STAT
cascade, transmembrane receptor protein kinase activity, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade, B
cell differentiation, spermatid development, Fc receptor signaling pathway, ovulation cycle process,
female gonad development, spermatid differentiation, positive regulation of lipid metabolic process,
receptor signaling protein activity, positive regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, stem
cell maintenance, male gonad development, female sex differentiation, regulation of cell shape,
digestive tract development, positive regulation of phospholipase C activity, development of
primary male sexual characteristics, digestive system development, myeloid leukocyte activation,
positive regulation of phospholipase activity, regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation,
activation of MAPK activity, leukocyte chemotaxis, regulation of phospholipase activity, cell
activation involved in immune response, leukocyte activation involved in immune response,
response to mechanical stimulus, germ cell development, myeloid leukocyte differentiation, T cell
differentiation, peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, B cell activation, fibroblast growth factor
receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription
factor activity, protein autophosphorylation, external side of plasma membrane, positive regulation
of MAPK cascade, positive regulation of MAP kinase activity, homeostasis of number of cells,
gonad development, leukocyte proliferation, cellular response to fibroblast growth factor stimulus,
phosphatidylinositol-mediated signaling, immune response-regulating cell surface receptor signaling
pathway, epidermal growth factor receptor signaling pathway, development of primary sexual
characteristics, lymphocyte differentiation, reproductive structure development, positive regulation
of protein phosphorylation, regulation of MAP kinase activity, leukocyte migration, activation of
protein kinase activity, positive regulation of phosphorylation, nerve growth factor receptor
signaling pathway, cellular response to growth factor stimulus, regulation of MAPK cascade,
regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity, response to growth factor
stimulus, embryonic organ development, leukocyte differentiation, regulation of protein
serine/threonine kinase activity, positive regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, cellular
response to hormone stimulus, developmental process involved in reproduction, cell surface, MAPK
cascade, positive regulation of protein kinase activity, lymphocyte activation, positive regulation of
kinase activity, negative regulation of cell differentiation, response to cytokine stimulus, protein
homodimerization activity, positive regulation of hydrolase activity, hemopoiesis, cellular process
involved in reproduction, negative regulation of developmental process, hematopoietic or lymphoid
organ development, regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, regulation of anatomical
structure morphogenesis, chemotaxis, immune system development, cellular response to endogenous
stimulus, negative regulation of programmed cell death, response to abiotic stimulus,
transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway, negative regulation of cell
death, multicellular organism reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process,
regulation of protein kinase activity, positive regulation of cell proliferation, response to hormone
stimulus, regulation of kinase activity, innate immune response, regulation of transferase activity,
positive regulation of signal transduction, cell activation]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
cosmicRecurrent,
fileAmpOver, tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeNSCLCa

* KLK3 19:51358171-51364020
19q13.33

kallikrein-related peptidase 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:6364],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[negative regulation of
angiogenesis, serine-type endopeptidase activity, regulation of angiogenesis, angiogenesis, blood
vessel morphogenesis, blood vessel development, vasculature development, negative regulation of
developmental process, regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis]

cosmicPrimary,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl
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* KRAS 12:25357723-25403870
12p12.1

v-Ki-ras2 Kirsten rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:6407],
type=protein coding, GO=[positive regulation of Rac protein signal transduction, positive
regulation of nitric-oxide synthase activity, GMP binding, LRR domain binding, regulation of
synaptic transmission, GABAergic, regulation of long-term neuronal synaptic plasticity, response
to mineralocorticoid stimulus, positive regulation of Ras protein signal transduction, positive
regulation of oxidoreductase activity, social behavior, regulation of nitric-oxide synthase activity,
visual learning, GDP binding, activation of MAPKK activity, neuron-neuron synaptic transmission,
negative regulation of neuron apoptotic process, positive regulation of NF-kappaB transcription
factor activity, response to glucocorticoid stimulus, regulation of neuron apoptotic process,
learning or memory, membrane raft, insulin receptor signaling pathway, neuron apoptotic process,
fibroblast growth factor receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of sequence-specific DNA
binding transcription factor activity, positive regulation of MAP kinase activity, cellular response
to fibroblast growth factor stimulus, cellular response to insulin stimulus, epidermal growth factor
receptor signaling pathway, response to insulin stimulus, positive regulation of protein
phosphorylation, regulation of MAP kinase activity, striated muscle cell differentiation, leukocyte
migration, GTPase activity, activation of protein kinase activity, positive regulation of
phosphorylation, nerve growth factor receptor signaling pathway, response to steroid hormone
stimulus, cellular response to growth factor stimulus, muscle cell differentiation, regulation of
sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity, response to growth factor stimulus,
GTP binding, axon guidance, regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase activity, cellular
response to hormone stimulus, Ras protein signal transduction, MAPK cascade, positive regulation
of protein kinase activity, regulation of system process, positive regulation of kinase activity,
protein domain specific binding, muscle structure development, response to cytokine stimulus,
blood coagulation, hemostasis, axonogenesis, behavior, neuron projection morphogenesis,
chemotaxis, regulation of body fluid levels, cellular response to endogenous stimulus, negative
regulation of apoptotic process, wound healing, negative regulation of programmed cell death,
response to abiotic stimulus, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway,
negative regulation of cell death, regulation of protein kinase activity, positive regulation of cell
proliferation, response to hormone stimulus, regulation of kinase activity, cell morphogenesis
involved in differentiation, neuron projection development, innate immune response, regulation of
transferase activity, positive regulation of signal transduction]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
fileAmpOver, snp3dCRC,
snp3dLungC, tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastGESurv,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianCGHa,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeCRCa,
tscapeMelanomaa,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeOvariana

LANCL2 7:55433141-55501435
7p11.2

LanC lantibiotic synthetase component C-like 2 (bacterial) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:6509],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[abscisic
acid mediated signaling pathway, positive regulation of abscisic acid mediated signaling pathway,
regulation of abscisic acid mediated signaling pathway, response to abscisic acid stimulus,
phosphatidylinositol-5-phosphate binding, phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate binding,
phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate binding, cortical actin cytoskeleton, hormone-mediated signaling
pathway, GTP binding, cellular response to hormone stimulus, cellular response to endogenous
stimulus, lipid binding, response to hormone stimulus, positive regulation of signal transduction]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaGliomaCGHSurv,
tcgaGliomaCGHa,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCa

LRRN2 1:204586298-204654861
1q32.1

leucine rich repeat neuronal 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:16914],
type=processed transcript,protein coding

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaGliomaGE, tscapeBCa,
tscapeProstatea

LSM1 8:38020839-38034248
8p11.23

LSM1 homolog, U6 small nuclear RNA associated (S. cerevisiae) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:20472],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[histone mRNA catabolic
process, exonucleolytic nuclear-transcribed mRNA catabolic process involved in
deadenylation-dependent decay, nuclear-transcribed mRNA catabolic process, exonucleolytic,
nuclear-transcribed mRNA catabolic process, deadenylation-dependent decay, RNA splicing, via
transesterification reactions]

cosmicPrimary,
fileAmpOver,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianCGHSurv,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethylSurv,
tscapeCRCa

LYPD6 2:150186499-150330662
2q23.2

LY6/PLAUR domain containing 6 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:28751],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianGESurv

MARS 12:57869228-57911352
12q13.3

methionyl-tRNA synthetase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:6898],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[methionine-tRNA ligase activity, methionyl-tRNA aminoacylation, tRNA binding, cellular
amino acid metabolic process]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianGESurv

* MCM2 3:127317066-127341276
3q21.3

minichromosome maintenance complex component 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:6944],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[DNA
replication origin binding, magnesium chelatase activity, DNA unwinding involved in replication,
chlorophyll biosynthetic process, photosynthesis, MCM complex, nuclear origin of replication
recognition complex, origin recognition complex, cellular response to interleukin-4, DNA
replication initiation, DNA strand elongation involved in DNA replication, DNA helicase activity,
histone binding, DNA-dependent DNA replication, S phase of mitotic cell cycle, G1/S transition of
mitotic cell cycle, cell cycle checkpoint, regulation of cell cycle arrest, DNA replication, nuclear
chromosome, chromatin, ATPase activity, cell cycle arrest, regulation of cell cycle process, negative
regulation of cell cycle, response to cytokine stimulus, chromosomal part, sequence-specific DNA
binding, regulation of cell cycle, chromosome organization]

fileCIN70,
tcgaBreastCGHSurv,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

* MCM7 7:99690351-99699563
7q22.1

minichromosome maintenance complex component 7 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:6950],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[magnesium chelatase activity,
DNA unwinding involved in replication, chlorophyll biosynthetic process, photosynthesis, MCM
complex, cellular response to epidermal growth factor stimulus, response to epidermal growth
factor stimulus, DNA replication initiation, ATP-dependent DNA helicase activity, DNA strand
elongation involved in DNA replication, single-stranded DNA binding, DNA-dependent ATPase
activity, DNA helicase activity, DNA-dependent DNA replication, S phase of mitotic cell cycle,
G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, cell cycle checkpoint, regulation of cell cycle arrest, DNA
replication, nuclear chromosome, chromatin, cellular response to growth factor stimulus, response
to growth factor stimulus, response to drug, ATPase activity, cell cycle arrest, regulation of cell
cycle process, negative regulation of cell cycle, chromosomal part, cellular response to endogenous
stimulus, response to DNA damage stimulus, regulation of cell cycle]

cosmicPrimary, fileCIN70,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeNSCLCa

* MDM4 1:204485511-204542871
1q32.1

Mdm4 p53 binding protein homolog (mouse) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:6974],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[G0 to G1 transition, negative regulation of cell
cycle arrest, re-entry into mitotic cell cycle, negative regulation of protein catabolic process,
protein stabilization, cellular response to hypoxia, regulation of protein stability, negative
regulation of cell cycle process, regulation of protein catabolic process, response to hypoxia,
response to oxygen levels, regulation of cell cycle arrest, negative regulation of protein metabolic
process, posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression, cell cycle arrest, regulation of cell cycle
process, negative regulation of cell cycle, negative regulation of cell proliferation, negative
regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, negative regulation of apoptotic
process, negative regulation of programmed cell death, negative regulation of cell death, positive
regulation of cell proliferation, regulation of cell cycle]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
fileAmpOver, snp3dGlioma,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE, tscapeBCa,
tscapeGliomaa,
tscapeProstatea

* MLH1 3:37034823-37107380
3p22.2

mutL homolog 1, colon cancer, nonpolyposis type 2 (E. coli) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:7127],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[meiotic metaphase I
plate congression, spindle midzone assembly involved in meiosis, MutLbeta complex, chiasma,
negative regulation of mitotic recombination, guanine/thymine mispair binding, male meiosis
chromosome segregation, MutLalpha complex, MutSalpha complex binding, mismatch repair
complex, pachytene, resolution of meiotic recombination intermediates, somatic diversification of
immune receptors via somatic mutation, somatic hypermutation of immunoglobulin genes,
mismatch repair complex binding, mismatched DNA binding, negative regulation of DNA
recombination, male germ cell nucleus, double-strand break repair via nonhomologous end joining,
metaphase plate congression, mismatch repair, synaptonemal complex, nuclear-transcribed mRNA
poly(A) tail shortening, synapsis, isotype switching, male meiosis, somatic recombination of
immunoglobulin genes involved in immune response, mitotic recombination, reciprocal meiotic
recombination, somatic recombination of immunoglobulin gene segments, intrinsic apoptotic
signaling pathway in response to DNA damage, oogenesis, nuclear-transcribed mRNA catabolic
process, deadenylation-dependent decay, single-stranded DNA binding, negative regulation of DNA
metabolic process, ATP catabolic process, lymphocyte activation involved in immune response,
female gamete generation, double-strand break repair, ATP metabolic process, double-stranded
DNA binding, cell activation involved in immune response, leukocyte activation involved in
immune response, chromosome segregation, signal transduction in response to DNA damage, B cell
activation, regulation of DNA metabolic process, nuclear chromosome, induction of apoptosis,
ATPase activity, lymphocyte activation, positive regulation of apoptotic process, positive
regulation of programmed cell death, chromosomal part, positive regulation of cell death, cellular
process involved in reproduction, immune system development, response to DNA damage stimulus,
multicellular organism reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process, chromosome
organization, cell activation]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
snp3dCRC,
tcgaBreastMethyl
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* MLH3 14:75480467-75518235
14q24.3

mutL homolog 3 (E. coli) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:7128],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[MutLbeta complex, chiasma, female meiosis I, centromeric DNA binding, MutSalpha complex
binding, satellite DNA binding, mismatch repair complex, mismatch repair complex binding,
mismatched DNA binding, male germ cell nucleus, synaptonemal complex assembly, mismatch
repair, synaptonemal complex, synapsis, male meiosis, reciprocal meiotic recombination,
single-stranded DNA binding, ATP catabolic process, ATP metabolic process, double-stranded
DNA binding, nuclear chromosome, chromatin binding, ATPase activity, chromosomal part, cellular
process involved in reproduction, response to DNA damage stimulus, sequence-specific DNA
binding, chromosome organization]

cosmicPrimary, snp3dCRC,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

* MMP2 16:55423612-55540603
16q12.2

matrix metallopeptidase 2 (gelatinase A, 72kDa gelatinase, 72kDa type IV collagenase)
[Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:7166], type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding,
GO=[intramembranous ossification, blood vessel maturation, bone trabecula formation, face
morphogenesis, embryo implantation, cellular response to amino acid stimulus, face development,
anatomical structure maturation, head development, response to amino acid stimulus, collagen
catabolic process, extracellular matrix disassembly, response to acid, metalloendopeptidase activity,
response to organic nitrogen, sarcomere, serine-type endopeptidase activity, female pregnancy,
myofibril, metallopeptidase activity, contractile fiber, developmental maturation, skeletal system
morphogenesis, response to hypoxia, response to oxygen levels, extracellular matrix organization,
ossification, proteinaceous extracellular matrix, angiogenesis, extracellular matrix, skeletal system
development, blood vessel morphogenesis, blood vessel development, vasculature development,
cellular response to endogenous stimulus]

snp3dGlioma, snp3dLungC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE, tscapeBCd,
tscapeHCCd, tscapeRCCd

MSH2 2:47630108-47789450
2p21

mutS homolog 2, colon cancer, nonpolyposis type 1 (E. coli) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:7325],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[negative regulation of reciprocal meiotic
recombination, MutSalpha complex, MutSbeta complex, dinucleotide repeat insertion binding,
double-strand/single-strand DNA junction binding, single thymine insertion binding,
guanine/thymine mispair binding, loop DNA binding, oxidized DNA binding, oxidized purine DNA
binding, single guanine insertion binding, four-way junction DNA binding, single base insertion or
deletion binding, maintenance of DNA repeat elements, meiotic gene conversion, meiotic mismatch
repair, MutLalpha complex binding, Y-form DNA binding, positive regulation of helicase activity,
centromeric DNA binding, intra-S DNA damage checkpoint, mismatch repair complex, regulation of
helicase activity, somatic diversification of immune receptors via somatic mutation, somatic
hypermutation of immunoglobulin genes, mismatch repair complex binding, mismatched DNA
binding, determination of adult lifespan, negative regulation of DNA recombination,
postreplication repair, response to UV-B, mismatch repair, ADP binding, response to X-ray,
intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in response to DNA damage by p53 class mediator,
multicellular organismal aging, isotype switching, somatic recombination of immunoglobulin genes
involved in immune response, reciprocal meiotic recombination, somatic recombination of
immunoglobulin gene segments, intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in response to DNA damage,
damaged DNA binding, single-stranded DNA binding, negative regulation of DNA metabolic
process, DNA-dependent ATPase activity, oxidative phosphorylation, B cell differentiation, ATP
catabolic process, lymphocyte activation involved in immune response, negative regulation of
neuron apoptotic process, male gonad development, response to UV, response to ionizing radiation,
negative regulation of cell cycle process, double-strand break repair, development of primary male
sexual characteristics, ATP metabolic process, double-stranded DNA binding, DNA damage
checkpoint, cell activation involved in immune response, leukocyte activation involved in immune
response, germ cell development, protein C-terminus binding, signal transduction in response to
DNA damage, regulation of neuron apoptotic process, magnesium ion binding, neuron apoptotic
process, B cell activation, gonad development, aging, regulation of DNA metabolic process,
development of primary sexual characteristics, lymphocyte differentiation, cell cycle checkpoint,
reproductive structure development, regulation of cell cycle arrest, nuclear chromosome, induction
of apoptosis, protein kinase binding, in utero embryonic development, leukocyte differentiation,
ATPase activity, cell cycle arrest, developmental process involved in reproduction, regulation of
cell cycle process, negative regulation of cell cycle, lymphocyte activation, protein
homodimerization activity, positive regulation of apoptotic process, positive regulation of
programmed cell death, positive regulation of hydrolase activity, positive regulation of cell death,
hemopoiesis, cellular process involved in reproduction, chordate embryonic development,
hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development, immune system development, negative regulation of
apoptotic process, negative regulation of programmed cell death, response to DNA damage
stimulus, response to abiotic stimulus, negative regulation of cell death, multicellular organism
reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process, sequence-specific DNA binding,
regulation of cell cycle, chromosome organization, cell activation]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
snp3dCRC, snp3dGlioma,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaOvarianGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

MSH6 2:48010221-48034092
2p16.3

mutS homolog 6 (E. coli) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:7329],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[MutSalpha complex,
single thymine insertion binding, guanine/thymine mispair binding, oxidized DNA binding,
oxidized purine DNA binding, single guanine insertion binding, four-way junction DNA binding,
single base insertion or deletion binding, meiotic mismatch repair, MutLalpha complex binding,
positive regulation of helicase activity, mismatch repair complex, regulation of helicase activity,
somatic diversification of immune receptors via somatic mutation, somatic hypermutation of
immunoglobulin genes, mismatch repair complex binding, mismatched DNA binding, determination
of adult lifespan, negative regulation of DNA recombination, mismatch repair, ADP binding,
multicellular organismal aging, isotype switching, somatic recombination of immunoglobulin genes
involved in immune response, reciprocal meiotic recombination, somatic recombination of
immunoglobulin gene segments, intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in response to DNA damage,
damaged DNA binding, negative regulation of DNA metabolic process, DNA-dependent ATPase
activity, intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway, ATP catabolic process, lymphocyte activation
involved in immune response, response to UV, ATP metabolic process, double-stranded DNA
binding, nuclear chromatin, cell activation involved in immune response, leukocyte activation
involved in immune response, signal transduction in response to DNA damage, magnesium ion
binding, B cell activation, aging, regulation of DNA metabolic process, nuclear chromosome,
chromatin, induction of apoptosis, chromatin binding, ATPase activity, lymphocyte activation,
positive regulation of apoptotic process, positive regulation of programmed cell death, positive
regulation of hydrolase activity, chromosomal part, positive regulation of cell death, cellular
process involved in reproduction, immune system development, response to DNA damage stimulus,
response to abiotic stimulus, cell activation]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicRecurrent, fileCIN70,
snp3dCRC, tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

MUC1 1:155158300-155162707
1q22

mucin 1, cell surface associated [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:7508],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[positive regulation of histone H4 acetylation,
positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter in response to stress,
negative regulation of transcription by competitive promoter binding, DNA damage response,
signal transduction by p53 class mediator resulting in transcription of p21 class mediator, RNA
polymerase II core promoter proximal region sequence-specific DNA binding, regulation of
DNA-dependent transcription in response to stress, core promoter proximal region
sequence-specific DNA binding, p53 binding, O-glycan processing, DNA damage response, signal
transduction by p53 class mediator resulting in cell cycle arrest, signal transduction involved in
DNA damage checkpoint, signal transduction involved in DNA integrity checkpoint, Golgi lumen,
protein O-linked glycosylation, mitotic cell cycle G1/S transition DNA damage checkpoint, positive
regulation of cell cycle arrest, RNA polymerase II regulatory region sequence-specific DNA binding,
RNA polymerase II regulatory region DNA binding, regulation of G1/S transition of mitotic cell
cycle, DNA damage checkpoint, nuclear chromatin, mitotic cell cycle checkpoint, signal
transduction in response to DNA damage, positive regulation of cell cycle process, regulation of
interphase of mitotic cell cycle, transcription regulatory region sequence-specific DNA binding,
apical plasma membrane, G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, positive regulation of organelle
organization, cell cycle checkpoint, apical part of cell, regulation of cell cycle arrest, nuclear
chromosome, chromatin, regulation of mitotic cell cycle, transcription regulatory region DNA
binding, regulatory region DNA binding, cell cycle arrest, transcription cofactor activity,
regulation of cell cycle process, cell surface, negative regulation of cell cycle, transcription factor
binding transcription factor activity, protein binding transcription factor activity, positive
regulation of cellular component organization, chromosomal part, negative regulation of apoptotic
process, negative regulation of programmed cell death, response to DNA damage stimulus, negative
regulation of cell death, sequence-specific DNA binding, positive regulation of transcription from
RNA polymerase II promoter, regulation of cell cycle, chromosome organization]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
snp3dBC, tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeHCCa
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* MYC 8:128747680-128753674
8q24.21

v-myc myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog (avian) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:7553],
type=protein coding, GO=[positive regulation of metanephric cap mesenchymal cell proliferation,
regulation of metanephric cap mesenchymal cell proliferation, fibroblast apoptotic process, kidney
mesenchyme morphogenesis, metanephric mesenchyme morphogenesis, negative regulation of
monocyte differentiation, positive regulation of B cell apoptotic process, negative regulation of cell
division, positive regulation of DNA biosynthetic process, oxygen transport, cell proliferation
involved in metanephros development, positive regulation of lymphocyte apoptotic process,
regulation of telomere maintenance, metanephric mesenchyme development, detection of
mechanical stimulus involved in sensory perception of sound, regulation of B cell apoptotic process,
regulation of DNA biosynthetic process, positive regulation of kidney development, regulation of
metanephros development, middle ear morphogenesis, negative regulation of fibroblast
proliferation, apoptotic DNA fragmentation, monocyte differentiation, negative regulation of
stress-activated MAPK cascade, E-box binding, apoptotic nuclear changes, negative regulation of
myeloid leukocyte differentiation, positive regulation of mesenchymal cell proliferation, negative
regulation of protein binding, cellular response to UV, response to gamma radiation, cellular
response to drug, repressing transcription factor binding, lymphocyte apoptotic process, positive
regulation of fibroblast proliferation, positive regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway, core
promoter proximal region sequence-specific DNA binding, positive regulation of response to DNA
damage stimulus, release of cytochrome c from mitochondria, regulation of kidney development,
regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway, branching involved in ureteric bud morphogenesis,
regulation of fibroblast proliferation, cellular iron ion homeostasis, intrinsic apoptotic signaling
pathway, cellular component disassembly involved in execution phase of apoptosis, negative
regulation of MAPK cascade, regulation of myeloid leukocyte differentiation, metanephros
development, regulation of response to DNA damage stimulus, activation of cysteine-type
endopeptidase activity involved in apoptotic process, regulation of cell division, skeletal muscle cell
differentiation, response to alkaloid, ureteric bud development, positive regulation of DNA
metabolic process, response to UV, positive regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity
involved in apoptotic process, response to ionizing radiation, chromatin remodeling, positive
regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, negative regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade,
double-stranded DNA binding, Notch signaling pathway, response to mechanical stimulus,
regulation of organ morphogenesis, myeloid leukocyte differentiation, cellular response to abiotic
stimulus, transcription regulatory region sequence-specific DNA binding, branching morphogenesis
of an epithelial tube, mesenchyme development, morphogenesis of a branching epithelium,
regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity involved in apoptotic process, transforming
growth factor beta receptor signaling pathway, canonical Wnt receptor signaling pathway,
regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity, skeletal system morphogenesis, ear development,
transcription initiation from RNA polymerase II promoter, kidney development, regulation of
epithelial cell proliferation, regulation of DNA metabolic process, anatomical structure
homeostasis, skeletal muscle tissue development, skeletal muscle organ development, spindle,
epithelial cell proliferation, axon, epithelial tube morphogenesis, regulation of endopeptidase
activity, urogenital system development, striated muscle cell differentiation, nuclear body, Wnt
receptor signaling pathway, regulation of mitotic cell cycle, transcription regulatory region DNA
binding, muscle cell differentiation, regulation of MAPK cascade, regulatory region DNA binding,
response to growth factor stimulus, response to drug, striated muscle tissue development,
embryonic organ development, leukocyte differentiation, protein heterodimerization activity,
morphogenesis of an epithelium, muscle organ development, cell cycle arrest, skeletal system
development, transcription factor binding, MAPK cascade, negative regulation of cell cycle,
sensory organ development, negative regulation of cell differentiation, muscle structure
development, embryonic morphogenesis, positive regulation of multicellular organismal process,
positive regulation of apoptotic process, positive regulation of programmed cell death, positive
regulation of hydrolase activity, negative regulation of cell proliferation, negative regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, positive regulation of cell death, hemopoiesis,
negative regulation of developmental process, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development,
regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, epithelium development, regulation of anatomical
structure morphogenesis, neuron projection, immune system development, negative regulation of
apoptotic process, negative regulation of programmed cell death, response to DNA damage
stimulus, response to abiotic stimulus, negative regulation of cell death, negative regulation of
signal transduction, positive regulation of cell proliferation, sequence-specific DNA binding,
negative regulation of signaling, negative regulation of cell communication, positive regulation of
developmental process, negative regulation of molecular function, positive regulation of signal
transduction, positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, regulation of
cell cycle, regulation of response to stress, chromosome organization]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
fileAmpOver,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGESurv,
tcgaOvarianCGHa,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCa, tscapeBCd,
tscapeCRCa, tscapeHCCa,
tscapeMelanomaa,
tscapeOvariana,
tscapeOvariand,
tscapeRCCa, tscapeSCLCa

MYCL1 1:40361098-40367928
1p34.2

v-myc myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog 1, lung carcinoma derived (avian) [Source:HGNC
Symbol;Acc:7555], type=protein coding

cancerGeneCensusAct,
fileAmpOver, snp3dLungC,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeOvariana,
tscapeSCLCa

MYCN 2:16080686-16087129
2p24.3

v-myc myelocytomatosis viral related oncogene, neuroblastoma derived (avian) [Source:HGNC
Symbol;Acc:7559], type=protein coding, GO=[chromatin, chromosomal part]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
fileAmpOver, tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeSCLCa

NCAPD2 12:6602522-6641121
12p13.31

non-SMC condensin I complex, subunit D2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:24305],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[condensin
core heterodimer, mitotic chromosome condensation, pronucleus, sister chromatid segregation,
histone binding, mitotic prometaphase, chromosome segregation, nuclear chromosome,
chromosomal part, chromosome organization]

fileCIN70, tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianCGHa,
tcgaOvarianGE

NF2 22:29999545-30094587
22q12.2

neurofibromin 2 (merlin) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:7773],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding, GO=[negative regulation of tyrosine
phosphorylation of Stat5 protein, negative regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of Stat3 protein,
regulation of hippo signaling cascade, Schwann cell proliferation, filopodium membrane, regulation
of tyrosine phosphorylation of Stat5 protein, negative regulation of cell-matrix adhesion, lens fiber
cell differentiation, ectoderm development, negative regulation of cell-cell adhesion, positive
regulation of stress fiber assembly, cortical actin cytoskeleton, regulation of tyrosine
phosphorylation of Stat3 protein, negative regulation of cell-substrate adhesion, cleavage furrow,
negative regulation of DNA replication, regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT protein,
ruffle membrane, filopodium, lens development in camera-type eye, regulation of cell-matrix
adhesion, negative regulation of DNA metabolic process, regulation of JAK-STAT cascade,
odontogenesis of dentin-containing tooth, negative regulation of protein phosphorylation, negative
regulation of MAPK cascade, negative regulation of phosphorylation, regulation of DNA
replication, odontogenesis, positive regulation of cytoskeleton organization, regulation of
cell-substrate adhesion, lamellipodium, mesoderm development, ruffle, negative regulation of cell
migration, negative regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, regulation of
peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, cell-cell junction organization, gastrulation, negative regulation
of protein kinase activity, gliogenesis, peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, early endosome, negative
regulation of transferase activity, cell junction organization, regulation of DNA metabolic process,
positive regulation of organelle organization, cell leading edge, camera-type eye development,
regulation of cell adhesion, DNA replication, eye development, regulation of MAPK cascade,
negative regulation of protein metabolic process, regulation of cell migration, cell-cell adhesion,
regulation of cell motility, perinuclear region of cytoplasm, MAPK cascade, sensory organ
development, positive regulation of cellular component organization, embryonic morphogenesis,
negative regulation of cell proliferation, regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, negative
regulation of signal transduction, regulation of protein kinase activity, negative regulation of
signaling, negative regulation of cell communication, regulation of kinase activity, regulation of
transferase activity, negative regulation of molecular function]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicRecurrent,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethylSurv

NFASC 1:204797779-204991950
1q32.1

neurofascin [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:29866],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[paranodal junction, protein binding involved in heterotypic cell-cell adhesion, protein
localization to juxtaparanode region of axon, protein localization to paranode region of axon,
clustering of voltage-gated sodium channels, paranodal junction assembly, axon initial segment,
paranode region of axon, node of Ranvier, protein targeting to plasma membrane, heterotypic
cell-cell adhesion, neuron maturation, establishment of protein localization to plasma membrane,
cell-cell junction assembly, protein localization to plasma membrane, peripheral nervous system
development, myelination, plasma membrane organization, cell maturation, cell-cell junction
organization, synapse organization, cell junction assembly, developmental maturation, cell junction
organization, axon, axon guidance, cell-cell adhesion, axonogenesis, neuron projection
morphogenesis, neuron projection, chemotaxis, cell morphogenesis involved in differentiation,
neuron projection development]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCa, tscapeProstatea
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NKX2-1 14:36985602-36990354
14q13.3

NK2 homeobox 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:11825], type=protein coding, GO=[menarche, globus
pallidus development, Clara cell differentiation, forebrain dorsal/ventral pattern formation, Type
II pneumocyte differentiation, forebrain neuron fate commitment, menstrual cycle phase, lung
saccule development, cerebral cortex GABAergic interneuron differentiation, Leydig cell
differentiation, development of secondary sexual characteristics, negative regulation of epithelial to
mesenchymal transition, lung epithelial cell differentiation, lung cell differentiation, thyroid gland
development, forebrain neuron differentiation, cerebral cortex cell migration, lung epithelium
development, forebrain generation of neurons, developmental induction, lung alveolus development,
regulation of epithelial to mesenchymal transition, lung morphogenesis, pituitary gland
development, endoderm development, hippocampus development, neuron fate commitment,
oligodendrocyte differentiation, negative regulation of transforming growth factor beta receptor
signaling pathway, cerebral cortex development, diencephalon development, limbic system
development, ovulation cycle process, regulation of transforming growth factor beta receptor
signaling pathway, RNA polymerase II distal enhancer sequence-specific DNA binding transcription
factor activity, pallium development, male gonad development, female sex differentiation, neuron
migration, negative regulation of cell development, development of primary male sexual
characteristics, negative regulation of cell migration, endocrine system development, mesenchymal
cell development, mesenchymal cell differentiation, locomotory behavior, branching morphogenesis
of an epithelial tube, gliogenesis, mesenchyme development, morphogenesis of a branching
epithelium, transforming growth factor beta receptor signaling pathway, respiratory system
development, gonad development, development of primary sexual characteristics, cell fate
commitment, reproductive structure development, epithelial tube morphogenesis, gland
development, transcription factor complex, forebrain development, epithelial cell differentiation,
regionalization, transcription regulatory region DNA binding, regulatory region DNA binding, axon
guidance, morphogenesis of an epithelium, regulation of cell migration, regulation of cell motility,
developmental process involved in reproduction, pattern specification process, negative regulation
of cell differentiation, regulation of cell development, axonogenesis, brain development, negative
regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, behavior, cellular process involved
in reproduction, neuron projection morphogenesis, negative regulation of developmental process,
epithelium development, regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis, chemotaxis,
multicellular organism reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process, negative
regulation of signal transduction, sequence-specific DNA binding, negative regulation of signaling,
negative regulation of cell communication, response to hormone stimulus, cell morphogenesis
involved in differentiation, neuron projection development, central nervous system development,
positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
fileAmpOver, snp3dLungC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonGE, tscapeBCa,
tscapeHCCa

NKX3-1 8:23536206-23540440
8p21.2

NK3 homeobox 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:7838], type=protein coding, GO=[MADS box domain
binding, androgen secretion, positive regulation of androgen secretion, regulation of androgen
secretion, negative regulation of estrogen receptor binding, regulation of estrogen receptor binding,
androgen receptor activity, estrogen receptor activity, positive regulation of steroid hormone
secretion, dorsal aorta development, epithelial cell proliferation involved in salivary gland
morphogenesis, negative regulation of epithelial cell proliferation involved in prostate gland
development, negative regulation of insulin-like growth factor receptor signaling pathway, mitotic
cell cycle arrest, RNA polymerase II core promoter sequence-specific DNA binding transcription
factor activity, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation involved in prostate gland development,
branching involved in prostate gland morphogenesis, pharyngeal system development, cysteine-type
endopeptidase activator activity involved in apoptotic process, positive regulation of intrinsic
apoptotic signaling pathway, regulation of insulin-like growth factor receptor signaling pathway,
response to testosterone stimulus, estrogen receptor binding, protein self-association, prostate
gland epithelium morphogenesis, insulin-like growth factor receptor signaling pathway, prostate
gland morphogenesis, salivary gland morphogenesis, negative regulation of protein binding, protein
kinase activator activity, cysteine-type endopeptidase regulator activity involved in apoptotic
process, positive regulation of mitotic cell cycle, cellular response to drug, negative regulation of
mitotic cell cycle, cellular response to interleukin-1, ligand-activated sequence-specific DNA
binding RNA polymerase II transcription factor activity, positive regulation of apoptotic signaling
pathway, positive regulation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade, positive regulation of
response to DNA damage stimulus, steroid hormone receptor activity, exocrine system development,
prostate gland development, core promoter binding, regulation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase
cascade, regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway, steroid hormone receptor binding, positive
regulation of cell division, androgen receptor signaling pathway, somitogenesis, histone deacetylase
binding, intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway, cellular response to tumor necrosis factor,
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade, negative regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, cellular
response to hypoxia, metanephros development, regulation of response to DNA damage stimulus,
activation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity involved in apoptotic process, segmentation,
regulation of cell division, response to tumor necrosis factor, male gonad development, intracellular
steroid hormone receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase
activity involved in apoptotic process, protein kinase B signaling cascade, gland morphogenesis,
positive regulation of cell cycle, protein kinase regulator activity, development of primary male
sexual characteristics, kinase regulator activity, transcription regulatory region sequence-specific
DNA binding, branching morphogenesis of an epithelial tube, morphogenesis of a branching
epithelium, regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity involved in apoptotic process,
regulation of reproductive process, regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity, gonad
development, anterior/posterior pattern specification, kidney development, regulation of epithelial
cell proliferation, phosphatidylinositol-mediated signaling, development of primary sexual
characteristics, positive regulation of secretion, response to hypoxia, epithelial cell proliferation,
response to oxygen levels, intracellular receptor mediated signaling pathway, reproductive structure
development, positive regulation of protein phosphorylation, regulation of endopeptidase activity,
urogenital system development, positive regulation of phosphorylation, gland development,
response to steroid hormone stimulus, regionalization, regulation of mitotic cell cycle, transcription
regulatory region DNA binding, regulatory region DNA binding, response to drug, morphogenesis
of an epithelium, cell cycle arrest, heart development, transcription factor binding, cellular
response to hormone stimulus, developmental process involved in reproduction, pattern
specification process, positive regulation of protein kinase activity, negative regulation of cell cycle,
regulation of system process, positive regulation of kinase activity, protein binding transcription
factor activity, protein domain specific binding, positive regulation of transport, blood vessel
development, response to cytokine stimulus, vasculature development, positive regulation of
hydrolase activity, negative regulation of cell proliferation, positive regulation of cell death,
cellular process involved in reproduction, chordate embryonic development, epithelium
development, cellular response to endogenous stimulus, response to DNA damage stimulus,
transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway, negative regulation of signal
transduction, regulation of protein kinase activity, regulation of cellular localization, positive
regulation of cell proliferation, sequence-specific DNA binding, negative regulation of signaling,
negative regulation of cell communication, response to hormone stimulus, regulation of kinase
activity, regulation of transferase activity, negative regulation of molecular function, positive
regulation of signal transduction, positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II
promoter, regulation of cell cycle, regulation of response to stress]

cosmicPrimary,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianCGHd,
tscapeProstated

* NPM1 5:170814120-170838141
5q35.1

nucleophosmin (nucleolar phosphoprotein B23, numatrin) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:7910],
type=protein coding,retained intron, GO=[regulation of eIF2 alpha phosphorylation by dsRNA,
regulation of endoribonuclease activity, ribosomal large subunit binding, negative regulation of
centrosome duplication, regulation of endodeoxyribonuclease activity, negative regulation of
protein kinase activity by regulation of protein phosphorylation, Tat protein binding, spindle pole
centrosome, ribosomal small subunit binding, regulation of centriole replication, NF-kappaB
binding, ribosome assembly, centrosome duplication, CENP-A containing nucleosome assembly at
centromere, DNA replication-independent nucleosome assembly, centrosome cycle, positive
regulation of translation, cell aging, regulation of microtubule cytoskeleton organization, unfolded
protein binding, spindle pole, histone binding, regulation of microtubule-based process, positive
regulation of NF-kappaB transcription factor activity, chromatin remodeling, protein kinase
regulator activity, kinase regulator activity, negative regulation of protein kinase activity, positive
regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity, negative regulation of
transferase activity, aging, spindle, regulation of translation, transcription coactivator activity,
virus-host interaction, regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity,
protein kinase binding, centrosome, protein heterodimerization activity, posttranscriptional
regulation of gene expression, transcription factor binding, transcription cofactor activity,
regulation of cell cycle process, transcription factor binding transcription factor activity, protein
binding transcription factor activity, protein homodimerization activity, negative regulation of cell
proliferation, negative regulation of apoptotic process, negative regulation of programmed cell
death, response to DNA damage stimulus, negative regulation of cell death, regulation of protein
kinase activity, regulation of kinase activity, regulation of transferase activity, negative regulation
of molecular function, regulation of cell cycle, regulation of response to stress, chromosome
organization]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
cosmicPrimary,
cosmicRecurrent,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeRCCa
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NR5A2 1:199996730-200146552
1q32.1

nuclear receptor subfamily 5, group A, member 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:7984],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding, GO=[positive regulation of viral genome replication,
ligand-activated sequence-specific DNA binding RNA polymerase II transcription factor activity,
bile acid metabolic process, steroid hormone receptor activity, steroid hormone mediated signaling
pathway, endocrine pancreas development, cholesterol homeostasis, hormone-mediated signaling
pathway, pancreas development, lipid homeostasis, positive regulation of reproductive process,
RNA polymerase II distal enhancer sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity,
endocrine system development, double-stranded DNA binding, regulation of reproductive process,
transcription initiation from RNA polymerase II promoter, intracellular receptor mediated
signaling pathway, response to steroid hormone stimulus, transcription regulatory region DNA
binding, regulatory region DNA binding, cellular response to hormone stimulus, cellular response
to endogenous stimulus, lipid binding, sequence-specific DNA binding, response to hormone
stimulus, positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tscapeProstatea

OSR2 8:99956631-99964332
8q22.2

odd-skipped related 2 (Drosophila) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:15830],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[embryonic skeletal limb joint morphogenesis, limb
joint morphogenesis, pronephros development, positive regulation of gastrulation, eyelid
development in camera-type eye, osteoblast proliferation, mesonephros development, middle ear
morphogenesis, embryonic hindlimb morphogenesis, positive regulation of bone mineralization,
embryonic forelimb morphogenesis, regulation of gastrulation, positive regulation of ossification,
embryonic digit morphogenesis, head development, regulation of bone mineralization, palate
development, chondrocyte differentiation, metanephros development, regulation of embryonic
development, bone mineralization, odontogenesis, positive regulation of epithelial cell proliferation,
gastrulation, regulation of ossification, cartilage development, skeletal system morphogenesis, ear
development, kidney development, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, epithelial cell
proliferation, camera-type eye development, urogenital system development, ossification, eye
development, embryonic organ development, skeletal system development, sensory organ
development, embryonic morphogenesis, positive regulation of multicellular organismal process,
negative regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, chordate embryonic
development, regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis, positive regulation of cell
proliferation, sequence-specific DNA binding, positive regulation of developmental process, positive
regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter]

tcgaBreastCGHSurv,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaOvarianCGHa,
tcgaOvarianGESurv,
tscapeBCa

PACRG 6:163148164-163736524
6q26

PARK2 co-regulated [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:19152],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[sperm
midpiece, sperm part, spermatid development, spermatid differentiation, germ cell development,
cilium, cell body, developmental process involved in reproduction, cellular process involved in
reproduction, multicellular organism reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastGESurv,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaGliomaCGHSurv,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCd, tscapeGliomad,
tscapeOvariand,
tscapeProstated

PAPPA 9:118916083-119164601
9q33.1

pregnancy-associated plasma protein A, pappalysin 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:8602],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[response to follicle-stimulating hormone stimulus,
response to gonadotropin stimulus, response to glucocorticoid stimulus, female pregnancy,
metallopeptidase activity, response to steroid hormone stimulus, response to hormone stimulus]

cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaOvarianGESurv,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

PAX8 2:113973574-114036527
2q13

paired box 8 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:8622],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[regulation of
thyroid-stimulating hormone secretion, thyroid-stimulating hormone secretion, thyroid-stimulating
hormone receptor activity, negative regulation of mesenchymal cell apoptotic process involved in
metanephric nephron morphogenesis, positive regulation of metanephric DCT cell differentiation,
pronephric field specification, regulation of mesenchymal cell apoptotic process involved in
metanephric nephron morphogenesis, regulation of metanephric DCT cell differentiation, positive
regulation of thyroid hormone generation, regulation of thyroid hormone generation, metanephric
comma-shaped body morphogenesis, metanephric nephron tubule formation, positive regulation of
mesenchymal to epithelial transition involved in metanephros morphogenesis, metanephric nephron
tubule epithelial cell differentiation, regulation of metanephric nephron tubule epithelial cell
differentiation, metanephric S-shaped body morphogenesis, pronephros development, regulation of
nephron tubule epithelial cell differentiation, mesonephric tubule development, mesenchymal to
epithelial transition involved in metanephros morphogenesis, nephron tubule formation, cell
differentiation involved in metanephros development, cellular response to gonadotropin stimulus,
otic vesicle development, regulation of metanephros development, thyroid hormone generation,
mesenchymal to epithelial transition, positive regulation of branching involved in ureteric bud
morphogenesis, thyroid gland development, mesonephros development, metanephric epithelium
development, response to gonadotropin stimulus, RNA polymerase II core promoter
sequence-specific DNA binding, epithelial cell differentiation involved in kidney development,
positive regulation of cell morphogenesis involved in differentiation, specification of organ identity,
core promoter sequence-specific DNA binding, somatic stem cell maintenance, metanephric
nephron development, cell differentiation involved in kidney development, regulation of
morphogenesis of a branching structure, regulation of kidney development, core promoter binding,
organ formation, branching involved in ureteric bud morphogenesis, phenol-containing compound
metabolic process, regulation of epithelial cell differentiation, benzene-containing compound
metabolic process, metanephros development, epithelial cell development, nephron development,
RNA polymerase II regulatory region sequence-specific DNA binding, inner ear morphogenesis,
RNA polymerase II regulatory region DNA binding, ureteric bud development, stem cell
maintenance, endocrine system development, tube formation, regulation of organ morphogenesis,
morphogenesis of embryonic epithelium, regulation of cellular ketone metabolic process,
transcription regulatory region sequence-specific DNA binding, positive regulation of cell
development, branching morphogenesis of an epithelial tube, inner ear development, morphogenesis
of a branching epithelium, ear development, kidney development, epithelial tube morphogenesis,
urogenital system development, gland development, epithelial cell differentiation, regionalization,
transcription regulatory region DNA binding, regulatory region DNA binding, embryonic organ
development, morphogenesis of an epithelium, cellular response to hormone stimulus, pattern
specification process, cellular amino acid metabolic process, sensory organ development, negative
regulation of cell differentiation, positive regulation of cell differentiation, regulation of cell
development, positive regulation of cellular component organization, embryonic morphogenesis,
positive regulation of multicellular organismal process, negative regulation of developmental
process, epithelium development, regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis, cellular
response to endogenous stimulus, negative regulation of apoptotic process, negative regulation of
programmed cell death, negative regulation of cell death, regulation of cellular localization,
sequence-specific DNA binding, response to hormone stimulus, cell morphogenesis involved in
differentiation, positive regulation of developmental process, central nervous system development,
positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

PCDH7 4:30722037-31148422
4p15.1

protocadherin 7 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:8659], type=processed transcript,protein coding,
GO=[homophilic cell adhesion, cell-cell adhesion, calcium ion binding]

fileBC2brain, tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl
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* PDGFB 22:39619364-39640756
22q13.1

platelet-derived growth factor beta polypeptide [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:8800],
type=protein coding, GO=[metanephric glomerular endothelium development, metanephric
glomerular mesangial cell development, cellular response to mycophenolic acid, negative regulation
of phosphatidylinositol biosynthetic process, paracrine signaling, positive regulation of glomerular
mesangial cell proliferation, response to mycophenolic acid, superoxide-generating NADPH oxidase
activator activity, positive regulation of glomerular filtration, positive regulation of hyaluronan
biosynthetic process, positive regulation of metanephric mesenchymal cell migration by
platelet-derived growth factor receptor-beta signaling pathway, metanephric glomerular mesangial
cell proliferation involved in metanephros development, regulation of glomerular mesangial cell
proliferation, positive regulation of fibroblast growth factor receptor signaling pathway, epithelial
cell proliferation involved in salivary gland morphogenesis, positive regulation of DNA biosynthetic
process, positive regulation of calcium ion import, negative regulation of platelet activation,
regulation of glomerulus development, platelet-derived growth factor binding, cell proliferation
involved in metanephros development, positive regulation of protein autophosphorylation, positive
regulation of smooth muscle cell migration, platelet-derived growth factor receptor binding, cell
differentiation involved in metanephros development, metanephric glomerulus development,
regulation of DNA biosynthetic process, activation of protein kinase B activity, glomerulus
vasculature development, positive regulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity, regulation
of calcium ion import, regulation of metanephros development, substrate-dependent cell migration,
chemoattractant activity, eukaryotic cell surface binding, positive regulation of blood vessel
endothelial cell migration, branching involved in salivary gland morphogenesis, positive regulation
of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase activity, regulation of smooth muscle cell migration, positive
regulation of protein tyrosine kinase activity, monocyte chemotaxis, regulation of polysaccharide
biosynthetic process, positive regulation of reactive oxygen species metabolic process, positive
regulation of mitosis, salivary gland morphogenesis, platelet-derived growth factor receptor
signaling pathway, regulation of lipid kinase activity, negative regulation of blood coagulation,
metanephric nephron development, positive regulation of smooth muscle cell proliferation, cell
differentiation involved in kidney development, collagen binding, positive chemotaxis, positive
regulation of fibroblast proliferation, platelet alpha granule lumen, positive regulation of
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade, cell surface binding, exocrine system development, positive
regulation of DNA replication, positive regulation of carbohydrate metabolic process, regulation of
kidney development, positive regulation of endothelial cell proliferation, regulation of
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade, positive regulation of cell division, regulation of fibroblast
proliferation, regulation of smooth muscle cell proliferation, response to lipid, response to estradiol
stimulus, regulation of endothelial cell proliferation, regulation of ion transmembrane transport,
positive regulation of transmembrane transport, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade, platelet
degranulation, embryonic placenta development, metanephros development, endothelial cell
proliferation, regulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity, regulation of wound healing,
positive regulation of ERK1 and ERK2 cascade, nephron development, regulation of cell division,
positive regulation of lipid metabolic process, growth factor receptor binding, phosphatidylinositol
biosynthetic process, growth factor binding, regulation of DNA replication, positive regulation of
DNA metabolic process, positive regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, regulation of
chemotaxis, regulation of carbohydrate metabolic process, endothelial cell migration, gland
morphogenesis, positive regulation of cell cycle, positive regulation of epithelial cell proliferation,
regulation of ERK1 and ERK2 cascade, phosphatidylinositol metabolic process, negative regulation
of cell migration, response to estrogen stimulus, reactive oxygen species metabolic process,
regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, leukocyte chemotaxis, regulation of calcium ion
transport, placenta development, peptidyl-serine modification, regulation of blood pressure, growth
factor activity, endoplasmic reticulum lumen, positive regulation of cell cycle process,
morphogenesis of a branching epithelium, peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, transforming growth
factor beta receptor signaling pathway, fibroblast growth factor receptor signaling pathway, protein
autophosphorylation, positive regulation of MAPK cascade, regulation of metal ion transport,
positive regulation of MAP kinase activity, cellular response to fibroblast growth factor stimulus,
kidney development, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, phosphatidylinositol-mediated
signaling, regulation of DNA metabolic process, response to organic cyclic compound, regulation of
transmembrane transport, epidermal growth factor receptor signaling pathway, platelet activation,
response to hypoxia, positive regulation of organelle organization, positive regulation of cell
migration, positive regulation of cell motility, epithelial cell proliferation, response to oxygen levels,
response to insulin stimulus, positive regulation of protein phosphorylation, regulation of MAP
kinase activity, urogenital system development, calcium ion transport, leukocyte migration,
basolateral plasma membrane, activation of protein kinase activity, DNA replication, positive
regulation of phosphorylation, nerve growth factor receptor signaling pathway, gland development,
response to steroid hormone stimulus, cellular response to growth factor stimulus, regulation of
mitotic cell cycle, regulation of MAPK cascade, response to growth factor stimulus, response to
drug, embryonic organ development, in utero embryonic development, negative regulation of
multicellular organismal process, regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase activity, protein
heterodimerization activity, blood circulation, cell growth, morphogenesis of an epithelium,
positive regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, regulation of response to external
stimulus, regulation of cell migration, heart development, regulation of cell motility, blood vessel
morphogenesis, regulation of cell cycle process, cell surface, MAPK cascade, positive regulation of
protein kinase activity, regulation of system process, positive regulation of kinase activity, positive
regulation of transport, blood vessel development, blood coagulation, positive regulation of cellular
component organization, hemostasis, protein homodimerization activity, positive regulation of
multicellular organismal process, vasculature development, behavior, chordate embryonic
development, regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, epithelium development,
chemotaxis, regulation of body fluid levels, cellular response to endogenous stimulus, wound
healing, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway, regulation of protein
kinase activity, positive regulation of cell proliferation, response to hormone stimulus, regulation of
kinase activity, innate immune response, regulation of transferase activity, positive regulation of
signal transduction, regulation of cell cycle, regulation of response to stress, cell activation]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
cosmicPrimary,
cosmicRecurrent,
snp3dGlioma,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeMelanomaa

PDIA4 7:148700154-148725733
7q36.1

protein disulfide isomerase family A, member 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:30167],
type=protein coding,retained intron, GO=[protein disulfide isomerase activity, protein disulfide
oxidoreductase activity, cell redox homeostasis, melanosome, glycerol ether metabolic process,
electron carrier activity, endoplasmic reticulum lumen, cell surface, calcium ion binding]

tcgaBreastCGHSurv,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaCGHa,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianCGHa,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeMelanomaa

PFKFB2 1:207222801-207254369
1q32.2

6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-biphosphatase 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:8873],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[6-phosphofructo-2-kinase activity, fructose
2,6-bisphosphate metabolic process, lactate metabolic process, positive regulation of glucokinase
activity, fructose-2,6-bisphosphate 2-phosphatase activity, pyruvate metabolic process, positive
regulation of insulin secretion, regulation of glucose metabolic process, regulation of cellular
carbohydrate metabolic process, regulation of carbohydrate metabolic process, response to glucose
stimulus, response to hexose stimulus, positive regulation of secretion, protein kinase binding,
positive regulation of kinase activity, positive regulation of transport, regulation of cellular
localization, regulation of kinase activity, regulation of transferase activity]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaColonMethylSurv,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeProstatea

* PGR 11:100900355-
101001255
11q22.1

progesterone receptor [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:8910],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[tertiary branching involved in
mammary gland duct morphogenesis, mammary gland branching involved in pregnancy,
progesterone receptor signaling pathway, ovulation from ovarian follicle, epithelial cell maturation,
ovulation, ligand-activated sequence-specific DNA binding RNA polymerase II transcription factor
activity, steroid hormone receptor activity, steroid hormone mediated signaling pathway,
hormone-mediated signaling pathway, mammary gland epithelium development, steroid binding,
ovulation cycle process, epithelial cell development, female gonad development, female gamete
generation, female sex differentiation, intracellular steroid hormone receptor signaling pathway,
gland morphogenesis, cell maturation, mammary gland development, female pregnancy, branching
morphogenesis of an epithelial tube, morphogenesis of a branching epithelium, developmental
maturation, gonad development, transcription initiation from RNA polymerase II promoter,
regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, development of primary sexual characteristics, epithelial
cell proliferation, intracellular receptor mediated signaling pathway, reproductive structure
development, epithelial tube morphogenesis, gland development, response to steroid hormone
stimulus, epithelial cell differentiation, morphogenesis of an epithelium, cellular response to
hormone stimulus, developmental process involved in reproduction, epithelium development,
cellular response to endogenous stimulus, multicellular organism reproduction, multicellular
organismal reproductive process, lipid binding, sequence-specific DNA binding, response to
hormone stimulus]

cosmicPrimary, snp3dBC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

PHKG1 7:56148440-56160689
7p11.2

phosphorylase kinase, gamma 1 (muscle) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:8930],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[phosphorylase kinase complex, phosphorylase kinase activity, tau-protein kinase activity,
glycogen catabolic process, glycogen biosynthetic process, lipopolysaccharide biosynthetic process,
polysaccharide catabolic process, calmodulin binding]

tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaCGHa,
tcgaGliomaGE, tscapeBCa
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* PIK3C2B 1:204391756-204463852
1q32.1

phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate 3-kinase, catalytic subunit type 2 beta [Source:HGNC
Symbol;Acc:8972], type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[lipid kinase activity,
1-phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate 3-kinase activity, 1-phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase activity,
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase complex, phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate biosynthetic process,
phosphatidylinositol phosphorylation, phosphatidylinositol biosynthetic process, protein kinase B
signaling cascade, phosphatidylinositol metabolic process, phosphatidylinositol-mediated signaling,
lipid binding]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCa, tscapeGliomaa,
tscapeProstatea

* PIK3CA 3:178865902-178957881
3q26.32

phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase, catalytic subunit alpha [Source:HGNC
Symbol;Acc:8975], type=protein coding,retained intron, GO=[DNA hypomethylation,
hypomethylation of CpG island, 1-phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate 3-kinase, class IA complex,
regulation of genetic imprinting, phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase activity, insulin
receptor signaling pathway via phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade,
1-phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate 3-kinase activity, regulation of DNA methylation,
1-phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase activity, insulin receptor substrate binding, phosphatidylinositol
3-kinase complex, negative regulation of anoikis, phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate biosynthetic
process, phosphatidylinositol phosphorylation, genetic imprinting, protein kinase activator activity,
positive regulation of peptidyl-serine phosphorylation, T cell costimulation, regulation of
peptidyl-serine phosphorylation, regulation of multicellular organism growth, Fc-gamma receptor
signaling pathway, Fc-gamma receptor signaling pathway involved in phagocytosis, immune
response-regulating cell surface receptor signaling pathway involved in phagocytosis, Fc receptor
signaling pathway, T cell receptor signaling pathway, phosphatidylinositol biosynthetic process,
endothelial cell migration, lamellipodium, protein kinase B signaling cascade, protein kinase
regulator activity, antigen receptor-mediated signaling pathway, phosphatidylinositol metabolic
process, kinase regulator activity, peptidyl-serine modification, insulin receptor signaling pathway,
fibroblast growth factor receptor signaling pathway, immune response-activating cell surface
receptor signaling pathway, cellular response to fibroblast growth factor stimulus,
phosphatidylinositol-mediated signaling, immune response-regulating cell surface receptor signaling
pathway, regulation of DNA metabolic process, cellular response to insulin stimulus, epidermal
growth factor receptor signaling pathway, platelet activation, response to insulin stimulus, cell
leading edge, positive regulation of protein phosphorylation, leukocyte migration, positive
regulation of phosphorylation, nerve growth factor receptor signaling pathway, cellular response to
growth factor stimulus, response to growth factor stimulus, angiogenesis, blood circulation, cellular
response to hormone stimulus, blood vessel morphogenesis, positive regulation of protein kinase
activity, lymphocyte activation, positive regulation of kinase activity, blood vessel development,
blood coagulation, hemostasis, vasculature development, regulation of growth, positive regulation
of immune system process, regulation of body fluid levels, cellular response to endogenous stimulus,
negative regulation of apoptotic process, wound healing, negative regulation of programmed cell
death, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway, negative regulation of
cell death, regulation of protein kinase activity, response to hormone stimulus, regulation of kinase
activity, innate immune response, regulation of transferase activity, cell activation]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
cosmicRecurrent,
fileAmpOver,
tcgaBreastCGHSurv,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianCGHa,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCa, tscapeOvariana

PLA2G10 16:14766405-14788526
16p13.12

phospholipase A2, group X [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9029],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding, GO=[lysophospholipid transport, negative
regulation of cholesterol efflux, positive regulation of arachidonic acid secretion, positive regulation
of prostaglandin secretion, positive regulation of macrophage derived foam cell differentiation,
positive regulation of lipid storage, negative regulation of lipid transport, regulation of fatty acid
transport, regulation of macrophage activation, regulation of macrophage derived foam cell
differentiation, phospholipase A2 activity, phosphatidic acid biosynthetic process, regulation of
lipid storage, macrophage activation, long-chain fatty acid transport, cholesterol homeostasis,
regulation of lipid transport, lipid homeostasis, negative regulation of sequence-specific DNA
binding transcription factor activity, myeloid leukocyte activation, positive regulation of secretion,
regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity, axon guidance, positive
regulation of transport, positive regulation of cell differentiation, axonogenesis, neuron projection
morphogenesis, chemotaxis, calcium ion binding, cell morphogenesis involved in differentiation,
positive regulation of developmental process, neuron projection development, negative regulation of
molecular function, cell activation]

fileAmpOver,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonGESurv

* PLAU 10:75668935-75677255
10q22.2

plasminogen activator, urokinase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9052],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[regulation of smooth muscle cell-matrix adhesion,
fibrinolysis, regulation of smooth muscle cell migration, negative regulation of blood coagulation,
regulation of cell adhesion mediated by integrin, regulation of cell-matrix adhesion, regulation of
receptor activity, regulation of wound healing, regulation of cell-substrate adhesion, serine-type
endopeptidase activity, response to hypoxia, response to oxygen levels, regulation of cell adhesion,
negative regulation of multicellular organismal process, regulation of response to external stimulus,
regulation of cell migration, regulation of cell motility, cell surface, blood coagulation, hemostasis,
chemotaxis, regulation of body fluid levels, wound healing, regulation of response to stress]

cosmicPrimary, snp3dBC,
snp3dLungC, tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaGliomaCGHd,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaGliomaGESurv,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeProstatea

* PLAUR 19:44150247-44174699
19q13.31

plasminogen activator, urokinase receptor [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9053],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[U-plasminogen activator
receptor activity, attachment of GPI anchor to protein, fibrinolysis, C-terminal protein lipidation,
negative regulation of blood coagulation, regulation of wound healing, phosphatidylinositol
biosynthetic process, phosphatidylinositol metabolic process, anchored to membrane, endoplasmic
reticulum lumen, negative regulation of multicellular organismal process, regulation of response to
external stimulus, cell surface, blood coagulation, hemostasis, chemotaxis, regulation of body fluid
levels, wound healing, endoplasmic reticulum membrane, regulation of response to stress]

cosmicPrimary,
snp3dLungC,
snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeProstated

PMS1 2:190649107-190742355
2q32.2

PMS1 postmeiotic segregation increased 1 (S. cerevisiae) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9121],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[MutLalpha complex,
MutSalpha complex binding, mismatch repair complex, mismatch repair complex binding,
mismatched DNA binding, mismatch repair, reciprocal meiotic recombination, single-stranded DNA
binding, ATP catabolic process, ATP metabolic process, double-stranded DNA binding, ATPase
activity, cellular process involved in reproduction, response to DNA damage stimulus]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
snp3dCRC,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

PMS2 7:6012870-6048756
7p22.1

PMS2 postmeiotic segregation increased 2 (S. cerevisiae) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9122],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[MutLalpha complex, single base
insertion or deletion binding, MutSalpha complex binding, mismatch repair complex, somatic
diversification of immune receptors via somatic mutation, somatic hypermutation of
immunoglobulin genes, mismatch repair complex binding, mismatched DNA binding, mismatch
repair, reciprocal meiotic recombination, somatic recombination of immunoglobulin gene segments,
single-stranded DNA binding, ATP catabolic process, ATP metabolic process, double-stranded
DNA binding, response to drug, ATPase activity, cellular process involved in reproduction, immune
system development, response to DNA damage stimulus]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
snp3dCRC,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeOvariand

PODN 1:53527854-53551174
1p32.3

podocan [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:23174], type=processed transcript,protein coding,
GO=[collagen binding, negative regulation of cell migration, proteinaceous extracellular matrix,
extracellular matrix, regulation of cell migration, regulation of cell motility, negative regulation of
cell proliferation]

cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianGESurv

POGLUT1 3:119187785-119213555
3q13.33

protein O-glucosyltransferase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:22954],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[UDP-xylosyltransferase
activity, UDP-glucosyltransferase activity, regulation of Notch signaling pathway, protein O-linked
glycosylation, Notch signaling pathway, endoplasmic reticulum lumen]

cosmicPrimary,
fileBC2brain,
tcgaGliomaGE

POLB 8:42195972-42229326
8p11.21

polymerase (DNA directed), beta [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9174],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[base-excision repair, gap-filling, pyrimidine dimer repair, DNA-directed DNA polymerase
activity, base-excision repair, spindle microtubule, damaged DNA binding, response to ethanol,
DNA-dependent DNA replication, microtubule binding, tubulin binding, spindle, DNA replication,
negative regulation of apoptotic process, negative regulation of programmed cell death, response to
DNA damage stimulus, negative regulation of cell death]

tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeCRCa, tscapeHCCd,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeNSCLCd,
tscapeOvariana,
tscapeProstatea,
tscapeRCCd, tscapeSCLCa
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* PPARG 3:12328867-12475855
3p25.2

peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9236],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[regulation of cholesterol
transporter activity, negative regulation of interferon-gamma-mediated signaling pathway, negative
regulation of response to interferon-gamma, negative regulation of sequestering of triglyceride,
arachidonic acid binding, negative regulation of cholesterol storage, negative regulation of receptor
biosynthetic process, response to low-density lipoprotein particle stimulus, negative regulation of
telomerase activity, low-density lipoprotein particle receptor biosynthetic process, peroxisome
proliferator activated receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of oligodendrocyte
differentiation, prostaglandin receptor activity, negative regulation of acute inflammatory response,
positive regulation of fatty acid oxidation, white fat cell differentiation, negative regulation of
macrophage derived foam cell differentiation, retinoid X receptor binding, lipoprotein transport,
negative regulation of lipid storage, response to caffeine, cellular response to lithium ion, response
to purine-containing compound, regulation of oligodendrocyte differentiation, response to lithium
ion, monocyte differentiation, negative regulation of cytokine-mediated signaling pathway, negative
regulation of smooth muscle cell proliferation, regulation of macrophage derived foam cell
differentiation, positive regulation of fatty acid metabolic process, brown fat cell differentiation,
response to cold, regulation of lipid storage, ligand-dependent nuclear receptor transcription
coactivator activity, organ regeneration, ligand-activated sequence-specific DNA binding RNA
polymerase II transcription factor activity, long-chain fatty acid transport, regulation of glial cell
differentiation, steroid hormone receptor activity, activating transcription factor binding, steroid
hormone mediated signaling pathway, cellular response to organic cyclic compound, regulation of
acute inflammatory response, regulation of lipid transport, oligodendrocyte differentiation,
regulation of smooth muscle cell proliferation, response to lipid, hormone-mediated signaling
pathway, regulation of transporter activity, drug binding, cellular response to metal ion, activation
of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity involved in apoptotic process, lipid homeostasis, cellular
response to inorganic substance, positive regulation of lipid metabolic process, response to alkaloid,
RNA polymerase II regulatory region DNA binding, response to retinoic acid, regeneration,
positive regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity involved in apoptotic process, cell
maturation, response to estrogen stimulus, placenta development, negative regulation of cell
growth, myeloid leukocyte differentiation, regulation of blood pressure, response to vitamin,
regulation of cellular ketone metabolic process, positive regulation of cell development, gliogenesis,
regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity involved in apoptotic process, developmental
maturation, positive regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity,
regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity, negative regulation of transferase activity,
transcription initiation from RNA polymerase II promoter, negative regulation of growth, cellular
response to insulin stimulus, maintenance of location, response to organic cyclic compound,
response to nutrient, response to metal ion, cell fate commitment, intracellular receptor mediated
signaling pathway, response to insulin stimulus, transcription coactivator activity, regulation of
endopeptidase activity, response to steroid hormone stimulus, epithelial cell differentiation,
induction of apoptosis, chromatin binding, transcription regulatory region DNA binding, regulation
of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity, regulatory region DNA binding,
response to drug, response to inorganic substance, leukocyte differentiation, response to nutrient
levels, blood circulation, cell growth, response to extracellular stimulus, regulation of response to
external stimulus, regulation of neurogenesis, heart development, transcription factor binding,
cellular response to hormone stimulus, transcription cofactor activity, transcription factor binding
transcription factor activity, protein binding transcription factor activity, negative regulation of
cell differentiation, response to cytokine stimulus, positive regulation of cell differentiation,
regulation of cell development, positive regulation of apoptotic process, positive regulation of
programmed cell death, positive regulation of hydrolase activity, regulation of growth, negative
regulation of cell proliferation, negative regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II
promoter, positive regulation of cell death, hemopoiesis, negative regulation of developmental
process, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development, epithelium development, immune system
development, cellular response to endogenous stimulus, response to abiotic stimulus, negative
regulation of signal transduction, lipid binding, sequence-specific DNA binding, negative regulation
of signaling, negative regulation of cell communication, response to hormone stimulus, positive
regulation of developmental process, central nervous system development, innate immune response,
regulation of transferase activity, negative regulation of molecular function, positive regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, regulation of response to stress]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
snp3dBC, snp3dProstateC,
snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

PPP1R15B 1:204372515-204380919
1q32.1

protein phosphatase 1, regulatory subunit 15B [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:14951],
type=protein coding, GO=[protein phosphatase type 1 complex, ER overload response, protein
serine/threonine phosphatase activity, response to hydrogen peroxide, response to reactive oxygen
species, regulation of translation, response to oxidative stress, response to inorganic substance,
posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCa, tscapeGliomaa,
tscapeProstatea

PRC1 15:91509270-91538859
15q26.1

protein regulator of cytokinesis 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9341],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[mitotic spindle elongation, mitotic
spindle organization, spindle microtubule, spindle pole, cytokinesis, microtubule binding, tubulin
binding, spindle, protein kinase binding]

cosmicPrimary, fileCIN70,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaColonMethylSurv,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeNSCLCa
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* PRKCE 2:45878484-46415129
2p21

protein kinase C, epsilon [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9401],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[TRAM-dependent toll-like receptor 4 signaling
pathway, TRAM-dependent toll-like receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of cellular
glucuronidation, regulation of cellular glucuronidation, ethanol binding, calcium-independent
protein kinase C activity, positive regulation of mucus secretion, cellular response to ethanol,
locomotory exploration behavior, positive regulation of fibroblast migration, macrophage
activation involved in immune response, positive regulation of synaptic transmission, GABAergic,
positive regulation of wound healing, actin monomer binding, 14-3-3 protein binding, positive
regulation of epithelial cell migration, positive regulation of cytokinesis, positive regulation of
receptor activity, positive regulation of lipid catabolic process, response to morphine, regulation of
synaptic transmission, GABAergic, insulin secretion involved in cellular response to glucose
stimulus, regulation of insulin secretion involved in cellular response to glucose stimulus, receptor
activator activity, regulation of cytokinesis, lipopolysaccharide-mediated signaling pathway,
macrophage activation, positive regulation of insulin secretion, positive regulation of actin filament
polymerization, positive regulation of carbohydrate metabolic process, positive regulation of
synaptic transmission, positive regulation of protein polymerization, positive regulation of
transmission of nerve impulse, positive regulation of cell division, positive regulation of
cell-substrate adhesion, regulation of receptor activity, release of sequestered calcium ion into
cytosol, MyD88-independent toll-like receptor signaling pathway, Fc-gamma receptor signaling
pathway, Fc-gamma receptor signaling pathway involved in phagocytosis, immune
response-regulating cell surface receptor signaling pathway involved in phagocytosis, cellular
response to hypoxia, Fc receptor signaling pathway, regulation of wound healing, calcium ion
transport into cytosol, neuron-neuron synaptic transmission, regulation of cell division, positive
regulation of lipid metabolic process, response to ethanol, response to alkaloid, positive regulation
of protein complex assembly, toll-like receptor 4 signaling pathway, cellular response to
lipopolysaccharide, regulation of cellular carbohydrate metabolic process, positive regulation of
cytoskeleton organization, activation of phospholipase C activity, regulation of carbohydrate
metabolic process, regulation of cell-substrate adhesion, response to glucose stimulus, positive
regulation of phospholipase C activity, response to hexose stimulus, cytokinesis, myeloid leukocyte
activation, positive regulation of phospholipase activity, regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine
phosphorylation, positive regulation of cell adhesion, regulation of phospholipase activity, cell
activation involved in immune response, leukocyte activation involved in immune response, positive
regulation of I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, regulation of ion homeostasis, regulation of
cellular ketone metabolic process, positive regulation of catabolic process, locomotory behavior,
peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, regulation of I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, fibroblast
growth factor receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of MAPK cascade, immune
response-activating cell surface receptor signaling pathway, cellular response to fibroblast growth
factor stimulus, immune response-regulating cell surface receptor signaling pathway, maintenance
of location, response to lipopolysaccharide, response to organic cyclic compound, epidermal growth
factor receptor signaling pathway, I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade, platelet activation,
positive regulation of secretion, response to hypoxia, positive regulation of organelle organization,
positive regulation of cell migration, positive regulation of cell motility, response to oxygen levels,
calcium ion transport, regulation of cell adhesion, nerve growth factor receptor signaling pathway,
induction of apoptosis, cellular response to growth factor stimulus, regulation of MAPK cascade,
response to growth factor stimulus, positive regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade,
regulation of cell migration, regulation of cell motility, perinuclear region of cytoplasm, MAPK
cascade, regulation of system process, positive regulation of transport, blood coagulation, positive
regulation of cellular component organization, hemostasis, positive regulation of multicellular
organismal process, positive regulation of apoptotic process, positive regulation of programmed cell
death, positive regulation of hydrolase activity, positive regulation of cell death, behavior,
regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, positive regulation of immune system process,
regulation of body fluid levels, cellular response to endogenous stimulus, wound healing,
transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway, regulation of cellular
localization, innate immune response, positive regulation of signal transduction, regulation of
response to stress, cell activation]

snp3dGlioma, snp3dLungC,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

PRSS3 9:33750515-33799230
9p13.3

protease, serine, 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9486], type=processed transcript,protein coding,
GO=[zymogen activation, endothelial cell migration, digestion, serine-type endopeptidase activity,
calcium ion binding, innate immune response]

cosmicPrimary,
fileBC2brain,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE

PSPH 7:56078744-56119297
7p11.2

phosphoserine phosphatase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9577],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[phosphoserine phosphatase activity, L-serine biosynthetic process, 5’-nucleotidase activity,
response to testosterone stimulus, response to mechanical stimulus, magnesium ion binding,
response to steroid hormone stimulus, response to nutrient levels, response to extracellular
stimulus, cellular amino acid metabolic process, protein homodimerization activity, neuron
projection, calcium ion binding, response to abiotic stimulus, response to hormone stimulus]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaCGHa,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCa
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* PTEN 10:89622870-89731687
10q23.31

phosphatase and tensin homolog [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9588],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[inositol-1,3,4,5-tetrakisphosphate 3-phosphatase
activity, phosphatidylinositol-3,4-bisphosphate 3-phosphatase activity, negative regulation of
cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity involved in G1/S, negative regulation of ribosome
biogenesis, negative regulation of synaptic vesicle clustering, regulation of synaptic vesicle
clustering, phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-trisphosphate 3-phosphatase activity, activation of mitotic
anaphase-promoting complex activity, postsynaptic density assembly, postsynaptic density
organization, anaphase-promoting complex binding, central nervous system myelin maintenance,
locomotor rhythm, male mating behavior, negative regulation of dendritic spine development,
negative regulation of dendritic spine morphogenesis, negative regulation of excitatory postsynaptic
membrane potential, myelin sheath adaxonal region, inositol tetrakisphosphate phosphatase
activity, negative regulation of membrane potential, negative regulation of myelination, rhythmic
synaptic transmission, phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphatase activity, positive regulation of mitotic
metaphase/anaphase transition, maternal behavior, negative regulation of focal adhesion assembly,
presynaptic membrane assembly, inositol phosphate dephosphorylation, negative regulation of cell
size, phosphorylated carbohydrate dephosphorylation, regulation of cyclin-dependent protein
kinase activity involved in G1/S, negative regulation of cell aging, negative regulation of
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade, Schmidt-Lanterman incisure, myelin maintenance, positive
regulation of excitatory postsynaptic membrane potential, positive regulation of protein
ubiquitination involved in ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolic process, prostate gland growth,
negative regulation of organ growth, prepulse inhibition, synapse maturation, central nervous
system myelination, negative regulation of G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, regulation of
myeloid cell apoptotic process, dentate gyrus development, myeloid cell apoptotic process,
regulation of B cell apoptotic process, forebrain morphogenesis, phosphatidylinositol
dephosphorylation, negative regulation of cell-matrix adhesion, regulation of myelination, long-term
synaptic potentiation, negative regulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity, regulation of
cell aging, negative regulation of protein kinase B signaling cascade, circadian behavior, central
nervous system neuron axonogenesis, regulation of focal adhesion assembly, myelin sheath, negative
regulation of cell-substrate adhesion, oligodendrocyte development, positive regulation of mitosis,
social behavior, lymphocyte apoptotic process, focal adhesion assembly, negative regulation of
axonogenesis, protein tyrosine/serine/threonine phosphatase activity, protein serine/threonine
phosphatase activity, prostate gland development, hippocampus development, positive regulation of
synaptic transmission, peptidyl-tyrosine dephosphorylation, positive regulation of transmission of
nerve impulse, central nervous system neuron development, regulation of phosphatidylinositol
3-kinase cascade, multicellular organismal response to stress, oligodendrocyte differentiation,
regulation of cell-matrix adhesion, protein stabilization, regulation of organ growth, PDZ domain
binding, limbic system development, PML body, cell aging, synapse assembly, phosphatidylinositol
3-kinase cascade, negative regulation of protein phosphorylation, membrane depolarization,
negative regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, regulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase
activity, myelination, neuron-neuron synaptic transmission, negative regulation of protein
serine/threonine kinase activity, regulation of protein kinase B signaling cascade, negative
regulation of neurogenesis, T cell receptor signaling pathway, organ growth, protein tyrosine
phosphatase activity, phosphatidylinositol biosynthetic process, internal side of plasma membrane,
negative regulation of phosphorylation, pallium development, regulation of G1/S transition of
mitotic cell cycle, plasma membrane organization, regulation of protein stability, regulation of
cell-substrate adhesion, endothelial cell migration, negative regulation of cell cycle process, protein
kinase B signaling cascade, positive regulation of cell cycle, negative regulation of cell development,
antigen receptor-mediated signaling pathway, phosphatidylinositol metabolic process, negative
regulation of cell migration, negative regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, cardiac
muscle tissue development, synapse organization, regulation of ion homeostasis, positive regulation
of catabolic process, positive regulation of cell cycle process, regulation of interphase of mitotic
cell cycle, locomotory behavior, learning or memory, negative regulation of protein kinase activity,
regulation of protein catabolic process, gliogenesis, magnesium ion binding, cell junction assembly,
developmental maturation, fibroblast growth factor receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation
of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity, canonical Wnt receptor signaling
pathway, negative regulation of transferase activity, immune response-activating cell surface
receptor signaling pathway, aging, negative regulation of growth, cellular response to fibroblast
growth factor stimulus, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, phosphatidylinositol-mediated
signaling, cell junction organization, immune response-regulating cell surface receptor signaling
pathway, G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, epidermal growth factor receptor signaling pathway,
positive regulation of organelle organization, epithelial cell proliferation, reproductive structure
development, urogenital system development, nuclear body, regulation of cell adhesion, nerve
growth factor receptor signaling pathway, gland development, developmental growth, forebrain
development, Wnt receptor signaling pathway, induction of apoptosis, cellular response to growth
factor stimulus, regulation of mitotic cell cycle, regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding
transcription factor activity, protein kinase binding, response to growth factor stimulus, striated
muscle tissue development, negative regulation of multicellular organismal process, angiogenesis,
regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase activity, negative regulation of protein metabolic
process, posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression, regulation of response to external
stimulus, regulation of cell migration, regulation of neurogenesis, heart development, regulation of
cell motility, developmental process involved in reproduction, blood vessel morphogenesis,
regulation of cell cycle process, negative regulation of cell cycle, regulation of system process,
negative regulation of cell differentiation, protein domain specific binding, blood vessel
development, regulation of cell development, positive regulation of cellular component organization,
axonogenesis, positive regulation of multicellular organismal process, brain development, positive
regulation of apoptotic process, vasculature development, positive regulation of programmed cell
death, regulation of growth, negative regulation of cell proliferation, positive regulation of cell
death, behavior, neuron projection morphogenesis, negative regulation of developmental process,
regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, positive regulation of immune system process,
regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis, neuron projection, cellular response to
endogenous stimulus, negative regulation of apoptotic process, negative regulation of programmed
cell death, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway, negative regulation
of cell death, multicellular organism reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process,
negative regulation of signal transduction, regulation of protein kinase activity, positive regulation
of cell proliferation, lipid binding, negative regulation of signaling, negative regulation of cell
communication, regulation of kinase activity, cell morphogenesis involved in differentiation, neuron
projection development, central nervous system development, innate immune response, regulation
of transferase activity, negative regulation of molecular function, regulation of cell cycle]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
cosmicRecurrent,
snp3dCRC, snp3dGlioma,
snp3dLungC,
snp3dProstateC,
snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCd, tscapeCRCd,
tscapeGliomad,
tscapeMelanomad,
tscapeProstated

PTGIS 20:48120411-48184683
20q13.13

prostaglandin I2 (prostacyclin) synthase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9603],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[prostaglandin-I synthase activity, positive
regulation of execution phase of apoptosis, positive regulation of peroxisome proliferator activated
receptor signaling pathway, peroxisome proliferator activated receptor signaling pathway, negative
regulation of nitric oxide biosynthetic process, cyclooxygenase pathway, cellular response to
interleukin-6, regulation of nitric oxide biosynthetic process, cellular response to interleukin-1,
caveola, negative regulation of NF-kappaB transcription factor activity, cellular response to
hypoxia, negative regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity, heme
binding, xenobiotic metabolic process, electron carrier activity, regulation of angiogenesis,
membrane raft, response to hypoxia, response to oxygen levels, intracellular receptor mediated
signaling pathway, regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity,
angiogenesis, regulation of response to external stimulus, blood vessel morphogenesis, blood vessel
development, response to cytokine stimulus, vasculature development, regulation of anatomical
structure morphogenesis, endoplasmic reticulum membrane, positive regulation of developmental
process, negative regulation of molecular function, positive regulation of signal transduction,
regulation of response to stress]

cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
tcgaOvarianGE,
tcgaOvarianGESurv
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PTGS2 1:186640923-186649559
1q31.1

prostaglandin-endoperoxide synthase 2 (prostaglandin G/H synthase and cyclooxygenase)
[Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9605],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[maintenance of
blood-brain barrier, positive regulation of fibroblast growth factor production, positive regulation
of platelet-derived growth factor production, prostaglandin-endoperoxide synthase activity,
negative regulation of synaptic transmission, dopaminergic, arachidonate 15-lipoxygenase activity,
positive regulation of brown fat cell differentiation, regulation of brown fat cell differentiation,
response to fructose stimulus, positive regulation of prostaglandin biosynthetic process, positive
regulation of synaptic plasticity, cellular response to ATP, positive regulation of cell migration
involved in sprouting angiogenesis, positive regulation of fever generation, regulation of fever
generation, response to manganese ion, lipoxygenase pathway, positive regulation of transforming
growth factor beta production, anagen, cyclooxygenase pathway, negative regulation of smooth
muscle contraction, hair follicle maturation, positive regulation of synaptic transmission,
glutamatergic, decidualization, regulation of transforming growth factor beta production,
transforming growth factor beta production, positive regulation vascular endothelial growth factor
production, negative regulation of calcium ion transport, response to vitamin D, positive
regulation of acute inflammatory response, positive regulation of blood vessel endothelial cell
migration, positive regulation of smooth muscle contraction, positive regulation of vasoconstriction,
ovulation, positive regulation of NF-kappaB import into nucleus, regulation of vascular endothelial
growth factor production, vascular endothelial growth factor production, response to lithium ion,
positive regulation of fatty acid metabolic process, positive regulation of muscle contraction,
positive regulation of nitric oxide biosynthetic process, regulation of fatty acid biosynthetic
process, brown fat cell differentiation, positive regulation of transcription factor import into
nucleus, embryo implantation, cellular response to UV, positive regulation of smooth muscle cell
proliferation, regulation of nitric oxide biosynthetic process, acute-phase response, anatomical
structure maturation, regulation of acute inflammatory response, positive regulation of synaptic
transmission, cellular response to mechanical stimulus, positive regulation of transmission of nerve
impulse, positive regulation of protein import into nucleus, regulation of smooth muscle cell
proliferation, response to lipid, response to estradiol stimulus, memory, positive regulation of
transmembrane transport, hair follicle development, cellular response to hypoxia, neuron-neuron
synaptic transmission, bone mineralization, female gamete generation, positive regulation of lipid
metabolic process, response to tumor necrosis factor, positive regulation of intracellular protein
transport, response to UV, endothelial cell migration, response to glucocorticoid stimulus, response
to hexose stimulus, heme binding, response to estrogen stimulus, regulation of calcium ion
transport, placenta development, response to organic nitrogen, response to mechanical stimulus,
female pregnancy, regulation of blood pressure, response to vitamin, regulation of cellular ketone
metabolic process, cellular response to abiotic stimulus, regulation of angiogenesis, learning or
memory, positive regulation of protein transport, developmental maturation, regulation of metal
ion transport, response to lipopolysaccharide, response to organic cyclic compound, protein import
into nucleus, regulation of transmembrane transport, I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB cascade,
response to nutrient, response to hypoxia, positive regulation of cell migration, response to metal
ion, positive regulation of cell motility, response to oxygen levels, response to oxidative stress,
cellular response to external stimulus, calcium ion transport, developmental growth, ossification,
response to steroid hormone stimulus, response to drug, response to inorganic substance, negative
regulation of multicellular organismal process, response to nutrient levels, angiogenesis, blood
circulation, response to extracellular stimulus, regulation of response to external stimulus,
regulation of protein localization, regulation of cell migration, regulation of cell motility,
developmental process involved in reproduction, blood vessel morphogenesis, negative regulation of
cell cycle, regulation of system process, positive regulation of transport, blood vessel development,
response to cytokine stimulus, positive regulation of cell differentiation, protein homodimerization
activity, positive regulation of multicellular organismal process, positive regulation of apoptotic
process, vasculature development, positive regulation of programmed cell death, negative
regulation of cell proliferation, positive regulation of cell death, behavior, regulation of anatomical
structure morphogenesis, neuron projection, response to abiotic stimulus, multicellular organism
reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process, regulation of cellular localization,
positive regulation of cell proliferation, lipid binding, negative regulation of signaling, negative
regulation of cell communication, response to hormone stimulus, endoplasmic reticulum membrane,
positive regulation of developmental process, regulation of cell cycle, regulation of response to
stress]

cosmicPrimary, snp3dBC,
snp3dCRC, snp3dLungC,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

* PYCR1 17:79890260-79900288
17q25.3

pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9721], type=protein coding,
GO=[glycerol-3-phosphate catabolic process, pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase activity, L-proline
biosynthetic process, NAD binding, cellular response to oxidative stress, response to oxidative
stress, mitochondrial matrix, cellular amino acid metabolic process]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastGESurv,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianGESurv,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeOvariana

RAP1GAP2 17:2680350-2941033
17p13.3

RAP1 GTPase activating protein 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:29176],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[centrosome, perinuclear region of
cytoplasm]

fileBC2brain,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaGliomaGE

* RB1 13:48877887-49056122
13q14.2

retinoblastoma 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9884],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[sister
chromatid biorientation, negative regulation of transcription involved in G1/S phase of mitotic cell
cycle, regulation of centromere complex assembly, Rb-E2F complex, cohesin localization to
chromatin, protein localization to chromosome, centromeric region, regulation of cohesin
localization to chromatin, maintenance of mitotic sister chromatid cohesion, maintenance of sister
chromatid cohesion, positive regulation of mitotic metaphase/anaphase transition, enucleate
erythrocyte differentiation, positive regulation of macrophage differentiation, regulation of sister
chromatid cohesion, negative regulation of S phase of mitotic cell cycle, SWI/SNF complex,
metaphase plate congression, negative regulation of smoothened signaling pathway, regulation of
transcription involved in G1/S phase of mitotic cell cycle, regulation of S phase of mitotic cell
cycle, regulation of chromosome segregation, macrophage differentiation, RNA polymerase II
activating transcription factor binding, neuron maturation, microtubule anchoring, positive
regulation of mitosis, androgen receptor binding, positive regulation of myeloid leukocyte
differentiation, regulation of lipid kinase activity, negative regulation of mitotic cell cycle,
phosphoprotein binding, myoblast differentiation, G1 phase of mitotic cell cycle, activating
transcription factor binding, regulation of smoothened signaling pathway, sister chromatid
segregation, core promoter binding, steroid hormone receptor binding, androgen receptor signaling
pathway, RNA polymerase II transcription factor binding, PML body, negative regulation of
epithelial cell proliferation, regulation of myeloid leukocyte differentiation, skeletal muscle cell
differentiation, intracellular steroid hormone receptor signaling pathway, chromatin remodeling,
negative regulation of cell cycle process, negative regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding
transcription factor activity, digestive tract development, positive regulation of cell cycle, cell
maturation, digestive system development, ubiquitin protein ligase binding, mitotic cell cycle
checkpoint, myeloid leukocyte differentiation, S phase of mitotic cell cycle, chromosome
segregation, positive regulation of cell cycle process, regulation of interphase of mitotic cell cycle,
negative regulation of protein kinase activity, neuron apoptotic process, developmental maturation,
negative regulation of transferase activity, homeostasis of number of cells, regulation of epithelial
cell proliferation, maintenance of location, G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, skeletal muscle
tissue development, positive regulation of organelle organization, skeletal muscle organ
development, spindle, epithelial cell proliferation, intracellular receptor mediated signaling
pathway, cell cycle checkpoint, transcription coactivator activity, striated muscle cell
differentiation, nuclear body, regulation of cell cycle arrest, transcription factor complex,
chromatin, virus-host interaction, regulation of mitotic cell cycle, transcription regulatory region
DNA binding, muscle cell differentiation, regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription
factor activity, regulatory region DNA binding, striated muscle tissue development, leukocyte
differentiation, muscle organ development, cell cycle arrest, regulation of protein localization,
transcription factor binding, Ras protein signal transduction, transcription cofactor activity,
regulation of cell cycle process, negative regulation of cell cycle, transcription factor binding
transcription factor activity, protein binding transcription factor activity, muscle structure
development, positive regulation of cell differentiation, positive regulation of cellular component
organization, chromosomal part, negative regulation of cell proliferation, negative regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, hemopoiesis, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ
development, immune system development, negative regulation of signal transduction, regulation of
protein kinase activity, regulation of cellular localization, negative regulation of signaling, negative
regulation of cell communication, regulation of kinase activity, cell morphogenesis involved in
differentiation, positive regulation of developmental process, neuron projection development,
regulation of transferase activity, negative regulation of molecular function, positive regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, regulation of cell cycle, chromosome organization]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
cosmicRecurrent,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianCGHd,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCd, tscapeGliomad,
tscapeHCCd,
tscapeNSCLCd,
tscapeProstated,
tscapeSCLCd
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* RET 10:43572475-43625799
10q11.21

ret proto-oncogene [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9967], type=protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[posterior midgut development, Peyer’s patch morphogenesis, lymphocyte migration into
lymphoid organs, positive regulation of extrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in absence of ligand,
positive regulation of metanephric glomerulus development, positive regulation of metanephros
development, ureter maturation, regulation of metanephric glomerulus development, extrinsic
apoptotic signaling pathway in absence of ligand, regulation of extrinsic apoptotic signaling
pathway in absence of ligand, signal transduction in absence of ligand, regulation of glomerulus
development, Peyer’s patch development, midgut development, neuron cell-cell adhesion,
metanephric glomerulus development, positive regulation of kidney development, regulation of
metanephros development, positive regulation of cell adhesion mediated by integrin, enteric
nervous system development, response to pain, neuron maturation, neural crest cell migration,
metanephric nephron development, regulation of cell adhesion mediated by integrin, membrane
protein proteolysis, positive regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway, anatomical structure
maturation, autonomic nervous system development, regulation of kidney development, cellular
response to retinoic acid, cellular response to vitamin A, neural crest cell development,
multicellular organismal response to stress, regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway, positive
regulation of neuron projection development, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase
activity, neural crest cell differentiation, cellular response to nutrient, transmembrane receptor
protein kinase activity, metanephros development, nephron development, response to retinoic acid,
ureteric bud development, digestive tract development, cell maturation, digestive system
development, positive regulation of cell adhesion, mesenchymal cell development, tube formation,
homophilic cell adhesion, mesenchymal cell differentiation, morphogenesis of embryonic epithelium,
response to vitamin, mesenchyme development, developmental maturation, cellular response to
extracellular stimulus, kidney development, response to nutrient, positive regulation of cell
migration, positive regulation of cell motility, cellular response to external stimulus, epithelial tube
morphogenesis, urogenital system development, leukocyte migration, regulation of cell adhesion,
endosome membrane, response to nutrient levels, morphogenesis of an epithelium, response to
extracellular stimulus, regulation of cell migration, regulation of neurogenesis, cell-cell adhesion,
regulation of cell motility, MAPK cascade, regulation of cell development, positive regulation of
cellular component organization, embryonic morphogenesis, positive regulation of multicellular
organismal process, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development, epithelium development,
immune system development, calcium ion binding, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase
signaling pathway, positive regulation of developmental process, neuron projection development,
positive regulation of signal transduction]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicPrimary,
snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaCGHd,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeOvariand

RGS2 1:192778169-192781403
1q31.2

regulator of G-protein signaling 2, 24kDa [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:9998],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[negative regulation of phospholipase activity,
regulation of adrenergic receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of cardiac muscle
contraction, negative regulation of cardiac muscle hypertrophy, relaxation of vascular smooth
muscle, relaxation of cardiac muscle, negative regulation of smooth muscle contraction, regulation
of cardiac muscle hypertrophy, positive regulation of muscle contraction, brown fat cell
differentiation, termination of G-protein coupled receptor signaling pathway, negative regulation of
protein serine/threonine kinase activity, internal side of plasma membrane, regulation of
phospholipase activity, calmodulin binding, negative regulation of protein kinase activity, negative
regulation of transferase activity, regulation of translation, negative regulation of hydrolase
activity, regulation of MAP kinase activity, negative regulation of multicellular organismal process,
regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase activity, blood circulation, posttranscriptional
regulation of gene expression, regulation of system process, positive regulation of multicellular
organismal process, positive regulation of hydrolase activity, multicellular organism reproduction,
multicellular organismal reproductive process, negative regulation of signal transduction,
regulation of protein kinase activity, negative regulation of signaling, negative regulation of cell
communication, regulation of kinase activity, regulation of transferase activity, negative regulation
of molecular function]

fileBC2brain,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

RNASEH2A 19:12917394-12924452
19p13.2

ribonuclease H2, subunit A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:18518], type=protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[ribonuclease H2 complex, ribonuclease H activity, DNA replication]

fileCIN70, tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianCGHa,
tcgaOvarianGESurv,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

RNF170 8:42704780-42752433
8p11.21

ring finger protein 170 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:25358],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[endoplasmic reticulum
membrane]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaColonMethylSurv,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethylSurv,
tscapeHCCd,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeNSCLCd,
tscapeOvariana,
tscapeProstatea,
tscapeRCCd, tscapeSCLCa

* RUNX1 21:36160098-37357047
21q22.12

runt-related transcription factor 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:10471],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[positive regulation of progesterone
secretion, regulation of hair follicle cell proliferation, myeloid progenitor cell differentiation,
positive regulation of steroid hormone secretion, negative regulation of granulocyte differentiation,
regulation of female gonad development, positive regulation of granulocyte differentiation,
hematopoietic stem cell proliferation, behavioral response to pain, peripheral nervous system
neuron development, peripheral nervous system neuron differentiation, definitive hemopoiesis,
embryonic hemopoiesis, hair follicle morphogenesis, response to pain, negative regulation of
myeloid leukocyte differentiation, positive regulation of myeloid leukocyte differentiation,
repressing transcription factor binding, multicellular organismal response to stress, regulation of
lipid transport, peripheral nervous system development, hair follicle development, regulation of
myeloid leukocyte differentiation, basement membrane, ovulation cycle process, female gonad
development, liver development, positive regulation of reproductive process, female sex
differentiation, myeloid leukocyte differentiation, regulation of angiogenesis, regulation of
reproductive process, gonad development, development of primary sexual characteristics, positive
regulation of secretion, reproductive structure development, regulatory region DNA binding,
proteinaceous extracellular matrix, embryonic organ development, in utero embryonic development,
leukocyte differentiation, angiogenesis, protein heterodimerization activity, extracellular matrix,
skeletal system development, transcription factor binding, developmental process involved in
reproduction, blood vessel morphogenesis, regulation of system process, negative regulation of cell
differentiation, positive regulation of transport, blood vessel development, positive regulation of
cell differentiation, protein homodimerization activity, vasculature development, hemopoiesis,
behavior, cellular process involved in reproduction, chordate embryonic development, negative
regulation of developmental process, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development, regulation of
anatomical structure morphogenesis, immune system development, calcium ion binding,
multicellular organism reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process, regulation of
cellular localization, positive regulation of developmental process, central nervous system
development, positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
cosmicRecurrent,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaGliomaGESurv

SCAPER 15:76640526-77197785
15q24.3

S-phase cyclin A-associated protein in the ER [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:13081],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron

cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaColonCGHd,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaGliomaGE

SEC61G 7:54819943-54827667
7p11.2

Sec61 gamma subunit [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:18277], type=protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[P-P-bond-hydrolysis-driven protein transmembrane transporter activity, antigen processing
and presentation of exogenous peptide antigen via MHC class I, TAP-dependent, SRP-dependent
cotranslational protein targeting to membrane, endoplasmic reticulum membrane]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaGliomaCGHa,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaGliomaGESurv,
tscapeBCa

SERPINB5 18:61143994-61172318
18q21.33

serpin peptidase inhibitor, clade B (ovalbumin), member 5 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:8949],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[prostate gland morphogenesis,
prostate gland development, serine-type endopeptidase inhibitor activity, gland morphogenesis,
negative regulation of endopeptidase activity, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, epithelial
cell proliferation, negative regulation of hydrolase activity, reproductive structure development,
regulation of endopeptidase activity, urogenital system development, extracellular matrix
organization, gland development, morphogenesis of an epithelium, developmental process involved
in reproduction, epithelium development, negative regulation of molecular function]

cosmicPrimary,
snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastCGHSurv,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl
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S name locus description studies

SERPINI1 3:167453031-167543356
3q26.1

serpin peptidase inhibitor, clade I (neuroserpin), member 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:8943],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[peripheral nervous system
development, serine-type endopeptidase inhibitor activity, negative regulation of endopeptidase
activity, negative regulation of hydrolase activity, regulation of endopeptidase activity, regulation
of cell adhesion, central nervous system development, negative regulation of molecular function]

cosmicPrimary,
fileBC2brain,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianCGHa,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

* SKP2 5:36152091-36184421
5p13.2

S-phase kinase-associated protein 2, E3 ubiquitin protein ligase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:10901],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding, GO=[cellular response to cell-matrix adhesion,
positive regulation of intracellular estrogen receptor signaling pathway, SCF ubiquitin ligase
complex, positive regulation of smooth muscle cell proliferation, G1 phase of mitotic cell cycle,
regulation of smooth muscle cell proliferation, intracellular steroid hormone receptor signaling
pathway, S phase of mitotic cell cycle, G2/M transition of mitotic cell cycle, cellular response to
extracellular stimulus, G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, ubiquitin-protein ligase activity,
intracellular receptor mediated signaling pathway, cellular response to external stimulus, response
to extracellular stimulus, positive regulation of cell proliferation, positive regulation of signal
transduction, regulation of cell cycle]

fileAmpOver, snp3dLungC,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

SLC20A2 8:42273993-42397069
8p11.21

solute carrier family 20 (phosphate transporter), member 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:10947],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[inorganic
phosphate transmembrane transporter activity, sodium:phosphate symporter activity, phosphate
ion transport, virus-host interaction]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeHCCd,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeNSCLCd,
tscapeOvariana,
tscapeProstatea,
tscapeRCCd, tscapeSCLCa

SLC25A32 8:104410863-104427417
8q22.3

solute carrier family 25 (mitochondrial folate carrier), member 32 [Source:HGNC
Symbol;Acc:29683], type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[folic
acid transporter activity, folic acid transport, folic acid metabolic process, cofactor transporter
activity, cofactor transport, mitochondrial inner membrane, cellular amino acid metabolic process]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHSurv,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianCGHa,
tcgaOvarianGESurv,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

SLC5A5 19:17982782-18005983
19p13.11

solute carrier family 5 (sodium iodide symporter), member 5 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:11040],
type=protein coding,retained intron, GO=[sodium:iodide symporter activity, iodide
transmembrane transporter activity, iodide transport, cellular response to gonadotropin stimulus,
thyroid hormone generation, cellular response to cAMP, response to gonadotropin stimulus,
phenol-containing compound metabolic process, benzene-containing compound metabolic process,
cellular response to hormone stimulus, cellular amino acid metabolic process, cellular response to
endogenous stimulus, response to hormone stimulus]

cosmicPrimary,
snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl

* SMAD4 18:48494410-48611415
18q21.2

SMAD family member 4 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:6770],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[transforming growth factor beta receptor, common-partner cytoplasmic mediator activity,
cell proliferation involved in heart valve morphogenesis, positive regulation of cell proliferation
involved in heart valve morphogenesis, regulation of cell proliferation involved in heart valve
morphogenesis, atrioventricular valve formation, nephrogenic mesenchyme development,
nephrogenic mesenchyme morphogenesis, activin responsive factor complex, kidney mesenchyme
morphogenesis, metanephric mesenchyme morphogenesis, SMAD protein complex, cardiac
endothelial cell differentiation, endocardial cell differentiation, formation of anatomical boundary,
brainstem development, endothelial cell activation, sebaceous gland development, regulation of
transforming growth factor beta2 production, transforming growth factor beta2 production,
regulation of cell proliferation involved in heart morphogenesis, epithelial to mesenchymal
transition involved in endocardial cushion formation, positive regulation of SMAD protein import
into nucleus, somite rostral/caudal axis specification, I-SMAD binding, SMAD protein complex
assembly, regulation of hair follicle development, metanephric mesenchyme development, SMAD
protein signal transduction, regulation of transforming growth factor beta production,
transforming growth factor beta production, R-SMAD binding, SMAD protein import into nucleus,
cardiac epithelial to mesenchymal transition, positive regulation of transforming growth factor beta
receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of epithelial to mesenchymal transition, positive
regulation of pathway-restricted SMAD protein phosphorylation, gastrulation with mouth forming
second, positive regulation of BMP signaling pathway, positive regulation of cell morphogenesis
involved in differentiation, response to transforming growth factor beta stimulus, embryonic axis
specification, pathway-restricted SMAD protein phosphorylation, regulation of epithelial to
mesenchymal transition, collagen binding, anterior/posterior axis specification, negative regulation
of protein catabolic process, core promoter proximal region sequence-specific DNA binding,
endoderm development, neuron fate commitment, cardiac septum development, somitogenesis,
branching involved in ureteric bud morphogenesis, neural crest cell differentiation, positive
regulation of protein import into nucleus, RNA polymerase II transcription factor binding, palate
development, positive regulation of transmembrane transport, axis specification, hair follicle
development, metanephros development, nephron development, segmentation, regulation of
transforming growth factor beta receptor signaling pathway, receptor signaling protein activity,
cardiocyte differentiation, ureteric bud development, positive regulation of intracellular protein
transport, mesoderm development, mesenchymal cell development, gastrulation, negative regulation
of cell growth, mesenchymal cell differentiation, regulation of organ morphogenesis, transcription
regulatory region sequence-specific DNA binding, positive regulation of cell development,
branching morphogenesis of an epithelial tube, regulation of protein catabolic process, mesenchyme
development, morphogenesis of a branching epithelium, transforming growth factor beta receptor
signaling pathway, positive regulation of protein transport, anterior/posterior pattern specification,
transcription initiation from RNA polymerase II promoter, negative regulation of growth, kidney
development, protein import into nucleus, regulation of transmembrane transport, response to
hypoxia, cell fate commitment, response to oxygen levels, epithelial tube morphogenesis, positive
regulation of protein phosphorylation, urogenital system development, positive regulation of
phosphorylation, gland development, developmental growth, transcription factor complex,
epithelial cell differentiation, regionalization, chromatin binding, transcription regulatory region
DNA binding, regulatory region DNA binding, response to growth factor stimulus, centrosome, in
utero embryonic development, axon guidance, negative regulation of protein metabolic process, cell
growth, morphogenesis of an epithelium, regulation of protein localization, heart development,
transcription factor binding, pattern specification process, transcription factor binding
transcription factor activity, protein binding transcription factor activity, positive regulation of
transport, positive regulation of cell differentiation, regulation of cell development, positive
regulation of cellular component organization, protein homodimerization activity, axonogenesis,
embryonic morphogenesis, regulation of growth, negative regulation of cell proliferation, negative
regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, chordate embryonic development,
neuron projection morphogenesis, epithelium development, regulation of anatomical structure
morphogenesis, chemotaxis, negative regulation of cell death, regulation of cellular localization,
positive regulation of cell proliferation, sequence-specific DNA binding, cell morphogenesis involved
in differentiation, positive regulation of developmental process, neuron projection development,
positive regulation of signal transduction, positive regulation of transcription from RNA
polymerase II promoter, cell activation]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastCGHSurv,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaColonMethylSurv,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeCRCd

SPOCK2 10:73818793-73848790
10q22.1

sparc/osteonectin, cwcv and kazal-like domains proteoglycan (testican) 2 [Source:HGNC
Symbol;Acc:13564], type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[peptide cross-linking via
chondroitin 4-sulfate glycosaminoglycan, extracellular matrix binding, positive regulation of
cell-substrate adhesion, synapse assembly, regulation of cell-substrate adhesion, positive regulation
of cell adhesion, peptidyl-serine modification, synapse organization, glycosaminoglycan binding,
extracellular matrix organization, regulation of cell adhesion, proteinaceous extracellular matrix,
extracellular matrix, calcium ion binding]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaGliomaCGHd,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianGE,
tcgaOvarianGESurv,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

SRD5A2 2:31747550-31806136
2p23.1

steroid-5-alpha-reductase, alpha polypeptide 2 (3-oxo-5 alpha-steroid delta 4-dehydrogenase alpha
2) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:11285], type=processed transcript

snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl

SSX1 X:48114752-48126879
Xp11.23

synovial sarcoma, X breakpoint 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:11335], type=protein coding,
GO=[transcription corepressor activity, transcription cofactor activity, transcription factor binding
transcription factor activity, protein binding transcription factor activity]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
cosmicRecurrent
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ST6GALNAC5 1:77333126-77531396
1p31.1

ST6 (alpha-N-acetyl-neuraminyl-2,3-beta-galactosyl-1,3)-N-acetylgalactosaminide
alpha-2,6-sialyltransferase 5 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:19342],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,
GO=[alpha-N-acetylgalactosaminide alpha-2,6-sialyltransferase activity, glycosphingolipid
biosynthetic process, integral to Golgi membrane, oligosaccharide biosynthetic process,
glycosphingolipid metabolic process]

cosmicPrimary,
fileBC2brain,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

SUSD5 3:33191537-33260707
3p22.3

sushi domain containing 5 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:29061], type=protein coding,
GO=[hyaluronic acid binding, glycosaminoglycan binding]

fileBC2brain, tcgaColonGE

TENM3 4:183065140-183724177
4q34.3, 4q35.1

teneurin transmembrane protein 3 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:29944],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[positive regulation of neuron
projection development, heme binding, homophilic cell adhesion, electron carrier activity, axon,
protein heterodimerization activity, regulation of neurogenesis, cell-cell adhesion, regulation of cell
development, positive regulation of cellular component organization, protein homodimerization
activity, neuron projection, neuron projection development]

fileBC2brain, tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaGliomaGE

* TGFB2 1:218519577-218617961
1q41

transforming growth factor, beta 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:11768],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[positive regulation of catagen, regulation of
catagen, negative regulation of alkaline phosphatase activity, positive regulation of integrin
biosynthetic process, negative regulation of macrophage cytokine production, positive regulation of
cardioblast differentiation, type II transforming growth factor beta receptor binding,
activation-induced cell death of T cells, menstrual cycle phase, regulation of transforming growth
factor beta2 production, transforming growth factor beta2 production, dopamine biosynthetic
process, regulation of cardioblast differentiation, regulation of hair follicle development, signal
transduction by phosphorylation, glial cell migration, hair follicle maturation, positive regulation
of epithelial cell migration, somatic stem cell division, myeloid leukocyte cytokine production,
regulation of transforming growth factor beta production, transforming growth factor beta
production, SMAD protein import into nucleus, cardiac epithelial to mesenchymal transition,
positive regulation of cell adhesion mediated by integrin, positive regulation of heart contraction,
cartilage condensation, beta-amyloid binding, T cell apoptotic process, positive regulation of
epithelial to mesenchymal transition, response to progesterone stimulus, hair follicle
morphogenesis, T cell homeostasis, face morphogenesis, positive regulation of cell morphogenesis
involved in differentiation, embryonic digestive tract development, salivary gland morphogenesis,
pathway-restricted SMAD protein phosphorylation, cardiac muscle cell proliferation, face
development, collagen fibril organization, positive regulation of ossification, blood vessel
remodeling, regulation of cell adhesion mediated by integrin, regulation of epithelial to
mesenchymal transition, lymphocyte apoptotic process, positive regulation of neuron apoptotic
process, platelet alpha granule lumen, receptor signaling protein serine/threonine kinase activity,
anatomical structure maturation, positive regulation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade,
exocrine system development, heart growth, head development, negative regulation of immune
response, neutrophil chemotaxis, positive regulation of stress-activated MAPK cascade, regulation
of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade, neuron fate commitment, positive regulation of cell
division, phenol-containing compound metabolic process, benzene-containing compound metabolic
process, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade, hair follicle development, negative regulation of
epithelial cell proliferation, platelet degranulation, positive regulation of protein secretion,
ovulation cycle process, regulation of cell division, positive regulation of cell growth, organ growth,
receptor signaling protein activity, cardiocyte differentiation, plasma membrane organization,
odontogenesis, digestive tract development, gland morphogenesis, positive regulation of cell cycle,
digestive system development, positive regulation of cell adhesion, tissue remodeling, leukocyte
chemotaxis, mesenchymal cell development, cell-cell junction organization, negative regulation of
cell growth, cardiac muscle tissue development, mesenchymal cell differentiation, positive
regulation of growth, growth factor activity, regulation of neuron apoptotic process, positive
regulation of cell development, regulation of ossification, gliogenesis, mesenchyme development,
cartilage development, neuron apoptotic process, transforming growth factor beta receptor
signaling pathway, positive regulation of protein transport, developmental maturation, positive
regulation of MAPK cascade, homeostasis of number of cells, skeletal system morphogenesis,
negative regulation of growth, cytokine activity, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation,
phosphatidylinositol-mediated signaling, cell junction organization, cytokine receptor binding,
protein import into nucleus, platelet activation, positive regulation of secretion, response to
hypoxia, positive regulation of cell migration, positive regulation of cell motility, cell fate
commitment, epithelial cell proliferation, response to oxygen levels, axon, negative regulation of
hydrolase activity, neuronal cell body, extracellular matrix organization, leukocyte migration,
regulation of cell adhesion, activation of protein kinase activity, cell body, gland development,
ossification, eye development, response to steroid hormone stimulus, induction of apoptosis,
regulation of MAPK cascade, response to drug, striated muscle tissue development, embryonic
organ development, negative regulation of multicellular organismal process, axon guidance,
angiogenesis, protein heterodimerization activity, blood circulation, cell growth, positive regulation
of intracellular protein kinase cascade, cell cycle arrest, regulation of protein localization,
extracellular matrix, regulation of cell migration, heart development, skeletal system development,
cell-cell adhesion, regulation of cell motility, developmental process involved in reproduction, blood
vessel morphogenesis, MAPK cascade, positive regulation of protein kinase activity, negative
regulation of cell cycle, sensory organ development, regulation of system process, positive
regulation of kinase activity, positive regulation of transport, blood vessel development, positive
regulation of cell differentiation, blood coagulation, regulation of cell development, positive
regulation of cellular component organization, hemostasis, protein homodimerization activity,
axonogenesis, positive regulation of multicellular organismal process, positive regulation of
apoptotic process, vasculature development, positive regulation of programmed cell death,
regulation of growth, negative regulation of cell proliferation, positive regulation of cell death,
hemopoiesis, neuron projection morphogenesis, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development,
regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, positive regulation of immune system process,
regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis, neuron projection, chemotaxis, regulation of
body fluid levels, immune system development, wound healing, multicellular organism
reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process, regulation of protein kinase activity,
regulation of cellular localization, positive regulation of cell proliferation, response to hormone
stimulus, regulation of kinase activity, cell morphogenesis involved in differentiation, positive
regulation of developmental process, neuron projection development, regulation of transferase
activity, negative regulation of molecular function, positive regulation of signal transduction,
regulation of cell cycle, regulation of response to stress, cell activation]

snp3dGlioma,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGESurv,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl
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* TGFBR2 3:30647994-30735634
3p24.1

transforming growth factor, beta receptor II (70/80kDa) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:11773],
type=protein coding, GO=[type III transforming growth factor beta receptor binding, positive
regulation of tolerance induction to self antigen, regulation of tolerance induction to self antigen,
transforming growth factor beta receptor activity, type II, B cell tolerance induction, bronchus
morphogenesis, positive regulation of B cell tolerance induction, regulation of B cell tolerance
induction, trachea formation, transforming growth factor beta receptor homodimeric complex,
positive regulation of NK T cell differentiation, regulation of NK T cell differentiation, positive
regulation of skeletal muscle tissue regeneration, common-partner SMAD protein phosphorylation,
type I transforming growth factor beta receptor binding, lung lobe development, lung lobe
morphogenesis, negative regulation of cardiac muscle cell proliferation, positive regulation of T cell
tolerance induction, transforming growth factor beta binding, myeloid dendritic cell differentiation,
positive regulation of epithelial cell migration, mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase
binding, response to cholesterol, skeletal muscle tissue regeneration, embryonic hemopoiesis,
regulation of cardiac muscle cell proliferation, positive regulation of reactive oxygen species
metabolic process, patterning of blood vessels, positive regulation of mesenchymal cell
proliferation, embryo implantation, pathway-restricted SMAD protein phosphorylation, regulation
of heart growth, cardiac muscle cell proliferation, embryonic cranial skeleton morphogenesis,
positive regulation of smooth muscle cell proliferation, organ regeneration, lung morphogenesis,
receptor signaling protein serine/threonine kinase activity, heart growth, peptidyl-threonine
phosphorylation, caveola, organ formation, lens development in camera-type eye, negative
regulation of transforming growth factor beta receptor signaling pathway, regulation of smooth
muscle cell proliferation, response to lipid, cytokine binding, alpha-beta T cell differentiation,
regulation of organ growth, palate development, vasculogenesis, transmembrane receptor protein
kinase activity, regulation of wound healing, regulation of transforming growth factor beta receptor
signaling pathway, organ growth, receptor signaling protein activity, growth factor binding,
regeneration, regulation of striated muscle tissue development, regulation of muscle organ
development, digestive tract development, response to glucose stimulus, gland morphogenesis,
response to hexose stimulus, digestive system development, myeloid leukocyte activation, response
to estrogen stimulus, reactive oxygen species metabolic process, mammary gland development,
gastrulation, response to mechanical stimulus, cardiac muscle tissue development, peptidyl-serine
modification, female pregnancy, myeloid leukocyte differentiation, positive regulation of growth,
branching morphogenesis of an epithelial tube, glycosaminoglycan binding, T cell differentiation,
membrane raft, cartilage development, morphogenesis of a branching epithelium, transforming
growth factor beta receptor signaling pathway, respiratory system development, external side of
plasma membrane, skeletal system morphogenesis, aging, cytokine receptor binding, response to
organic cyclic compound, response to nutrient, positive regulation of cell migration, positive
regulation of cell motility, lymphocyte differentiation, camera-type eye development, activation of
protein kinase activity, gland development, developmental growth, eye development, response to
steroid hormone stimulus, protein kinase binding, response to drug, striated muscle tissue
development, embryonic organ development, in utero embryonic development, leukocyte
differentiation, negative regulation of multicellular organismal process, response to nutrient levels,
angiogenesis, morphogenesis of an epithelium, muscle organ development, response to extracellular
stimulus, regulation of response to external stimulus, regulation of cell migration, heart
development, skeletal system development, regulation of cell motility, blood vessel morphogenesis,
pattern specification process, cell surface, positive regulation of protein kinase activity, sensory
organ development, lymphocyte activation, positive regulation of kinase activity, blood vessel
development, muscle structure development, positive regulation of cell differentiation, embryonic
morphogenesis, brain development, vasculature development, regulation of growth, negative
regulation of cell proliferation, hemopoiesis, chordate embryonic development, negative regulation
of developmental process, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development, positive regulation of
immune system process, epithelium development, regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis,
immune system development, wound healing, response to abiotic stimulus, negative regulation of
signal transduction, regulation of protein kinase activity, positive regulation of cell proliferation,
negative regulation of signaling, negative regulation of cell communication, response to hormone
stimulus, regulation of kinase activity, positive regulation of developmental process, central
nervous system development, regulation of transferase activity, regulation of response to stress, cell
activation]

snp3dCRC, tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

* TGIF2 20:35201891-35222560
20q11.23

TGFB-induced factor homeobox 2 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:15764],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[transforming growth factor beta receptor signaling
pathway, transcription initiation from RNA polymerase II promoter, negative regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, sequence-specific DNA binding]

cosmicPrimary, fileCIN70,
tcgaBreastCGHSurv,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCa

THAP1 8:42691817-42698468
8p11.21

THAP domain containing, apoptosis associated protein 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:20856],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[PML body, endothelial cell proliferation, epithelial
cell proliferation, nuclear body, regulation of mitotic cell cycle, sequence-specific DNA binding,
regulation of cell cycle]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethylSurv,
tscapeHCCd,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeNSCLCd,
tscapeOvariana,
tscapeProstatea,
tscapeRCCd, tscapeSCLCa

TNFRSF8 1:12123434-12204264
1p36.22

tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily, member 8 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:11923],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[TRAIL biosynthetic
process, TRAIL production, positive regulation of TRAIL biosynthetic process, regulation of
TRAIL biosynthetic process, regulation of TRAIL production, positive regulation of tumor necrosis
factor biosynthetic process, tumor necrosis factor-activated receptor activity, tumor necrosis
factor-mediated signaling pathway, cellular response to mechanical stimulus, cellular response to
tumor necrosis factor, response to tumor necrosis factor, response to mechanical stimulus, cellular
response to abiotic stimulus, cellular response to external stimulus, response to cytokine stimulus,
positive regulation of apoptotic process, positive regulation of programmed cell death, negative
regulation of cell proliferation, positive regulation of cell death, response to abiotic stimulus]

cosmicPrimary,
snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCd, tscapeCRCd,
tscapeHCCd,
tscapeNSCLCd,
tscapeOvariana,
tscapeOvariand,
tscapeRCCd

TNFSF8 9:117656003-117692697
9q32

tumor necrosis factor (ligand) superfamily, member 8 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:11938],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[CD8-positive, alpha-beta T cell differentiation,
tumor necrosis factor receptor binding, defense response to Gram-positive bacterium, alpha-beta T
cell differentiation, T cell differentiation, cytokine activity, cytokine receptor binding, lymphocyte
differentiation, induction of apoptosis, leukocyte differentiation, lymphocyte activation, positive
regulation of apoptotic process, positive regulation of programmed cell death, positive regulation
of cell death, hemopoiesis, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development, immune system
development, positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, cell activation]

snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE

* TOP2A 17:38544768-38574202
17q21.2

topoisomerase (DNA) II alpha 170kDa [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:11989],
type=protein coding,retained intron, GO=[DNA topoisomerase complex (ATP-hydrolyzing), viral
integration complex, positive regulation of retroviral genome replication, apoptotic chromosome
condensation, DNA topoisomerase type II (ATP-hydrolyzing) activity, embryonic cleavage,
resolution of meiotic recombination intermediates, DNA topological change, DNA ligation, positive
regulation of viral genome replication, synaptonemal complex, apoptotic nuclear changes, mitotic
recombination, reciprocal meiotic recombination, protein kinase C binding, DNA binding, bending,
sister chromatid segregation, centriole, ubiquitin binding, histone deacetylase binding,
DNA-dependent ATPase activity, cellular component disassembly involved in execution phase of
apoptosis, drug binding, positive regulation of reproductive process, DNA-dependent DNA
replication, protein C-terminus binding, chromosome segregation, magnesium ion binding,
regulation of reproductive process, phosphatidylinositol-mediated signaling, DNA replication,
nuclear chromosome, chromatin binding, protein kinase binding, centrosome, ATPase activity,
protein heterodimerization activity, protein homodimerization activity, positive regulation of
apoptotic process, positive regulation of programmed cell death, chromosomal part, positive
regulation of cell death, cellular process involved in reproduction, response to DNA damage
stimulus, positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, chromosome
organization]

cosmicPrimary, fileCIN70,
snp3dLungC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE, tscapeBCd
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* TP53 17:7565097-7590856
17p13.1

tumor protein p53 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:11998],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[negative regulation of helicase
activity, oxidative stress-induced premature senescence, T cell proliferation involved in immune
response, histone deacetylase regulator activity, B cell lineage commitment, positive regulation of
cardiac muscle cell apoptotic process, positive regulation of striated muscle cell apoptotic process,
positive regulation of cell aging, positive regulation of thymocyte apoptotic process, stress-induced
premature senescence, DNA strand renaturation, negative regulation of neuroblast proliferation,
regulation of helicase activity, mitotic cell cycle arrest, positive regulation of histone deacetylation,
ER overload response, replicative senescence, negative regulation of reactive oxygen species
metabolic process, positive regulation of lymphocyte apoptotic process, determination of adult
lifespan, DNA damage response, signal transduction by p53 class mediator resulting in
transcription of p21 class mediator, cellular response to glucose starvation, regulation of
mitochondrial membrane permeability, T cell lineage commitment, histone acetyltransferase
binding, protein phosphatase 2A binding, positive regulation of protein oligomerization, rRNA
transcription, regulation of cell aging, transcription factor TFIID complex, positive regulation of
intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway, positive regulation of release of cytochrome c from
mitochondria, response to salt stress, T cell apoptotic process, negative regulation of fibroblast
proliferation, response to X-ray, intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in response to DNA damage
by p53 class mediator, regulation of muscle cell apoptotic process, multicellular organismal aging,
regulation of release of cytochrome c from mitochondria, positive regulation of reactive oxygen
species metabolic process, receptor tyrosine kinase binding, cellular response to ionizing radiation,
cellular response to UV, negative regulation of DNA replication, base-excision repair, response to
antibiotic, response to gamma radiation, replication fork, cellular response to drug, chaperone
binding, lymphocyte apoptotic process, positive regulation of neuron apoptotic process, positive
regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway, neuroblast proliferation, p53 binding, intrinsic apoptotic
signaling pathway in response to DNA damage, regulation of tissue remodeling, release of
cytochrome c from mitochondria, damaged DNA binding, regulation of neural precursor cell
proliferation, copper ion binding, protease binding, regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway,
somitogenesis, negative regulation of DNA metabolic process, T cell differentiation in thymus,
negative regulation of transforming growth factor beta receptor signaling pathway, regulation of
fibroblast proliferation, DNA damage response, signal transduction by p53 class mediator resulting
in cell cycle arrest, intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway, signal transduction involved in DNA
damage checkpoint, signal transduction involved in DNA integrity checkpoint, RNA polymerase II
core promoter proximal region sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity involved
in positive regulation of transcription, RNA polymerase II transcription factor binding, protein
phosphatase binding, mitotic cell cycle G1/S transition DNA damage checkpoint, PML body,
nuclear matrix, cell aging, B cell differentiation, protein tetramerization, positive regulation of cell
cycle arrest, cellular response to hypoxia, nucleotide-excision repair, protein N-terminus binding,
segmentation, lymphocyte activation involved in immune response, regulation of transforming
growth factor beta receptor signaling pathway, negative regulation of neurogenesis, RNA
polymerase II core promoter proximal region sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor
activity, neural precursor cell proliferation, positive regulation of protein complex assembly,
regulation of DNA replication, regulation of G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, positive
regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, cellular response to oxidative stress, response to
UV, response to ionizing radiation, double-strand break repair, negative regulation of cell
development, reactive oxygen species metabolic process, regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine
phosphorylation, tissue remodeling, T cell proliferation, DNA damage checkpoint, gastrulation,
nuclear chromatin, cell activation involved in immune response, leukocyte activation involved in
immune response, negative regulation of cell growth, ubiquitin protein ligase binding, mitotic cell
cycle checkpoint, cellular response to abiotic stimulus, signal transduction in response to DNA
damage, regulation of neuron apoptotic process, positive regulation of cell cycle process, regulation
of interphase of mitotic cell cycle, T cell differentiation, neuron apoptotic process,
peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, B cell activation, transforming growth factor beta receptor
signaling pathway, lymphocyte proliferation, anterior/posterior pattern specification, cellular
response to extracellular stimulus, leukocyte proliferation, aging, negative regulation of growth,
regulation of DNA metabolic process, G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle, protein import into
nucleus, response to hypoxia, positive regulation of organelle organization, lymphocyte
differentiation, cell fate commitment, response to oxygen levels, response to oxidative stress,
negative regulation of hydrolase activity, cellular response to external stimulus, cell cycle
checkpoint, positive regulation of protein phosphorylation, nuclear body, mitochondrial matrix,
regulation of cell cycle arrest, DNA replication, positive regulation of phosphorylation, nuclear
chromosome, transcription factor complex, chromatin, induction of apoptosis, regionalization,
virus-host interaction, chromatin binding, regulation of mitotic cell cycle, transcription regulatory
region DNA binding, protein kinase binding, regulatory region DNA binding, response to drug, in
utero embryonic development, leukocyte differentiation, response to nutrient levels, protein
heterodimerization activity, cell growth, response to extracellular stimulus, cell cycle arrest,
regulation of neurogenesis, transcription factor binding, Ras protein signal transduction, pattern
specification process, regulation of cell cycle process, negative regulation of cell cycle, lymphocyte
activation, negative regulation of cell differentiation, blood coagulation, regulation of cell
development, positive regulation of cellular component organization, hemostasis, embryonic
morphogenesis, positive regulation of apoptotic process, positive regulation of programmed cell
death, regulation of growth, chromosomal part, negative regulation of cell proliferation, negative
regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, positive regulation of cell death,
hemopoiesis, chordate embryonic development, negative regulation of developmental process,
hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development, regulation of body fluid levels, immune system
development, negative regulation of apoptotic process, wound healing, negative regulation of
programmed cell death, response to DNA damage stimulus, response to abiotic stimulus, negative
regulation of cell death, negative regulation of signal transduction, negative regulation of signaling,
negative regulation of cell communication, positive regulation of developmental process, central
nervous system development, negative regulation of molecular function, positive regulation of
signal transduction, positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter,
regulation of cell cycle, chromosome organization, cell activation]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
cosmicRecurrent, snp3dBC,
snp3dCRC, snp3dGlioma,
snp3dLungC,
snp3dProstateC,
snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethylSurv,
tscapeProstated

TPO 2:1377995-1547483
2p25.3

thyroid peroxidase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:12015], type=processed transcript,protein coding,
GO=[iodide peroxidase activity, thyroid hormone generation, hydrogen peroxide catabolic process,
embryonic hemopoiesis, cellular response to hydrogen peroxide, phenol-containing compound
metabolic process, cellular response to reactive oxygen species, benzene-containing compound
metabolic process, response to hydrogen peroxide, cellular response to oxidative stress, response to
reactive oxygen species, heme binding, reactive oxygen species metabolic process, response to
oxidative stress, response to inorganic substance, embryonic organ development, cellular amino
acid metabolic process, cell surface, hemopoiesis, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development,
immune system development, calcium ion binding]

cosmicMetastasis,
cosmicPrimary,
snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

* TPX2 20:30327074-30389608
20q11.21

TPX2, microtubule-associated, homolog (Xenopus laevis) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:1249],
type=protein coding, GO=[regulation of mitotic spindle organization, mitotic spindle organization,
regulation of microtubule cytoskeleton organization, spindle pole, regulation of microtubule-based
process, spindle, activation of protein kinase activity, regulation of mitotic cell cycle, protein
kinase binding, GTP binding, regulation of cell cycle process, positive regulation of protein kinase
activity, positive regulation of kinase activity, regulation of protein kinase activity, regulation of
kinase activity, regulation of transferase activity, regulation of cell cycle]

cosmicPrimary, fileCIN70,
snp3dLungC,
tcgaBreastCGHSurv,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

TRIP13 5:892758-919472
5p15.33

thyroid hormone receptor interactor 13 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:12307],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[female meiosis I, pachytene, male
germ cell nucleus, male meiosis I, oocyte maturation, synaptonemal complex assembly, synapsis,
oocyte development, male meiosis, reciprocal meiotic recombination, oogenesis, spermatid
development, spermatid differentiation, female gamete generation, cell maturation, double-strand
break repair, germ cell development, developmental maturation, developmental process involved in
reproduction, transcription cofactor activity, transcription factor binding transcription factor
activity, protein binding transcription factor activity, cellular process involved in reproduction,
response to DNA damage stimulus, multicellular organism reproduction, multicellular organismal
reproductive process, chromosome organization]

cosmicPrimary, fileCIN70,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianGE,
tcgaOvarianMethyl

TRPS1 8:116420724-116821899
8q23.3

trichorhinophalangeal syndrome I [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:12340], type=protein coding,
GO=[NLS-bearing substrate import into nucleus, regulation of chondrocyte differentiation,
chondrocyte differentiation, cartilage development, protein import into nucleus, skeletal system
development, negative regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter,
sequence-specific DNA binding]

cosmicPrimary,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianCGHa,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeNSCLCa,
tscapeOvariana
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TSHR 14:81421333-81612646
14q31.1

thyroid stimulating hormone receptor [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:12373],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron,
GO=[thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor activity, positive regulation of multicellular organism
growth, adenylate cyclase-activating G-protein coupled receptor signaling pathway, adult
locomotory behavior, regulation of multicellular organism growth, B cell differentiation, positive
regulation of growth, locomotory behavior, B cell activation, lymphocyte differentiation, leukocyte
differentiation, lymphocyte activation, positive regulation of multicellular organismal process,
regulation of growth, hemopoiesis, behavior, hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development,
immune system development, positive regulation of cell proliferation, cell activation]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicMetastasis,
snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastCGHSurv,
tcgaBreastMethyl

UTF1 10:135043778-
135045062
10q26.3

undifferentiated embryonic cell transcription factor 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:12634],
type=protein coding, GO=[HMG box domain binding, male gonad development, development of
primary male sexual characteristics, gonad development, development of primary sexual
characteristics, reproductive structure development, transcription coactivator activity,
developmental process involved in reproduction, transcription cofactor activity, transcription factor
binding transcription factor activity, protein binding transcription factor activity, protein domain
specific binding, positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter]

tcgaGliomaMethylSurv,
tscapeGliomad,
tscapeMelanomad,
tscapeNSCLCd

UTRN 6:144606837-145174170
6q24.2

utrophin [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:12635], type=processed transcript,protein coding,
GO=[contractile ring, vinculin binding, dystrophin-associated glycoprotein complex, regulation of
sodium ion transmembrane transporter activity, positive regulation of cell-matrix adhesion,
neuromuscular junction, regulation of sodium ion transport, regulation of ion transmembrane
transporter activity, filopodium, regulation of transmembrane transporter activity, regulation of
cell-matrix adhesion, positive regulation of cell-substrate adhesion, regulation of transporter
activity, PDZ domain binding, regulation of ion transmembrane transport, integrin binding,
sarcolemma, regulation of cell-substrate adhesion, positive regulation of cell adhesion, myofibril,
membrane raft, contractile fiber, postsynaptic membrane, regulation of metal ion transport, aging,
regulation of transmembrane transport, regulation of cell adhesion, synapse part, muscle cell
differentiation, protein kinase binding, muscle organ development, protein domain specific binding,
muscle structure development, neuron projection morphogenesis, calcium ion binding, neuron
projection development]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaGliomaCGHSurv,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tscapeOvariand

* VEGFA 6:43737921-43754224
6p21.1

vascular endothelial growth factor A [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:12680],
type=protein coding,retained intron, GO=[basophil chemotaxis, vascular endothelial growth factor
receptor 1 binding, coronary vein morphogenesis, positive regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine
autophosphorylation, regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine autophosphorylation, VEGF-activated
platelet-derived growth factor receptor signaling pathway, cardiac vascular smooth muscle cell
development, positive regulation of cell proliferation by VEGF-activated platelet derived growth
factor receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II
promoter in response to hypoxia, primitive erythrocyte differentiation, coronary artery
morphogenesis, positive regulation of endothelial cell chemotaxis by VEGF-activated vascular
endothelial growth factor receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of mast cell chemotaxis,
regulation of mast cell chemotaxis, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 binding, positive
regulation of cell migration involved in sprouting angiogenesis, post-embryonic camera-type eye
development, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor binding, cardiac muscle fiber
development, positive regulation of protein kinase C signaling cascade, positive regulation of
transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter in response to stress, positive regulation of
vascular permeability, mast cell chemotaxis, surfactant homeostasis, negative regulation of bone
resorption, dopaminergic neuron differentiation, positive regulation of CREB transcription factor
activity, positive regulation of focal adhesion assembly, positive regulation of protein
autophosphorylation, platelet-derived growth factor receptor binding, receptor agonist activity,
induction of positive chemotaxis, positive regulation of receptor internalization, fibronectin
binding, positive regulation of vascular endothelial growth factor receptor signaling pathway,
positive regulation of neuroblast proliferation, mammary gland alveolus development, positive
regulation of branching involved in ureteric bud morphogenesis, chemoattractant activity, positive
regulation of blood vessel endothelial cell migration, regulation of positive chemotaxis, regulation
of vascular endothelial growth factor receptor signaling pathway, embryonic hemopoiesis, monocyte
differentiation, RNA stabilization, mRNA stabilization, receptor activator activity, macrophage
differentiation, regulation of focal adhesion assembly, positive regulation of cell-matrix adhesion,
eye photoreceptor cell development, positive regulation of neural precursor cell proliferation,
patterning of blood vessels, response to cold, positive regulation of mesenchymal cell proliferation,
T-helper 1 type immune response, regulation of bone remodeling, platelet-derived growth factor
receptor signaling pathway, extracellular matrix binding, lactation, lung alveolus development,
blood vessel remodeling, positive regulation of smooth muscle cell proliferation, regulation of
DNA-dependent transcription in response to stress, positive chemotaxis, platelet alpha granule
lumen, focal adhesion assembly, neuroblast proliferation, cell surface binding, bone resorption,
ovarian follicle development, regulation of morphogenesis of a branching structure, regulation of
tissue remodeling, regulation of kidney development, positive regulation of endothelial cell
proliferation, regulation of neural precursor cell proliferation, positive regulation of peptidyl-serine
phosphorylation, positive regulation of cell division, regulation of cell-matrix adhesion, branching
involved in ureteric bud morphogenesis, positive regulation of cell-substrate adhesion, negative
regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity involved in apoptotic process, regulation of
peptidyl-serine phosphorylation, bone remodeling, regulation of smooth muscle cell proliferation,
regulation of endothelial cell proliferation, vasculogenesis, platelet degranulation, basement
membrane, cellular response to hypoxia, endothelial cell proliferation, ovulation cycle process,
female gonad development, regulation of cell division, camera-type eye morphogenesis, growth
factor receptor binding, cardiocyte differentiation, neural precursor cell proliferation, positive
regulation of protein complex assembly, ureteric bud development, positive regulation of
peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, regulation of chemotaxis, female sex differentiation, muscle
fiber development, regulation of cell shape, regulation of cell-substrate adhesion, endothelial cell
migration, mesoderm development, cell maturation, positive regulation of epithelial cell
proliferation, heparin binding, regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, positive regulation
of cell adhesion, tissue remodeling, leukocyte chemotaxis, negative regulation of endopeptidase
activity, tube formation, mammary gland development, cardiac muscle tissue development,
peptidyl-serine modification, regulation of organ morphogenesis, myeloid leukocyte differentiation,
growth factor activity, positive regulation of cell development, branching morphogenesis of an
epithelial tube, regulation of angiogenesis, glycosaminoglycan binding, morphogenesis of a
branching epithelium, peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation, regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase
activity involved in apoptotic process, cell junction assembly, respiratory system development,
developmental maturation, positive regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription
factor activity, protein autophosphorylation, regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase activity,
positive regulation of MAP kinase activity, homeostasis of number of cells, gonad development,
cytokine activity, kidney development, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, cell junction
organization, cytokine receptor binding, anatomical structure homeostasis, development of primary
sexual characteristics, platelet activation, response to hypoxia, positive regulation of cell migration,
positive regulation of cell motility, epithelial cell proliferation, response to oxygen levels, negative
regulation of hydrolase activity, camera-type eye development, reproductive structure development,
epithelial tube morphogenesis, positive regulation of protein phosphorylation, regulation of MAP
kinase activity, regulation of endopeptidase activity, urogenital system development, striated
muscle cell differentiation, leukocyte migration, regulation of cell adhesion, activation of protein
kinase activity, positive regulation of phosphorylation, gland development, eye development,
epithelial cell differentiation, cellular response to growth factor stimulus, muscle cell
differentiation, regulation of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity, response
to growth factor stimulus, proteinaceous extracellular matrix, striated muscle tissue development,
embryonic organ development, in utero embryonic development, leukocyte differentiation, negative
regulation of multicellular organismal process, angiogenesis, regulation of protein serine/threonine
kinase activity, protein heterodimerization activity, blood circulation, morphogenesis of an
epithelium, positive regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, posttranscriptional
regulation of gene expression, regulation of response to external stimulus, extracellular matrix,
regulation of cell migration, regulation of neurogenesis, heart development, regulation of cell
motility, developmental process involved in reproduction, blood vessel morphogenesis, pattern
specification process, cell surface, positive regulation of protein kinase activity, sensory organ
development, positive regulation of kinase activity, positive regulation of transport, blood vessel
development, muscle structure development, positive regulation of cell differentiation, blood
coagulation, regulation of cell development, positive regulation of cellular component organization,
hemostasis, protein homodimerization activity, positive regulation of multicellular organismal
process, vasculature development, negative regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II
promoter, hemopoiesis, behavior, chordate embryonic development, hematopoietic or lymphoid
organ development, regulation of intracellular protein kinase cascade, positive regulation of
immune system process, epithelium development, regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis,
chemotaxis, regulation of body fluid levels, immune system development, negative regulation of
apoptotic process, wound healing, negative regulation of programmed cell death, response to
abiotic stimulus, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway, negative
regulation of cell death, multicellular organism reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive
process, regulation of protein kinase activity, positive regulation of cell proliferation, regulation of
kinase activity, positive regulation of developmental process, regulation of transferase activity,
negative regulation of molecular function, positive regulation of signal transduction, positive
regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, cell activation]

snp3dBC, snp3dGlioma,
snp3dLungC,
snp3dProstateC,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tscapeHCCa,
tscapeNSCLCa
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* VEGFC 4:177604689-177713881
4q34.3

vascular endothelial growth factor C [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:12682],
type=processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 3
binding, positive regulation of mast cell chemotaxis, regulation of mast cell chemotaxis, vascular
endothelial growth factor receptor binding, mast cell chemotaxis, positive regulation of protein
autophosphorylation, induction of positive chemotaxis, positive regulation of neuroblast
proliferation, substrate-dependent cell migration, chemoattractant activity, positive regulation of
blood vessel endothelial cell migration, regulation of positive chemotaxis, regulation of vascular
endothelial growth factor receptor signaling pathway, positive regulation of neural precursor cell
proliferation, negative regulation of blood pressure, positive chemotaxis, platelet alpha granule
lumen, neuroblast proliferation, regulation of neural precursor cell proliferation, positive regulation
of cell division, platelet degranulation, positive regulation of protein secretion, regulation of cell
division, growth factor receptor binding, neural precursor cell proliferation, regulation of
chemotaxis, endothelial cell migration, positive regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, leukocyte
chemotaxis, morphogenesis of embryonic epithelium, regulation of blood pressure, growth factor
activity, positive regulation of cell development, positive regulation of protein transport, protein
autophosphorylation, regulation of epithelial cell proliferation, cytokine receptor binding, platelet
activation, positive regulation of secretion, positive regulation of cell migration, positive regulation
of cell motility, epithelial cell proliferation, positive regulation of protein phosphorylation,
leukocyte migration, positive regulation of phosphorylation, cellular response to growth factor
stimulus, response to growth factor stimulus, response to drug, angiogenesis, blood circulation,
morphogenesis of an epithelium, regulation of response to external stimulus, regulation of protein
localization, regulation of cell migration, regulation of neurogenesis, regulation of cell motility,
blood vessel morphogenesis, positive regulation of transport, blood vessel development, positive
regulation of cell differentiation, blood coagulation, regulation of cell development, hemostasis,
embryonic morphogenesis, vasculature development, behavior, positive regulation of immune
system process, epithelium development, chemotaxis, regulation of body fluid levels, wound
healing, transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway, regulation of cellular
localization, positive regulation of cell proliferation, positive regulation of developmental process,
cell activation]

cosmicPrimary,
snp3dLungC,
snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCd,
tscapeMelanomad,
tscapeProstated,
tscapeRCCd

VOPP1 7:55503749-55640681
7p11.2

vesicular, overexpressed in cancer, prosurvival protein 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:34518],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaGliomaCGHa

WHSC1L1 8:38132544-38239790
8p11.23

Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome candidate 1-like 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:12767],
type=processed transcript,protein coding,retained intron, GO=[histone-lysine N-methyltransferase
activity, cell growth, chromosome organization]

cancerGeneCensusAct,
fileAmpOver,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaColonMethylSurv,
tcgaGliomaGE,
tcgaOvarianCGHSurv,
tscapeCRCa, tscapeHCCd,
tscapeNSCLCd

* WT1 11:32409321-32457176
11p13

Wilms tumor 1 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:12796], type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding,
GO=[negative regulation of metanephric glomerular mesangial cell proliferation, adrenal cortex
development, adrenal cortex formation, positive regulation of metanephric ureteric bud
development, posterior mesonephric tubule development, regulation of metanephric ureteric bud
development, thorax and anterior abdomen determination, visceral serous pericardium
development, negative regulation of female gonad development, metanephric glomerular mesangial
cell proliferation involved in metanephros development, positive regulation of heart growth,
regulation of glomerular mesangial cell proliferation, cardiac muscle cell fate commitment,
metanephric S-shaped body morphogenesis, positive regulation of male gonad development,
regulation of metanephric glomerulus development, diaphragm development, regulation of female
gonad development, glomerular basement membrane development, regulation of glomerulus
development, cell proliferation involved in metanephros development, C2H2 zinc finger domain
binding, mesonephric tubule development, cardiac cell fate commitment, glomerular visceral
epithelial cell differentiation, renal filtration cell differentiation, cellular response to gonadotropin
stimulus, metanephric mesenchyme development, metanephric glomerulus development, glomerulus
vasculature development, regulation of metanephros development, mesenchymal to epithelial
transition, mesonephros development, metanephric epithelium development, cellular response to
cAMP, male genitalia development, response to gonadotropin stimulus, epithelial cell
differentiation involved in kidney development, embryonic axis specification, regulation of organ
formation, regulation of heart growth, metanephric nephron development, cell differentiation
involved in kidney development, anterior/posterior axis specification, regulation of kidney
development, heart growth, organ formation, branching involved in ureteric bud morphogenesis,
RNA polymerase II core promoter proximal region sequence-specific DNA binding transcription
factor activity involved in positive regulation of transcription, negative regulation of translation,
regulation of organ growth, vasculogenesis, axis specification, metanephros development, epithelial
cell development, female gonad development, nephron development, segmentation, organ growth,
positive regulation of reproductive process, RNA polymerase II core promoter proximal region
sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factor activity, cardiocyte differentiation, ureteric bud
development, male gonad development, female sex differentiation, development of primary male
sexual characteristics, endocrine system development, double-stranded DNA binding, nuclear speck,
negative regulation of cell growth, cardiac muscle tissue development, germ cell development,
regulation of organ morphogenesis, positive regulation of growth, branching morphogenesis of an
epithelial tube, mesenchyme development, morphogenesis of a branching epithelium, regulation of
reproductive process, respiratory system development, gonad development, anterior/posterior
pattern specification, negative regulation of growth, kidney development, development of primary
sexual characteristics, skeletal muscle organ development, regulation of translation, cell fate
commitment, camera-type eye development, reproductive structure development, epithelial tube
morphogenesis, urogenital system development, striated muscle cell differentiation, extracellular
matrix organization, nuclear body, gland development, developmental growth, eye development,
epithelial cell differentiation, induction of apoptosis, regionalization, transcription regulatory
region DNA binding, muscle cell differentiation, regulatory region DNA binding, striated muscle
tissue development, negative regulation of protein metabolic process, cell growth, morphogenesis of
an epithelium, muscle organ development, posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression, heart
development, cellular response to hormone stimulus, developmental process involved in
reproduction, blood vessel morphogenesis, pattern specification process, sensory organ
development, protein domain specific binding, blood vessel development, muscle structure
development, positive regulation of apoptotic process, vasculature development, positive regulation
of programmed cell death, regulation of growth, negative regulation of cell proliferation, negative
regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter, positive regulation of cell death,
cellular process involved in reproduction, negative regulation of developmental process, epithelium
development, regulation of anatomical structure morphogenesis, cellular response to endogenous
stimulus, negative regulation of apoptotic process, negative regulation of programmed cell death,
negative regulation of cell death, multicellular organism reproduction, multicellular organismal
reproductive process, sequence-specific DNA binding, response to hormone stimulus, cell
morphogenesis involved in differentiation, positive regulation of developmental process, positive
regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter]

cancerGeneCensusInact,
cosmicRecurrent,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaGE, tscapeBCa

WWOX 16:78133310-79246564
16q23.1, 16q23.2

WW domain containing oxidoreductase [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:12799],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[cellular response to
transforming growth factor beta stimulus, response to transforming growth factor beta stimulus,
negative regulation of Wnt receptor signaling pathway, osteoblast differentiation, skeletal system
morphogenesis, ossification, Wnt receptor signaling pathway, induction of apoptosis, cellular
response to growth factor stimulus, response to growth factor stimulus, skeletal system
development, positive regulation of apoptotic process, positive regulation of programmed cell
death, positive regulation of cell death, cellular response to endogenous stimulus, negative
regulation of signal transduction, negative regulation of signaling, negative regulation of cell
communication, positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonCGHa,
tcgaColonCGHd,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaOvarianCGHd,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeBCd, tscapeCRCd,
tscapeMelanomad,
tscapeNSCLCd,
tscapeProstated,
tscapeRCCd, tscapeSCLCd

YOD1 1:207217194-207226325
1q32.2

YOD1 OTU deubiquinating enzyme 1 homolog (S. cerevisiae) [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:25035],
type=protein coding, GO=[protein K48-linked deubiquitination, protein K63-linked
deubiquitination, ER-associated protein catabolic process, ubiquitin-specific protease activity,
endoplasmic reticulum unfolded protein response, cellular amino acid metabolic process]

tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastCGHd,
tcgaColonGE,
tscapeProstatea

ZNF197 3:44626380-44689963
3p21.31

zinc finger protein 197 [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:12988],
type=nonsense mediated decay,protein coding

cosmicPrimary,
snp3dThyroidC,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaOvarianMethyl
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S name locus description studies

ZPBP 7:49890017-50160925
7p12.2

zona pellucida binding protein [Source:HGNC Symbol;Acc:15662],
type=nonsense mediated decay,processed transcript,protein coding, GO=[zona pellucida receptor
complex, acrosome assembly, sperm part, binding of sperm to zona pellucida, acrosomal vesicle,
spermatid development, spermatid differentiation, germ cell development, developmental process
involved in reproduction, cellular process involved in reproduction, multicellular organism
reproduction, multicellular organismal reproductive process]

cosmicPrimary,
tcgaBreastCGHa,
tcgaBreastGE,
tcgaBreastMethyl,
tcgaColonGE,
tcgaColonMethyl,
tcgaGliomaMethylSurv,
tcgaOvarianMethyl,
tscapeGliomaa
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1.2.1 GO enrichment of all candidates

Table 4: Enriched Gene Ontology terms [1] (FDR corrected p ≤ 0.0050). Ratio is the proportion of the annotated genes
among the whole gene set. List is sorted based on the FDR corrected p-values.

Ratio Type Description Genes

0.180 BP gland development AGAP2, AKT2, ALDH1A2, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CTNNB1,
CYP19A1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, IGF1, IKZF1, IL6, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PAX8, PDGFB, PGR,
PTEN, SERPINB5, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1

0.333 BP regulation of cell death ABL1, AGAP2, ALDH1A2, ALK, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BNIP3, BRAF, BRCA1,
BRCA2, CADM1, CASP8, CD44, CDKN1A, CHEK2, CTNNB1, DDIT3, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3,
FIGNL1, FOXL2, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MDM4, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6,
MUC1, MYC, NKX3-1, NPM1, PAX8, PIK3CA, POLB, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, SMAD4,
TGFB2, TNFRSF8, TNFSF8, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, WT1, WWOX

0.399 BP positive regulation of metabolic process ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, ALDH1A2, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8,
CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, E2F4, EGFR,
ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR3, FOS, FOXL2, FOXM1, GJA1, GRB10, GSTP1, HINFP, IGF1, IKBKB, IKZF1, IL6,
IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MUC1, MYC, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, NPM1, NR5A2, OSR2, PAX8, PDGFB, PIK3CA,
PLA2G10, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGS2, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TNFRSF8,
TNFSF8, TOP2A, TP53, TSHR, UTF1, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1, WWOX

0.322 BP regulation of programmed cell death ABL1, AGAP2, ALDH1A2, ALK, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BNIP3, BRAF, BRCA1,
BRCA2, CADM1, CASP8, CD44, CDKN1A, CHEK2, CTNNB1, DDIT3, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3,
FIGNL1, FOXL2, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MDM4, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6,
MUC1, MYC, NPM1, PAX8, PIK3CA, POLB, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, TGFB2, TNFRSF8,
TNFSF8, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, WT1, WWOX

0.317 BP regulation of apoptotic process ABL1, AGAP2, ALDH1A2, ALK, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BNIP3, BRAF, BRCA1,
BRCA2, CADM1, CASP8, CD44, CDKN1A, CHEK2, CTNNB1, DDIT3, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3,
FIGNL1, FOXL2, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KRAS, MDM4, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MUC1,
MYC, NPM1, PAX8, PIK3CA, POLB, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, TGFB2, TNFRSF8,
TNFSF8, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, WT1, WWOX

0.317 BP regulation of cell proliferation AGAP2, ALDH1A2, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A,
CDKN2B, CHERP, CTNNB1, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXM1, GJA1, GSTP1, IGF1,
IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MDM4, MYC, NF2, NKX3-1, NPM1, NR5A2, OSR2, PDGFB, PGR,
PLAU, PODN, PPARG, PTEN, PTGS2, RB1, RUNX1, SERPINB5, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2,
TNFRSF8, TP53, TSHR, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.486 BP response to chemical stimulus ABCG2, ABL1, ADH1B, ADSS, AGAP2, AKT2, ALDH1A2, ANGPT2, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BAX, BCL2,
BNIP3, BRAF, BRCA1, CASP8, CCL20, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CREBBP,
CTNNB1, CXCR4, CYP19A1, DDC, DDIT3, DPYSL4, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOS, GJA1,
GRB10, GSTM1, GSTP1, IDH1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, LANCL2, MCM2, MCM7, MDM4, MMP2, MYC,
NFASC, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, NPM1, NR5A2, PAPPA, PAX8, PDGFB, PFKFB2, PGR, PIK3CA, PLA2G10,
PLAU, PLAUR, PMS2, POLB, PPARG, PPP1R15B, PRKCE, PSPH, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, PYCR1, RET,
SLC5A5, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TNFRSF8, TP53, TPO, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1, WWOX, YOD1

0.514 BP positive regulation of cellular process ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, ALDH1A2, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BNIP3, BRAF, BRCA1,
BRCA2, CADM1, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CHERP, COBL,
CREBBP, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DDIT3, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOS, FOXL2, FOXM1,
GJA1, GRB10, GSTP1, HINFP, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IKZF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, LANCL2, MDM4,
MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MUC1, MYC, NF2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, NPM1, NR5A2, OSR2, PAX8, PDGFB,
PFKFB2, PIK3CA, PLA2G10, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SKP2,
SMAD4, SPOCK2, TENM3, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TNFRSF8, TNFSF8, TOP2A, TP53, TSHR, UTF1, UTRN,
VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1, WWOX

0.377 BP positive regulation of cellular metabolic
process

ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1,
CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR3,
FOS, FOXL2, FOXM1, GRB10, GSTP1, HINFP, IGF1, IKBKB, IKZF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MUC1,
MYC, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, NPM1, NR5A2, OSR2, PAX8, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLA2G10, PPARG, PRKCE,
PTEN, PTGS2, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFBR2, TNFRSF8, TNFSF8, TOP2A, TP53, TSHR, UTF1,
VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1, WWOX

0.361 BP positive regulation of macromolecule
metabolic process

ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, ALDH1A2, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8,
CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1,
FGFR3, FOS, FOXL2, FOXM1, GJA1, HINFP, IGF1, IKBKB, IKZF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MUC1, MYC,
NKX2-1, NKX3-1, NPM1, NR5A2, OSR2, PAX8, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLA2G10, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, RET,
RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TNFRSF8, TNFSF8, TOP2A, TP53, UTF1, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1, WWOX

0.355 BP cellular response to chemical stimulus ADH1B, AKT2, ALDH1A2, ANGPT2, AR, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BNIP3, BRAF, BRCA1, CCND1, CD44,
CDH1, CDK2, CDKN2B, CREBBP, CTNNB1, CXCR4, CYP19A1, DDC, DDIT3, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1,
FGFR1, FGFR3, FOS, GRB10, GSTM1, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, LANCL2, MCM2, MCM7, MDM4,
MMP2, MYC, NKX3-1, NPM1, NR5A2, PAX8, PDGFB, PGR, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGIS,
PTGS2, PYCR1, RET, SLC5A5, TGFB2, TNFRSF8, TP53, TPO, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1, WWOX, YOD1

0.219 BP epithelium development AGAP2, AKT2, ALDH1A2, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1,
CDKN2B, COBL, CTNNB1, CXCR4, E2F4, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXL2, GJA1, IGF1, IL6,
MYC, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PAX8, PDGFB, PGR, PPARG, RET, SERPINB5, SMAD4, TGFBR2, VEGFA,
VEGFC, WT1

0.508 BP negative regulation of biological process AGAP2, AKT2, ALDH1A2, ANGPT2, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BNIP3, BRAF,
BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CHERP, CREBBP,
CTNNB1, DDIT3, DKK4, EFEMP1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FAM5C, FGFR1, FGFR3, FIGNL1, FOXL2,
FOXM1, GJA1, GRB10, GSTP1, HINFP, HOOK3, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IKZF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KLK3,
KRAS, LANCL2, MCM2, MCM7, MDM4, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MUC1, MYC, NF2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1,
NPM1, OSR2, PAX8, PDGFB, PGR, PIK3CA, PLA2G10, PLAU, PLAUR, PODN, POLB, PPARG, PRKCE,
PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, RB1, RGS2, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TGIF2, TNFRSF8, TP53, TRPS1,
VEGFA, WT1, WWOX

0.148 BP epithelial cell proliferation AGAP2, ALDH1A2, APC, AR, BAX, BRCA2, CCND1, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR3,
IGF1, IL6, MYC, NKX3-1, OSR2, PDGFB, PGR, PTEN, RB1, SERPINB5, TGFB2, THAP1, VEGFA,
VEGFC

0.262 BP response to endogenous stimulus AKT2, ALDH1A2, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDKN1A,
CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOS, GJA1, GRB10, IDH1, IL6, KIT, KRAS, LANCL2,
MCM7, MMP2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, NR5A2, PAPPA, PAX8, PDGFB, PGR, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE,
PSPH, PTEN, PTGS2, SLC5A5, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, WT1, WWOX

0.361 BP response to organic substance ADSS, AKT2, ALDH1A2, ANGPT2, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1,
CD44, CDH1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, DDC, DDIT3, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOS,
GJA1, GRB10, GSTP1, IDH1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, LANCL2, MCM2, MCM7, MMP2, MYC, NKX2-1,
NKX3-1, NPM1, NR5A2, PAPPA, PAX8, PDGFB, PFKFB2, PGR, PIK3CA, POLB, PPARG, PRKCE,
PSPH, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, SLC5A5, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TNFRSF8, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1,
WWOX, YOD1

0.137 BP regulation of epithelial cell proliferation AGAP2, ALDH1A2, APC, AR, BAX, BRCA2, CCND1, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR3, IGF1,
IL6, MYC, NKX3-1, OSR2, PDGFB, PGR, PTEN, RB1, SERPINB5, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.459 BP cell differentiation ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, ALDH1A2, ALK, ANGPT2, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BNIP3, BRCA1,
BRCA2, CADM1, CASP8, CCND1, CDH1, CDKN2B, COBL, CREBBP, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DDIT3,
DPYSL4, E2F4, EFEMP1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FIGNL1, FLI1, FOS, FOXL2, FOXM1,
GJA1, HINFP, HOOK3, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKZF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MSH2, MYC, NF2, NFASC,
NKX2-1, OSR2, PACRG, PAPPA, PAX8, PDGFB, PGR, PLA2G10, PPARG, PTEN, PTGS2, RB1, RET,
RGS2, RUNX1, SMAD4, SPOCK2, TENM3, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TNFSF8, TP53, TRIP13, TRPS1, TSHR,
UTRN, VEGFA, VEGFC, WHSC1L1, WT1, WWOX, ZPBP

0.475 BP negative regulation of cellular process AGAP2, AKT2, ALDH1A2, ANGPT2, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BNIP3, BRAF,
BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CHERP, CREBBP,
CTNNB1, DDIT3, DKK4, EFEMP1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FAM5C, FGFR1, FGFR3, FIGNL1, FOXL2,
FOXM1, GJA1, GRB10, GSTP1, HINFP, HOOK3, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IKZF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS,
LANCL2, MCM2, MCM7, MDM4, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MUC1, MYC, NF2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, NPM1,
OSR2, PAX8, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PODN, POLB, PPARG, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, RB1, RGS2, RUNX1,
SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TGIF2, TNFRSF8, TP53, TRPS1, VEGFA, WT1, WWOX

0.257 BP regulation of phosphorylation ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, ALK, APC, AR, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CCND1, CD44, CDKN1A, CDKN2B,
CXCR4, DDIT3, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, GRB10, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, KIT,
KRAS, MCM7, NF2, NKX3-1, NPM1, PDGFB, PFKFB2, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RGS2, SMAD4,
TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, TPX2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.328 BP regulation of developmental process ABL1, AGAP2, ANGPT2, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BNIP3, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44,
CDH1, CDKN2B, COBL, CREBBP, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DDIT3, EFEMP1, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3,
FOXM1, GJA1, HOOK3, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKZF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KLK3, MYC, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, OSR2,
PAX8, PDGFB, PLA2G10, PPARG, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, SPOCK2,
TENM3, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, TRPS1, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.279 BP regulation of multicellular organismal
development

AGAP2, ANGPT2, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDKN2B,
COBL, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DDIT3, EFEMP1, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, GJA1, HOOK3, IGF1,
IGFBP3, IKZF1, IL6, KLK3, MYC, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, OSR2, PAX8, PDGFB, PPARG, PTEN, PTGIS,
PTGS2, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TENM3, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, TRPS1, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1
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Ratio Type Description Genes

0.224 BP regulation of cell cycle ABL1, AKT2, APC, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B,
CHEK2, CTNNB1, DDIT3, EGFR, FAM5C, FGFR1, FGFR3, FIGNL1, FOXM1, HINFP, IGF1, MCM2,
MCM7, MDM4, MSH2, MUC1, MYC, NKX3-1, NPM1, PDGFB, PTEN, PTGS2, RB1, SKP2, TGFB2,
THAP1, TP53, TPX2

0.273 BP positive regulation of gene expression AGAP2, ALDH1A2, AR, ASCL1, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CD44, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN2B, CHEK2,
CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, E2F4, ERBB2, ESR1, FOS, FOXL2, FOXM1, GJA1, HINFP, IGF1, IKBKB,
IKZF1, IL6, KIT, KRAS, MUC1, MYC, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, NR5A2, OSR2, PAX8, PDGFB, PPARG, RB1,
RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TNFSF8, TOP2A, TP53, UTF1, VEGFA, WT1, WWOX

0.164 BP morphogenesis of an epithelium ALDH1A2, AR, BCL2, CASP8, CD44, CDH1, COBL, CTNNB1, CXCR4, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3,
FOXL2, GJA1, IGF1, IL6, MYC, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PAX8, PDGFB, PGR, RET, SERPINB5, SMAD4,
TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.317 BP regulation of protein metabolic process ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, ALK, APC, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDK2,
CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DDIT3, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, GJA1, GRM1,
GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MDM4, MUC1, NF2, NKX3-1, NPM1, PDGFB, PIK3CA,
PLA2G10, PLAUR, PPP1R15B, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RGS2, SERPINB5, SERPINI1, SMAD4, TGFB2,
TGFBR2, TNFRSF8, TP53, TPX2, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.235 BP regulation of protein phosphorylation ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, ALK, APC, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CCND1, CD44, CDKN1A, CDKN2B,
CXCR4, DDIT3, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS,
NF2, NKX3-1, NPM1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RGS2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53,
TPX2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.169 BP developmental process involved in
reproduction

ANGPT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, CD44, CTNNB1, CXCR4, CYP19A1, ESR1, FOXL2,
IDH1, IGF1, KIT, MSH2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PACRG, PGR, PTEN, PTGS2, RUNX1, SERPINB5, TGFB2,
TRIP13, UTF1, VEGFA, WT1, ZPBP

0.257 MF enzyme binding ABL1, AGAP2, APC, AR, BCL2, BNIP3, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CDH1, CDKN2B, CHEK2,
CTNNB1, CXCR4, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FOXL2, FOXM1, GSTM1, GSTP1, HINFP, IKBKB, IL6R, KIT,
MDM4, MSH2, NKX3-1, NPM1, PFKFB2, PGR, PHKG1, PLAUR, POLB, PPARG, PRC1, PRKCE, PTEN,
PTGS2, RB1, TGFBR2, TOP2A, TP53, TPX2, UTRN, WWOX

0.202 BP negative regulation of cell death AGAP2, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BNIP3, BRAF, CD44, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, EGFR,
FGFR1, FGFR3, FIGNL1, GSTP1, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MDM4, MSH2, MUC1, MYC,
NPM1, PAX8, PIK3CA, POLB, PTEN, SMAD4, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.208 BP positive regulation of developmental
process

ABL1, ANGPT2, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BNIP3, CASP8, CDKN2B, COBL, CTNNB1, CXCR4,
FGFR1, FGFR3, GJA1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKZF1, IL6, IL6R, MYC, OSR2, PAX8, PLA2G10, PPARG, PTGIS,
PTGS2, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.197 BP negative regulation of programmed cell
death

AGAP2, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BNIP3, BRAF, CD44, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, EGFR,
FGFR1, FGFR3, FIGNL1, GSTP1, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MDM4, MSH2, MUC1, MYC,
NPM1, PAX8, PIK3CA, POLB, PTEN, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.131 BP reproductive structure development APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, CD44, CTNNB1, CYP19A1, ESR1, FOXL2, IDH1, IGF1, KIT,
MSH2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PGR, PTEN, RUNX1, SERPINB5, UTF1, VEGFA, WT1

0.339 BP regulation of signal transduction AGAP2, AKT2, ALK, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1, CD44,
CDKN2B, CREBBP, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DDIT3, DKK4, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXM1,
GJA1, GRB10, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, LANCL2, MYC, NF2,
NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PLAU, POGLUT1, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGIS, RAP1GAP2, RB1, RET,
RGS2, RUNX1, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WWOX

0.306 BP regulation of cell communication AGAP2, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDKN2B,
CHRNA6, CTNNB1, DDIT3, DKK4, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXM1, GJA1, GRB10, GSTP1, IGF1,
IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, LANCL2, MYC, NF2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PAX8, PDGFB,
PFKFB2, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, RB1, RET, RGS2, RUNX1, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2,
TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, WWOX

0.180 BP negative regulation of cell proliferation ALDH1A2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHERP, CTNNB1, ERBB2, FGFR3,
GJA1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, MDM4, MYC, NF2, NKX3-1, NPM1, PODN, PPARG, PTEN, PTGS2,
RB1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TNFRSF8, TP53, WT1

0.306 BP cell development ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, ALDH1A2, ALK, ANGPT2, APC, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDH1,
COBL, CREBBP, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DDIT3, DPYSL4, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FLI1,
GJA1, HOOK3, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, KIT, KRAS, MSH2, NFASC, NKX2-1, PACRG, PAX8, PDGFB, PGR,
PLA2G10, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TENM3, TGFB2, TP53, TRIP13, UTRN, VEGFA,
VEGFC, WT1, ZPBP

0.273 BP cellular response to stress ABL1, AKT2, APC, BAX, BCL2, BNIP3, BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CD44, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2,
CREBBP, DDIT3, EGFR, EXO1, FEN1, FIGNL1, FOS, FOXM1, GSTM1, GSTP1, HINFP, IL6, MCM7,
MDM4, MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, MSH6, MUC1, MYC, NKX3-1, NPM1, PMS1, PMS2, POLB, PPP1R15B,
PRKCE, PTGIS, PTGS2, PYCR1, TGFB2, TOP2A, TP53, TPO, TRIP13, VEGFA, YOD1

0.268 BP cellular response to organic substance AKT2, ANGPT2, AR, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, BRCA1, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CTNNB1, DDC, DDIT3,
EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOS, GRB10, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, LANCL2, MCM2,
MCM7, MMP2, NKX3-1, NPM1, NR5A2, PAX8, PDGFB, PGR, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGIS,
PTGS2, SLC5A5, TNFRSF8, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1, WWOX, YOD1

0.191 BP negative regulation of apoptotic process AGAP2, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BNIP3, BRAF, CD44, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, EGFR,
FGFR1, FGFR3, FIGNL1, GSTP1, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KRAS, MDM4, MSH2, MUC1, MYC, NPM1,
PAX8, PIK3CA, POLB, PTEN, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.213 BP positive regulation of signaling AGAP2, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BRAF, CASP8, CD44, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1,
FGFR1, FGFR3, GJA1, GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, LANCL2, MYC, NKX3-1,
PDGFB, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, RET, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA

0.350 BP regulation of molecular function ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, ALK, APC, AR, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1,
CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CXCR4, DDIT3, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOS, FOXL2,
FOXM1, GBAS, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MSH2, MSH6, MYC, NF2, NKX3-1,
NPM1, PDGFB, PFKFB2, PIK3CA, PLA2G10, PLAU, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGIS, RB1, RGS2,
SERPINB5, SERPINI1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, TPX2, TSHR, UTRN, VEGFA

0.213 BP positive regulation of cell communication AGAP2, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BRAF, CASP8, CD44, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1,
FGFR1, FGFR3, GJA1, GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, LANCL2, MYC, NKX3-1,
PDGFB, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, RET, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA

0.262 BP positive regulation of macromolecule
biosynthetic process

AGAP2, AKT2, AR, ASCL1, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1,
DDIT3, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FOS, FOXL2, FOXM1, HINFP, IGF1, IKBKB, IKZF1, IL6, MUC1,
MYC, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, NPM1, NR5A2, OSR2, PAX8, PDGFB, PPARG, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4,
TGFB2, TNFRSF8, TNFSF8, TOP2A, TP53, UTF1, VEGFA, WT1, WWOX

0.109 BP morphogenesis of a branching epithelium AR, BCL2, CD44, CDH1, CTNNB1, CXCR4, ESR1, FGFR1, IGF1, IL6, MYC, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PAX8,
PDGFB, PGR, SMAD4, TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1

0.257 BP positive regulation of response to stimulus ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BRAF, BRCA1, CADM1, CASP8, CD44,
CDKN2B, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOS, FOXM1, GJA1, GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB,
IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, LANCL2, MYC, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, RET,
SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.131 BP positive regulation of phosphorylation ABL1, AKT2, AR, BAG4, BCL2, BRAF, CCND1, CD44, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR3, GRB10, IGF1, IL6, IL6R,
KIT, KRAS, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, SMAD4, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.246 BP regulation of cell differentiation ABL1, APC, AR, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, CASP8, CCND1, CDKN2B, COBL, CREBBP, CTNNB1,
CXCR4, DDIT3, EFEMP1, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, HOOK3, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKZF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT,
MYC, NKX2-1, PAX8, PLA2G10, PPARG, PTEN, PTGS2, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, SPOCK2, TENM3,
TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, TRPS1, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.109 BP developmental maturation ALDH1A2, BCL2, BRCA2, CTNNB1, DDIT3, FGFR1, FGFR3, GJA1, IGF1, MMP2, NFASC, PGR, PPARG,
PTEN, PTGS2, RB1, RET, TGFB2, TRIP13, VEGFA

0.202 BP positive regulation of signal transduction AGAP2, AR, ASCL1, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BRAF, CASP8, CD44, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1,
FGFR1, FGFR3, GJA1, GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, LANCL2, MYC, NKX3-1,
PDGFB, PRKCE, PTGIS, RET, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA

0.175 BP positive regulation of cell death ABL1, ALDH1A2, APC, ASCL1, BAX, BNIP3, BRCA1, BRCA2, CADM1, CDKN1A, CHEK2, CTNNB1,
DDIT3, FGFR3, FOXL2, IGFBP3, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MYC, NKX3-1, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGS2,
TGFB2, TNFRSF8, TNFSF8, TOP2A, TP53, WT1, WWOX

0.213 BP intracellular protein kinase cascade AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BAG4, BIRC2, BRAF, CASP8, CD44, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1,
FGFR3, FOS, FOXM1, GJA1, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MYC, NF2,
NKX3-1, PDGFB, PIK3C2B, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGS2, RET, TGFB2, VEGFA

0.246 BP cell cycle process ABL1, AKT2, APC, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CTNNB1,
DDIT3, E2F4, EGFR, EXO1, FEN1, FGFR3, FOXM1, HINFP, IGF1, MCM2, MCM7, MDM4, MLH1, MLH3,
MSH2, MSH6, MUC1, MYC, NCAPD2, NKX3-1, NPM1, PDGFB, PMS1, PMS2, PRC1, PTEN, RB1, SKP2,
TGFB2, TOP2A, TP53, TPX2, TRIP13

0.169 BP positive regulation of programmed cell
death

ABL1, ALDH1A2, APC, ASCL1, BAX, BNIP3, BRCA1, BRCA2, CADM1, CDKN1A, CHEK2, CTNNB1,
DDIT3, FGFR3, FOXL2, IGFBP3, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MYC, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGS2, TGFB2,
TNFRSF8, TNFSF8, TOP2A, TP53, WT1, WWOX

0.235 BP positive regulation of transcription,
DNA-dependent

AGAP2, AR, ASCL1, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3,
E2F4, ERBB2, ESR1, FOS, FOXL2, FOXM1, HINFP, IGF1, IKBKB, IKZF1, IL6, MUC1, MYC, NKX2-1,
NKX3-1, NR5A2, OSR2, PAX8, PDGFB, PPARG, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TNFSF8, TOP2A, TP53,
UTF1, VEGFA, WT1, WWOX

0.191 BP response to hormone stimulus AKT2, ALDH1A2, AR, BCL2, BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOS,
GJA1, GRB10, IDH1, IL6, KIT, KRAS, LANCL2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, NR5A2, PAPPA, PAX8, PDGFB, PGR,
PIK3CA, PPARG, PSPH, PTGS2, SLC5A5, TGFB2, TGFBR2, WT1

0.301 BP regulation of catalytic activity ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, ALK, APC, AR, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CDH1,
CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CXCR4, DDIT3, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXL2, GBAS,
GRM1, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MSH2, MSH6, MYC, NF2, NKX3-1, NPM1, PDGFB, PFKFB2,
PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RGS2, SERPINB5, SERPINI1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, TPX2,
TSHR, VEGFA
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Ratio Type Description Genes

0.208 BP organ morphogenesis ALDH1A2, ANGPT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CCND1, CD44, CDH1, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, E2F4,
ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FLI1, FOXL2, GJA1, IGF1, MMP2, MYC, NF2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, OSR2, PAX8,
PPARG, PTEN, RUNX1, SERPINB5, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1, WWOX

0.120 BP urogenital system development ALDH1A2, ANGPT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, CD44, CTNNB1, CYP19A1, ESR1, IGF1, MYC, NKX3-1,
OSR2, PAX8, PDGFB, PTEN, RET, SERPINB5, SMAD4, VEGFA, WT1

0.175 BP regulation of intracellular protein kinase
cascade

AGAP2, AKT2, APC, AR, BAG4, BIRC2, BRAF, CASP8, CD44, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1,
FGFR3, FOXM1, GJA1, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, MYC, NF2, PDGFB,
PRKCE, PTEN, TGFB2, VEGFA

0.191 BP regulation of transferase activity ABL1, AGAP2, ALK, APC, BRAF, CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CXCR4, DDIT3, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1,
FGFR3, GBAS, GRM1, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, NF2, NKX3-1, NPM1, PDGFB, PFKFB2, PIK3CA,
PPARG, PTEN, RB1, RGS2, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TPX2, VEGFA

0.186 BP positive regulation of cell proliferation AGAP2, ALDH1A2, AR, ASCL1, BCL2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1,
FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXM1, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MDM4, MYC, NKX3-1, OSR2, PDGFB, PTEN,
PTGS2, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TSHR, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.164 BP positive regulation of apoptotic process ABL1, ALDH1A2, APC, ASCL1, BAX, BNIP3, BRCA1, BRCA2, CADM1, CHEK2, CTNNB1, DDIT3,
FGFR3, FOXL2, IGFBP3, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MYC, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGS2, TGFB2,
TNFRSF8, TNFSF8, TOP2A, TP53, WT1, WWOX

0.087 BP gland morphogenesis AR, BAX, BCL2, CD44, CDH1, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, IGF1, IL6, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PGR, SERPINB5,
TGFB2, TGFBR2

0.180 BP response to DNA damage stimulus ABL1, APC, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CD44, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, DDIT3, EGFR,
EXO1, FEN1, FIGNL1, FOXM1, HINFP, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, MSH6, MUC1, MYC, NKX3-1,
NPM1, PMS1, PMS2, POLB, TOP2A, TP53, TRIP13

0.126 BP response to steroid hormone stimulus ALDH1A2, AR, BCL2, BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, ESR1, FOS, IDH1, IL6, KRAS,
NKX3-1, NR5A2, PAPPA, PDGFB, PGR, PPARG, PSPH, PTGS2, TGFB2, TGFBR2

0.131 BP response to growth factor stimulus ANGPT2, ASCL1, BAG4, BRAF, CD44, CTNNB1, DDC, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, GRB10, KIT,
KRAS, MCM7, MYC, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN, SMAD4, VEGFA, VEGFC, WWOX

0.273 BP negative regulation of metabolic process AGAP2, AR, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CREBBP, CTNNB1,
DDIT3, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXL2, FOXM1, GJA1, GRB10, GSTP1, HINFP, IGFBP3, IKZF1,
IL6, IL6R, LANCL2, MDM4, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MUC1, MYC, NF2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, OSR2, PDGFB,
PGR, PPARG, PTEN, PTGIS, RB1, SMAD4, TGIF2, TP53, TRPS1, VEGFA, WT1

0.115 BP positive regulation of protein
phosphorylation

ABL1, AKT2, BAG4, BCL2, BRAF, CCND1, CD44, ERBB2, FGFR3, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS,
NKX3-1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, SMAD4, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.257 BP negative regulation of macromolecule
metabolic process

AGAP2, AR, ASCL1, BAX, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, CDKN1A, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, EGFR, ESR1,
FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXL2, FOXM1, GJA1, GRB10, GSTP1, HINFP, IGFBP3, IKZF1, IL6, IL6R, LANCL2,
MDM4, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MUC1, MYC, NF2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, OSR2, PDGFB, PGR, PPARG, PTEN,
RB1, SMAD4, TGIF2, TP53, TRPS1, VEGFA, WT1

0.142 BP regulation of cell motility ABL1, AKT2, ANGPT2, APC, BAG4, BCL2, BRCA1, CXCR4, EGFR, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, NF2,
NKX2-1, PDGFB, PLAU, PODN, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGS2, RET, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.087 MF double-stranded DNA binding ASCL1, CTNNB1, EGFR, FEN1, FOS, FOXL2, FOXM1, MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, MSH6, MYC, NR5A2, PMS1,
PMS2, WT1

0.180 BP regulation of kinase activity ABL1, AGAP2, ALK, APC, BRAF, CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CXCR4, DDIT3, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1,
FGFR3, GRM1, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, NF2, NKX3-1, NPM1, PDGFB, PFKFB2, PIK3CA, PTEN,
RB1, RGS2, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TPX2, VEGFA

0.186 BP positive regulation of transcription from
RNA polymerase II promoter

AGAP2, AR, ASCL1, BRCA1, CDKN2B, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, E2F4, ESR1, FOS, FOXL2, FOXM1,
IGF1, IKZF1, IL6, MUC1, MYC, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, NR5A2, OSR2, PAX8, PPARG, RB1, RUNX1, SMAD4,
TNFSF8, TOP2A, TP53, UTF1, VEGFA, WT1, WWOX

0.169 BP cellular response to endogenous stimulus AKT2, AR, BAG4, BRAF, CD44, CDH1, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOS, GRB10,
KIT, KRAS, LANCL2, MCM7, MMP2, NKX3-1, NR5A2, PAX8, PDGFB, PGR, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE,
PTEN, SLC5A5, WT1, WWOX

0.191 MF identical protein binding ABCG2, ACPP, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BNIP3, CADM1, CASP8, CHEK2, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1,
GSTM1, HOOK3, IDH1, IKBKB, IL6R, KIT, MSH2, NPM1, PDGFB, PRC1, PSPH, PTGS2, PYCR1,
RUNX1, SKP2, SMAD4, TENM3, TGFB2, TOP2A, TP53, TRIP13, VEGFA

0.142 BP MAPK cascade AKT2, APC, AR, BRAF, CD44, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOS, FOXM1, GRM1, GSTP1,
IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MYC, NF2, PDGFB, PRKCE, RET, TGFB2

0.202 BP enzyme linked receptor protein signaling
pathway

ABL1, AKT2, ALK, ANGPT2, AR, BRAF, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, E2F4, EFEMP1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1,
FGFR3, FIP1L1, FOS, GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, KIT, KRAS, MYC, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PDGFB,
PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN, RET, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TGIF2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.142 BP negative regulation of cell cycle AKT2, APC, BCL2, BRCA1, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, DDIT3, FAM5C, FGFR3,
FOXM1, HINFP, MCM2, MCM7, MDM4, MSH2, MUC1, MYC, NKX3-1, PTEN, PTGS2, RB1, TGFB2, TP53

0.311 BP immune system process ABL1, ADSS, ANGPT2, APC, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BNIP3, BRCA2, CADM1, CASP8, CCL20, CD44,
CDH1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CREBBP, CTNNB1, CXCR4, EGFR, ERBB2, EXO1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FLI1,
FOS, IGF1, IKBKB, IKZF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MYC, PDGFB, PIK3CA,
PLA2G10, PMS2, PPARG, PRKCE, PRSS3, PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SEC61G, TGFB2, TGFBR2,
TNFSF8, TP53, TPO, TSHR, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.169 BP regulation of protein kinase activity ABL1, AGAP2, ALK, APC, BRAF, CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CXCR4, DDIT3, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1,
GRM1, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, NF2, NKX3-1, NPM1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PTEN, RB1, RGS2,
TGFB2, TGFBR2, TPX2, VEGFA

0.251 BP response to external stimulus ABL1, AGAP2, ALDH1A2, ANGPT2, ASCL1, BCL2, BIRC2, BNIP3, CASP8, CCL20, CCND1, CDKN1A,
CDKN2B, CXCR4, DPYSL4, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOS, GJA1, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MYC,
NFASC, NKX2-1, PDGFB, PLA2G10, PLAU, PLAUR, PPARG, PSPH, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, RET, SKP2,
SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TNFRSF8, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.197 BP cell cycle phase ABL1, APC, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, E2F4, EGFR, EXO1, FEN1,
FGFR3, FOXM1, HINFP, IGF1, MCM2, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, MSH6, MUC1, NCAPD2, PDGFB,
PMS1, PMS2, PRC1, PTEN, RB1, SKP2, TOP2A, TP53, TPX2, TRIP13

0.131 BP regulation of cell migration AKT2, ANGPT2, APC, BAG4, BCL2, CXCR4, EGFR, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, NF2, NKX2-1, PDGFB,
PLAU, PODN, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGS2, RET, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.202 BP DNA metabolic process ABL1, BAX, BNIP3, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, EGFR, EXO1, FEN1, FIGNL1, FOS,
FOXL2, FOXM1, HINFP, IGF1, IL6, MCM2, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, MSH6, MYC, NCAPD2, NF2,
NPM1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PMS1, PMS2, POLB, RNASEH2A, TOP2A, TP53, TRIP13

0.120 BP regulation of MAPK cascade AKT2, APC, AR, BRAF, CD44, CTNNB1, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXM1, GRM1, GSTP1, IGF1,
IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, KIT, MYC, NF2, PDGFB, PRKCE, TGFB2

0.087 BP branching morphogenesis of an epithelial
tube

AR, BCL2, CD44, CTNNB1, CXCR4, ESR1, IGF1, MYC, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PAX8, PGR, SMAD4,
TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1

0.120 MF regulatory region DNA binding AR, ASCL1, BRCA1, CREBBP, CTNNB1, ESR1, FLI1, FOS, FOXM1, HINFP, MUC1, MYC, NKX2-1,
NKX3-1, NR5A2, PAX8, PPARG, RB1, RUNX1, SMAD4, TP53, WT1

0.137 BP regulation of cell cycle process AKT2, APC, BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CTNNB1, FGFR3, FOXM1,
HINFP, IGF1, MCM2, MCM7, MDM4, MSH2, MUC1, NPM1, PDGFB, PTEN, RB1, TP53, TPX2

0.164 BP response to abiotic stimulus ADSS, ANGPT2, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BNIP3, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CDKN1A, CHEK2,
EGFR, FEN1, FOS, GJA1, GRM1, IL6, KIT, KRAS, MSH2, MSH6, MYC, PPARG, PSPH, PTGS2,
TGFBR2, TNFRSF8, TP53, VEGFA

0.202 BP embryo development ALDH1A2, AR, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CD44, CDH1, COBL, CREBBP, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR1,
FOXL2, FOXM1, GJA1, HINFP, KIAA1217, KIT, MSH2, MYC, NF2, NKX3-1, NR5A2, OSR2, PAX8,
PDGFB, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TOP2A, TP53, TPO, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.098 BP development of primary sexual
characteristics

AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, CTNNB1, ESR1, FOXL2, IDH1, KIT, MSH2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PGR,
RUNX1, UTF1, VEGFA, WT1

0.158 BP immune system development APC, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CASP8, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, ERBB2, EXO1, FLI1, IKZF1, IL6, KIT, MLH1,
MSH2, MSH6, MYC, PMS2, PPARG, RB1, RET, RUNX1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TNFSF8, TP53, TPO, TSHR,
VEGFA

0.230 BP positive regulation of molecular function ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, ALK, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1, CXCR4, DDIT3, EGFR, ERBB2,
ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXL2, GRM1, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MSH2, MSH6, MYC,
NKX3-1, NPM1, PDGFB, PFKFB2, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RGS2, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TPX2,
TSHR, VEGFA

0.093 BP gonad development AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, ESR1, FOXL2, IDH1, KIT, MSH2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PGR, RUNX1,
UTF1, VEGFA, WT1

0.115 BP cellular response to growth factor stimulus ANGPT2, BAG4, BRAF, CD44, CTNNB1, DDC, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, GRB10, KIT, KRAS,
MCM7, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN, VEGFA, VEGFC, WWOX

0.142 BP positive regulation of cell differentiation ABL1, APC, ASCL1, BCL2, CASP8, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, CXCR4, FGFR1, FGFR3, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKZF1,
IL6, IL6R, PAX8, PLA2G10, PPARG, PTGS2, RB1, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.044 BP mismatch repair ABL1, EXO1, MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, MSH6, PMS1, PMS2
0.115 MF transcription regulatory region DNA

binding
AR, ASCL1, BRCA1, CREBBP, CTNNB1, ESR1, FLI1, FOS, FOXM1, HINFP, MUC1, MYC, NKX2-1,
NKX3-1, NR5A2, PAX8, PPARG, RB1, SMAD4, TP53, WT1

0.055 BP prostate gland development APC, AR, CD44, CTNNB1, CYP19A1, ESR1, IGF1, NKX3-1, PTEN, SERPINB5
0.153 BP regulation of anatomical structure

morphogenesis
ANGPT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BNIP3, CD44, CDH1, CTNNB1, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, IL6, KIT, KLK3,
MYC, NKX2-1, OSR2, PAX8, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1

0.279 BP nervous system development ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, ALDH1A2, ALK, APC, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CADM1, CASP8, CDH1,
CHERP, COBL, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DPYSL4, EGFR, ERBB2, FAM5C, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOS, GJA1,
GSTP1, HOOK3, IGF1, IKZF1, IL6, KRAS, NF2, NFASC, NKX2-1, PAX8, PLA2G10, PPARG, PTEN, RB1,
RET, RUNX1, SERPINI1, SMAD4, SPOCK2, TENM3, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, UTRN, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.142 BP vasculature development ALDH1A2, ANGPT2, CASP8, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DDIT3, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1, IGF1, IL6,
KLK3, MMP2, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, RUNX1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA,
VEGFC, WT1

0.060 BP regulation of smooth muscle cell
proliferation

CTNNB1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, PPARG, PTGS2, SKP2, TGFBR2, VEGFA

0.148 BP cellular process involved in reproduction ANGPT2, APC, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, CCT6A, CDK2, CTNNB1, CXCR4, EXO1, KIT, MLH1,
MLH3, MSH2, MSH6, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PACRG, PMS1, PMS2, RUNX1, TOP2A, TRIP13, WT1, ZPBP
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Ratio Type Description Genes

0.202 BP positive regulation of catalytic activity ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, ALK, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1, CXCR4, DDIT3, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1,
FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXL2, GRM1, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MSH2, MSH6, MYC, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PFKFB2,
PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RGS2, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TPX2, TSHR, VEGFA

0.120 BP positive regulation of intracellular protein
kinase cascade

AGAP2, AR, BAG4, BIRC2, BRAF, CASP8, CD44, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR1, FGFR3, GJA1, IGF1,
IGFBP3, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, PDGFB, PRKCE, TGFB2, VEGFA

0.180 BP anatomical structure formation involved
in morphogenesis

ANGPT2, AR, CASP8, CDH1, COBL, CTNNB1, CXCR4, E2F4, ERBB2, FGFR1, GJA1, IL6, KLK3, MMP2,
NF2, NFASC, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PAX8, PIK3CA, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2,
TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1, ZPBP

0.137 BP blood vessel development ALDH1A2, ANGPT2, CASP8, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DDIT3, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1, IL6, KLK3,
MMP2, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, RUNX1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC,
WT1

0.032 CC mismatch repair complex MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, MSH6, PMS1, PMS2
0.071 BP positive regulation of epithelial cell

proliferation
AGAP2, CCND1, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR3, IGF1, IL6, MYC, OSR2, PDGFB, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.082 BP peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation ABL1, CD44, EFEMP1, EGFR, FGFR1, FGFR3, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, NF2, PDGFB, PRKCE, TP53,
VEGFA

0.213 BP neurogenesis ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, ALDH1A2, ALK, APC, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, CDH1, COBL, CTNNB1, CXCR4,
DPYSL4, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, GJA1, HOOK3, IGF1, IL6, KRAS, NF2, NFASC, NKX2-1,
PLA2G10, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TENM3, TGFB2, TP53, UTRN, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.158 BP negative regulation of signaling AGAP2, APC, BCL2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CTNNB1, DDIT3, DKK4, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR3, FOXM1,
GRB10, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, MYC, NF2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PPARG, PTEN, PTGS2, RB1, RGS2,
TGFBR2, TP53, WWOX

0.158 BP negative regulation of cell communication AGAP2, APC, BCL2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, CTNNB1, DDIT3, DKK4, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR3, FOXM1,
GRB10, GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, MYC, NF2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PPARG, PTEN, PTGS2, RB1, RGS2,
TGFBR2, TP53, WWOX

0.093 BP response to oxygen levels ANGPT2, BNIP3, CDKN1A, CREBBP, CXCR4, MDM4, MMP2, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PLAU, PRKCE, PTGIS,
PTGS2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA

0.071 BP digestive system development ALDH1A2, ASCL1, BCL2, COBL, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR3, IGF1, KIT, RB1, RET, TGFB2, TGFBR2
0.109 MF protein kinase binding ABL1, AGAP2, APC, CCND1, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CTNNB1, FOXM1, GSTP1, IKBKB, MSH2, NPM1,

PFKFB2, PRC1, PTEN, TGFBR2, TOP2A, TP53, TPX2, UTRN
0.087 BP regulation of DNA metabolic process BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, CDKN1A, EGFR, FOXM1, IGF1, IL6, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MYC, NF2, PDGFB,

PIK3CA, TP53
0.104 BP epithelial cell differentiation AKT2, APC, AR, ASCL1, CCND1, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, E2F4, ESR1, FGFR3, GJA1, IGF1, NKX2-1, PAX8,

PGR, PPARG, SMAD4, VEGFA, WT1
0.098 BP regulation of cell adhesion ABL1, ANGPT2, APC, BAG4, BCL2, CD44, CDH1, ERBB2, NF2, PLAU, PRKCE, PTEN, RET, SERPINI1,

SPOCK2, TGFB2, UTRN, VEGFA
0.104 BP induction of apoptosis ABL1, BAX, BNIP3, BRCA1, BRCA2, CADM1, CHEK2, FOXL2, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PPARG, PRKCE,

PTEN, TGFB2, TNFSF8, TP53, WT1, WWOX
0.180 MF protein dimerization activity ABCG2, ACPP, AR, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BNIP3, CADM1, CHEK2, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GSTM1,

IDH1, IKZF1, IL6R, KIT, MSH2, MYC, MYCL1, MYCN, NPM1, PDGFB, PSPH, PTGS2, RUNX1, SMAD4,
TENM3, TGFB2, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, WWOX

0.109 BP response to drug ABCG2, BCL2, CCND1, CDH1, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, DDC, FOS, IL6, MCM7, MYC, NKX3-1, PDGFB,
PMS2, PPARG, PTGS2, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFC

0.033 MF mismatch repair complex binding MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, MSH6, PMS1, PMS2
0.071 BP regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine

phosphorylation
ABL1, CD44, EGFR, FGFR3, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, NF2, PDGFB, PRKCE, TP53, VEGFA

0.066 BP response to UV BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, CDKN1A, EGFR, FEN1, MSH2, MSH6, MYC, PTGS2, TP53
0.142 BP negative regulation of developmental

process
ANGPT2, APC, ASCL1, BCL2, BNIP3, CCND1, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, EFEMP1, FGFR3, FOXM1,
HOOK3, IGF1, IL6, KIT, KLK3, MYC, NKX2-1, PAX8, PPARG, PTEN, RUNX1, TGFBR2, TP53, WT1

0.169 BP mitotic cell cycle ABL1, APC, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, E2F4, EGFR, FEN1, FGFR3,
FOXM1, HINFP, IGF1, MCM2, MCM7, MUC1, MYC, NCAPD2, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PRC1, PTEN, RB1,
SKP2, THAP1, TOP2A, TP53, TPX2

0.066 BP female sex differentiation BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, ESR1, FOXL2, IDH1, KIT, NKX2-1, PGR, RUNX1, VEGFA, WT1
0.093 BP intracellular receptor mediated signaling

pathway
ALDH1A2, AR, BCL2, BIRC2, BRCA1, CASP8, CTNNB1, ESR1, IGF1, IKBKB, NKX3-1, NR5A2, PGR,
PPARG, PTGIS, RB1, SKP2

0.115 BP cell cycle arrest AKT2, APC, BRCA1, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, DDIT3, FOXM1, HINFP, MCM2,
MCM7, MDM4, MSH2, MUC1, MYC, NKX3-1, RB1, TGFB2, TP53

0.087 BP response to hypoxia ANGPT2, BNIP3, CREBBP, CXCR4, MDM4, MMP2, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PLAU, PRKCE, PTGIS, PTGS2,
SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA

0.055 BP regulation of fibroblast proliferation BAX, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, EGFR, ESR1, GSTP1, IGF1, MYC, PDGFB, TP53
0.131 BP positive regulation of cellular component

organization
AKT2, APC, AR, BAG4, BAX, BNIP3, BRCA1, COBL, CTNNB1, FGFR1, IGF1, MUC1, NF2, PAX8,
PDGFB, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RET, SMAD4, TENM3, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA

0.153 MF sequence-specific DNA binding AR, ASCL1, BCL2, CREBBP, DDIT3, ESR1, FLI1, FOS, FOXL2, FOXM1, IKZF1, MCM2, MLH3, MSH2,
MUC1, MYC, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, NR5A2, OSR2, PAX8, PGR, PPARG, SMAD4, TGIF2, THAP1, TRPS1,
WT1

0.131 MF protein homodimerization activity ABCG2, ACPP, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BNIP3, CADM1, CHEK2, FGFR1, GSTM1, IDH1, IL6R, KIT, MSH2,
NPM1, PDGFB, PSPH, PTGS2, RUNX1, SMAD4, TENM3, TGFB2, TOP2A, VEGFA

0.060 BP female gonad development BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, ESR1, FOXL2, IDH1, KIT, PGR, RUNX1, VEGFA, WT1
0.148 BP transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine

kinase signaling pathway
ABL1, AKT2, ALK, ANGPT2, AR, BRAF, CTNNB1, EFEMP1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, FIP1L1,
GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKBKB, KIT, KRAS, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN, RET, VEGFA,
VEGFC

0.559 CC nucleus ABL1, AGAP2, AKT2, ALDH1A2, ANGPT2, APC, AR, ASCL1, ASRGL1, ATAD2, BAG4, BAX, BCL2,
BIRC2, BNIP3, BRAF, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, CREBBP,
CTNNB1, DDIT3, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2, ESR1, EXO1, FEN1, FGFR1, FIGNL1, FIP1L1, FLI1, FOS,
FOXL2, FOXM1, GRM1, GSTP1, HINFP, HNRNPU, IGFBP3, IKBKB, IKZF1, KIT, LANCL2, LSM1,
MCM2, MCM7, MDM4, MLH1, MLH3, MMP2, MSH2, MSH6, MUC1, MYC, MYCL1, MYCN, NCAPD2,
NF2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, NPM1, NR5A2, OSR2, PAX8, PGR, PIK3C2B, PLAUR, PMS1, PMS2, POLB,
PPARG, PRC1, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, RB1, RGS2, RNASEH2A, RUNX1, SCAPER, SKP2,
SLC5A5, SMAD4, SSX1, TGIF2, THAP1, TOP2A, TP53, TPX2, TRIP13, TRPS1, UTF1, UTRN,
WHSC1L1, WT1, WWOX, ZNF197

0.120 BP blood vessel morphogenesis ANGPT2, CASP8, CTNNB1, CXCR4, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOXM1, GJA1, IL6, KLK3, MMP2, PDGFB,
PIK3CA, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2, RUNX1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.066 BP digestive tract development ALDH1A2, ASCL1, BCL2, COBL, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR3, KIT, RB1, RET, TGFB2, TGFBR2
0.224 BP negative regulation of cellular metabolic

process
ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, FGFR1, FGFR3,
FOXL2, FOXM1, GRB10, HINFP, IGFBP3, IKZF1, IL6, LANCL2, MDM4, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MUC1,
MYC, NF2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, OSR2, PDGFB, PPARG, PTEN, PTGIS, RB1, SMAD4, TGIF2, TP53,
TRPS1, VEGFA, WT1

0.186 BP negative regulation of macromolecule
biosynthetic process

AR, ASCL1, BRCA1, BRCA2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXL2, FOXM1, GRB10,
GSTP1, HINFP, IKZF1, IL6, IL6R, LANCL2, MDM4, MUC1, MYC, NF2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, OSR2, PDGFB,
PPARG, RB1, SMAD4, TGIF2, TP53, TRPS1, VEGFA, WT1

0.082 BP aging BCL2, BRCA2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, DDC, FOS, FOXM1, IL6, MSH2, MSH6, NPM1, PTEN, TGFBR2, TP53,
UTRN

0.148 BP negative regulation of signal transduction AGAP2, APC, BCL2, CASP8, CCND1, CD44, DDIT3, DKK4, EGFR, ESR1, FGFR3, FOXM1, GRB10,
GSTP1, IGF1, IGFBP3, MYC, NF2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, RGS2, TGFBR2, TP53,
WWOX

0.033 MF mismatched DNA binding MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, MSH6, PMS1, PMS2
0.066 BP cell maturation BCL2, BRCA2, CTNNB1, FGFR1, GJA1, NFASC, PGR, PPARG, RB1, RET, TRIP13, VEGFA
0.082 BP kidney development ALDH1A2, ANGPT2, APC, BAX, BCL2, CTNNB1, MYC, NKX3-1, OSR2, PAX8, PDGFB, RET, SMAD4,

VEGFA, WT1
0.087 BP positive regulation of cell motility AKT2, APC, BAG4, BCL2, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, PRKCE, PTGS2, RET, TGFB2, TGFBR2,

VEGFA, VEGFC
0.197 BP generation of neurons ABL1, AGAP2, ALDH1A2, ALK, APC, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, CDH1, COBL, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DPYSL4,

EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, GJA1, HOOK3, IL6, KRAS, NFASC, NKX2-1, PLA2G10, PPARG, PTEN,
RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TENM3, TGFB2, TP53, UTRN, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.044 BP reciprocal meiotic recombination MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, MSH6, PMS1, PMS2, TOP2A, TRIP13
0.055 BP cellular component disassembly involved

in execution phase of apoptosis
APC, BAX, BIRC2, BNIP3, CASP8, CDH1, CTNNB1, FOXL2, MYC, TOP2A

0.164 BP growth AR, BCL2, BRCA2, CADM1, CDKN1A, COBL, CYP19A1, ERBB2, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXM1, GJA1,
IGF1, IGFBP3, IKZF1, IL6, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PPARG, PTEN, PTGS2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53,
TSHR, VEGFA, WHSC1L1, WT1

0.093 BP regulation of cell cycle arrest AKT2, APC, BRCA1, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, FOXM1, HINFP, MCM2, MCM7,
MDM4, MSH2, MUC1, RB1, TP53

0.137 BP hematopoietic or lymphoid organ
development

APC, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CASP8, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, ERBB2, FLI1, IKZF1, IL6, KIT, MSH2, MYC,
PPARG, RB1, RET, RUNX1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TNFSF8, TP53, TPO, TSHR, VEGFA

0.066 BP development of primary male sexual
characteristics

AR, BAX, BCL2, CCND1, CTNNB1, ESR1, KIT, MSH2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, UTF1, WT1

0.333 BP regulation of biological quality ABCG2, ABL1, AKT2, ALDH1A2, ANGPT2, APC, AR, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BNIP3, CCND1, CDH1, CDK2,
CHERP, CHRNA6, CREBBP, CTNNB1, CXCR4, CYP19A1, DDIT3, E2F4, ERBB2, ESR1, FEN1, FGFR3,
FLI1, GJA1, GSTP1, HOOK3, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, KIT, KRAS, MDM4, MYC, NFASC, NKX3-1, NR5A2,
PAX8, PDGFB, PDIA4, PFKFB2, PIK3CA, PLA2G10, PLAU, PLAUR, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGS2,
RB1, RGS2, RUNX1, SLC5A5, TGFB2, TP53, TPO, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.055 MF transmembrane receptor protein kinase
activity

ALK, EFEMP1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, FIP1L1, KIT, RET, TGFBR2

0.071 BP signal transduction in response to DNA
damage

ABL1, BRCA1, BRCA2, CD44, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, FOXM1, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MUC1, TP53
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Ratio Type Description Genes

0.131 BP hemopoiesis APC, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CASP8, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, ERBB2, FLI1, IKZF1, IL6, KIT, MSH2, MYC,
PPARG, RB1, RUNX1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TNFSF8, TP53, TPO, TSHR, VEGFA

0.082 BP response to organic cyclic compound ADSS, ANGPT2, BCL2, CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, FOS, IDH1, IL6, PDGFB, PPARG,
PRKCE, PTGS2, TGFBR2

0.104 BP leukocyte differentiation APC, BAX, BCL2, CASP8, CTNNB1, ERBB2, IKZF1, IL6, KIT, MSH2, MYC, PPARG, RB1, RUNX1,
TGFBR2, TNFSF8, TP53, TSHR, VEGFA

0.126 BP regulation of cell development ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, COBL, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DDIT3, FGFR1, FGFR3, HOOK3, IGFBP3, IL6, NKX2-1,
PAX8, PPARG, PTEN, RET, SMAD4, TENM3, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.082 BP G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle BCL2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, E2F4, EGFR, HINFP, MCM2, MCM7, MUC1, PTEN, RB1,
SKP2, TP53

0.044 BP positive regulation of smooth muscle cell
proliferation

IGF1, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, PTGS2, SKP2, TGFBR2, VEGFA

0.120 BP positive regulation of kinase activity AGAP2, ALK, BRAF, CCND1, CXCR4, DDIT3, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, GRM1, IL6R, KIT,
KRAS, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PFKFB2, PIK3CA, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TPX2, VEGFA

0.077 BP positive regulation of MAPK cascade AR, BRAF, CD44, CTNNB1, FGFR1, FGFR3, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, KIT, PDGFB, PRKCE, TGFB2
0.060 BP male gonad development AR, BAX, BCL2, CCND1, ESR1, KIT, MSH2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, UTF1, WT1
0.049 MF transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine

kinase activity
ALK, EFEMP1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, FIP1L1, KIT, RET

0.142 BP multicellular organism reproduction ANGPT2, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CADM1, CCND1, CTNNB1, CXCR4, ESR1, FOXL2, KIT, MLH1,
MSH2, NKX2-1, PACRG, PGR, PTEN, PTGS2, RGS2, RUNX1, TGFB2, TRIP13, VEGFA, WT1, ZPBP

0.142 BP multicellular organismal reproductive
process

ANGPT2, AR, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CADM1, CCND1, CTNNB1, CXCR4, ESR1, FOXL2, KIT, MLH1,
MSH2, NKX2-1, PACRG, PGR, PTEN, PTGS2, RGS2, RUNX1, TGFB2, TRIP13, VEGFA, WT1, ZPBP

0.087 BP epithelial tube morphogenesis AR, BCL2, CASP8, CD44, COBL, CTNNB1, ESR1, GJA1, MYC, NKX2-1, PAX8, PGR, RET, SMAD4,
VEGFA, WT1

0.219 MF ATP binding ABCG2, ABL1, AKT2, ALK, ATAD2, BRAF, CCT6A, CDK2, CHEK2, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3,
FIGNL1, FIP1L1, HNRNPU, IKBKB, KIT, LANCL2, MARS, MCM2, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, MSH6,
PFKFB2, PHKG1, PIK3C2B, PIK3CA, PMS1, PMS2, PRKCE, RET, RUNX1, TGFBR2, TOP2A, TP53,
TPX2, TRIP13

0.055 BP metanephros development BCL2, CTNNB1, MYC, NKX3-1, OSR2, PAX8, PDGFB, RET, SMAD4, WT1
0.066 BP mammary gland development AGAP2, AKT2, AR, BAX, BRCA2, CCND1, ERBB2, ESR1, IGF1, PGR, TGFBR2, VEGFA
0.175 BP negative regulation of gene expression ASCL1, BRCA1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXL2, FOXM1,

GJA1, HINFP, IKZF1, LANCL2, MDM4, MUC1, MYC, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, OSR2, PDGFB, PGR, PPARG,
RB1, SMAD4, TGIF2, TP53, TRPS1, VEGFA, WT1

0.098 BP regulation of mitotic cell cycle APC, BCL2, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, FGFR3, IGF1, MUC1, MYC, NKX3-1, PDGFB,
PTEN, RB1, THAP1, TP53, TPX2

0.055 BP ovulation cycle process BAX, BCL2, ESR1, FOXL2, KIT, NKX2-1, PGR, RUNX1, TGFB2, VEGFA
0.098 BP regulation of sequence-specific DNA

binding transcription factor activity
ALK, AR, DDIT3, ESR1, FOS, FOXL2, FOXM1, IKBKB, IL6, KIT, KRAS, NPM1, PLA2G10, PPARG,
PTEN, PTGIS, RB1, VEGFA

0.323 CC organelle lumen ABL1, AGAP2, AR, BNIP3, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, CREBBP,
CTNNB1, DDIT3, E2F4, ESR1, FEN1, FIP1L1, FOS, FOXL2, FOXM1, HINFP, HNRNPU, IDH1, IGF1,
MCM2, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, MSH6, MUC1, MYC, NCAPD2, NF2, NKX2-1, NPM1, NR5A2, PAX8,
PDGFB, PDIA4, PGR, PLAUR, POGLUT1, POLB, PPARG, PTEN, PYCR1, RB1, RGS2, SKP2, SMAD4,
TGFB2, TGIF2, THAP1, TOP2A, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC, WT1

0.044 BP anatomical structure maturation ALDH1A2, DDIT3, FGFR3, IGF1, MMP2, PTGS2, RET, TGFB2
0.082 BP positive regulation of cell migration APC, BAG4, BCL2, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, PRKCE, PTGS2, RET, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA,

VEGFC
0.180 BP negative regulation of nitrogen compound

metabolic process
ASCL1, BRCA1, BRCA2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXL2, FOXM1, HINFP, IKZF1,
LANCL2, MDM4, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MUC1, MYC, NF2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, OSR2, PDGFB, PPARG,
PTGIS, RB1, SMAD4, TGIF2, TP53, TRPS1, VEGFA, WT1

0.158 BP neuron development ABL1, AGAP2, ALK, APC, ASCL1, BCL2, CDH1, COBL, CXCR4, DPYSL4, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1,
FGFR3, GJA1, IL6, KRAS, NFASC, NKX2-1, PLA2G10, PTEN, RB1, RET, RUNX1, SMAD4, TENM3,
TGFB2, UTRN, VEGFA

0.027 BP somatic diversification of immune
receptors via somatic mutation

EXO1, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2

0.027 BP somatic hypermutation of immunoglobulin
genes

EXO1, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2

0.115 BP sensory organ development ALDH1A2, APC, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, CDH1, CTNNB1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXL2, GJA1, IGF1, IKZF1,
MYC, NF2, OSR2, PAX8, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1

0.060 BP positive regulation of cell cycle ASCL1, BRCA2, CCND1, EGFR, FGFR1, IGF1, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PTEN, RB1, TGFB2
0.077 BP phosphatidylinositol-mediated signaling EGFR, ERBB2, FEN1, FGFR1, FGFR3, IGF1, KIT, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PIK3C2B, PIK3CA, PTEN, TGFB2,

TOP2A
0.044 BP exocrine system development CDH1, EGFR, FGFR1, IGF1, IL6, NKX3-1, PDGFB, TGFB2
0.049 BP intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway BAX, BCL2, BNIP3, CASP8, CDKN1A, MSH6, MYC, NKX3-1, TP53
0.044 BP intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway in

response to DNA damage
ABL1, BRCA1, BRCA2, CHEK2, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, TP53

0.066 BP germ cell development ANGPT2, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CTNNB1, CXCR4, KIT, MSH2, PACRG, TRIP13, WT1, ZPBP
0.098 BP response to inorganic substance ADSS, ASCL1, BCL2, BNIP3, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1, CDH1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, FOS, GSTP1,

IL6, PPARG, PPP1R15B, PTGS2, TPO
0.066 BP regulation of organ morphogenesis APC, AR, BCL2, CDH1, CTNNB1, ESR1, FGFR1, MYC, PAX8, SMAD4, VEGFA, WT1
0.269 CC nuclear lumen ABL1, AGAP2, AR, BNIP3, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, CREBBP,

CTNNB1, DDIT3, E2F4, ESR1, FEN1, FIP1L1, FOS, FOXL2, FOXM1, HINFP, HNRNPU, MCM2, MCM7,
MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, MSH6, MUC1, MYC, NCAPD2, NF2, NKX2-1, NPM1, NR5A2, PAX8, PGR, POLB,
PPARG, PTEN, RB1, RGS2, SKP2, SMAD4, TGIF2, THAP1, TOP2A, TP53, WT1

0.120 BP positive regulation of multicellular
organismal process

BAX, BCL2, CTNNB1, DDIT3, FGFR1, IGF1, IKBKB, IKZF1, IL6, IL6R, MYC, OSR2, PAX8, PDGFB,
PRKCE, PTEN, PTGS2, RET, RGS2, TGFB2, TSHR, VEGFA

0.169 MF sequence-specific DNA binding
transcription factor activity

AR, ASCL1, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, E2F4, ESR1, FLI1, FOS, FOXL2, FOXM1, HINFP, IKZF1, MYC,
MYCL1, MYCN, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, NR5A2, PAX8, PGR, PLAUR, PPARG, RB1, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGIF2,
TP53, TRPS1, WT1, ZNF197

0.038 BP salivary gland morphogenesis CDH1, EGFR, FGFR1, IL6, NKX3-1, PDGFB, TGFB2
0.175 BP negative regulation of

nucleobase-containing compound
metabolic process

ASCL1, BRCA1, BRCA2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXL2, FOXM1, HINFP, IKZF1,
LANCL2, MDM4, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MUC1, MYC, NF2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, OSR2, PDGFB, PPARG,
RB1, SMAD4, TGIF2, TP53, TRPS1, VEGFA, WT1

0.109 BP pattern specification process ALDH1A2, APC, AR, ASCL1, COBL, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DDIT3, FGFR1, FOXL2, FOXM1, GJA1, NKX2-1,
NKX3-1, PAX8, SMAD4, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, WT1

0.087 BP developmental growth AR, BCL2, BRCA2, CADM1, COBL, CYP19A1, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, GJA1, IGF1, PTEN, PTGS2,
SMAD4, TGFBR2, WT1

0.077 BP regulation of transmembrane transport AKT2, BCL2, CDH1, CDKN1A, CHERP, CTNNB1, EGFR, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, PDGFB, PTGS2, SMAD4,
UTRN

0.098 BP angiogenesis ANGPT2, CASP8, CTNNB1, CXCR4, ERBB2, FGFR1, IL6, KLK3, MMP2, PIK3CA, PTEN, PTGIS,
PTGS2, RUNX1, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.148 BP cell activation APC, BAX, BCL2, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, CXCR4, ERBB2, EXO1, IGF1, IKZF1, IL6, KIT, MLH1, MSH2,
MSH6, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLA2G10, PRKCE, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TNFSF8, TP53, TSHR, VEGFA,
VEGFC

0.098 BP regulation of protein serine/threonine
kinase activity

ABL1, ALK, APC, CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CXCR4, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GRM1, GSTP1, KIT,
KRAS, PDGFB, PTEN, RGS2, VEGFA

0.055 BP ureteric bud development BCL2, CD44, CTNNB1, FGFR1, MYC, PAX8, RET, SMAD4, VEGFA, WT1
0.077 BP positive regulation of organelle

organization
AKT2, APC, BAG4, BAX, BNIP3, BRCA1, IGF1, MUC1, NF2, PDGFB, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, TP53

0.027 BP prostate gland growth AR, CYP19A1, ESR1, IGF1, PTEN
0.109 BP positive regulation of protein kinase

activity
AGAP2, ALK, BRAF, CCND1, CXCR4, DDIT3, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GRM1, IL6R, KIT, KRAS,
NKX3-1, PDGFB, PIK3CA, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TPX2, VEGFA

0.158 BP regulation of hydrolase activity AGAP2, AKT2, BAG4, BAX, BIRC2, CASP8, CD44, CDH1, DDIT3, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3,
FOXL2, IL6, KIT, MSH2, MSH6, MYC, NKX3-1, NPM1, PPARG, PRKCE, RGS2, SERPINB5, SERPINI1,
TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA

0.055 BP positive regulation of peptidyl-tyrosine
phosphorylation

ABL1, CD44, FGFR3, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, PDGFB, TP53, VEGFA

0.142 BP negative regulation of molecular function ABL1, APC, BAG4, BAX, CD44, CDKN1A, DDIT3, ESR1, GBAS, GSTP1, IL6, MYC, NF2, NKX3-1,
NPM1, PLA2G10, PPARG, PTEN, PTGIS, RB1, RGS2, SERPINB5, SERPINI1, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA

0.210 CC nucleoplasm AR, BNIP3, BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, E2F4, ESR1,
FEN1, FIP1L1, FOS, FOXL2, FOXM1, HINFP, HNRNPU, MCM2, MCM7, MYC, NKX2-1, NPM1, NR5A2,
PAX8, PGR, POLB, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, SKP2, SMAD4, TGIF2, THAP1, TOP2A, TP53, WT1

0.104 MF transcription factor binding AR, ASCL1, BCL2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, E2F4, ESR1, FOS, FOXL2, FOXM1, MYC, NKX3-1,
NPM1, PPARG, RB1, RUNX1, SMAD4, TP53

0.049 BP negative regulation of epithelial cell
proliferation

APC, AR, BRCA2, CDKN2B, FGFR3, NKX3-1, PTEN, RB1, TGFB2

0.109 BP lymphocyte activation APC, BAX, BCL2, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, CXCR4, ERBB2, EXO1, IGF1, IKZF1, IL6, KIT, MLH1, MSH2,
MSH6, PIK3CA, TGFBR2, TNFSF8, TP53, TSHR

0.071 BP cellular response to fibroblast growth
factor stimulus

BRAF, CD44, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN

0.093 BP striated muscle tissue development ALDH1A2, BCL2, DDIT3, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOS, FOXL2, GJA1, IGF1, IGFBP3, MYC, PTEN, RB1,
TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1

0.049 BP cellular response to hypoxia BNIP3, CREBBP, MDM4, NKX3-1, PRKCE, PTGIS, PTGS2, TP53, VEGFA
0.142 BP regulation of response to stress ABL1, AKT2, BAX, BIRC2, BRCA1, CADM1, CASP8, CD44, EGFR, FOS, FOXM1, GSTP1, IKBKB, IL6,

MYC, NKX3-1, NPM1, PDGFB, PLAU, PLAUR, PPARG, PRKCE, PTGIS, PTGS2, TGFB2, TGFBR2
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Ratio Type Description Genes

0.055 BP response to ionizing radiation BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CCND1, CDKN1A, CHEK2, MSH2, MYC, TP53
0.126 BP chemotaxis ABL1, AGAP2, ANGPT2, CCL20, CXCR4, DPYSL4, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS,

NFASC, NKX2-1, PDGFB, PLA2G10, PLAU, PLAUR, SMAD4, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.180 BP response to wounding ABL1, ANGPT2, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, CCL20, CD44, CDK2, CXCR4, ERBB2, FGFR3, FOS, GJA1, GSTP1,

IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLAU, PLAUR, PPARG, PRKCE, PTGIS,
PTGS2, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.164 BP negative regulation of cellular
macromolecule biosynthetic process

ASCL1, BRCA1, BRCA2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXL2, FOXM1, GRB10, HINFP,
IKZF1, LANCL2, MDM4, MUC1, MYC, NF2, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, OSR2, PDGFB, PPARG, RB1, SMAD4,
TGIF2, TP53, TRPS1, VEGFA, WT1

0.082 BP DNA replication BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, EGFR, FEN1, IGF1, IL6, MCM2, MCM7, NF2, PDGFB, POLB, RNASEH2A,
TOP2A, TP53

0.137 BP neuron projection development ABL1, AGAP2, APC, BCL2, CDH1, COBL, CXCR4, DPYSL4, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, GJA1, IL6,
KRAS, NFASC, NKX2-1, PLA2G10, PTEN, RB1, RET, SMAD4, TENM3, TGFB2, UTRN

0.044 BP branching involved in ureteric bud
morphogenesis

BCL2, CD44, CTNNB1, MYC, PAX8, SMAD4, VEGFA, WT1

0.060 BP response to mechanical stimulus ANGPT2, BNIP3, CASP8, FOS, IL6, KIT, MYC, PSPH, PTGS2, TGFBR2, TNFRSF8
0.066 BP B cell activation BAX, BCL2, CDKN1A, EXO1, IKZF1, IL6, KIT, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, TP53, TSHR
0.060 BP peptidyl-serine modification BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CD44, IL6, PDGFB, PIK3CA, SPOCK2, TGFBR2, VEGFA
0.027 BP DNA damage response, signal

transduction by p53 class mediator
resulting in transcription of p21 class
mediator

BRCA1, BRCA2, FOXM1, MUC1, TP53

0.120 BP chordate embryonic development ALDH1A2, AR, BRCA1, BRCA2, CASP8, CDH1, COBL, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR1, GJA1, HINFP,
KIAA1217, MSH2, NKX3-1, OSR2, PDGFB, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA

0.164 BP cell morphogenesis ABL1, AGAP2, APC, BCL2, BRCA1, CADM1, COBL, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DPYSL4, E2F4, EGFR, ERBB2,
FGFR1, FGFR3, GJA1, IL6, KIT, KRAS, NFASC, NKX2-1, PAX8, PLA2G10, PTEN, RB1, SMAD4,
TGFB2, UTRN, VEGFA, WT1

0.049 BP regulation of cell division APC, BRCA2, MYC, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PRKCE, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.044 BP regulation of peptidyl-serine

phosphorylation
BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BRAF, CD44, IL6, PIK3CA, VEGFA

0.077 BP cell cycle checkpoint APC, BRCA1, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CHEK2, HINFP, MCM2, MCM7, MSH2, MUC1, RB1,
TP53

0.060 BP myeloid leukocyte differentiation APC, CASP8, CTNNB1, IKZF1, KIT, MYC, PPARG, RB1, RUNX1, TGFBR2, VEGFA
0.066 BP fibroblast growth factor receptor signaling

pathway
BRAF, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN

0.109 BP positive regulation of transport AKT2, BAX, CADM1, CDH1, CHERP, EGFR, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PFKFB2, PLA2G10,
PRKCE, PTGS2, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.082 BP ossification APC, BCL2, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR3, FIGNL1, GJA1, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, MMP2, OSR2, PTGS2, TGFB2,
WWOX

0.158 BP regulation of immune system process ABL1, APC, BCL2, BIRC2, CADM1, CASP8, CDH1, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, ERBB2, FOS, IGF1, IKBKB,
IKZF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, MYC, PIK3CA, PLA2G10, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, RUNX1, TGFB2,
TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.082 BP eye development ALDH1A2, APC, BAX, BCL2, CTNNB1, FGFR3, FOXL2, GJA1, IKZF1, NF2, OSR2, TGFB2, TGFBR2,
VEGFA, WT1

0.060 BP cellular response to abiotic stimulus ADSS, ASCL1, BAX, BNIP3, CASP8, CDKN1A, GRM1, MYC, PTGS2, TNFRSF8, TP53
0.109 BP muscle structure development ABL1, BCL2, CTNNB1, DDIT3, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOS, FOXL2, GJA1, HINFP, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, KRAS,

MYC, RB1, TGFBR2, UTRN, VEGFA, WT1
0.049 MF receptor signaling protein activity ALK, BAG4, BRAF, EGFR, ERBB2, KIT, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2
0.044 BP mammary gland epithelium development AGAP2, AKT2, AR, BAX, BRCA2, CCND1, ESR1, PGR
0.066 BP negative regulation of transferase activity ABL1, APC, CDKN1A, GBAS, GSTP1, IL6, NF2, NPM1, PPARG, PTEN, RB1, RGS2
0.038 BP regulation of morphogenesis of a

branching structure
AR, CDH1, CTNNB1, ESR1, FGFR1, PAX8, VEGFA

0.022 MF MutSalpha complex binding MLH1, MLH3, PMS1, PMS2
0.148 BP negative regulation of transcription,

DNA-dependent
ASCL1, BRCA1, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXL2, FOXM1, HINFP, IKZF1, LANCL2,
MDM4, MUC1, MYC, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, OSR2, PDGFB, PPARG, RB1, SMAD4, TGIF2, TP53, TRPS1,
VEGFA, WT1

0.038 BP regulation of kidney development CTNNB1, MYC, PAX8, PDGFB, RET, VEGFA, WT1
0.055 BP response to estrogen stimulus ALDH1A2, BRCA1, CASP8, CCND1, CTNNB1, ESR1, PDGFB, PPARG, PTGS2, TGFBR2
0.049 BP neural precursor cell proliferation ASCL1, CTNNB1, CXCR4, FGFR1, HOOK3, IGF1, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.098 BP cellular response to hormone stimulus AKT2, AR, ESR1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOS, GRB10, KIT, KRAS, LANCL2, NKX3-1, NR5A2, PAX8, PGR,

PIK3CA, PPARG, SLC5A5, WT1
0.027 BP regulation of metanephros development MYC, PAX8, PDGFB, RET, WT1
0.191 BP homeostatic process ABCG2, AKT2, APC, BAX, BCL2, BNIP3, CDH1, CHERP, CHRNA6, CREBBP, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DDIT3,

E2F4, ERBB2, FEN1, FGFR3, GJA1, GSTP1, IGF1, IKBKB, IL6, KIT, MYC, NFASC, NR5A2, PDIA4,
PLA2G10, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGS2, RB1, TGFB2, VEGFA

0.055 BP positive regulation of cell adhesion APC, BAG4, CD44, ERBB2, PRKCE, RET, SPOCK2, TGFB2, UTRN, VEGFA
0.033 BP prostate gland morphogenesis AR, CD44, ESR1, IGF1, NKX3-1, SERPINB5
0.044 BP cell aging BCL2, BRCA2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, FOXM1, NPM1, PTEN, TP53
0.131 BP central nervous system development ALDH1A2, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CADM1, CDH1, CTNNB1, CXCR4, EGFR, FGFR1, FGFR3,

GSTP1, HOOK3, IGF1, IKZF1, NKX2-1, PAX8, PPARG, PTEN, RUNX1, SERPINI1, TGFBR2, TP53
0.038 BP positive regulation of peptidyl-serine

phosphorylation
BAG4, BCL2, BRAF, CD44, IL6, PIK3CA, VEGFA

0.104 BP negative regulation of cell differentiation APC, ASCL1, CCND1, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, EFEMP1, FGFR3, HOOK3, IGF1, IL6, KIT, MYC,
NKX2-1, PAX8, PPARG, PTEN, RUNX1, TP53

0.093 BP regulation of protein localization AKT2, APC, AR, BCL2, CADM1, CDH1, CDKN1A, CHERP, CTNNB1, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, PTGS2, RB1,
SMAD4, TGFB2, VEGFC

0.027 BP mammary gland alveolus development AGAP2, AR, CCND1, ESR1, VEGFA
0.071 BP lymphocyte differentiation APC, BAX, BCL2, CTNNB1, ERBB2, IKZF1, IL6, KIT, MSH2, TGFBR2, TNFSF8, TP53, TSHR
0.087 BP embryonic organ development ALDH1A2, COBL, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR1, FOXL2, KIT, MYC, OSR2, PAX8, PDGFB, RUNX1, TGFB2,

TGFBR2, TPO, VEGFA
0.044 BP phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase cascade ERBB2, FGFR1, IGF1, KIT, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PTEN, TGFB2
0.060 BP gliogenesis AKT2, ASCL1, CTNNB1, CXCR4, FGFR3, IGF1, NF2, NKX2-1, PPARG, PTEN, TGFB2
0.049 BP intracellular steroid hormone receptor

signaling pathway
AR, BRCA1, CTNNB1, ESR1, IGF1, NKX3-1, PGR, RB1, SKP2

0.060 BP neuron apoptotic process AGAP2, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BNIP3, DDIT3, KRAS, MSH2, RB1, TGFB2, TP53
0.180 BP immune response ABL1, BCL2, BIRC2, CADM1, CASP8, CCL20, CD44, CDH1, CREBBP, EGFR, ERBB2, EXO1, FGFR1,

FGFR3, FOS, IKBKB, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE,
PRSS3, PTEN, TGFB2, TNFSF8, TP53, VEGFA

0.038 BP regulation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase
cascade

FGFR1, IGF1, KIT, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PTEN, TGFB2

0.044 BP hair follicle development APC, BCL2, CTNNB1, EGFR, PTGS2, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2
0.049 BP regulation of cell-substrate adhesion ANGPT2, BCL2, NF2, PLAU, PRKCE, PTEN, SPOCK2, UTRN, VEGFA
0.060 BP transforming growth factor beta receptor

signaling pathway
CDKN2B, E2F4, FOS, MYC, NKX2-1, PDGFB, SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TGIF2, TP53

0.038 BP regulation of apoptotic signaling pathway AGAP2, BAX, BCL2, MYC, NKX3-1, RET, TP53
0.071 BP camera-type eye development ALDH1A2, APC, BAX, CTNNB1, FGFR3, FOXL2, GJA1, IKZF1, NF2, OSR2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1
0.087 BP cell growth AR, BCL2, CADM1, CDKN1A, COBL, ERBB2, FOXM1, IGFBP3, IL6, PDGFB, PPARG, SMAD4, TGFB2,

TP53, WHSC1L1, WT1
0.126 BP cell morphogenesis involved in

differentiation
ABL1, AGAP2, APC, BCL2, BRCA1, COBL, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DPYSL4, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3,
KRAS, NFASC, NKX2-1, PAX8, PLA2G10, PTEN, RB1, SMAD4, TGFB2, WT1

0.104 BP response to cytokine stimulus ALDH1A2, BAG4, BCL2, CASP8, CD44, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, FOS, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, MCM2,
NKX3-1, PPARG, PTGIS, PTGS2, TNFRSF8

0.038 BP positive regulation of cell division APC, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PRKCE, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.060 BP positive regulation of protein transport AKT2, CADM1, CDH1, CHERP, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, PTGS2, SMAD4, TGFB2, VEGFC
0.038 MF single-stranded DNA binding BRCA2, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, PMS1, PMS2
0.055 BP female pregnancy ANGPT2, AR, BCL2, ESR1, FOS, MMP2, PAPPA, PGR, PTGS2, TGFBR2
0.082 BP muscle cell differentiation ABL1, BCL2, CTNNB1, DDIT3, ERBB2, FOS, HINFP, IGF1, IGFBP3, KRAS, MYC, RB1, UTRN, VEGFA,

WT1
0.033 BP response to gamma radiation BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CHEK2, MYC, TP53
0.038 BP oligodendrocyte differentiation ASCL1, CTNNB1, CXCR4, FGFR3, NKX2-1, PPARG, PTEN
0.060 BP positive regulation of sequence-specific

DNA binding transcription factor activity
ALK, AR, ESR1, IKBKB, IL6, KIT, KRAS, NPM1, PPARG, PTEN, VEGFA

0.071 BP regulation of endopeptidase activity BAX, BIRC2, CASP8, CD44, CDH1, FOXL2, IL6, MYC, NKX3-1, PPARG, SERPINB5, SERPINI1, VEGFA
0.044 BP nephron development ANGPT2, BCL2, CTNNB1, PAX8, PDGFB, RET, SMAD4, WT1
0.055 BP S phase of mitotic cell cycle ABL1, BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, FEN1, MCM2, MCM7, RB1, SKP2
0.104 BP embryonic morphogenesis ALDH1A2, AR, CASP8, CD44, COBL, CREBBP, CTNNB1, FGFR1, FOXL2, GJA1, MYC, NF2, OSR2,

PAX8, RET, SMAD4, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFC
0.120 BP regulation of cellular localization AKT2, APC, AR, CADM1, CDH1, CDKN1A, CHERP, CHRNA6, CTNNB1, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, NKX3-1,

PAX8, PFKFB2, PRKCE, PTGS2, RB1, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFB2, VEGFC
0.033 BP positive regulation of fibroblast

proliferation
CDKN1A, EGFR, ESR1, IGF1, MYC, PDGFB

0.113 CC neuron projection APC, AR, BNIP3, CADM1, CASP8, CDH1, CHRNB3, COBL, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DDC, FAM5C, FOS,
GRM1, MYC, NFASC, PSPH, PTEN, PTGS2, TENM3, TGFB2

0.060 BP regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase
activity

BAX, BIRC2, CASP8, CD44, CDH1, FOXL2, IL6, MYC, NKX3-1, PPARG, VEGFA
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Ratio Type Description Genes

0.087 BP regulation of response to external stimulus ANGPT2, BIRC2, CXCR4, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, PLAU, PLAUR, PPARG, PTEN, PTGIS, PTGS2,
TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.049 BP double-strand break repair BRCA1, BRCA2, CHEK2, FEN1, FOXM1, MLH1, MSH2, TP53, TRIP13
0.033 MF ligand-activated sequence-specific DNA

binding RNA polymerase II transcription
factor activity

AR, ESR1, NKX3-1, NR5A2, PGR, PPARG

0.033 BP myoblast differentiation CTNNB1, DDIT3, HINFP, IGF1, IGFBP3, RB1
0.033 BP positive regulation of apoptotic signaling

pathway
BAX, BCL2, MYC, NKX3-1, RET, TP53

0.016 MF epidermal growth factor-activated receptor
activity

EFEMP1, EGFR, ERBB2

0.016 MF guanine/thymine mispair binding MLH1, MSH2, MSH6
0.027 BP embryonic hemopoiesis KIT, RUNX1, TGFBR2, TPO, VEGFA
0.027 BP mammary gland epithelial cell

proliferation
AGAP2, BAX, BRCA2, CCND1, ESR1

0.027 BP regulation of smooth muscle cell migration BCL2, IGF1, IGFBP3, PDGFB, PLAU
0.109 BP neuron projection morphogenesis ABL1, AGAP2, APC, BCL2, COBL, CXCR4, DPYSL4, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, GJA1, KRAS,

NFASC, NKX2-1, PLA2G10, PTEN, SMAD4, TGFB2, UTRN
0.055 BP positive regulation of cell development ASCL1, BCL2, CTNNB1, CXCR4, PAX8, PPARG, SMAD4, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.104 BP regulation of growth AR, BCL2, CDKN1A, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXM1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IKZF1, PIK3CA, PPARG, PTEN,

SMAD4, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, TSHR, WT1
0.066 BP response to metal ion ASCL1, BCL2, BNIP3, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1, CDH1, CTNNB1, FOS, IL6, PPARG, PTGS2
0.033 BP G1 phase of mitotic cell cycle CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, E2F4, RB1, SKP2
0.082 BP in utero embryonic development AR, BRCA2, CDH1, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR1, GJA1, HINFP, MSH2, PDGFB, RUNX1, SMAD4, TGFBR2,

TP53, VEGFA
0.033 BP neuroblast proliferation ASCL1, CTNNB1, FGFR1, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.033 BP positive regulation of phosphatidylinositol

3-kinase cascade
FGFR1, IGF1, KIT, NKX3-1, PDGFB, TGFB2

0.142 BP organic acid metabolic process ABCG2, ADSS, AKT2, ALDH1A2, ASRGL1, BRCA1, DDC, GSTM1, GSTP1, IDH1, IGF1, MARS, NR5A2,
PAX8, PFKFB2, PLA2G10, PPARG, PRKCE, PSPH, PTGIS, PTGS2, PYCR1, SLC25A32, SLC5A5, TPO,
YOD1

0.060 BP transcription initiation from RNA
polymerase II promoter

AR, CDKN2B, CREBBP, E2F4, ESR1, MYC, NR5A2, PGR, PPARG, SMAD4, TGIF2

0.049 BP negative regulation of intracellular protein
kinase cascade

APC, CASP8, ESR1, FOXM1, GSTP1, IGF1, MYC, NF2, PTEN

0.049 BP reactive oxygen species metabolic process BCL2, BNIP3, CDKN1A, FOXM1, GSTP1, PDGFB, TGFBR2, TP53, TPO
0.071 BP activation of protein kinase activity ALK, BRAF, CXCR4, EGFR, GRM1, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TPX2, VEGFA
0.060 BP leukocyte proliferation BAX, BCL2, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, CXCR4, ERBB2, GSTP1, IGF1, IL6, KIT, TP53
0.087 BP regulation of neurogenesis ASCL1, BCL2, COBL, CTNNB1, CXCR4, FGFR1, FGFR3, HOOK3, IL6, PPARG, PTEN, RET, TENM3,

TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.033 MF steroid hormone receptor activity AR, ESR1, NKX3-1, NR5A2, PGR, PPARG
0.066 BP cell fate commitment AR, ASCL1, BCL2, CTNNB1, FGFR1, FGFR3, NKX2-1, PPARG, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, WT1
0.219 BP system process AKT2, AP3M2, AR, BCL2, BRAF, CDH1, CHRNA6, CHRNB3, CTNNB1, CXCR4, DDC, E2F4, EFEMP1,

ERBB2, FEN1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FLI1, FOS, GJA1, GRM1, IGF1, IL6, KIT, KRAS, MYC, NFASC, NKX3-1,
PDGFB, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGS2, RGS2, RUNX1, TGFB2, UTRN, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.049 BP endocrine system development ALDH1A2, ASCL1, CDH1, IL6, IL6R, NKX2-1, NR5A2, PAX8, WT1
0.055 BP T cell differentiation APC, BCL2, CTNNB1, ERBB2, IKZF1, IL6, KIT, TGFBR2, TNFSF8, TP53
0.055 BP negative regulation of protein kinase

activity
ABL1, APC, CDKN1A, GSTP1, IL6, NF2, NPM1, PTEN, RB1, RGS2

0.087 BP skeletal system development CADM1, CD44, CTNNB1, EFEMP1, FGFR1, FGFR3, IGF1, KIAA1217, MMP2, MYC, OSR2, RUNX1,
TGFB2, TGFBR2, TRPS1, WWOX

0.044 BP regeneration ANGPT2, BCL2, CCND1, CDKN1A, GJA1, IGF1, PPARG, TGFBR2
0.016 CC MutLalpha complex MLH1, PMS1, PMS2
0.016 MF single base insertion or deletion binding MSH2, MSH6, PMS2
0.142 BP cellular ketone metabolic process ADSS, AKT2, ALDH1A2, ASRGL1, BRCA1, DDC, GSTM1, GSTP1, IDH1, IGF1, IL6, MARS, NR5A2,

PAX8, PFKFB2, PLA2G10, PPARG, PRKCE, PSPH, PTGIS, PTGS2, PYCR1, SLC25A32, SLC5A5, TPO,
YOD1

0.044 BP positive regulation of intracellular protein
transport

AKT2, CDH1, CHERP, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, PTGS2, SMAD4

0.044 BP regulation of DNA replication BRCA2, CDK2, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, NF2, PDGFB, TP53
0.033 BP ovarian follicle development BAX, BCL2, ESR1, FOXL2, KIT, VEGFA
0.033 BP release of cytochrome c from mitochondria BAX, BCL2, BNIP3, IGF1, MYC, TP53
0.055 BP mesenchyme development ALDH1A2, BCL2, CTNNB1, FGFR1, MYC, NKX2-1, RET, SMAD4, TGFB2, WT1
0.038 BP regulation of JAK-STAT cascade AGAP2, FGFR3, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, NF2
0.022 BP regulation of mitochondrial membrane

permeability
BAX, BCL2, BNIP3, TP53

0.044 BP positive regulation of DNA metabolic
process

BRCA1, CDK2, EGFR, FOXM1, IGF1, IL6, MYC, PDGFB

0.060 BP cell junction organization APC, BCL2, CADM1, CDH1, CTNNB1, GJA1, NF2, NFASC, PTEN, TGFB2, VEGFA
0.049 MF kinase regulator activity AGAP2, APC, CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, GSTP1, NKX3-1, NPM1, PIK3CA
0.055 MF magnesium ion binding ABL1, ADSS, FEN1, FIGNL1, IDH1, MSH2, MSH6, PSPH, PTEN, TOP2A
0.070 CC nuclear chromosome AR, BRCA1, CREBBP, MCM2, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, MSH6, MUC1, NCAPD2, TOP2A, TP53
0.082 MF protein heterodimerization activity BAX, BCL2, BNIP3, EGFR, ERBB2, IKZF1, MYC, NPM1, PDGFB, RUNX1, TENM3, TGFB2, TOP2A,

TP53, VEGFA
0.033 MF damaged DNA binding BRCA1, FEN1, MSH2, MSH6, POLB, TP53
0.038 BP positive regulation of transmembrane

transport
CDH1, CHERP, EGFR, IL6, PDGFB, PTGS2, SMAD4

0.049 BP DNA damage checkpoint BRCA1, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CHEK2, HINFP, MSH2, MUC1, TP53
0.033 BP regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of

STAT protein
FGFR3, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT, NF2

0.027 BP prostate gland epithelium morphogenesis AR, CD44, ESR1, IGF1, NKX3-1
0.044 BP plasma membrane organization AKT2, AR, BAG4, CDH1, CXCR4, NFASC, PTEN, TGFB2
0.022 BP branching involved in prostate gland

morphogenesis
CD44, ESR1, IGF1, NKX3-1

0.022 BP regulation of mammary gland epithelial
cell proliferation

AGAP2, BAX, BRCA2, CCND1

0.258 CC cytosol ABL1, ADH1B, ADSS, AKT2, ALDH1A2, APC, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BRAF, CASP8, CCND1,
CCT6A, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, CTNNB1, DDC, DPYSL4, FGFR1, GJA1, GRB10, GSTM1, GSTP1,
IDH1, IKBKB, LANCL2, LSM1, MARS, MCM7, NCAPD2, NPM1, PFKFB2, PHKG1, PIK3C2B, PIK3CA,
PPARG, PRKCE, PSPH, PTEN, RAP1GAP2, RGS2, SKP2, SMAD4, TGFBR2, TP53, WWOX

0.033 BP regulation of neural precursor cell
proliferation

ASCL1, CTNNB1, IGF1, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.055 BP regulation of cysteine-type endopeptidase
activity involved in apoptotic process

BAX, CASP8, CD44, CDH1, FOXL2, IL6, MYC, NKX3-1, PPARG, VEGFA

0.098 BP axonogenesis ABL1, AGAP2, APC, BCL2, COBL, CXCR4, DPYSL4, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, KRAS, NFASC,
NKX2-1, PLA2G10, PTEN, SMAD4, TGFB2

0.027 BP positive regulation of neural precursor cell
proliferation

ASCL1, CTNNB1, IGF1, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.027 BP regulation of tyrosine phosphorylation of
Stat3 protein

FGFR3, IL6, IL6R, KIT, NF2

0.137 BP carboxylic acid metabolic process ADSS, AKT2, ALDH1A2, ASRGL1, BRCA1, DDC, GSTM1, GSTP1, IDH1, IGF1, MARS, NR5A2, PAX8,
PFKFB2, PLA2G10, PPARG, PRKCE, PSPH, PTGIS, PTGS2, PYCR1, SLC25A32, SLC5A5, TPO, YOD1

0.082 BP muscle organ development BCL2, DDIT3, ERBB2, FGFR1, FOS, FOXL2, GJA1, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, MYC, RB1, TGFBR2, UTRN,
WT1

0.055 BP regulation of reproductive process APC, AR, BCL2, CTNNB1, ESR1, NKX3-1, NR5A2, RUNX1, TOP2A, WT1
0.257 BP catabolic process ABL1, ADSS, AGAP2, AKT2, APC, ASRGL1, BAX, BCL2, BIRC2, BNIP3, CASP8, CD44, CDK2, CHEK2,

DDIT3, DPYSL4, EGFR, ERBB2, FEN1, FOXL2, GJA1, GSTM1, HGSNAT, IDH1, IGF1, KRAS, LSM1,
MDM4, MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, MSH6, MYC, PFKFB2, PHKG1, PLA2G10, PMS1, PMS2, PRKCE, PTEN,
PYCR1, RGS2, RNASEH2A, SKP2, SMAD4, TPO, YOD1

0.027 BP apoptotic nuclear changes BAX, BNIP3, FOXL2, MYC, TOP2A
0.027 BP positive regulation of reactive oxygen

species metabolic process
CDKN1A, GSTP1, PDGFB, TGFBR2, TP53

0.038 BP B cell differentiation BAX, BCL2, IKZF1, KIT, MSH2, TP53, TSHR
0.098 BP brain development ALDH1A2, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, BRCA2, CADM1, CDH1, CTNNB1, CXCR4, EGFR, FGFR1, FGFR3,

HOOK3, IGF1, IKZF1, NKX2-1, PTEN, TGFBR2
0.060 BP protein import into nucleus CDH1, CDKN1A, CHERP, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, PTGS2, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, TRPS1
0.066 BP regulation of MAP kinase activity ALK, CXCR4, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GRM1, GSTP1, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, RGS2, VEGFA
0.044 BP regulation of carbohydrate metabolic

process
AKT2, GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, PDGFB, PFKFB2, PRKCE

0.055 BP respiratory system development ALDH1A2, ASCL1, CTNNB1, FGFR1, FGFR3, IGF1, NKX2-1, TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1
0.033 BP positive regulation of JAK-STAT cascade AGAP2, FGFR3, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT
0.060 BP epidermal growth factor receptor signaling

pathway
EFEMP1, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN

0.016 BP cellular response to indole-3-methanol BRCA1, CDH1, CTNNB1
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Ratio Type Description Genes

0.044 BP endothelial cell migration ANGPT2, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRSS3, PTEN, PTGS2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.044 BP response to glucocorticoid stimulus BCL2, CCND1, CDKN1A, FOS, IL6, KRAS, PAPPA, PTGS2
0.016 BP response to indole-3-methanol BRCA1, CDH1, CTNNB1
0.027 BP insulin-like growth factor receptor

signaling pathway
AR, GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, NKX3-1

0.027 BP response to cold CASP8, FOS, IL6, PPARG, VEGFA
0.055 BP protein autophosphorylation ALK, CHEK2, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, KIT, PDGFB, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.044 BP negative regulation of cell cycle process APC, BRCA1, CDKN2B, FGFR3, MDM4, MSH2, PTEN, RB1
0.044 BP protein kinase B signaling cascade BAG4, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, NKX3-1, PIK3C2B, PIK3CA, PTEN
0.038 BP regulation of myeloid leukocyte

differentiation
APC, CASP8, CTNNB1, IKZF1, MYC, RB1, RUNX1

0.027 BP positive regulation of mesenchymal cell
proliferation

CTNNB1, FGFR1, MYC, TGFBR2, VEGFA

0.098 BP negative regulation of transcription from
RNA polymerase II promoter

CREBBP, CTNNB1, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXM1, IKZF1, MDM4, MYC, NKX2-1, OSR2, PPARG, RB1,
SMAD4, TGIF2, TP53, TRPS1, VEGFA, WT1

0.093 MF protein domain specific binding ABL1, AR, BAX, BCL2, CADM1, CDH1, DDC, E2F4, FOXM1, GJA1, INPP5A, KRAS, NKX3-1, PTEN,
UTF1, UTRN, WT1

0.016 MF ribonuclease H activity EXO1, FEN1, RNASEH2A
0.038 BP regulation of cyclin-dependent protein

kinase activity
APC, CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, EGFR, PDGFB, PTEN

0.038 BP regulation of response to DNA damage
stimulus

ABL1, BRCA1, CD44, EGFR, FOXM1, MYC, NKX3-1

0.066 BP leukocyte migration ANGPT2, CXCR4, IL6, IL6R, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, RET, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.044 MF protein kinase regulator activity AGAP2, APC, CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, NKX3-1, NPM1, PIK3CA
0.055 BP positive regulation of MAP kinase activity ALK, CXCR4, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, GRM1, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, VEGFA
0.033 BP organ formation AR, CTNNB1, FGFR1, PAX8, TGFBR2, WT1
0.038 BP epithelial cell development CTNNB1, E2F4, ESR1, GJA1, PAX8, PGR, WT1
0.038 BP myelination AKT2, CTNNB1, CXCR4, ERBB2, FGFR3, NFASC, PTEN
0.033 MF steroid hormone receptor binding AR, BRCA1, CTNNB1, FOXL2, NKX3-1, RB1
0.016 BP mammary gland branching involved in

pregnancy
AR, ESR1, PGR

0.049 BP regulation of neuron apoptotic process AGAP2, ASCL1, BAX, BCL2, DDIT3, KRAS, MSH2, TGFB2, TP53
0.104 BP positive regulation of immune system

process
ABL1, BCL2, BIRC2, CADM1, CASP8, CDKN1A, FOS, IGF1, IKBKB, IKZF1, IL6, IL6R, PIK3CA,
PRKCE, PTEN, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.044 BP regulation of ERK1 and ERK2 cascade BRAF, CD44, ERBB2, FGFR3, GSTP1, IGF1, IL6, PDGFB
0.022 BP lung cell differentiation ASCL1, CTNNB1, IGF1, NKX2-1
0.022 BP response to epidermal growth factor

stimulus
ASCL1, BAG4, BRAF, MCM7

0.120 BP chromosome organization APC, BNIP3, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, CREBBP, CTNNB1, FEN1, IKZF1, MCM2, MLH1, MLH3, MSH2,
MUC1, MYC, NCAPD2, NPM1, RB1, TOP2A, TP53, TRIP13, WHSC1L1

0.098 BP behavior ANGPT2, BCL2, CXCR4, FEN1, FOS, GRM1, IL6, IL6R, KRAS, NKX2-1, PDGFB, PRKCE, PTEN,
PTGS2, RUNX1, TSHR, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.071 BP regionalization ALDH1A2, APC, AR, COBL, CTNNB1, DDIT3, FGFR1, NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PAX8, SMAD4, TP53, WT1
0.049 BP positive regulation of cell cycle process BRCA1, CDK2, CDKN1A, IGF1, MUC1, PDGFB, PTEN, RB1, TP53
0.049 BP regulation of interphase of mitotic cell

cycle
BRCA2, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, MUC1, PTEN, RB1, TP53

0.082 BP heart development ALDH1A2, CASP8, CTNNB1, ERBB2, FGFR1, GJA1, NKX3-1, PDGFB, PPARG, PTEN, SMAD4, TGFB2,
TGFBR2, VEGFA, WT1

0.033 BP androgen receptor signaling pathway AR, BRCA1, CTNNB1, IGF1, NKX3-1, RB1
0.033 BP regulation of cell-matrix adhesion BCL2, NF2, PLAU, PTEN, UTRN, VEGFA
0.033 BP negative regulation of DNA metabolic

process
BRCA2, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, NF2, TP53

0.137 BP macromolecule catabolic process AGAP2, APC, BAX, BIRC2, BNIP3, CASP8, CD44, CDK2, CHEK2, DDIT3, EGFR, FEN1, FOXL2, GJA1,
HGSNAT, LSM1, MDM4, MLH1, MYC, PHKG1, PTEN, RNASEH2A, SKP2, SMAD4, YOD1

0.066 BP nerve growth factor receptor signaling
pathway

BRAF, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, IKBKB, KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PRKCE, PTEN

0.060 BP response to oxidative stress BCL2, BNIP3, FOS, GSTP1, IDH1, IL6, PPP1R15B, PTGS2, PYCR1, TP53, TPO
0.049 BP regulation of angiogenesis ANGPT2, CTNNB1, ERBB2, IL6, KLK3, PTGIS, PTGS2, RUNX1, VEGFA
0.049 BP regulation of ossification APC, BCL2, CTNNB1, GJA1, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, OSR2, TGFB2
0.115 BP innate immune response ABL1, BCL2, BIRC2, CADM1, CASP8, CD44, CREBBP, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOS, IKBKB,

KIT, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PPARG, PRKCE, PRSS3, PTEN
0.038 BP female gamete generation BCL2, BRCA2, CTNNB1, MLH1, PGR, PTGS2, TRIP13
0.038 BP liver development ALDH1A2, CADM1, CCND1, COBL, CTNNB1, FOXM1, RUNX1
0.016 BP epithelial cell proliferation involved in

salivary gland morphogenesis
IL6, NKX3-1, PDGFB

0.016 BP menstrual cycle phase FOXL2, NKX2-1, TGFB2
0.022 BP positive regulation of blood vessel

endothelial cell migration
PDGFB, PTGS2, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.022 BP positive regulation of intrinsic apoptotic
signaling pathway

BAX, BCL2, NKX3-1, TP53

0.022 BP regulation of insulin-like growth factor
receptor signaling pathway

AR, IGF1, IGFBP3, NKX3-1

0.038 BP positive regulation of lipid metabolic
process

AKT2, FGFR3, KIT, PDGFB, PPARG, PRKCE, PTGS2

0.027 BP metanephric nephron development CTNNB1, PAX8, PDGFB, RET, WT1
0.027 BP somatic recombination of immunoglobulin

gene segments
EXO1, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2

0.044 BP ATP metabolic process FIGNL1, GBAS, MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, MSH6, PMS1, PMS2
0.044 BP negative regulation of cell migration ANGPT2, BCL2, IGFBP3, NF2, NKX2-1, PDGFB, PODN, PTEN
0.033 BP positive regulation of protein import into

nucleus
CDH1, CHERP, EGFR, IL6, PTGS2, SMAD4

0.027 BP organ regeneration ANGPT2, CCND1, CDKN1A, PPARG, TGFBR2
0.027 BP regulation of nitric oxide biosynthetic

process
EGFR, ESR1, IL6, PTGIS, PTGS2

0.044 BP tissue remodeling BAX, CTNNB1, GJA1, IGF1, IL6, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA
0.038 MF growth factor binding ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, IGFBP3, IL6R, PDGFB, TGFBR2
0.104 BP wound healing ABL1, ANGPT2, CD44, CDK2, ERBB2, GJA1, IGF1, IL6, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLAU, PLAUR,

PRKCE, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.027 BP lymphocyte apoptotic process BAX, MYC, PTEN, TGFB2, TP53
0.027 BP positive regulation of neuron apoptotic

process
ASCL1, BAX, DDIT3, TGFB2, TP53

0.044 BP leukocyte chemotaxis CXCR4, IL6, IL6R, KIT, PDGFB, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.126 BP cytoskeleton organization ABL1, APC, BAG4, BAX, BCL2, BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, CHEK2, COBL, CTNNB1, HOOK3, KIT, KRAS,

MLH1, NF2, NPM1, PDGFB, PRC1, PRKCE, PTEN, RB1, TPX2
0.016 BP regulation of helicase activity MSH2, MSH6, TP53
0.087 MF protein binding transcription factor

activity
ASCL1, BIRC2, BRCA1, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, HINFP, MUC1, NKX3-1, NPM1, PPARG, RB1,
SMAD4, SSX1, TRIP13, UTF1

0.060 BP cellular response to external stimulus ALDH1A2, BNIP3, CASP8, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, FOS, PTGS2, RET, SKP2, TNFRSF8, TP53
0.038 BP DNA-dependent DNA replication BRCA2, CDK2, FEN1, MCM2, MCM7, POLB, TOP2A
0.044 BP cell-cell junction organization APC, CADM1, CDH1, CTNNB1, GJA1, NF2, NFASC, TGFB2
0.027 BP centrosome cycle BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, CTNNB1, NPM1
0.033 BP hormone-mediated signaling pathway AR, ESR1, LANCL2, NR5A2, PGR, PPARG
0.022 BP response to gonadotropin stimulus PAPPA, PAX8, SLC5A5, WT1
0.038 CC internal side of plasma membrane BIRC2, CDH1, CTNNB1, FGFR3, IKBKB, PTEN, RGS2
0.049 BP cartilage development CD44, CTNNB1, EFEMP1, FGFR1, FGFR3, OSR2, TGFB2, TGFBR2, TRPS1
0.077 BP response to extracellular stimulus ALDH1A2, ASCL1, CCND1, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, FOS, IL6, PPARG, PSPH, PTGS2, RET, SKP2, TGFBR2,

TP53
0.027 CC platelet alpha granule lumen IGF1, PDGFB, TGFB2, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.066 BP forebrain development ALDH1A2, ASCL1, BAX, CDH1, CTNNB1, EGFR, FGFR1, FGFR3, HOOK3, IKZF1, NKX2-1, PTEN
0.093 BP positive regulation of hydrolase activity AKT2, BAX, CASP8, DDIT3, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, FGFR3, FOXL2, KIT, MSH2, MSH6, MYC, NKX3-1,

PPARG, PRKCE, RGS2
0.038 BP negative regulation of phosphorylation BAX, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, GRB10, IGFBP3, NF2, PTEN
0.022 BP branching involved in salivary gland

morphogenesis
CDH1, FGFR1, IL6, PDGFB

0.022 BP negative regulation of fibroblast
proliferation

BAX, GSTP1, MYC, TP53

0.033 BP response to estradiol stimulus ALDH1A2, CASP8, CTNNB1, ESR1, PDGFB, PTGS2
0.038 BP response to toxin BAX, BCL2, CDH1, CDKN1A, DDC, FOS, GSTM1
0.033 MF RNA polymerase II transcription factor

binding
AR, CREBBP, CTNNB1, RB1, SMAD4, TP53

0.027 BP positive regulation of tyrosine
phosphorylation of STAT protein

FGFR3, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, KIT

0.033 MF protein phosphatase binding BCL2, CDH1, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, TP53
0.038 BP regulation of G1/S transition of mitotic

cell cycle
CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, MUC1, PTEN, TP53

Continued on next page. . .
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Ratio Type Description Genes

0.016 BP mast cell chemotaxis KIT, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.016 BP mitotic cell cycle arrest CDKN1A, NKX3-1, TP53
0.038 BP stem cell maintenance APC, CREBBP, FGFR3, HOOK3, IGF1, KIT, PAX8
0.091 CC chromosomal part APC, AR, CDK2, CHEK2, CREBBP, IKZF1, MCM2, MCM7, MLH1, MLH3, MSH6, MUC1, MYCN,

NCAPD2, RB1, TOP2A, TP53
0.044 BP gastrulation CD44, CTNNB1, FGFR1, NF2, OSR2, SMAD4, TGFBR2, TP53
0.027 BP positive regulation of response to DNA

damage stimulus
BRCA1, EGFR, FOXM1, MYC, NKX3-1

0.016 MF receptor signaling protein tyrosine kinase
activity

EGFR, ERBB2, KIT

0.022 BP response to X-ray BRCA2, CCND1, MSH2, TP53
0.022 BP response to lithium ion ASCL1, CDH1, PPARG, PTGS2
0.022 BP response to mineralocorticoid stimulus CCND1, CDKN1A, FOS, KRAS
0.038 BP regulation of chemotaxis ANGPT2, CXCR4, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.049 BP cell junction assembly APC, BCL2, CADM1, CDH1, CTNNB1, GJA1, NFASC, PTEN, VEGFA
0.044 BP cell activation involved in immune

response
EXO1, IL6, KIT, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PRKCE, TP53

0.044 BP leukocyte activation involved in immune
response

EXO1, IL6, KIT, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PRKCE, TP53

0.038 BP regulation of cellular carbohydrate
metabolic process

AKT2, GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, PFKFB2, PRKCE

0.060 BP striated muscle cell differentiation BCL2, DDIT3, ERBB2, FOS, IGF1, IGFBP3, KRAS, MYC, RB1, VEGFA, WT1
0.022 BP apoptotic DNA fragmentation BAX, BNIP3, FOXL2, MYC
0.038 BP neuron migration ASCL1, BAX, CTNNB1, CXCR4, FGFR1, GJA1, NKX2-1
0.038 BP regulation of muscle organ development BCL2, DDIT3, FGFR1, GJA1, IGFBP3, IL6, TGFBR2
0.016 BP ER overload response DDIT3, PPP1R15B, TP53
0.033 BP chondrocyte differentiation CTNNB1, EFEMP1, FGFR1, FGFR3, OSR2, TRPS1
0.016 BP regulation of epithelial cell proliferation

involved in prostate gland development
APC, CTNNB1, NKX3-1

0.016 BP regulation of glomerulus development PDGFB, RET, WT1
0.071 BP negative regulation of multicellular

organismal process
BCL2, GSTP1, IL6, IL6R, PDGFB, PLAU, PLAUR, PTEN, PTGS2, RGS2, TGFB2, TGFBR2, VEGFA

0.044 BP mesenchymal cell differentiation ALDH1A2, BCL2, CTNNB1, FGFR1, NKX2-1, RET, SMAD4, TGFB2
0.044 BP mitotic cell cycle checkpoint APC, CCND1, CDK2, CDKN1A, CDKN2B, MUC1, RB1, TP53
0.055 BP skeletal muscle organ development BCL2, DDIT3, ERBB2, FOS, FOXL2, IGF1, IGFBP3, MYC, RB1, WT1
0.033 BP benzene-containing compound metabolic

process
DDC, GSTM1, PAX8, SLC5A5, TGFB2, TPO

0.022 BP positive regulation of tyrosine
phosphorylation of Stat3 protein

FGFR3, IL6, IL6R, KIT

0.027 BP steroid hormone mediated signaling
pathway

AR, ESR1, NR5A2, PGR, PPARG

0.044 BP osteoblast differentiation APC, CTNNB1, FIGNL1, GJA1, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, WWOX
0.071 BP axon guidance ABL1, AGAP2, CXCR4, DPYSL4, EGFR, ERBB2, FGFR1, KRAS, NFASC, NKX2-1, PLA2G10, SMAD4,

TGFB2
0.033 BP axis specification APC, COBL, CTNNB1, DDIT3, SMAD4, WT1
0.098 BP regulation of body fluid levels ABL1, ANGPT2, CCND1, CDH1, CDK2, FLI1, IGF1, IL6, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLAU, PLAUR,

PRKCE, TGFB2, TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.027 BP positive regulation of DNA replication CDK2, EGFR, IGF1, IL6, PDGFB
0.044 BP morphogenesis of embryonic epithelium ALDH1A2, AR, CASP8, COBL, CTNNB1, PAX8, RET, VEGFC
0.081 CC cell surface CD44, CDH1, CXCR4, HNRNPU, IL6, IL6R, KIT, MUC1, PDGFB, PDIA4, PLAU, PLAUR, TGFBR2, TPO,

VEGFA
0.022 BP hair follicle morphogenesis BCL2, CTNNB1, RUNX1, TGFB2
0.049 BP lymphocyte proliferation BAX, BCL2, CDKN1A, CTNNB1, CXCR4, ERBB2, IGF1, IL6, TP53
0.044 BP regulation of ion homeostasis BAX, BCL2, CHERP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, GJA1, PRKCE, PTEN
0.113 CC extracellular space ANGPT2, CCL20, EFEMP1, EGFR, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, IL6R, KIT, MMP2, PAPPA, PDGFB, PLAU,

PODN, PRSS3, PTGIS, SERPINB5, TGFB2, TNFSF8, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.016 BP cell proliferation involved in metanephros

development
MYC, PDGFB, WT1

0.016 BP midgut development ALDH1A2, CTNNB1, RET
0.016 BP myelin maintenance AKT2, CXCR4, PTEN
0.033 BP negative regulation of MAPK cascade APC, FOXM1, GSTP1, IGF1, MYC, NF2
0.033 BP pancreas development ALDH1A2, CTNNB1, IGF1, IL6, IL6R, NR5A2
0.087 BP hemostasis ABL1, ANGPT2, CDK2, FLI1, IGF1, IL6, KRAS, PDGFB, PIK3CA, PLAU, PLAUR, PRKCE, TGFB2,

TP53, VEGFA, VEGFC
0.082 MF transcription factor binding transcription

factor activity
ASCL1, BIRC2, BRCA1, CREBBP, CTNNB1, DDIT3, HINFP, MUC1, NPM1, PPARG, RB1, SMAD4, SSX1,
TRIP13, UTF1

0.049 BP skeletal system morphogenesis CTNNB1, FGFR1, FGFR3, MMP2, MYC, OSR2, TGFB2, TGFBR2, WWOX
0.022 BP multicellular organismal aging DDC, MSH2, MSH6, TP53
0.022 BP positive regulation of nitric oxide

biosynthetic process
EGFR, ESR1, IL6, PTGS2

0.033 BP regulation of glucose metabolic process AKT2, GRB10, IGF1, IGFBP3, IL6, PFKFB2
0.016 BP positive regulation of insulin-like growth

factor receptor signaling pathway
AR, IGF1, IGFBP3

0.016 BP positive regulation of lymphocyte
apoptotic process

BAX, MYC, TP53

0.011 CC MutLbeta complex MLH1, MLH3
0.011 CC MutSalpha complex MSH2, MSH6
0.011 CC chiasma MLH1, MLH3
0.022 BP centrosome duplication BRCA1, BRCA2, CDK2, NPM1
0.011 MF double-stranded DNA specific

exodeoxyribonuclease activity
EXO1, FEN1

0.027 MF protease binding BCL2, BRCA2, CASP8, KIT, TP53
0.011 MF single thymine insertion binding MSH2, MSH6
0.011 MF thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor

activity
PAX8, TSHR

0.142 BP cell-cell signaling AP3M2, AR, BRAF, CCL20, CHRNA6, CHRNB3, CTNNB1, DDC, FGFR1, GJA1, GRM1, IL6, KRAS,
NKX2-1, NKX3-1, PAX8, PDGFB, PFKFB2, PGR, PRKCE, PTEN, PTGS2, RUNX1, TGFB2, TNFSF8,
TSHR

0.033 BP ATP catabolic process MLH1, MLH3, MSH2, MSH6, PMS1, PMS2
0.049 BP anterior/posterior pattern specification ALDH1A2, APC, COBL, CTNNB1, DDIT3, NKX3-1, SMAD4, TP53, WT1
0.066 MF chromatin binding AR, CREBBP, CTNNB1, ESR1, FLI1, HINFP, MLH3, MSH6, PPARG, SMAD4, TOP2A, TP53
0.038 BP response to reactive oxygen species BCL2, BNIP3, FOS, GSTP1, IL6, PPP1R15B, TPO
0.044 MF transcription regulatory region

sequence-specific DNA binding
CREBBP, ESR1, FLI1, MUC1, MYC, NKX3-1, PAX8, SMAD4

0.049 BP negative regulation of growth BCL2, CDKN1A, FGFR3, PPARG, PTEN, SMAD4, TGFB2, TP53, WT1
0.027 BP oogenesis BCL2, BRCA2, CTNNB1, MLH1, TRIP13
0.016 MF actin monomer binding ABL1, COBL, PRKCE
0.022 BP brown fat cell differentiation BNIP3, PPARG, PTGS2, RGS2
0.016 BP determination of adult lifespan MSH2, MSH6, TP53
0.022 BP lung epithelium development ASCL1, FGFR3, IGF1, NKX2-1
0.016 BP negative regulation of DNA recombination MLH1, MSH2, MSH6
0.022 BP neuron maturation BCL2, NFASC, RB1, RET
0.022 BP oocyte development BCL2, BRCA2, CTNNB1, TRIP13
0.016 BP positive regulation of protein

autophosphorylation
PDGFB, VEGFA, VEGFC

0.016 BP positive regulation of smooth muscle cell
migration

BCL2, IGF1, PDGFB

0.022 BP regulation of polysaccharide biosynthetic
process

AKT2, GRB10, IGF1, PDGFB

0.022 BP regulation of release of cytochrome c from
mitochondria

BAX, BNIP3, IGF1, TP53

0.016 BP signal transduction by phosphorylation ERBB2, KIT, TGFB2
0.011 BP hepatic immune response IL6, IL6R
0.011 BP somatic sex determination AR, FOXL2
0.022 CC lateral plasma membrane APC, CDH1, CTNNB1, GJA1
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Figure 5: Relationships between the enriched cellular component Gene Ontology terms that were listed in Table 4. The
darkness of the red reflects the significance of the enrichment and the thicknesses of the edges are propotional to the numbers
of genes sharing the following annotation.
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Figure 7: Relationships between the enriched biological process Gene Ontology terms that were listed in Table 4. The darkness
of the red reflects the significance of the enrichment and the thicknesses of the edges are propotional to the numbers of genes
sharing the following annotation.
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Table 5: Descriptions of the study identifiers. The numbers of results reported and their units are reported in hits and score
type columns, respectively.

name description ref id hits score type

cancerGeneCensusAct Frequent activating genetic alterations in cancer [11] 20700 325 Descending rank
cancerGeneCensusInactFrequent inactivating genetic alterations in cancer [11] 20701 169 Descending rank
cosmicMetastasis Consists of frequent somatic mutations in metastasis tumours as reported in COSMIC

database.
[10, 9] 20500 1589 Proportion

cosmicPrimary Consists of frequent somatic mutations in primary tumours as reported in COSMIC
database.

[10, 9] 20501 13319 Proportion

cosmicRecurrent Consists of frequent somatic mutations in recurrent tumours as reported in COSMIC
database.

[10, 9] 20502 43 Proportion

fileAmpOver Amplified and overexpressed genes in human cancer. [22] 21008 77 Ascending rank
fileBC2brain Set of differentially expressed genes related to brain metastases of the breast cancer

tumor.
[4] 21000 26 Fold change

fileCIN70 Set of genes associated with chromosomal instability. [5] 21005 70 Ascending rank
snp3dBC Genes associated to ’BREAST CANCER’ in PUBMED abstracts. [24] 20001 43 Descending rank
snp3dCRC Genes associated to ’COLORECTAL CANCER’ in PUBMED abstracts. [24] 20002 29 Descending rank
snp3dGlioma Genes associated to ’GLIOMA’ in PUBMED abstracts. [24] 20006 80 Descending rank
snp3dLungC Genes associated to ’LUNG CANCER’ in PUBMED abstracts. [24] 20005 80 Descending rank
snp3dProstateC Genes associated to ’PROSTATE CANCER’ in PUBMED abstracts. [24] 20004 58 Descending rank
snp3dThyroidC Genes associated to ’THYROID CANCER’ in PUBMED abstracts. [24] 20010 45 Descending rank
tcgaBreastCGHa CGH gains in TCGA Breast samples [21, 20] 22043 8913 Proportion
tcgaBreastCGHd CGH losses in TCGA Breast samples [21, 20] 22044 2145 Proportion
tcgaBreastCGHSurv Survival associated copy-number aberrations in TCGA Breast samples [21, 20] 22045 1982 Proportion
tcgaBreastGE Differentially expressed genes in TCGA Breast samples [21, 20] 22040 9103 Fold change
tcgaBreastGESurv Genes with survival associated expressions in TCGA Breast samples [21, 20] 22041 268 Probability
tcgaBreastMethyl Differentially methylated genes in TCGA Breast samples [21, 20] 22042 5944 Fold change
tcgaBreastMethylSurv Genes with survival assodicated methylation differences in TCGA Breast samples [21, 20] 22046 126 Probability
tcgaColonCGHa CGH gains in TCGA Colon samples [21, 19] 22063 1137 Proportion
tcgaColonCGHd CGH losses in TCGA Colon samples [21, 19] 22064 6 Proportion
tcgaColonCGHSurv Survival associated copy-number aberrations in TCGA Colon samples [21, 19] 22065 1 Proportion
tcgaColonGE Differentially expressed genes in TCGA Colon samples [21, 19] 22060 8676 Fold change
tcgaColonGESurv Genes with survival associated expressions in TCGA Colon samples [21, 19] 22061 88 Probability
tcgaColonMethyl Differentially methylated genes in TCGA Colon samples [21, 19] 22062 7203 Fold change
tcgaColonMethylSurv Genes with survival assodicated methylation differences in TCGA Colon samples [21, 19] 22066 368 Probability
tcgaGliomaCGHa CGH gains in TCGA Glioma samples [21, 18] 22023 25 Proportion
tcgaGliomaCGHd CGH losses in TCGA Glioma samples [21, 18] 22024 455 Proportion
tcgaGliomaCGHSurv Survival associated copy-number aberrations in TCGA Glioma samples [21, 18] 22025 7 Proportion
tcgaGliomaGE Differentially expressed genes in TCGA Glioma samples [21, 18] 22020 5848 Fold change
tcgaGliomaGESurv Genes with survival associated expressions in TCGA Glioma samples [21, 18] 22021 164 Probability
tcgaGliomaMethylSurv Genes with survival assodicated methylation differences in TCGA Glioma samples [21, 18] 22026 329 Probability
tcgaOvarianCGHa CGH gains in TCGA Ovarian samples [17, 2] 22003 539 Proportion
tcgaOvarianCGHd CGH losses in TCGA Ovarian samples [17, 2] 22004 162 Proportion
tcgaOvarianCGHSurv Survival associated copy-number aberrations in TCGA Ovarian samples [17, 2] 22005 128 Proportion
tcgaOvarianGE Differentially expressed genes in TCGA Ovarian samples [17, 2] 22000 503 Fold change
tcgaOvarianGESurv Genes with survival associated expressions in TCGA Ovarian samples [17, 2] 22001 32 Probability
tcgaOvarianMethyl Differentially methylated genes in TCGA Ovarian samples [17, 2] 22002 7580 Fold change
tcgaOvarianMethylSurvGenes with survival assodicated methylation differences in TCGA Ovarian samples [17, 2] 22006 142 Probability
tscapeBCa Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal amplifications in Breast tumours [3] 20600 684 Proportion
tscapeBCd Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal deletions in Breast tumours [3] 20601 1607 Proportion
tscapeCRCa Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal amplifications in Colorectal tumours [3] 20602 207 Proportion
tscapeCRCd Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal deletions in Colorectal tumours [3] 20603 845 Proportion
tscapeGliomaa Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal amplifications in Glioma tumours [3] 20604 23 Proportion
tscapeGliomad Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal deletions in Glioma tumours [3] 20605 87 Proportion
tscapeHCCa Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal amplifications in Hepatocellular

tumours
[3] 20616 322 Proportion

tscapeHCCd Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal deletions in Hepatocellular tumours [3] 20617 604 Proportion
tscapeMelanomaa Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal amplifications in Melanoma tumours [3] 20610 324 Proportion
tscapeMelanomad Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal deletions in Melanoma tumours [3] 20611 366 Proportion
tscapeNSCLCa Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal amplifications in Lung NSC tumours [3] 20606 1058 Proportion
tscapeNSCLCd Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal deletions in Lung NSC tumours [3] 20607 1777 Proportion
tscapeOvariana Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal amplifications in Ovarian tumours [3] 20612 896 Proportion
tscapeOvariand Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal deletions in Ovarian tumours [3] 20613 1454 Proportion
tscapeProstatea Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal amplifications in Prostate tumours [3] 20614 68 Proportion
tscapeProstated Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal deletions in Prostate tumours [3] 20615 700 Proportion
tscapeRCCa Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal amplifications in Renal tumours [3] 20618 162 Proportion
tscapeRCCd Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal deletions in Renal tumours [3] 20619 704 Proportion
tscapeSCLCa Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal amplifications in Lung SC tumours [3] 20608 193 Proportion
tscapeSCLCd Frequent (minFreq=0.1, maxQ=0.25) chromosomal deletions in Lung SC tumours [3] 20609 307 Proportion
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2 System configuration

Pipeline configuration

AndurilScript for the pipeline

2.1 Database configurations

The following table shows the properties of ensembl component.

property value
database.driver com.mysql.jdbc.Driver
database.recycle true
database.timeout 20
database.url jdbc:mysql://ensembldb.ensembl.org:5306/homo sapiens core 72 37
database.user anonymous

The following table shows the properties of moksiskaanInit-init component.

property value
database.driver org.postgresql.Driver
database.recycle true
database.timeout 20
database.url jdbc:postgresql:moksiskaan
database.user moksiskaan

This analysis is based on Moksiskaan [16] (version 2.03) that is running on top of Hibernate with org.
hibernate.dialect.PostgreSQLDialect to access the native database.

Database history:
[2013-08-02] EnsemblImport: jdbc:mysql://ensembldb.ensembl.org:5306/canis familiaris core 72 31 (18823
genes, 410 proteins) See also [8].
[2013-08-02] EnsemblImport: jdbc:mysql://ensembldb.ensembl.org:5306/saccharomyces cerevisiae core
72 4 (7125 genes, 6850 proteins) See also [8].
[2013-08-02] EnsemblImport: jdbc:mysql://ensembldb.ensembl.org:5306/homo sapiens core 72 37 (57232
genes, 18859 proteins) See also [8].
[2013-08-02] EnsemblImport: jdbc:mysql://ensembldb.ensembl.org:5306/mus musculus core 72 38 (38392
genes, 15029 proteins) See also [8].
[2013-08-02] Narggari: Drug target import from the KEGG DRUG database. See also [12, 13].
[2013-08-02] DrugBankImport: Total of 1751 drugs identified from http://www.drugbank.ca/system/
downloads/current/drugbank.xml.zip. See also [15, 23].
[2013-08-02] DiseaseImport: Imported 1091 diseases from the KEGG DISEASE database. See also [12,
13].
[2013-08-02] PINAImport: Total of 5901 protein-protein interactions obtained from http://cbg.garvan.
unsw.edu.au/pina/download/Mus%20musculus.txt. See also [7].
[2013-08-02] PINAImport: Total of 111222 protein-protein interactions obtained from http://cbg.garvan.
unsw.edu.au/pina/download/Saccharomyces%20cerevisiae.txt. See also [7].
[2013-08-02] PINAImport: Total of 106432 protein-protein interactions obtained from http://cbg.garvan.
unsw.edu.au/pina/download/Homo%20sapiens.txt. See also [7].
[2013-08-02] PathwayCommonsImport: Total of 1323122 new links obtained from http://www.pathwaycommons.
org/pc2/downloads/Pathway%20Commons%202%20homo%20sapiens.EXTENDED BINARY SIF.tsv.gz. See
also [6].
[2013-08-02] WikiPathways: WikiPathways import produced 163 Homo sapiens pathways. See also [14].
[2013-08-02] WikiPathways: WikiPathways import produced 0 Saccharomyces cerevisiae pathways. See
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Abstract


This document is generated by Anduril [9] (Engine 1.2.18) and it provides a human readable summary for the network
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Figure 1: Network topology.
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Figure 5: Network topology for the subnetwork candiSummary-nodeCount-medium.
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Figure 8: Network topology for the subnetwork moksiskaanInit.
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Figure 10: Network topology for the subnetwork studyDescs.


1.1 OUTPUT1 (OUTPUT)


Characterization report in PDF format


Input name Source Description
out candidateReport.document 1.75 The file or directory to be exported.


Parameter name Value Description
link false Create symbolic link to original file instead of copying. Currently only available


on Unix-like platforms such as Linux.


1.2 summaryReport array array1 (ArrayConstructor)


See ArrayConstructor for the component description.


Input name Source Description
file1 candiSummary-report


.document 1.73
Input element 1.


file2 studyDescs-report.report 1.93 Input element 2.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name Source Description
file3 cfgAttach.report 1.76 Input element 3.
file4 propertiesDoc.report 1.83 Input element 4.
file5 moksiskaanInit-init.report 1.82 Input element 5.


Parameter name Value Description
key1 1 Array key for file1.
key10 10 Array key for file10.
key11 11 Array key for file11.
key12 12 Array key for file12.
key13 13 Array key for file13.
key14 14 Array key for file14.
key15 15 Array key for file15.
key16 16 Array key for file16.
key17 17 Array key for file17.
key18 18 Array key for file18.
key19 19 Array key for file19.
key2 2 Array key for file2.
key20 20 Array key for file20.
key21 21 Array key for file21.
key22 22 Array key for file22.
key23 23 Array key for file23.
key24 24 Array key for file24.
key25 25 Array key for file25.
key26 26 Array key for file26.
key27 27 Array key for file27.
key28 28 Array key for file28.
key29 29 Array key for file29.
key3 4 Array key for file3.
key30 30 Array key for file30.
key31 31 Array key for file31.
key32 32 Array key for file32.
key33 33 Array key for file33.
key34 34 Array key for file34.
key35 35 Array key for file35.
key36 36 Array key for file36.
key37 37 Array key for file37.
key38 38 Array key for file38.
key39 39 Array key for file39.
key4 5 Array key for file4.
key40 40 Array key for file40.
key41 41 Array key for file41.
key42 42 Array key for file42.
key43 43 Array key for file43.
key44 44 Array key for file44.
key45 45 Array key for file45.
key46 46 Array key for file46.
key47 47 Array key for file47.
key48 48 Array key for file48.
key49 49 Array key for file49.
key5 6 Array key for file5.
key50 50 Array key for file50.
key51 51 Array key for file51.
key52 52 Array key for file52.
key53 53 Array key for file53.
key54 54 Array key for file54.
key55 55 Array key for file55.
key56 56 Array key for file56.
key57 57 Array key for file57.
key58 58 Array key for file58.
key59 59 Array key for file59.
key6 6 Array key for file6.
key60 60 Array key for file60.
key61 61 Array key for file61.
key62 62 Array key for file62.
key63 63 Array key for file63.
key64 64 Array key for file64.
key65 65 Array key for file65.
key66 66 Array key for file66.
key67 67 Array key for file67.
key68 68 Array key for file68.
key69 69 Array key for file69.
key7 7 Array key for file7.
key70 70 Array key for file70.
key71 71 Array key for file71.
key72 72 Array key for file72.
key73 73 Array key for file73.
key74 74 Array key for file74.


Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
key75 75 Array key for file75.
key76 76 Array key for file76.
key77 77 Array key for file77.
key78 78 Array key for file78.
key79 79 Array key for file79.
key8 8 Array key for file8.
key80 80 Array key for file80.
key81 81 Array key for file81.
key82 82 Array key for file82.
key83 83 Array key for file83.
key84 84 Array key for file84.
key85 85 Array key for file85.
key86 86 Array key for file86.
key87 87 Array key for file87.
key88 88 Array key for file88.
key89 89 Array key for file89.
key9 9 Array key for file9.
key90 90 Array key for file90.
key91 91 Array key for file91.
key92 92 Array key for file92.
key93 93 Array key for file93.
key94 94 Array key for file94.
key95 95 Array key for file95.
key96 96 Array key for file96.
key97 97 Array key for file97.
key98 98 Array key for file98.
key99 99 Array key for file99.


1.3 bibtexMoksiskaan (INPUT)


Moksiskaan related references


Parameter name Value Description
path /home/mxlaakso/asserHg/


moksiskaan/db//pipeline
/components/report-BibTeX
/moksiskaan.bib


Path (filename) of the input resource.


recursive true Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.


1.4 candiList (CSV2IDList)


See CSV2IDList for the component description.


Input name Source Description
table1 rank-idConvert.csv 1.86 The first input relation


Parameter name Value Description
acceptMissing false Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
columnIn A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each table


input. Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
columnInArray A comma separated list of array key=column name pairs for the IDs of interest


in array files. Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
columnOut Name of the only column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name of


the input column.
constants A comma separated list of values that are always included into the output
isList false True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be splitted
quotation false Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values
regexp1 Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result


if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has a format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.


regexp2 Regular expression for the row filtering in table2
regexp3 Regular expression for the row filtering in table3
regexp4 Regular expression for the row filtering in table4
regexp5 Regular expression for the row filtering in table5
regexp6 Regular expression for the row filtering in table6
regexp7 Regular expression for the row filtering in table7
regexp8 Regular expression for the row filtering in table8
regexp9 Regular expression for the row filtering in table9
regexpArr Regular expression for the row filtering of array files
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1.5 candiSummary (CandidateReport)


See CandidateReport for the component description.


Input name Source Description
moksiskaan moksiskaanInit.connection 1.81 JDBC connection for Moksiskaan database


Parameter name Value Description
annotRules Keggonen,PathwayCommons,


WikiPathways
A comma separated list of optional link annotation rules. Only those links are
used that match at least one of the given rules. Each rule is represented by a
’name=value’ pair or a plain name if all values are accepted. Values are in SQL
LIKE syntax.


bioentityTypes A comma separated list of bioentity types of interest. An empty string refers to
genes.


corrLimit 0.3 Absolute value of the correlation coefficient must be greater than this limit it the
correlation data is used to prune the candidate pathway.


cytoscape true Create a Cytoscape session for the candidate pathway and attach it to the report.
expand connected Selection criterion for the related genes as described in CandidatePathway


component.
goLimInput 0.0050 Upper threshold to filter enriched GO terms of the candidate genes based on their


FDR corrected p-values. Negative values can be used to omit the GO enrichment
analysis.


goLimModel 0.0050 Upper threshold to filter enriched GO terms of the candidate pathway members
based on their FDR corrected p-values. Negative values can be used to omit the
GO enrichment analysis.


hideGaps false Disables the rendering of the genes other than the given candidates
isolateGroup
Names


false Combined nodes of the pathway graph are labelled with artificial names described
in a separate table. This approach reduces the complexity of the actual figure.


linkTypes 600,525,200,210,220,230,240,300,
310,400,410,420,430,433,440,443,
450,453,460,463


A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest or ’defaults’ for the
predefined set of supported links


maxGap 0 Maximum number of genes between any two candidate genes in their interaction
network


name Metastudy rank Name of the candidate set
organism 9606 Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier. Default is Homo


sapiens.
pathwayDesc Set of candidate genes that are


commonly found among the
studies listed in Table˜\ref{table:
studyDescs-report}.


An additional text that will follow the figure caption of the candidate pathway.


showCandidates true An additional list of all candidate genes, their GO terms and the studies they
have been implicated in.


showPathways WikiPathways A comma separated list of LinkAnnotation names providing pathway IDs. The
links provided by these pathway sources are shown on separate tables.


statusFilter A comma separated list of gene statuses (NA,-1,0,1) of the genes that shall be
excluded from the candidate pathway if the status information is provided


useStudies 20001,20002,20004,20005,20006,
20010,21000,21005,21008,20700,
20701,20500,20501,20502,22000,
22001,22002,22003,22004,22005,
22006,22020,22021,22023,22024,
22025,22026,22040,22041,22042,
22043,22044,22045,22046,22060,
22061,22062,22063,22064,22065,
22066,20600,20601,20602,20603,
20604,20605,20606,20607,20608,
20609,20610,20611,20612,20613,
20614,20615,20616,20617,20618,
20619


A comma separated list of study identifiers of the possibly interesting results. An
asterisk refers to all possible studies available. An empty string disables the
listing of relevant studies for the genes


1.6 candiSummary-annotSelect (TableQuery)


See TableQuery for the component description.


Input name Source Description
table1 candiSummary-candiKorva.bio


Annotation 1.9
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.


table2 candiSummary-getStudies.bio
Annotation 1.10


CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.


table3 candiSummary-goGenes.table 1.21 CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.
table4 candiSummary-pathwayReport


.itemB 1.70
CSV table 4. The table is referred to as ’table4’ in the SQL query.


table5 candiSummary-statusCode.in 1.74 CSV table 5. The table is referred to as ’table5’ in the SQL query.
Continued on next page. . .
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Input name Source Description
columnTypes candiSummary-annotSelectTypes


.in 1.7
Contains SQL types for individual columns. If the file is not provided, the type is
inferred from the contents of the columns. This can be used to force the use of
VARCHAR for values that are also valid numerics. The file contains the columns
Table (refers to one of table1 to table15), Column (refers to a column name in the
table), Type (contains an SQL type). A row with Table=’result’, Column=X and
Type=’STRING’ forces the use string values for result column X.


Parameter name Value Description
engine hsqldb Database engine. Legal values: hsqldb, h2, sqlite.
memoryDB true If true, the temporary database is stored in memory for fast access. If false, it is


stored on disk to allow processing large data sets.
numIndices Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are


single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.


query SELECT A.”.GeneId” AS
”.GeneId”, A.”.GeneName” AS
”name”, A.”.DNARegion”||’ ’||A.”
.DNABand” AS ”locus”, A.”.
GeneDesc”||’, type=’||A.”.Biotype”
|| IFNULL(’, GO=[’||G
.”Description”||’]’,”) AS
”description”, S.”studies” AS
”studies”, IFNULL(E.”code”,”)||
CASEWHEN(P.”Vertex” IS
NULL, CAST(” AS VARCHAR(1)
), ’*’) AS ”S” FROM table1 AS A
LEFT OUTER JOIN ( SELECT
”sourceKey”, GROUP CONCAT(
CASEWHEN(”HitEvidence”=’t’,
CAST(” AS VARCHAR(1)),’-’)||
”HitStudyName” ORDER BY
”HitStudyName” SEPARATOR
’,’) AS ”studies” FROM table2
WHERE (”HitStudyId” IN (
20001,20002,20004,20005,20006,
20010,21000,21005,21008,20700,
20701,20500,20501,20502,22000,
22001,22002,22003,22004,22005,
22006,22020,22021,22023,22024,
22025,22026,22040,22041,22042,
22043,22044,22045,22046,22060,
22061,22062,22063,22064,22065,
22066,20600,20601,20602,20603,
20604,20605,20606,20607,20608,
20609,20610,20611,20612,20613,
20614,20615,20616,20617,20618,
20619)) GROUP BY ”sourceKey”
) AS S ON (S.”sourceKey” = A.”.
GeneId”) LEFT OUTER JOIN
table3 AS G ON (G.”ensg” = A.”.
GeneId”) LEFT OUTER JOIN
table4 AS P ON (P.
”EnsemblGeneId” = A.”.GeneId”)
LEFT OUTER JOIN table5 AS E
ON (E.”.GeneId” = A.”.GeneId”)
ORDER BY 2,3


SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.


1.7 candiSummary-annotSelectTypes (INPUT)


Data type definitions for annotSelect query


Parameter name Value Description
path /home/mxlaakso/asserHg/


moksiskaan/db/pipeline/
functions/CandidateReport/
AnnotSelectTypes.csv


Path (filename) of the input resource.


recursive true Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.


1.8 candiSummary-annotTable (CSV2Latex)


See CSV2Latex for the component description.
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Input name Source Description
tabledata candiSummary-annotSelect


.table 1.6
Table content


refs candiSummary-refAnnotTable
.refs 1.72


Reference rules for the hyperlinks


Parameter name Value Description
attach false Include the original data as an attachment
caption Descriptions of the candidate


genes. Studies that have reported
results about the candidate genes
are listed so that those with
negative evidence have been
prefixed with a hyphen. S column
contains an at sign if the gene is
part of the candidate pathway.


Caption text for the table.


colFormat @{}l@{\hspace{0.8em}}p{1.2cm
}p{2.5cm}p{10.5cm}p{3cm}@{}


LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.


columns S,name,locus,description,studies Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.


countRows true Include a row count to the table caption.
dropMissing true This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link


text are substituted with target identifiers.
evenColor 0.96,0.96,0.96 Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue


intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
hRotate false Use vertical column names
listCols locus,studies Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several


values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.


listDelim ,\s Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
numberFormat A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists


of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.


pageBreak true Use clear page after the table.
rename Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New


names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.


ruler {} Latex command for the row separating rulers
section Candidate genes Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be


generated.
sectionType subsection Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No


section statement is written if section title is empty.
skipEmpty true This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.


1.9 candiSummary-candiKorva (KorvasieniAnnotator)


See KorvasieniAnnotator for the component description.


Input name Source Description
sourceKeys candiList.ids 1.4 A list of source database keys.
connection ensembl.in 1.80 Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:


database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.


Parameter name Value Description
echoColumns A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to


the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.


goFilter A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.


indicator true Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).


inputDB .GeneId Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).


inputType Gene Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
isListKey false Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column


Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
keyColumn Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first


column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
maxHits 100000 Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
rename Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)
skipLevel source Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not


available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).


targetDB .GeneId,.GeneName,.DNARegion,
.DNABand,.Biotype,.GeneDesc
,GO


Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.


unique false This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.


1.10 candiSummary-getStudies (PiispanhiippaAnnotator)


See PiispanhiippaAnnotator for the component description.


Input name Source Description
sourceKeys candiList.ids 1.4 A list of source database keys. The component will produce a list of all values of


the given inputDB if this input has not been specified and the keys parameter is
empty.


connection moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.82


JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database


Parameter name Value Description
inputDB 10 Source key type
isListKey false Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
keyColumn Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first


column
keys A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the


sourceKeys input entries
linkTypes A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a


hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
orderBy A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices


can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.


organism 9606 Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
reverse false Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
targetDB HitStudyId,HitStudyName,


HitEvidence
Comma separated list of target key types of interest


1.11 candiSummary-goEnrich (GOReport)


Generates a report of Gene Ontology [1] terms that are enriched among the original list of candidate genes.


Parameter name Value Description
geneId .GeneId Name of the input column that contains the gene identifiers in the genes input
geneName .GeneName Name of the input column that contains the gene names
geneStatusId Name of the input column that contains the gene identifiers in the status input.


Empty string can be used if the column name is equal to that in the genes input.
maxFrequency 999999 For output GO terms, maximum number of gene products that are annotated


with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is above this threshold. Filtering is done before FDR correction.


minFrequency 1 For output GO terms, minimum number of gene products that are annotated
with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is below this threshold. Filtering is done before FDR correction.


organism 9606 Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier. Default is Homo
sapiens.


sectionType subsubsection Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.


threshold 0.0050 Upper threshold to filter GO terms based on their FDR corrected p-values
title GO enrichment of all candidates Title of the result section


1.12 candiSummary-goEnrich-enrichTable (CSV2Latex)


See CSV2Latex for the component description.
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Input name Source Description
tabledata candiSummary-goEnrich-goNames


.table 1.18
Table content


refs candiSummary-goEnrich-refsGO
Enrich.in 1.19


Reference rules for the hyperlinks


Parameter name Value Description
attach false Include the original data as an attachment
caption Enriched Gene Ontology terms˜\


cite{Ashburner2000} (FDR
corrected $p\le0.0050$). Ratio is
the proportion of the annotated
genes among the whole gene set.
List is sorted based on the FDR
corrected p-values.


Caption text for the table.


colFormat p{1.0cm}@{}cp{4.5cm}p{11.5cm} LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.


columns Proportion,Ontology,Description,
Genes


Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.


countRows false Include a row count to the table caption.
dropMissing true This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link


text are substituted with target identifiers.
evenColor 0.96,0.96,0.96 Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue


intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
hRotate false Use vertical column names
listCols Genes Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several


values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.


listDelim ,\s Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
numberFormat Proportion=#0.000 A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists


of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.


pageBreak false Use clear page after the table.
rename Proportion=Ratio,Ontology=


Type
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.


ruler {} Latex command for the row separating rulers
section GO enrichment of all candidates Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be


generated.
sectionType subsubsection Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No


section statement is written if section title is empty.
skipEmpty true This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.


1.13 candiSummary-goEnrich-goEnrich (GOEnrichment)


See GOEnrichment for the component description.


Input name Source Description
goAnnotations candiSummary-candiKorva.bio


Annotation 1.9
GO annotations for genes or proteins. GO terms are searched using a regular
expression, so the format is very flexible. Each row is considered as a distinct
gene or protein.


enrichmentTable enrichmentTable.in 1.79 Custom GO probability reference table that is used in enrichment computation.
If this is not given, a built-in table for a given organism is used (see the
parameter organism). Probability tables can be created with GOProbabilityTable
component. The table must have columns ”goid” (GO accession number with
GO: prefix), ”prob” (probability of observing the GO term in a random gene
product) and ”ontology” (one of CC, BP, MF).


Parameter name Value Description
colorEnd #ff0000 When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with a minimally low


p-value. The threshold depends on the colorMinP parameter. All nodes with
p-value less than the threshold also get this color.


colorMiddle When colorizing GO graphs, this is a color between the two extreme colors. This
allows to create color slides between three colors. If the value is empty, a color
slide with two colors is used.


colorMinP 0 When colorizing GO graphs, all nodes with p-value below this get the color given
with color colorEnd. If the value is 0, the node with the smallest p-value gets the
color colorEnd, i.e. the color range is scaled using the p-values present in the
data.


colorStart #ffffff When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with p-value 1. Setting
this to empty disables node coloring.


Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
filterFDR true If true, use FDR-corrected p-values for filtering (column: pvalueCorrected).


Otherwise, use raw p-values (colum: pvalue).
filterParents true if true, then a GO term is excluded from the result if a child of the term has


occurred higher in the list (with a lower p-value).
includeGraph
Attributes


false If true, frequency and p-value of each GO term is included in the graph.


maxEdgeWidth 10 Maximum edge line width in the graphs, in points. Edge widths are computed
based on the frequency of the target node so that nodes with a large number of
annotations have wide in-coming edges. Setting this to 1 gives the same width for
all edges.


maxFrequency 999999 For output GO terms, maximum number of gene products that are annotated
with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is above this threshold. Filtering is done before FDR correction.


maxPriori 1.00 Maximum value of the priori probability that can be accepted for a GO term.
Filtering is done before FDR correction.


minFrequency 1 For output GO terms, minimum number of gene products that are annotated
with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is below this threshold. Filtering is done before FDR correction.


organism 9606 NCBI taxonomy ID for the organism whose gene set is used for GO probabilities.
This is used if the input enrichmentTable is not given. Supported organisms:
Homo sapiens: 9606, Saccharomyces cerevisiae: 4932, Caenorhabditis elegans:
6239, Drosophila melanogaster: 7227, Mus musculus: 10090, Rattus norvegicus:
10116.


threshold 0.0050 P-value threshold for filtering GO terms.
urlPattern http://amigo.geneontology.org/


cgi-bin/amigo/term-details.cgi?
term=%s


A printf-like pattern for creating a URL for a GO term. The pattern must
contain one %s string that is expanded with the GO term in question, e.g.
GO:0005575. If the value is empty, no hyperlinks are created in graphs.


1.14 candiSummary-goEnrich-goExpand (ExpandCollapse)


See ExpandCollapse for the component description.


Input name Source Description
relation candiSummary-goEnrich-goEnrich


.goTerms 1.13
The mandatory input relation


Parameter name Value Description
delim , Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be


encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
duplicates true Allow duplicate values in list columns
expand true Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
listCols IDs A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)


columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.


maxPerms 10000 A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.


1.15 candiSummary-goEnrich-goGraphBP (GraphVisualizer)


See GraphVisualizer for the component description.


Input name Source Description
graph candiSummary-goEnrich-goEnrich


.graphBP 1.13
Input graph


Parameter name Value Description
arrowhead Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation


for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.


arrowtail Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.


bgcolor Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.


circo circo Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


dot dot Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
edgeTitle label Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.


The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.


edgecolor Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.


fdp fdp Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


fillcolor Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.


fontcolor Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.


fontsize 0 Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.


height 0 Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.


latexHead Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
latexTail Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document
layout spring2 Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”


(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .


margin Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.


minSize 2 Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.


neato neato Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


nodecolor Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.


overlap Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.


ps2pdf ps2pdf PS2PDF execution command.
rankdir For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),


BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
reportCaption Relationships between the


enriched \textit{biological
process} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:candiSummary-goEnrich-
enrichTable}. The darkness of the
red reflects the significance of the
enrichment and the thicknesses of
the edges are propotional to the
numbers of genes sharing the
following annotation.


Caption of the figure in the Latex report.


reportHeight 23 Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
reportWidth 18 Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
shape Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,


triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.


simplify false If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.


size 8,8 Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
splines true Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This


corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.


titleAttribute Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.


Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
twopi twopi Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies


this program.
width 0 Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also


be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.


1.16 candiSummary-goEnrich-goGraphCC (GraphVisualizer)


See GraphVisualizer for the component description.


Input name Source Description
graph candiSummary-goEnrich-goEnrich


.graphCC 1.13
Input graph


Parameter name Value Description
arrowhead Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation


for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.


arrowtail Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.


bgcolor Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.


circo circo Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


dot dot Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


edgeTitle label Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.


edgecolor Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.


fdp fdp Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


fillcolor Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.


fontcolor Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.


fontsize 0 Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.


height 0 Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.


latexHead Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
latexTail Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document
layout hierarchical Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”


(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .


margin Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.


minSize 2 Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.


neato neato Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


nodecolor Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.


overlap Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.


Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
ps2pdf ps2pdf PS2PDF execution command.
rankdir For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),


BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
reportCaption Relationships between the


enriched \textit{cellular
component} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:candiSummary-goEnrich-
enrichTable}. The darkness of the
red reflects the significance of the
enrichment and the thicknesses of
the edges are propotional to the
numbers of genes sharing the
following annotation.


Caption of the figure in the Latex report.


reportHeight 11 Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
reportWidth 18 Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
shape Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,


triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.


simplify false If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.


size 8,8 Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
splines true Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This


corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.


titleAttribute Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.


twopi twopi Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


width 0 Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.


1.17 candiSummary-goEnrich-goGraphMF (GraphVisualizer)


See GraphVisualizer for the component description.


Input name Source Description
graph candiSummary-goEnrich-goEnrich


.graphMF 1.13
Input graph


Parameter name Value Description
arrowhead Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation


for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.


arrowtail Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.


bgcolor Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.


circo circo Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


dot dot Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


edgeTitle label Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.


edgecolor Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.


fdp fdp Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


fillcolor Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.


Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
fontcolor Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default


color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.


fontsize 0 Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.


height 0 Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.


latexHead Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
latexTail Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document
layout hierarchical Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”


(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .


margin Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.


minSize 2 Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.


neato neato Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


nodecolor Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.


overlap Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.


ps2pdf ps2pdf PS2PDF execution command.
rankdir For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),


BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
reportCaption Relationships between the


enriched \textit{molecular
function} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:candiSummary-goEnrich-
enrichTable}. The darkness of the
red reflects the significance of the
enrichment and the thicknesses of
the edges are propotional to the
numbers of genes sharing the
following annotation.


Caption of the figure in the Latex report.


reportHeight 11 Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
reportWidth 18 Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
shape Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,


triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.


simplify false If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.


size 8,8 Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
splines true Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This


corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.


titleAttribute Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.


twopi twopi Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


width 0 Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.


1.18 candiSummary-goEnrich-goNames (TableQuery)


See TableQuery for the component description.
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Input name Source Description
table1 candiSummary-goEnrich-go


Expand.relation 1.14
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.


table2 candiSummary-candiKorva.bio
Annotation 1.9


CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.


Parameter name Value Description
engine hsqldb Database engine. Legal values: hsqldb, h2, sqlite.
memoryDB true If true, the temporary database is stored in memory for fast access. If false, it is


stored on disk to allow processing large data sets.
numIndices Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are


single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.


query SELECT E.”GOID”, E.
”Proportion”, E.”Ontology”, E.
”Description”, GROUP
CONCAT(G.”.GeneName”
ORDER BY G.”.GeneName”
SEPARATOR ’,’) AS ”Genes”
FROM table1 AS E, table2 AS G
WHERE (E.”IDs” = G.”.GeneId”)
GROUP BY E.”GOID”, E.
”Proportion”, E.”Ontology”, E.
”Description”, E.
”PValueCorrected” ORDER BY E.
”PValueCorrected”, E.
”Description”


SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.


1.19 candiSummary-goEnrich-refsGOEnrich (INPUT)


Hyperlinks for the pathway table


Parameter name Value Description
path /home/mxlaakso/asserHg/


moksiskaan/db/pipeline/
functions/GOReport/
refsGOEnrich.csv


Path (filename) of the input resource.


recursive true Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.


1.20 candiSummary-goEnrich-report (LatexCombiner)


See LatexCombiner for the component description.


Input name Source Description
latex1 candiSummary-goEnrich-enrich


Table.report 1.12
LaTeX fragment 1.


latex2 candiSummary-goEnrich-goGraph
CC.figure 1.16


LaTeX fragment 2.


latex3 candiSummary-goEnrich-goGraph
MF.figure 1.17


LaTeX fragment 3.


latex4 candiSummary-goEnrich-goGraph
BP.figure 1.15


LaTeX fragment 4.


Parameter name Value Description
head Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
pagebreak true Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
sectionTitle If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to


the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.


sectionType section Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.


strictBorders true Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
tail Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document


1.21 candiSummary-goGenes (TableQuery)


See TableQuery for the component description.
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Input name Source Description
table1 candiSummary-goStatExp


.relation 1.23
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.


Parameter name Value Description
engine hsqldb Database engine. Legal values: hsqldb, h2, sqlite.
memoryDB true If true, the temporary database is stored in memory for fast access. If false, it is


stored on disk to allow processing large data sets.
numIndices Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are


single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.


query SELECT ”IDs” AS ”ensg”,
GROUP CONCAT(”Description”
ORDER BY ”Priori”
SEPARATOR ’, ’) AS
”Description” FROM table1
GROUP BY ”IDs” ORDER BY 1


SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.


1.22 candiSummary-goStat (GOEnrichment)


See GOEnrichment for the component description.


Input name Source Description
goAnnotations candiSummary-candiKorva.bio


Annotation 1.9
GO annotations for genes or proteins. GO terms are searched using a regular
expression, so the format is very flexible. Each row is considered as a distinct
gene or protein.


enrichmentTable enrichmentTable.in 1.79 Custom GO probability reference table that is used in enrichment computation.
If this is not given, a built-in table for a given organism is used (see the
parameter organism). Probability tables can be created with GOProbabilityTable
component. The table must have columns ”goid” (GO accession number with
GO: prefix), ”prob” (probability of observing the GO term in a random gene
product) and ”ontology” (one of CC, BP, MF).


Parameter name Value Description
colorEnd #ff0000 When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with a minimally low


p-value. The threshold depends on the colorMinP parameter. All nodes with
p-value less than the threshold also get this color.


colorMiddle When colorizing GO graphs, this is a color between the two extreme colors. This
allows to create color slides between three colors. If the value is empty, a color
slide with two colors is used.


colorMinP 0.0001 When colorizing GO graphs, all nodes with p-value below this get the color given
with color colorEnd. If the value is 0, the node with the smallest p-value gets the
color colorEnd, i.e. the color range is scaled using the p-values present in the
data.


colorStart #ffffff When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with p-value 1. Setting
this to empty disables node coloring.


filterFDR false If true, use FDR-corrected p-values for filtering (column: pvalueCorrected).
Otherwise, use raw p-values (colum: pvalue).


filterParents true if true, then a GO term is excluded from the result if a child of the term has
occurred higher in the list (with a lower p-value).


includeGraph
Attributes


true If true, frequency and p-value of each GO term is included in the graph.


maxEdgeWidth 10 Maximum edge line width in the graphs, in points. Edge widths are computed
based on the frequency of the target node so that nodes with a large number of
annotations have wide in-coming edges. Setting this to 1 gives the same width for
all edges.


maxFrequency 999999 For output GO terms, maximum number of gene products that are annotated
with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is above this threshold. Filtering is done before FDR correction.


maxPriori 0.05 Maximum value of the priori probability that can be accepted for a GO term.
Filtering is done before FDR correction.


minFrequency 1 For output GO terms, minimum number of gene products that are annotated
with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is below this threshold. Filtering is done before FDR correction.


organism 9606 NCBI taxonomy ID for the organism whose gene set is used for GO probabilities.
This is used if the input enrichmentTable is not given. Supported organisms:
Homo sapiens: 9606, Saccharomyces cerevisiae: 4932, Caenorhabditis elegans:
6239, Drosophila melanogaster: 7227, Mus musculus: 10090, Rattus norvegicus:
10116.


threshold 1.0 P-value threshold for filtering GO terms.
urlPattern http://amigo.geneontology.org/


cgi-bin/amigo/term-details.cgi?
term=%s


A printf-like pattern for creating a URL for a GO term. The pattern must
contain one %s string that is expanded with the GO term in question, e.g.
GO:0005575. If the value is empty, no hyperlinks are created in graphs.
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1.23 candiSummary-goStatExp (ExpandCollapse)


See ExpandCollapse for the component description.


Input name Source Description
relation candiSummary-goStat.go


Terms 1.22
The mandatory input relation


Parameter name Value Description
delim , Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be


encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
duplicates true Allow duplicate values in list columns
expand true Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
listCols IDs A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)


columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.


maxPerms 10000 A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.


1.24 candiSummary-linkStyles (INPUT)


Visualization configuration for the gene interactions


Parameter name Value Description
path /home/mxlaakso/asserHg/


moksiskaan/db/pipeline/
functions/CandidateReport/
LinkTypeProperties.csv


Path (filename) of the input resource.


recursive true Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.


1.25 candiSummary-nodeCount (RowCount)


See RowCount for the component description.


Input name Source
relation candiSummary-pathwayProps.vertexAttributes 1.69


Parameter name Value Description
colProp Property name for the column count. Empty string refers to


componentName+’.cols’
limit1 1 Row limit between categories small and medium. Small is selected only if the row


count is less than this limit.
limit2 900 Row limit between categories medium and large. Negative values can be used to


use medium category for all values greater than limit1.
rowProp Property name for the row count. Empty string refers to componentName+’.rows’


1.26 candiSummary-nodeCount-large (crInvalidPathwaySize)


Error message for too many links between the nodes


Parameter name Value
messageDir tooMany


1.27 candiSummary-nodeCount-large-message (INPUT)


A constant LATEX fragment describing the problem with the pathway size.


Parameter name Value Description
path /home/mxlaakso/asserHg/


moksiskaan/db/pipeline/
functions/CandidateReport/
tooMany


Path (filename) of the input resource.


recursive true Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.
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1.28 candiSummary-nodeCount-large-nosteps (INPUT)


An empty pathway graph


Parameter name Value Description
path /home/mxlaakso/asserHg/


moksiskaan/db/pipeline/
functions/CandidateReport/
emptyPathway.xml


Path (filename) of the input resource.


recursive true Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.


1.29 candiSummary-nodeCount-large-nothing (StringInput)


An empty set of vertex attributes representing genes of the candidate pathways


Parameter name Value Description
content Vertex EnsemblGeneId fillcolor


fontsize isHit label originalID
Contents to store to the input file for the network.


1.30 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium (crPathwayProcessing)


Accept this graph for the analysis


Input name Source
moksiskaan moksiskaanInit.connection 1.81


Parameter name Value
addCaption Set of candidate genes that are commonly found among the studies listed in Table˜\ref{table:studyDescs-report}.
expand connected
goLimModel 0.0050
layout spring2
maxGap 0
organism 9606
useCytoscape true
useStudies 20001,20002,20004,20005,20006,20010,21000,21005,21008,20700,20701,20500,20501,20502,22000,22001,22002,22003,


22004,22005,22006,22020,22021,22023,22024,22025,22026,22040,22041,22042,22043,22044,22045,22046,22060,22061,
22062,22063,22064,22065,22066,20600,20601,20602,20603,20604,20605,20606,20607,20608,20609,20610,20611,20612,
20613,20614,20615,20616,20617,20618,20619


1.31 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium- report array array1 (ArrayConstructor)


See ArrayConstructor for the component description.


Input name Source Description
file1 candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-pathwayPlot.figure 1.60
Input element 1.


file2 candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-pathwayLegend
.figure 1.57


Input element 2.


file3 candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-files.report 1.34


Input element 3.


file4 candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-intermedTable
.report 1.52


Input element 4.


file5 candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-pathwayTable WikiP
athways.report 1.63


Input element 5.


file6 candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-goEnrich-report
.document 1.49


Input element 6.


Parameter name Value Description
key1 1 Array key for file1.
key10 10 Array key for file10.
key11 11 Array key for file11.
key12 12 Array key for file12.
key13 13 Array key for file13.
key14 14 Array key for file14.


Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
key15 15 Array key for file15.
key16 16 Array key for file16.
key17 17 Array key for file17.
key18 18 Array key for file18.
key19 19 Array key for file19.
key2 2 Array key for file2.
key20 20 Array key for file20.
key21 21 Array key for file21.
key22 22 Array key for file22.
key23 23 Array key for file23.
key24 24 Array key for file24.
key25 25 Array key for file25.
key26 26 Array key for file26.
key27 27 Array key for file27.
key28 28 Array key for file28.
key29 29 Array key for file29.
key3 Cytoscape Array key for file3.
key30 30 Array key for file30.
key31 31 Array key for file31.
key32 32 Array key for file32.
key33 33 Array key for file33.
key34 34 Array key for file34.
key35 35 Array key for file35.
key36 36 Array key for file36.
key37 37 Array key for file37.
key38 38 Array key for file38.
key39 39 Array key for file39.
key4 intermed Array key for file4.
key40 40 Array key for file40.
key41 41 Array key for file41.
key42 42 Array key for file42.
key43 43 Array key for file43.
key44 44 Array key for file44.
key45 45 Array key for file45.
key46 46 Array key for file46.
key47 47 Array key for file47.
key48 48 Array key for file48.
key49 49 Array key for file49.
key5 WikiPathways Array key for file5.
key50 50 Array key for file50.
key51 51 Array key for file51.
key52 52 Array key for file52.
key53 53 Array key for file53.
key54 54 Array key for file54.
key55 55 Array key for file55.
key56 56 Array key for file56.
key57 57 Array key for file57.
key58 58 Array key for file58.
key59 59 Array key for file59.
key6 GOReport Array key for file6.
key60 60 Array key for file60.
key61 61 Array key for file61.
key62 62 Array key for file62.
key63 63 Array key for file63.
key64 64 Array key for file64.
key65 65 Array key for file65.
key66 66 Array key for file66.
key67 67 Array key for file67.
key68 68 Array key for file68.
key69 69 Array key for file69.
key7 7 Array key for file7.
key70 70 Array key for file70.
key71 71 Array key for file71.
key72 72 Array key for file72.
key73 73 Array key for file73.
key74 74 Array key for file74.
key75 75 Array key for file75.
key76 76 Array key for file76.
key77 77 Array key for file77.
key78 78 Array key for file78.
key79 79 Array key for file79.
key8 8 Array key for file8.
key80 80 Array key for file80.
key81 81 Array key for file81.
key82 82 Array key for file82.
key83 83 Array key for file83.
key84 84 Array key for file84.
key85 85 Array key for file85.


Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
key86 86 Array key for file86.
key87 87 Array key for file87.
key88 88 Array key for file88.
key89 89 Array key for file89.
key9 9 Array key for file9.
key90 90 Array key for file90.
key91 91 Array key for file91.
key92 92 Array key for file92.
key93 93 Array key for file93.
key94 94 Array key for file94.
key95 95 Array key for file95.
key96 96 Array key for file96.
key97 97 Array key for file97.
key98 98 Array key for file98.
key99 99 Array key for file99.


1.32 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-cpGraphAttributes (INPUT)


Some decorative attributes for the candidate pathway graph


Parameter name Value Description
path /home/mxlaakso/asserHg/


moksiskaan/db/pipeline/
functions/CandidateReport/
CPGraphAttributes.csv


Path (filename) of the input resource.


recursive true Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.


1.33 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-cytoscape (Pathway2Cytoscape)


See Pathway2Cytoscape for the component description.


Input name Source Description
pathway candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-pathwayAnnot
.graph 1.54


Moksiskaan pathway


groups candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-nodeJoin.joins 1.53


Meta-node definitions


Parameter name Value Description
edgeCopy A comma separated list of edge attributes to be copied. You may use = sign to


rename attributes. For example: value1,value2=newName,value5.
linkAttr LinkTypeId Name of the edge attribute that is used to map links to their types
nameAttr label Name of the vertex attribute that is used label them
title Moksiskaan candidate pathway Name of the output network
tooltipAttr description Name of the vertex attribute that is used for tooltips. This name should match


the output name defined in vertexCopy.
vertexCopy BioentityId,EnsemblGeneId,GO,


description,isPredicted
A comma separated list of vertex attributes to be copied. You may use = sign to
rename attributes (see edgeCopy).


weightAttr LinkWeight Name of the edge attribute that is reserved for the link weights


1.34 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-files (LatexAttachment)


See LatexAttachment for the component description.


Input name Source Description
file1 candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-cytoscape.session 1.33
A file to be included into the document


Parameter name Value Description
caption1 You may use this \href{http://


www.cytoscape.org/}{Cytoscape}
session to browse the candidate
pathway graph interactively.


Description text for the first file


caption2 Description text for the second file
caption3 Description text for the third file
caption4 Description text for the fourth file
caption5 Description text for the fifth file
caption6 Description text for the sixth file


Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
caption7 Description text for the seventh file
caption8 Description text for the eight file
caption9 Description text for the ninth file
head Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
sectionTitle If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted


ahead of the attachments.
sectionType section Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No


section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
tail Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document


1.35 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-geneAnnot (KorvasieniAnnotator)


See KorvasieniAnnotator for the component description.


Input name Source Description
sourceKeys candiSummary-pathwayProps


.vertexAttributes 1.69
A list of source database keys.


connection ensembl.in 1.80 Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.user, database.password, database.timeout,
database.recycle, and database.driver can be found from the documentation of
Korvasieni.


Parameter name Value Description
echoColumns label,isHit A comma separated list of column names for the columns that will be copied to


the output. An asterisk (*) can be used to denote all columns except the
keyColumn.


goFilter A comma separated list of the Gene Ontology evidence codes that shall be
excluded. This parameter is only used for the ’GO’ annotations.


indicator true Enables an indicator column that tells (=1) if the source key was matching the
database or not (=0).


inputDB .GeneId Type of input keys. This must be a database supported by Korvasieni. If the
parameter is omitted, the component tries to derive the database from the type
of geneID. If this is not possible, an error is returned. You may define three
columns in form of chromosome:start-end in case the inputDB is .DNARegion.
This format provides a comfortable compatibility with DNARegion datatype.
The end positions can be left out if they would be the same as the start positions
(=single nucleotides).


inputType Gene Ensembl object type for the input keys (Any, Gene, Transcript, Translation)
isListKey false Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
keyColumn EnsemblGeneId Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first


column. See inputDB for further information about the DNA regions.
maxHits 100000 Maximum number of target identifiers for a single source identifier
rename label=name,.GeneDesc


=description
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname)


skipLevel source Skip result rows if the source identifier is unknown or target identifiers are not
available. Possible values are: never (no filtering), source (skip if the source ID is
unknown), target (skip if no target IDs are found), any (skip if any of the target
IDs is missing).


targetDB .DNARegion,.GeneDesc,GO Comma-separated list of annotation types. Possible values are all databases
supported by Korvasieni.


unique false This flag can be turned on in order to eliminate duplicate annotations.


1.36 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-geneNames WikiPathways (TableQuery)


See TableQuery for the component description.


Input name Source Description
table1 candiSummary-pathwayProps


.vertexAttributes 1.69
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.


table2 candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-genePathways WikiP
athways.bioAnnotation 1.38


CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.


Parameter name Value Description
engine hsqldb Database engine. Legal values: hsqldb, h2, sqlite.
memoryDB true If true, the temporary database is stored in memory for fast access. If false, it is


stored on disk to allow processing large data sets.
numIndices Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are


single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.


Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
query SELECT P.”xref80” AS


”pathway”, G.”EnsemblGeneId”
AS ”ensg”, G.”label” AS ”gene”
FROM table1 G, table2 P
WHERE (G.”BioentityId” = P.
”sourceKey”) ORDER BY 3


SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.


1.37 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-genePWLists WikiPathways (ExpandCollapse)


See ExpandCollapse for the component description.


Input name Source Description
relation candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-geneNames WikiP
athways.table 1.36


The mandatory input relation


Parameter name Value Description
delim , Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be


encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
duplicates false Allow duplicate values in list columns
expand false Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
listCols ensg,gene A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)


columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.


maxPerms 10000 A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.


1.38 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-genePathways WikiPathways (PiispanhiippaAnno-
tator)


See PiispanhiippaAnnotator for the component description.


Input name Source Description
sourceKeys candiSummary-pathwayProps


.vertexAttributes 1.69
A list of source database keys. The component will produce a list of all values of
the given inputDB if this input has not been specified and the keys parameter is
empty.


connection moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.82


JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database


Parameter name Value Description
inputDB BioentityId Source key type
isListKey false Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
keyColumn BioentityId Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first


column
keys A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the


sourceKeys input entries
linkTypes 550 A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a


hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
orderBy A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices


can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.


organism 9606 Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
reverse true Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
targetDB 80 Comma separated list of target key types of interest


1.39 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-getStudies (PiispanhiippaAnnotator)


See PiispanhiippaAnnotator for the component description.


Input name Source Description
sourceKeys candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-intermedData.table 1.50
A list of source database keys. The component will produce a list of all values of
the given inputDB if this input has not been specified and the keys parameter is
empty.


connection moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.82


JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database
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Parameter name Value Description
inputDB 10 Source key type
isListKey false Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
keyColumn Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first


column
keys A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the


sourceKeys input entries
linkTypes A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a


hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
orderBy A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices


can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.


organism 9606 Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
reverse false Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
targetDB HitStudyId,HitStudyName,


HitEvidence
Comma separated list of target key types of interest


1.40 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich (GOReport)


Accept this graph for the analysis


Parameter name Value Description
geneId EnsemblGeneId Name of the input column that contains the gene identifiers in the genes input
geneName name Name of the input column that contains the gene names
geneStatusId .GeneId Name of the input column that contains the gene identifiers in the status input.


Empty string can be used if the column name is equal to that in the genes input.
maxFrequency 999999 For output GO terms, maximum number of gene products that are annotated


with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is above this threshold. Filtering is done before FDR correction.


minFrequency 1 For output GO terms, minimum number of gene products that are annotated
with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is below this threshold. Filtering is done before FDR correction.


organism 9606 Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier. Default is Homo
sapiens.


sectionType subsubsection Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.


threshold 0.0050 Upper threshold to filter GO terms based on their FDR corrected p-values
title GO enrichment of the candidate


pathway
Title of the result section


1.41 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-enrichTable (CSV2Latex)


See CSV2Latex for the component description.


Input name Source Description
tabledata candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-goEnrich-goNames
.table 1.47


Table content


refs candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-goEnrich-refsGOEnrich
.in 1.48


Reference rules for the hyperlinks


Parameter name Value Description
attach false Include the original data as an attachment
caption Enriched Gene Ontology terms˜\


cite{Ashburner2000} (FDR
corrected $p\le0.0050$). Ratio is
the proportion of the annotated
genes among the whole gene set.
List is sorted based on the FDR
corrected p-values.


Caption text for the table.


colFormat p{1.0cm}@{}cp{4.5cm}p{11.5cm} LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.


columns Proportion,Ontology,Description,
Genes


Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.


countRows false Include a row count to the table caption.
dropMissing true This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link


text are substituted with target identifiers.
evenColor 0.96,0.96,0.96 Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue


intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
hRotate false Use vertical column names
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Parameter name Value Description
listCols Genes Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several


values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.


listDelim ,\s Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
numberFormat Proportion=#0.000 A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists


of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.


pageBreak false Use clear page after the table.
rename Proportion=Ratio,Ontology=


Type
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.


ruler {} Latex command for the row separating rulers
section GO enrichment of the candidate


pathway
Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be
generated.


sectionType subsubsection Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if section title is empty.


skipEmpty true This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.


1.42 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich (GOEnrichment)


See GOEnrichment for the component description.


Input name Source Description
goAnnotations candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-geneAnnot.bio
Annotation 1.35


GO annotations for genes or proteins. GO terms are searched using a regular
expression, so the format is very flexible. Each row is considered as a distinct
gene or protein.


enrichmentTable enrichmentTable.in 1.79 Custom GO probability reference table that is used in enrichment computation.
If this is not given, a built-in table for a given organism is used (see the
parameter organism). Probability tables can be created with GOProbabilityTable
component. The table must have columns ”goid” (GO accession number with
GO: prefix), ”prob” (probability of observing the GO term in a random gene
product) and ”ontology” (one of CC, BP, MF).


Parameter name Value Description
colorEnd #ff0000 When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with a minimally low


p-value. The threshold depends on the colorMinP parameter. All nodes with
p-value less than the threshold also get this color.


colorMiddle When colorizing GO graphs, this is a color between the two extreme colors. This
allows to create color slides between three colors. If the value is empty, a color
slide with two colors is used.


colorMinP 0 When colorizing GO graphs, all nodes with p-value below this get the color given
with color colorEnd. If the value is 0, the node with the smallest p-value gets the
color colorEnd, i.e. the color range is scaled using the p-values present in the
data.


colorStart #ffffff When colorizing GO graphs, this is the color of a node with p-value 1. Setting
this to empty disables node coloring.


filterFDR true If true, use FDR-corrected p-values for filtering (column: pvalueCorrected).
Otherwise, use raw p-values (colum: pvalue).


filterParents true if true, then a GO term is excluded from the result if a child of the term has
occurred higher in the list (with a lower p-value).


includeGraph
Attributes


false If true, frequency and p-value of each GO term is included in the graph.


maxEdgeWidth 10 Maximum edge line width in the graphs, in points. Edge widths are computed
based on the frequency of the target node so that nodes with a large number of
annotations have wide in-coming edges. Setting this to 1 gives the same width for
all edges.


maxFrequency 999999 For output GO terms, maximum number of gene products that are annotated
with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is above this threshold. Filtering is done before FDR correction.


maxPriori 1.00 Maximum value of the priori probability that can be accepted for a GO term.
Filtering is done before FDR correction.


minFrequency 1 For output GO terms, minimum number of gene products that are annotated
with the given term. GO terms are filtered from the output if their associated
frequency is below this threshold. Filtering is done before FDR correction.


organism 9606 NCBI taxonomy ID for the organism whose gene set is used for GO probabilities.
This is used if the input enrichmentTable is not given. Supported organisms:
Homo sapiens: 9606, Saccharomyces cerevisiae: 4932, Caenorhabditis elegans:
6239, Drosophila melanogaster: 7227, Mus musculus: 10090, Rattus norvegicus:
10116.


threshold 0.0050 P-value threshold for filtering GO terms.
urlPattern http://amigo.geneontology.org/


cgi-bin/amigo/term-details.cgi?
term=%s


A printf-like pattern for creating a URL for a GO term. The pattern must
contain one %s string that is expanded with the GO term in question, e.g.
GO:0005575. If the value is empty, no hyperlinks are created in graphs.
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1.43 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goExpand (ExpandCollapse)


See ExpandCollapse for the component description.


Input name Source Description
relation candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich.go
Terms 1.42


The mandatory input relation


Parameter name Value Description
delim , Value delimiter between the list column values. Special characters can be


encoded as specified in fi.helsinki.ltdk.csbl.asser.ArgumentEncoding.
duplicates true Allow duplicate values in list columns
expand true Action mode that is expand (true) or collapse (false)
listCols IDs A comma separated list of column names of input (expand) or output (collapse)


columns that may contain delim separated values. The asterisk refers to every
column of the input relation.


maxPerms 10000 A safety limit for the maximum number of output rows produced by the
expansion of an individual input row. The component fails if this limit is
exceeded.


1.44 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goGraphBP (GraphVisualizer)


See GraphVisualizer for the component description.


Input name Source Description
graph candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich.graph
BP 1.42


Input graph


Parameter name Value Description
arrowhead Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation


for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.


arrowtail Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.


bgcolor Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.


circo circo Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


dot dot Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


edgeTitle label Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.


edgecolor Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.


fdp fdp Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


fillcolor Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.


fontcolor Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.


fontsize 0 Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.


height 0 Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.


latexHead Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
latexTail Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document
layout spring2 Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”


(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .
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Parameter name Value Description
margin Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in


inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.


minSize 2 Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.


neato neato Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


nodecolor Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.


overlap Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.


ps2pdf ps2pdf PS2PDF execution command.
rankdir For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),


BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
reportCaption Relationships between the


enriched \textit{biological
process} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:candiSummary-nodeCount-
medium-goEnrich-enrichTable}.
The darkness of the red reflects
the significance of the enrichment
and the thicknesses of the edges
are propotional to the numbers of
genes sharing the following
annotation.


Caption of the figure in the Latex report.


reportHeight 23 Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
reportWidth 18 Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
shape Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,


triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.


simplify false If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.


size 8,8 Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
splines true Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This


corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.


titleAttribute Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.


twopi twopi Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


width 0 Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.


1.45 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goGraphCC (GraphVisualizer)


See GraphVisualizer for the component description.


Input name Source Description
graph candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich.graph
CC 1.42


Input graph


Parameter name Value Description
arrowhead Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation


for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.
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Parameter name Value Description
arrowtail Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation


for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.


bgcolor Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.


circo circo Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


dot dot Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


edgeTitle label Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.


edgecolor Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.


fdp fdp Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


fillcolor Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.


fontcolor Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.


fontsize 0 Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.


height 0 Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.


latexHead Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
latexTail Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document
layout hierarchical Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”


(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .


margin Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.


minSize 2 Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.


neato neato Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


nodecolor Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.


overlap Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.


ps2pdf ps2pdf PS2PDF execution command.
rankdir For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),


BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
reportCaption Relationships between the


enriched \textit{cellular
component} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:candiSummary-nodeCount-
medium-goEnrich-enrichTable}.
The darkness of the red reflects
the significance of the enrichment
and the thicknesses of the edges
are propotional to the numbers of
genes sharing the following
annotation.


Caption of the figure in the Latex report.


reportHeight 11 Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
reportWidth 18 Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
shape Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,


triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.


simplify false If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.
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Parameter name Value Description
size 8,8 Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
splines true Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This


corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.


titleAttribute Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.


twopi twopi Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


width 0 Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.


1.46 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goGraphMF (GraphVisualizer)


See GraphVisualizer for the component description.


Input name Source Description
graph candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-goEnrich-goEnrich.graph
MF 1.42


Input graph


Parameter name Value Description
arrowhead Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation


for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.


arrowtail Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.


bgcolor Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.


circo circo Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


dot dot Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


edgeTitle label Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.


edgecolor Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.


fdp fdp Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


fillcolor Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.


fontcolor Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.


fontsize 0 Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.


height 0 Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.


latexHead Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
latexTail Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document
layout hierarchical Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”


(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .


margin Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.


minSize 2 Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.
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Parameter name Value Description
neato neato Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies


this program.
nodecolor Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz


documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.


overlap Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.


ps2pdf ps2pdf PS2PDF execution command.
rankdir For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),


BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
reportCaption Relationships between the


enriched \textit{molecular
function} Gene Ontology terms
that were listed in Table˜\ref{
table:candiSummary-nodeCount-
medium-goEnrich-enrichTable}.
The darkness of the red reflects
the significance of the enrichment
and the thicknesses of the edges
are propotional to the numbers of
genes sharing the following
annotation.


Caption of the figure in the Latex report.


reportHeight 11 Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
reportWidth 18 Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
shape Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,


triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.


simplify false If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.


size 8,8 Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
splines true Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This


corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.


titleAttribute Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.


twopi twopi Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


width 0 Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.


1.47 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-goNames (TableQuery)


See TableQuery for the component description.


Input name Source Description
table1 candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-goEnrich-goExpand
.relation 1.43


CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.


table2 candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-geneAnnot.bio
Annotation 1.35


CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.


Parameter name Value Description
engine hsqldb Database engine. Legal values: hsqldb, h2, sqlite.
memoryDB true If true, the temporary database is stored in memory for fast access. If false, it is


stored on disk to allow processing large data sets.
numIndices Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are


single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.
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Parameter name Value Description
query SELECT E.”GOID”, E.


”Proportion”, E.”Ontology”, E.
”Description”, GROUP
CONCAT(G.”name” ORDER BY
G.”name” SEPARATOR ’,’) AS
”Genes” FROM table1 AS E,
table2 AS G WHERE (E.”IDs” =
G.”EnsemblGeneId”) GROUP BY
E.”GOID”, E.”Proportion”, E.
”Ontology”, E.”Description”, E.
”PValueCorrected” ORDER BY E.
”PValueCorrected”, E.
”Description”


SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.


1.48 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-refsGOEnrich (INPUT)


Hyperlinks for the pathway table


Parameter name Value Description
path /home/mxlaakso/asserHg/


moksiskaan/db/pipeline/
functions/GOReport/
refsGOEnrich.csv


Path (filename) of the input resource.


recursive true Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.


1.49 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-goEnrich-report (LatexCombiner)


See LatexCombiner for the component description.


Input name Source Description
latex1 candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-goEnrich-enrichTable
.report 1.41


LaTeX fragment 1.


latex2 candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-goEnrich-goGraphCC
.figure 1.45


LaTeX fragment 2.


latex3 candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-goEnrich-goGraphMF
.figure 1.46


LaTeX fragment 3.


latex4 candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-goEnrich-goGraphBP
.figure 1.44


LaTeX fragment 4.


Parameter name Value Description
head Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
pagebreak true Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
sectionTitle If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to


the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.


sectionType section Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.


strictBorders true Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
tail Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document


1.50 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-intermedData (TableQuery)


See TableQuery for the component description.


Input name Source Description
table1 candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-geneAnnot.bio
Annotation 1.35


CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.


Parameter name Value Description
engine hsqldb Database engine. Legal values: hsqldb, h2, sqlite.
memoryDB true If true, the temporary database is stored in memory for fast access. If false, it is


stored on disk to allow processing large data sets.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
numIndices Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are


single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.


query SELECT ”EnsemblGeneId” AS
”.GeneId”, ”name”, ”description”|
|’ locus=’||”.DNARegion” AS
”description” FROM table1
WHERE (NOT ”isHit”) ORDER
BY ”name”


SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.


1.51 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-intermedStudy (TableQuery)


See TableQuery for the component description.


Input name Source Description
table1 candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-intermedData.table 1.50
CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.


table2 candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-getStudies.bio
Annotation 1.39


CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.


Parameter name Value Description
engine hsqldb Database engine. Legal values: hsqldb, h2, sqlite.
memoryDB true If true, the temporary database is stored in memory for fast access. If false, it is


stored on disk to allow processing large data sets.
numIndices Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are


single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.


query SELECT G.*, S.”studies” FROM
table1 AS G LEFT OUTER JOIN
( SELECT ”sourceKey”, GROUP
CONCAT(CASEWHEN(
”HitEvidence”=’t’,CAST(” AS
VARCHAR(1)),’-’)||
”HitStudyName” ORDER BY
”HitStudyName” SEPARATOR
’,’) AS ”studies” FROM table2
WHERE (CAST(”HitStudyId”
AS INTEGER) IN (20001,20002,
20004,20005,20006,20010,21000,
21005,21008,20700,20701,20500,
20501,20502,22000,22001,22002,
22003,22004,22005,22006,22020,
22021,22023,22024,22025,22026,
22040,22041,22042,22043,22044,
22045,22046,22060,22061,22062,
22063,22064,22065,22066,20600,
20601,20602,20603,20604,20605,
20606,20607,20608,20609,20610,
20611,20612,20613,20614,20615,
20616,20617,20618,20619))
GROUP BY ”sourceKey” ) AS S
ON (S.”sourceKey” = G.”.
GeneId”) ORDER BY 2


SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.


1.52 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-intermedTable (CSV2Latex)


See CSV2Latex for the component description.


Input name Source Description
tabledata candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-intermedStudy.table 1.51
Table content


refs candiSummary-refAnnotTable
.refs 1.72


Reference rules for the hyperlinks


Parameter name Value Description
attach false Include the original data as an attachment


Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
caption Descriptions of the intermediated


genes between the candidate genes.
Studies that have reported results
about the candidate genes are
listed so that those with negative
evidence have been prefixed with a
hyphen.


Caption text for the table.


colFormat p{1.2cm}p{13cm}p{4cm} LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.


columns name,description,studies Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.


countRows true Include a row count to the table caption.
dropMissing true This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link


text are substituted with target identifiers.
evenColor 0.96,0.96,0.96 Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue


intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
hRotate false Use vertical column names
listCols studies Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several


values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.


listDelim ,\s Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
numberFormat A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists


of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.


pageBreak false Use clear page after the table.
rename Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New


names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.


ruler {} Latex command for the row separating rulers
section Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be


generated.
sectionType subsection Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No


section statement is written if section title is empty.
skipEmpty true This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.


1.53 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-nodeJoin (VertexJoin)


See VertexJoin for the component description.


Input name Source Description
graph candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-pathwayAnnot
.graph 1.54


Original graph that shall be simplified


Parameter name Value Description
equalEAttr arrowhead,color A comma separated list of edge attributes that has to be identical
equalVAttr color,fillcolor,shape A comma separated list of vertex attributes that has to be identical
idPrefix group Prefix for the identifiers of the vertex complexes provided in joins output. These


prefixes are followed by a consecutive number.
nameAsID false Replace the names of the vertex complexes with the corresponding group


identifiers
nameAttr label Name of the vertex label attribute
nameDelim ,\n Separator that is used to concatenate names of the vertex complex members


1.54 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayAnnot (GraphAnnotator)


See GraphAnnotator for the component description.


Input name Source Description
graph candiSummary-prePathway


.graph 1.71
Input graph


graphAttributes candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-cpGraphAttributes
.in 1.32


Graph attributes that are to be inserted into the graph. The first column
contains the name of the attribute and the second column the value. If an
attribute is already present in the graph, it is replaced.


vertexAttributes candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-pathwayDegree
.table 1.55


Vertex attributes that are to be inserted into the graph. The first column
contains the vertex ID and other columns contain the attributes so that the
column name determines the name of the attribute. If an attribute is already
present in the graph, it is replaced.
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Parameter name Value Description
idAttrib id Name of the vertex attribute that is used to map them to their annotations


1.55 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayDegree (TableQuery)


See TableQuery for the component description.


Input name Source Description
table1 candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-pathwayMetrics.vertex
Metrics 1.58


CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.


table2 candiSummary-pathwayProps
.vertexAttributes 1.69


CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.


table3 candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-geneAnnot.bio
Annotation 1.35


CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.


Parameter name Value Description
engine hsqldb Database engine. Legal values: hsqldb, h2, sqlite.
memoryDB true If true, the temporary database is stored in memory for fast access. If false, it is


stored on disk to allow processing large data sets.
numIndices Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are


single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.


query SELECT M.”Vertex”,
CASEWHEN(G.”isHit”=’true’, ’0.
0,’||(M.”OutDegree”/(0.0+M
.”InDegree”+M.”OutDegree”))||’,
1.0’, G.”fillcolor”) AS ”fillcolor”, (
M.”OutDegree”/(0.0+M
.”InDegree”+M.”OutDegree”)) AS
”targetness”, A.”description”,
A.”GO” FROM table1 M, table2
G, table3 A WHERE (G.
”originalID” = M.”Vertex”) AND
(G.”EnsemblGeneId” = A.
”EnsemblGeneId”)


SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.


1.56 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayDist WikiPathways (IDDistribution)


See IDDistribution for the component description.


Input name Source Description
table1 candiSummary-pathwayProps


.edgeAttributes 1.69
The first input relation


Parameter name Value Description
acceptMissing true Files with missing columnIn are accepted as empty if this is true.
columnIn WikiPathways A comma separated list of column names for the IDs of interest in each file.


Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
columnInArray A comma separated list of array key=column name pairs for the IDs of interest


in array files. Empty values refer to the first column of the file.
columnOut pathway Name of the identifier column of the output list. Empty input refers to the name


of the input column.
isList true True if the seleted column contains a comma separated list of values to be


splitted.
quotation false Indicator that can be used to disable quotation of the output values.
regexp1 Regular expression for the row filtering in table1. A row is included in the result


if this parameter is empty or if values in the given columns match given regular
expressions. The parameter has the format
COLNAME1=EXPRESSION,COLNAME2=EXPRESSION2 where COLNAMEs
are column names in ”csv” and EXPRESSIONs are regular expressions using
Java syntax. For example, ”col=a|b” includes rows where the column col has a
value of ”a” or ”b”.


regexp2 Regular expression for the row filtering in table2.
regexp3 Regular expression for the row filtering in table3.
regexp4 Regular expression for the row filtering in table4.
regexp5 Regular expression for the row filtering in table5.
regexp6 Regular expression for the row filtering in table6.
regexp7 Regular expression for the row filtering in table7.


Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
regexp8 Regular expression for the row filtering in table8.
regexp9 Regular expression for the row filtering in table9.
regexpArr Regular expression for the row filtering of array files


1.57 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayLegend (GraphVisualizer)


See GraphVisualizer for the component description.


Input name Source Description
graph candiSummary-prePathway


.legend 1.71
Input graph


Parameter name Value Description
arrowhead Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation


for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.


arrowtail Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.


bgcolor Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.


circo circo Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


dot dot Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


edgeTitle label Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.


edgecolor Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.


fdp fdp Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


fillcolor Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.


fontcolor Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.


fontsize 0 Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.


height 0 Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.


latexHead Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
latexTail Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document
layout hierarchical Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”


(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .


margin Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.


minSize 0 Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.


neato neato Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


nodecolor Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz
documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.


overlap Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.


ps2pdf ps2pdf PS2PDF execution command.
rankdir For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),


BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
reportCaption Known relationships between the


candidate genes. Candidate genes
are shown in red if they have only
output connections. The ratio of
input and output connections
determines how light they are.
Completely white genes have only
input connections. The maximum
of 0 other gene step(s) are allowed
between the candidate genes and
these intermediate genes are
shown on gray. Set of candidate
genes that are commonly found
among the studies listed in
Table˜\ref{table:studyDescs-
report}.


Caption of the figure in the Latex report.


reportHeight 4 Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
reportWidth 18 Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
shape Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,


triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.


simplify false If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.


size 8,8 Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
splines true Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This


corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.


titleAttribute label,id Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.


twopi twopi Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


width 0 Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.


1.58 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayMetrics (GraphMetrics)


See GraphMetrics for the component description.


Input name Source Description
graph candiSummary-prePathway


.graph 1.71
Graph of interest


Parameter name Value Description
nameAttribute If given, the Vertex column in vertexMetrics contains values taken from this


vertex attribute. If empty, the ID of vertices are used.
normalize true If true, normalize centrality measures (degree, closeness and betweenness) to


range 0 to 1. If false, report raw centrality measures. Note that for
DegreeCentrality, the raw value is the degree of the node. Eigenvector centrality
is always in the range 0 to 1.


1.59 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayNames WikiPathways (PiispanhiippaAn-
notator)


See PiispanhiippaAnnotator for the component description.


Input name Source Description
sourceKeys candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-pathwayDist WikiP
athways.ids 1.56


A list of source database keys. The component will produce a list of all values of
the given inputDB if this input has not been specified and the keys parameter is
empty.


connection moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.82


JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database
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Parameter name Value Description
inputDB 80 Source key type
isListKey false Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
keyColumn Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first


column
keys A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the


sourceKeys input entries
linkTypes A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a


hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
orderBy A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices


can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.


organism 9606 Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
reverse false Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
targetDB BioentityName Comma separated list of target key types of interest


1.60 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayPlot (GraphVisualizer)


See GraphVisualizer for the component description.


Input name Source Description
graph candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-nodeJoin.graph 1.53
Input graph


Parameter name Value Description
arrowhead Type of arrow heads (the target end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation


for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowhead” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.


arrowtail Type of arrow tails (the source end of the arrow). See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default type is used. Or, if the edge attribute
”arrowtail” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its type from this
attribute.


bgcolor Background color for the canvas. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If
empty, the default color is used.


circo circo Graphviz/circo execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


dot dot Graphviz/dot execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


edgeTitle label Name of the edge attribute that is used as the title of the edge in the visualization.
The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by commas. Each
attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is used.


edgecolor Color for drawing edges and arrows, but not text. See Graphviz documentation
for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if the edge
attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each edge gets its color from this
attribute.


fdp fdp Graphviz/fdp execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


fillcolor Color for filling the background of nodes. See Graphviz documentation for the
format. If empty, no filling is done. Or, if the node attribute ”fillcolor” is defined
in the GraphML file, each node gets its color from this attribute.


fontcolor Color for text. See Graphviz documentation for the format. If empty, the default
color (black) is used. Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontcolor” is defined in the
GraphML file, each node/edge gets its color from this attribute.


fontsize 0 Font size of text, in points. A typical value is 14. If zero, the default size is used.
Or, if the node/edge attribute ”fontsize” is defined in the GraphML file, each
node/edge gets its font size from this attribute.


height 0 Minimum height of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final height. If zero, the default height is used. Or, if the node attribute
”height” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its height from this
attribute.


latexHead Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
latexTail Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document
layout spring2 Determines how the visualization is layed out. Valid choices are ”hierarchical”


(layout done using dot), ”spring” (neato: Kamada-Kawai algorithm), ”spring2”
(fdp: Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm), ”radial” (twopi) and ”circular” (circo) .


margin Margin around the label of nodes. If given, this is a pair x,y of margin space in
inches. If the value is empty, the default margin is used; in Graphviz 2.18 it is
”0.11,0.055”. Or, if the node attribute ”margin” is defined in the GraphML file,
each node gets its margin from this attribute.


minSize 0 Minimum number of vertices to render the graph. The whole image will be
skipped if there are too few vertices available.


neato neato Graphviz/neato execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
nodecolor Color for drawing the boundaries of nodes, but not text. See Graphviz


documentation for the format. If empty, the default color (black) is used. Or, if
the node attribute ”color” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its color
from this attribute.


overlap Determines how overlapping nodes are handled. This corresponds to the ”overlap”
graph attribute in Graphviz. If the value is ”true”, overlapping nodes are allowed.
The values ”false”, ”scale”, ”ortho”, ”compress” and ”vpsc” remove overlaps
using different methods. See Graphviz documentation for details. If the value is
empty, default handling is done.


ps2pdf ps2pdf PS2PDF execution command.
rankdir For hierarchical layouts, the layout direction. One of TB (top-to-bottom, default),


BT, LR (left-to-right), RL.
reportCaption Caption of the figure in the Latex report.
reportHeight 23 Height of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
reportWidth 18 Width of the figure in the Latex report in cm.
shape Shape of the nodes. Some legal values include box, polygon, ellipse, circle, point,


triangle, plaintext, diamond, none, note, box3d, component; for the rest, see
Graphviz documentation. If the value is empty, the default shape (ellipse) is used.
Or, if the node attribute ”shape” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets
its shape from this attribute.


simplify false If true, simplify the graph by removing self-loop edges and multiple edges
between two vertices.


size 8,8 Maximum width and height of the image, in INCHES.
splines true Determines if edges are drawn as straight lines or curves (splines). This


corresponds to the ”splines” graph attribute in Graphviz. If ”true”, splines are
enabled. If ”false”, straight lines are used. If the value is empty, default settings
are used.


titleAttribute GeneName Name of the vertex attribute that is used as the title of the vertex in the
visualization. The attribute may contain multiple values that are separated by
commas. Each attribute is tried in the order given and the first that is defined is
used. For example, if the value is ”label,id”, then label is used if it is defined, and
id is used otherwise. The id attribute is always present.


twopi twopi Graphviz/twopi execution command. Only used if the layout parameter specifies
this program.


width 0 Minimum width of nodes in INCHES. Depending on layout type, this might also
be the final width. If zero, the default width is used. Or, if the node attribute
”width” is defined in the GraphML file, each node gets its width from this
attribute.


1.61 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayTableRefs WikiPathways (XrefLinkRule)


Hyperlink template for the WikiPathways table.


Input name Source Description
moksiskaan moksiskaanInit-init


.connection 1.82
JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database


Parameter name Value Description
columns ID=name,ensembl=genes A comma separated list of ID=value pairs representing the column names of the


external identifiers and their labels. The label column can be left out and the ID
column is used as a default.


xrefTypes 80,10 A comma separated list of XrefType identifiers.


1.62 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayTableSelect WikiPathways (TableQuery)


See TableQuery for the component description.


Input name Source Description
table1 candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-pathwayDist WikiP
athways.ids 1.56


CSV table 1. The table is referred to as ’table1’ in the SQL query.


table2 candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-pathwayNames WikiP
athways.bioAnnotation 1.59


CSV table 2. The table is referred to as ’table2’ in the SQL query.


table3 candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-genePWLists WikiP
athways.relation 1.37


CSV table 3. The table is referred to as ’table3’ in the SQL query.


Parameter name Value Description
engine hsqldb Database engine. Legal values: hsqldb, h2, sqlite.


Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
memoryDB true If true, the temporary database is stored in memory for fast access. If false, it is


stored on disk to allow processing large data sets.
numIndices Comma-separated list of index counts for input tables. All indices are


single-column indices, running from column 1 to N, where N is retrieved from this
parameter. If empty, the default number (1) is used. For example, ”,2,,2” sets
two indices for table2 and table4 and one index for the rest.


query SELECT D.”pathway” AS ”ID”,
N.”BioentityName” AS ”name”,
D.”freq” AS ”edges”, G.”ensg” AS
”ensembl”, G.”gene” AS ”genes”
FROM table1 D, table2 N, table3
G WHERE (D.”pathway” = N.
”sourceKey”) AND (D.”pathway”
= G.”pathway”) ORDER BY 3
DESC


SQL query. Either this parameter or the query input must be provided, but not
both.


1.63 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-pathwayTable WikiPathways (CSV2Latex)


See CSV2Latex for the component description.


Input name Source Description
tabledata candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium-pathwayTableSelect W
ikiPathways.table 1.62


Table content


refs candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-pathwayTableRefs W
ikiPathways.refs 1.61


Reference rules for the hyperlinks


Parameter name Value Description
attach false Include the original data as an attachment
caption List of WikiPathways˜\cite{


Kelder2012} pathways supporting
the relationships between the
genes shown in Figure˜\ref{fig:
candiSummary-nodeCount-
medium-pathwayLegend}.
Number of edges taken from each
pathway is shown on edges
column.


Caption text for the table.


colFormat p{6cm}rp{11cm} LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.


columns name,edges,genes Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.


countRows false Include a row count to the table caption.
dropMissing true This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link


text are substituted with target identifiers.
evenColor 0.96,0.96,0.96 Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue


intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
hRotate false Use vertical column names
listCols ensembl,genes Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several


values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.


listDelim ,\s Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
numberFormat A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists


of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.


pageBreak false Use clear page after the table.
rename Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New


names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.


ruler {} Latex command for the row separating rulers
section Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be


generated.
sectionType subsection Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No


section statement is written if section title is empty.
skipEmpty true This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.


1.64 candiSummary-nodeCount-medium-report (LatexCombiner)


See LatexCombiner for the component description.
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Input name Source Description
array candiSummary-nodeCount


-medium- report array array1.
array 1.31


Input array


Parameter name Value Description
head Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
pagebreak false Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
sectionTitle Moksiskaan candidate pathway If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to


the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.


sectionType subsection Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.


strictBorders true Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
tail \clearpage{} Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document


1.65 candiSummary-nodeCount-small (crInvalidPathwaySize)


Error message for too few links between the nodes


Parameter name Value
messageDir tooFew


1.66 candiSummary-nodeCount-small-message (INPUT)


A constant LATEX fragment describing the problem with the pathway size.


Parameter name Value Description
path /home/mxlaakso/asserHg/


moksiskaan/db/pipeline/
functions/CandidateReport/
tooFew


Path (filename) of the input resource.


recursive true Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.


1.67 candiSummary-nodeCount-small-nosteps (INPUT)


An empty pathway graph


Parameter name Value Description
path /home/mxlaakso/asserHg/


moksiskaan/db/pipeline/
functions/CandidateReport/
emptyPathway.xml


Path (filename) of the input resource.


recursive true Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.


1.68 candiSummary-nodeCount-small-nothing (StringInput)


An empty set of vertex attributes representing genes of the candidate pathways


Parameter name Value Description
content Vertex EnsemblGeneId fillcolor


fontsize isHit label originalID
Contents to store to the input file for the network.


1.69 candiSummary-pathwayProps (GraphAnnotator)


See GraphAnnotator for the component description.


Input name Source Description
graph candiSummary-prePathway


.graph 1.71
Input graph


Parameter name Value Description
idAttrib id Name of the vertex attribute that is used to map them to their annotations
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1.70 candiSummary-pathwayReport (ExclusiveCombiner)


See ExclusiveCombiner for the component description.


Input name Source Description
item1A candiSummary-nodeCount-small


-message.in 1.66
Item A for the input set 1


item1B candiSummary-nodeCount-small
-nothing.in 1.68


Item B for the input set 1


item1C candiSummary-nodeCount-small
-nosteps.in 1.67


Item C for the input set 1


item2A candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-report.document 1.64


Item A for the input set 2


item2B candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-pathwayAnnot.vertex
Attributes 1.54


Item B for the input set 2


item2C candiSummary-nodeCount
-medium-pathwayAnnot
.graph 1.54


Item C for the input set 2


item3A candiSummary-nodeCount-large
-message.in 1.27


Item A for the input set 3


item3B candiSummary-nodeCount-large
-nothing.in 1.29


Item B for the input set 3


item3C candiSummary-nodeCount-large
-nosteps.in 1.28


Item C for the input set 3


Parameter name Value Description
exclude Files and directories matching this regular expression are not copied. Matching is


done for the base name of the filename that is the last component.
prefer 2 Number of the input set that is used if there is content in various input sets. An


error occurs if multiple sets are available and this parameter is negative.


1.71 candiSummary-prePathway (CandidatePathway)


See CandidatePathway for the component description.


Input name Source Description
hits candiList.ids 1.4 Table of findings and possible scores
linkStyles candiSummary-linkStyles.in 1.24 Table of LinkStyle identifiers and columns of associated graph properties


Parameter name Value Description
annotRules Keggonen,PathwayCommons,


WikiPathways
A comma separated list of optional link annotation rules. Only those links are
used that match at least one of the given rules. Each rule is represented by a
’name=value’ pair or a plain name if all values are accepted. Values are in SQL
LIKE syntax.


bioentityTypes A comma separated list of bioentity types of interest. An empty string refers to
genes.


expand connected Expansion mode that determines how to select additional bioentities related to
the original candidates. Accepted values are: ’connected’ (include only those
neighbors that belong to a path that starts from a candidate entity and end to a
candidate [the end point may also be the starting entity if the path forms a
loop]), ’up’ (find the up stream neighbors of the candidates), ’down’ (find the
down stream neighbors of the candidates), and ’both’ (expand network by using
the down and up stream neighbors of the candidates).


gapProperties fillcolor=#AAAAAA,fontsize=8
,isHit=false


A comma separated list of GraphML vertex properties and their values for the
gap entities. Property name and the value are separated with an equal sign.


hitProperties fillcolor=#FFFFFF,isHit=true A comma separated list of GraphML vertex properties and their values for the
original input entities. Property name and the value are separated with an equal
sign.


linkTypes 600,525,200,210,220,230,240,300,
310,400,410,420,430,433,440,443,
450,453,460,463


A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest


maxGap 0 Maximum number of bioentities between any two input entities
organism 9606 Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
xrefCol Column name for the input identifiers or an empty string for the first column
xrefType 10 Identifier of the external reference type as specified in XrefType.csv


1.72 candiSummary-refAnnotTable (XrefLinkRule)


See XrefLinkRule for the component description.
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Input name Source Description
moksiskaan moksiskaanInit-init


.connection 1.82
JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database


Parameter name Value Description
columns .GeneId=name A comma separated list of ID=value pairs representing the column names of the


external identifiers and their labels. The label column can be left out and the ID
column is used as a default.


xrefTypes 10 A comma separated list of XrefType identifiers.


1.73 candiSummary-report (LatexCombiner)


See LatexCombiner for the component description.


Input name Source Description
latex1 candiSummary-pathwayReport


.itemA 1.70
LaTeX fragment 1.


latex2 candiSummary-annotTable
.report 1.8


LaTeX fragment 2.


latex3 candiSummary-goEnrich-report
.document 1.20


LaTeX fragment 3.


Parameter name Value Description
head Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
pagebreak true Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
sectionTitle Candidate report for Metastudy


rank
If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to
the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.


sectionType section Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.


strictBorders true Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
tail \clearpage{} Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document


1.74 candiSummary-statusCode (StringInput)


Standard columns for the status file that does not exist


Parameter name Value Description
content .GeneId status code Contents to store to the input file for the network.


1.75 candidateReport (LatexPDF)


See LatexPDF for the component description.


Input name Source Description
document summaryReport.document 1.94 Body of the LaTeX document.
header template.header 1.95 LaTeX header that is written to the start of the document. If missing, a default


header is used.
footer template.footer 1.95 LaTeX footer that is written to the end of the document. If missing, a default


header is used.


Parameter name Value Description
bibtexExec bibtex Executable command for BibTeX.
latexExec pdflatex Executable command for pdflatex.
useRefs true This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
verbose false Produce verbose output while processing pdf.


1.76 cfgAttach (LatexAttachment)


See LatexAttachment for the component description.


Input name Source Description
file1 cfgReportPDF.document 1.78 A file to be included into the document
file2 sourceCode.in 1.90 A file to be included into the document
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Parameter name Value Description
caption1 Pipeline configuration Description text for the first file
caption2 AndurilScript for the pipeline Description text for the second file
caption3 The original input genes Description text for the third file
caption4 Description text for the fourth file
caption5 Description text for the fifth file
caption6 Description text for the sixth file
caption7 Description text for the seventh file
caption8 Description text for the eight file
caption9 Description text for the ninth file
head \newpage{} Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
sectionTitle System configuration If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted


ahead of the attachments.
sectionType section Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No


section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
tail Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document


1.77 cfgReport (ConfigurationReport)


See ConfigurationReport for the component description.


Parameter name Value Description
dot dot Graphviz/dot execution command
includeSelf true Include the ConfigurationReport instance inself in the report.
inlineComponents false Include component descriptions to instance specific sections instead of a


dedicated section of them all.
paramDescWidth 10.5 Length of the parameter description column in centimeters
ps2pdf ps2pdf PS2PDF execution command
showCategories false Include category lists of each component into their descriptions.
showVersions true Include version numbers of each component into their descriptions.


1.78 cfgReportPDF (LatexPDF)


See LatexPDF for the component description.


Input name Source Description
document cfgReport.report 1.77 Body of the LaTeX document.
header template.header 1.95 LaTeX header that is written to the start of the document. If missing, a default


header is used.
footer template.footer 1.95 LaTeX footer that is written to the end of the document. If missing, a default


header is used.


Parameter name Value Description
bibtexExec bibtex Executable command for BibTeX.
latexExec pdflatex Executable command for pdflatex.
useRefs true This flag can be used to activate BibTeX compiler
verbose false Produce verbose output while processing pdf.


1.79 enrichmentTable (INPUT)


Moksiskaan specific a priori probabilities for gene ontology terms.


Parameter name Value Description
path /home/mxlaakso/asserHg/


moksiskaan/db//../pipeline/exec/
output/goBackground-enrichment.
csv


Path (filename) of the input resource.


recursive true Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.


1.80 ensembl (INPUT)


JDBC parameters for Ensembl [5] database.


Parameter name Value Description
path /home/mxlaakso/asserHg/


moksiskaan/db//../pipeline/
annotationdb.properties


Path (filename) of the input resource.


recursive true Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.
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1.81 moksiskaanInit (MoksiskaanInit)


See MoksiskaanInit for the component description.


Parameter name Value Description
showLog true Include the database history log in the output report


1.82 moksiskaanInit-init (MoksiskaanConnector)


See MoksiskaanConnector for the component description.


Parameter name Value Description
showLog true Include the database history log in the output report


1.83 propertiesDoc (Properties2Latex)


See Properties2Latex for the component description.


Input name Source Description
props1 ensembl.in 1.80 A set of properties
props2 moksiskaanInit-init


.connection 1.82
A set of properties


Parameter name Value Description
hide database.password A comma separated list of property names that should remain invisible. You may


use this paramerter to hide passwords and other confidentian settings.
keyWidth 5 Column width for the property names (centimeters)
merge false Merge all input properties into a single set
section Database configurations Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be


generated
sectionType subsection Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No


section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.
valueWidth 13 Column width for the property values (centimeters)


1.84 rank (TopHits)


See TopHits for the component description.


Input name Source Description
moksiskaan moksiskaanInit.connection 1.81 JDBC connection for Moksiskaan database


Parameter name Value Description
limits Study specific boundaries for the weights accepted. Limits consist of an interval


of the slash separated lowest and the highest value. Single values are considered
to represent both limits and missing definitions are ignored completely.
Unbounded values can be defined leaving either side of the comma empty.
Syntax: studyId1=min1/max1,studyId2=value2,studyId3=/max3


maxEntityP 0.5 The highest acceptable value for the p-values associated with the entities. This
parameter is used only when testEntities=true.


maxScoreP 0.01 The highest acceptable value for the p-values associated with the scores. This
parameter is used only when testScores=true.


method mean R function that is used to summarize the scores of individual bioentities
organism 9606 Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
roundD 3 The number of decimal places in output matrix
scoreType nrank Type of the study specific weight scores as specified in ScoreMatrix component
testEntities 1000 Number of permutation tests calculated for the scores of each bioentity by


comparing it against random set of scores from the contributing studies. Use zero
to disable these statistics. 10000 is a good default for the analysis.


testScores 10 Number of permutation tests calculated for the score values. Use zero to disable
these statistics. 10 is a good default for the analysis.


threshold 0.0 Select only those bioentities with a score that is equal or greater than this limit
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
useStudies 20001,20002,20004,20005,20006,


20010,21000,21005,21008,20700,
20701,20500,20501,20502,22000,
22001,22002,22003,22004,22005,
22006,22020,22021,22023,22024,
22025,22026,22040,22041,22042,
22043,22044,22045,22046,22060,
22061,22062,22063,22064,22065,
22066,20600,20601,20602,20603,
20604,20605,20606,20607,20608,
20609,20610,20611,20612,20613,
20614,20615,20616,20617,20618,
20619


A comma separated list of study identifiers of the possibly interesting results


1.85 rank-genes (PiispanhiippaAnnotator)


See PiispanhiippaAnnotator for the component description.


Input name Source Description
sourceKeys rank-rank.table 1.87 A list of source database keys. The component will produce a list of all values of


the given inputDB if this input has not been specified and the keys parameter is
empty.


connection moksiskaanInit-init
.connection 1.82


JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database


Parameter name Value Description
inputDB BioentityId Source key type
isListKey false Enables the automatic value splits for the comma separated key column
keyColumn Name of the key column withing sourceKeys file or an empty string for the first


column
keys A comma separated list of source keys that will be used in addition to the


sourceKeys input entries
linkTypes A comma separated list of identifiers of link types of interest. You may use a


hyphen to define ranges like: 200-210,300-310,440.
orderBy A comma separated list of ordering targetDB column indices. Negative indices


can be used for the descending order. For example ’1,-2’ sorts predominantly by
the first target column and secondly by the second target column in descending
order.


organism 9606 Organism of interest defined by NCBI Taxonomy identifier
reverse false Use reverse links from bioentity targets to their sources
targetDB 10 Comma separated list of target key types of interest


1.86 rank-idConvert (IDConvert)


See IDConvert for the component description.


Input name Source Description
csv rank-rank.table 1.87 Source CSV file. Contains the column that is to be converted. The column is


named by the parameter ’sourceColumn’.
conversionTable rank-genes.bioAnnotation 1.85 Conversion table. Must contain the column named by the parameter


’conversionColumn’.


Parameter name Value Description
collapseNumeric median Method for collapsing numeric columns with duplicate rows (when unique=true).


Legal values are ”median” (take median of non-NA values), ”mean”, ”max”,
”min”, ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the value that is present on
the largest number of rows), ”consensus” (require that all rows have the same
value) and ”indicator”.<br/> Here, ”majority” and ”consensus” are mostly
useful for discrete (integer) values). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate
rows contain distinct values. ”indicator” assumes that data are divided into
negative (-1), neutral (0) and positive (1) items, such as discretized expression
values. The result is (a) 1 if there is a 1 and no -1 value; (b) -1 if there is a -1 and
not 1 value; (c) 0 if there is a 0 and no -1 or 1; or (d) NA otherwise.


collapseString consensus Method for collapsing non-numeric columns with duplicate rows (when
unique=true). Legal values are ”first” (take the first row), ”majority” (take the
value that is present on the largest number of rows), ”longest” (take the longest
value), ”shortest” (take the shortest value) and ”consensus” (require that all rows
have the same value). For ”consensus”, it is an error if duplicate rows contain
distinct values.


conversionColumn xref10 Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to fetch new values for the source
column. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.


Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
dropMissing false Determines whether rows with missing conversion values are dropped. See also


’originalWhenMissing’.
keyColumn Column in ’conversionTable’ that is used to match ID values from the source


CSV. If the parameter is empty, the first column is used.
originalWhen
Missing


true Determines how values are converted when the item is not found in the conversion
table. If true, the original (unconverted) ID is inserted to the output. If false, NA
is inserted. If ’dropMissing’ is set true, NA rows are dropped from the output.


sourceColumn BioentityId Column in ’csv’ that is going to be converted. If empty, the first column is used.
split false If true, split values in the source column by commas before ID conversion. For


example, if the source column contains the string ”a,b,c”, it is first split into ”a”,
”b” and ”c”; then, individual IDs are converted; finally, the converted IDs are
joined by commas into a string of format ”A,B,C”.


splitConverted false If true, split converted values by commas after ID conversion. A row with comma
separated values in the target column will be split to otherwise identical rows but
so that the rows have a single ID value in the target column. This is done before
possible collapsing of duplicate rows.


targetColumn .GeneId Target column name in ’converted’. If empty, the column name is the same as the
original column (sourceColumn).


unique false If true, rows with identical identifiers (sourceColumn) are collapsed into one row
so that sourceColumn is unique. Collapsing may result in error if duplicate rows
contain conflicting values. See parameters collapseNumeric and collapseString for
methods to collapse numeric and non-numeric columns, respectively.


varMeasure Method for calculating the variation of numeric duplicate values. If the variation
is above the threshold given in <code>varThreshold</code> , duplicate values
are collapsed to NA. Possible values are ’MAD’ and ’variance’. ’MAD’ stands for
the median absolute deviation and ’variance’ for the population variance. If no
values is given, no threshold for combining numeric values is used.


varThreshold 2 Maximum allowed variability in the duplicate values. If
<code>varMeasure</code> is given duplicate values with variance above the
threshold are collapsed to NA


1.87 rank-rank (REvaluate)


See REvaluate for the component description.


Input name Source Description
script rank-rankMethod.in 1.88 Data transformation
table1 rank-scores.scores 1.89 Data matrix 1 (data.frame/file table1)


Parameter name Value Description
asConnection false If true, assign file connections (class file) to the inputs to variables of the same


name. This is useful e.g. if you want to read large data files row by row.
param1 0.0,0.01,0.5 Value of this parameter will be assigned to param1 variable
param10 Value of this parameter will be assigned to param10 variable
param2 mean Value of this parameter will be assigned to param2 variable
param3 3 Value of this parameter will be assigned to param3 variable
param4 10 Value of this parameter will be assigned to param4 variable
param5 1000 Value of this parameter will be assigned to param5 variable
param6 Value of this parameter will be assigned to param6 variable
param7 Value of this parameter will be assigned to param7 variable
param8 Value of this parameter will be assigned to param8 variable
param9 Value of this parameter will be assigned to param9 variable


Additional comments related to the outputs:


table: Table of bioentities and their summary statistics


1.88 rank-rankMethod (INPUT)


This R script applies the given R function (param2 ) to each row of the score matrix and then ranks them on the basis of the
produced values. Rows below the given threshold (param1 ) are filtered out.


Parameter name Value Description
path /home/mxlaakso/asserHg/


moksiskaan/db/pipeline/
functions/TopHits/RankMethod.r


Path (filename) of the input resource.


recursive true Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.
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1.89 rank-scores (ScoreMatrix)


See ScoreMatrix for the component description.


Parameter name Value Description
limits Study specific boundaries for the weights accepted. Limits consist of an interval


of the slash separated lowest and the highest value. Single values are considered
to represent both limits and missing definitions are ignored completely.
Unbounded values can be defined leaving either side of the comma empty.
Syntax: studyId1=min1/max1,studyId2=value2,studyId3=/max3


minSupport 1 The minimum number of studies that are referring to an entity in order to
include that in the matrix


studyNames true Replace column names (study identifiers) with the names of the corresponding
studies


type nrank Possible values are ’weight’, ’rank’, and ’nrank’. Weight provides the original
weight scores associated to the hits. Rank convert scores into floating points
between zero and one so that the number represents the order of the score
divided by the number of hits plus one. The best hit has a score of one and the
zero is reserved for unreported hits. The value of hits with an equal weight is the
average of their ranks. Nrank provides normalized rank values that sum to one
for each study having at least one hit.


useStudies 20001,20002,20004,20005,20006,
20010,21000,21005,21008,20700,
20701,20500,20501,20502,22000,
22001,22002,22003,22004,22005,
22006,22020,22021,22023,22024,
22025,22026,22040,22041,22042,
22043,22044,22045,22046,22060,
22061,22062,22063,22064,22065,
22066,20600,20601,20602,20603,
20604,20605,20606,20607,20608,
20609,20610,20611,20612,20613,
20614,20615,20616,20617,20618,
20619


A comma separated list of study identifiers of the possibly interesting results. An
asterisk can be used to select all studies available in the database.


1.90 sourceCode (INPUT)


AndurilScript source code for this pipeline


Parameter name Value Description
path /home/mxlaakso/asserHg/


moksiskaan/pipeline/RankHits.
and


Path (filename) of the input resource.


recursive true Whether to scan possible input (sub)directories and retrieve the latest timestamp.


1.91 studyDescs (DescribeStudies)


See DescribeStudies for the component description.


Input name Source Description
moksiskaan moksiskaanInit.connection 1.81 JDBC settings for Moksiskaan database


Parameter name Value Description
idCol Column name for the study identifiers or an empty string for the first column
useStudies 20001,20002,20004,20005,20006,


20010,21000,21005,21008,20700,
20701,20500,20501,20502,22000,
22001,22002,22003,22004,22005,
22006,22020,22021,22023,22024,
22025,22026,22040,22041,22042,
22043,22044,22045,22046,22060,
22061,22062,22063,22064,22065,
22066,20600,20601,20602,20603,
20604,20605,20606,20607,20608,
20609,20610,20611,20612,20613,
20614,20615,20616,20617,20618,
20619


A comma separated list of study identifiers of interest. An asterisk refers to all
possible studies available.


1.92 studyDescs-data (SQLSelect)


See SQLSelect for the component description.
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Input name Source Description
connection moksiskaanInit-init


.connection 1.82
Database connection can be defined using this file. The definition of parameters:
database.url, database.timeout, database.recycle, and database.driver can be
found from the documentation of Korvasieni.


Parameter name Value Description
columns A comma separated list of column names that will be used from the queryParams.


An empty string will utilize all columns in their declaration order.
defaultQuery SELECT S.”studyId”, S.”title”, S.


”description”, ’\cite{’||S.”ref”||’}’
AS ”ref”, count(H.*) AS ”hits”,
T.”name” AS ”type” FROM ”Hit”
H, ”Study” S, ”ScoreType” T
WHERE (S.”studyId” = H.
”studyId”) AND (S.”scoreTypeId”
= T.”scoreTypeId”) AND (S.
”studyId” IN (20001,20002,20004,
20005,20006,20010,21000,21005,
21008,20700,20701,20500,20501,
20502,22000,22001,22002,22003,
22004,22005,22006,22020,22021,
22023,22024,22025,22026,22040,
22041,22042,22043,22044,22045,
22046,22060,22061,22062,22063,
22064,22065,22066,20600,20601,
20602,20603,20604,20605,20606,
20607,20608,20609,20610,20611,
20612,20613,20614,20615,20616,
20617,20618,20619)) GROUP BY
S.”studyId”, ”title”, ”description”,
”ref”, ”type” ORDER BY ”title”,
”studyId”


SQL select that will be used if query input has not been defined


listCols A comma separated list of column names consisting of comma separated values.
These values are often used together with operators such as IN.


1.93 studyDescs-report (CSV2Latex)


See CSV2Latex for the component description.


Input name Source Description
tabledata studyDescs-data.table 1.92 Table content


Parameter name Value Description
attach false Include the original data as an attachment
caption Descriptions of the study


identifiers. The numbers of results
reported and their units are
reported in \textit{hits} and \
textit{score type} columns,
respectively.


Caption text for the table.


colFormat l@{}p{9.5cm}p{1.0cm}@{}rrp{
2cm}


LaTeX tabular format for the columns. Special values of ’center’, ’left’ and ’right’
may be used to produce the corresponding uniform alignments of all columns.


columns title,description,ref,studyId,hits,
type


Comma separated list of column selections for the output. The empty default will
use all columns.


countRows false Include a row count to the table caption.
dropMissing true This flag can be turned off in order to generate links with missing texts. Link


text are substituted with target identifiers.
evenColor 0.96,0.96,0.96 Background color for the even rows. Comma separated list of red, green, and blue


intensities [0,1]. Special value of ’1,1,1’ refers to the default background.
hRotate false Use vertical column names
listCols Comma separated list of column names. Columns of this list may contain several


values separated with commas and the delimiters will be replaced with list
delimiters.


listDelim ,\s Delimiting strings between the values of list valued cell contents
numberFormat ref=RAW LATEX A comma separated list of decimal formats for the columns. Each entry consists


of the column name and the Java DecimalFormal pattern separated with equal
sign. For example, rounding to three decimals can be done like:
myColumn=#0.000. A special keyword of ’RAW LATEX’ may be used to show
input values as such without any escaping of formatting.


pageBreak false Use clear page after the table.
rename title=name,studyId=id,type=


score type
Comma separated list of column renaming rules (oldname=newname). New
names are used in table header but they do not affect the other behaviour of this
component.


ruler {} Latex command for the row separating rulers
Continued on next page. . .
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Parameter name Value Description
section Section title for the table container or an empty string if no section should be


generated.
sectionType subsection Type of LaTeX section: usually one of: section, subsection, or subsubsection. No


section statement is written if section title is empty.
skipEmpty false This flag can be used to replace empty tables with a simple LaTeX comment.


1.94 summaryReport (LatexCombiner)


See LatexCombiner for the component description.


Input name Source Description
array summaryReport array array1


.array 1.2
Input array


Parameter name Value Description
head Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the beginning of the output document
pagebreak false Determines if the result document should start with a page break.
sectionTitle If non-empty, a declaration of a new section with the given name is inserted to


the beginning of the combined document. This is a convenience feature to make
it easy to compile subsections into a section.


sectionType section Type of LaTeX section: usually one of section, subsection or subsubsection. No
section statement is written if sectionTitle is empty.


strictBorders true Enables the flushing of all document elements before each fragment
tail Raw LaTeX content that will be written to the end of the output document


1.95 template (LatexTemplate)


See LatexTemplate for the component description.


Input name Source Description
bibtex1 bibtexMoksiskaan.in 1.3 An additional bibliography


Parameter name Value Description
authors Marko Laakso,Sampsa Hautaniemi A comma-separated list of document authors on the title page. If authors is


empty but title is non-empty, a title page with no author name is printed.
baselineskip 1.2 Baselineskip factor that indicates the line spacing
bibstyle abbrv BibTeX reference formatting style
printTOC true If true, print Table Of Contents.
title Moksiskaan Rank Document title on the title page. If empty, no title page is printed. Also see


author.
usepackage Comma-separated list of LaTeX packages that are used in the document. Each


package generates a \usepackage{X} line in the header.


1.96 Component descriptions


ArrayConstructor


This component is internal to Anduril and constructs an array from atomic elements.


Author: Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version: 1.0


CSV2IDList


Extracts one column from the given CSV file and prints it out without duplicates. The selected column may contain entries


with comma separated lists of values in which case isList parameter may be used to obtain each value separately.


Output is defined as:


ids =


9⋃
i=1


πcolumnIni
σregexpi


(tablei). (1)


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.4


CSV2Latex


This component converts a tabular CSV file into a printable LATEX table.
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Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 2.3


CandidatePathway


Generates a network that contains the given bioentities and the known biological links between them [7]. The links are fetched


from Moksiskaan database.


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.4


CandidateReport


This function generates a LATEX report characterizing the given set of genes. The document contains a table of genes and


their annotations. Gene Ontology [1] enrichments are reported separately for the three ontologies available.


Moksiskaan database is used to produce a candidate pathway representing the pathway context of the genes. Pathway


members are reported in terms of their canonical pathway associations, Gene Ontology terms and gene descriptions.


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 3.1


ConfigurationReport


This component generates these descriptions about the Anduril [9] components and the steps of the analysis.


Authors: Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.0


DescribeStudies


Producers a table describing the studies of interests.


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.0


ExclusiveCombiner


Binds one set of inputs to the output ports.


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.1


ExpandCollapse


Converts between the two possible representations of a relations with multivalued columns. By default this component


splits rows with multivalued (comma separated lists) columns into multiple rows each representing a single value. The input


may contain several columns with comma separated values and all permutations of column values are shown as individual


single-valued rows. The alternative mode recovers the original comma separated values from the expanded relations. This is


performed by joining values of the their list columns into comma separated lists.


An example conversions between the expanded (left) and the collapsed (right) forms of the relation:


col1 col2 col3 col4


A s1 koivu j1
A s1 koivu j2
A s2 koivu j1
A s2 koivu j2
A s3 koivu j1
A s3 koivu j2
B s1 kuusi j3
C s4 paju j2
C s4 paju j3
D s2 tammi j1
D s3 tammi j1
D s4 tammi j1


⇐⇒


col1 col2 col3 col4


A s1,s2,s3 koivu j1,j2
B s1 kuusi j3
C s4 paju j2,j3
D s2,s3,s4 tammi j1


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.4


GOEnrichment


GOEnrichment computes enriched GO terms [1] in a set of genes or proteins. Enrichment analysis is done using Fisher’s Exact


Test. Fisher’s test compares the observed frequency of each present GO term to the frequency in a reference gene/protein set.


A GO term is present if some input gene/protein is annotated with the GO term or its descendants.


The component also computes adjusted p-values using FDR [3]. However, note that multiple comparison correction might not


work well with GO enrichment analysis since a large number of statistical tests are done and no effort is done to reduce the


number of tests.


Visualization of enriched GO terms is created in GraphML format. There is one network for each GO ontology. Nodes can be


colorized according to the p-value. Colors have a base 10 logarithmic scale, i.e. p-values 1, 0.1 and 0.01 are equally distant


from each other. Nodes contain a URL hyperlink to a description of the GO term in the geneontology.org site by default.
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Authors: Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.0.4


GraphAnnotator


GraphAnnotator component inserts or extracts attributes from GraphML files using CSV files. This provides a convenient


way to access GraphML attributes. All types of attributes (graph, vertex and edge) are supported. The component can be


used to insert new attributes, extract old attributes, or both.


If the input files vertexAttributes or edgeAttributes are present, their attributes are inserted into the graph. As output, the


updated graph is produced. If no attributes are inserted, the output graph is equal to the input graph.


The output files *Attributes contain all graph/vertex/edge attributes of the output graph in CSV format.


Note: currently, the updated GraphML file contains different vertex/edge id values than the original file: vertices are named


”n0”, ”n1”, etc. The original values can be accessed using the vertex attribute ”originalID”.


Authors: Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.1


GraphMetrics


This component computes various graph metrics [8] for a GraphML file. Basic metrics include graph diameter, average


shortest path length and average degree. There are also several metrics that are computed for each vertex. These include


clustering coefficient, degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality and eigenvector centrality.


Author: Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version: 1.0


GraphVisualizer


GraphVisualizer creates a visualization of a graph using Graphviz. There are several layout options (see the parameter layout)


and make aspects of the nodes and edges can be customized. In addition to the parameters mentioned here, nodes and edges


can have many other GraphML attributes that are used to set rendering options for individual nodes and edges. For the full


list, see Graphviz documentation [2].


Author: Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version: 1.2


IDConvert


Converts identifiers from a column in a CSV file to another type of identifiers. The conversion is done using an annotation


table on the basis of the column named conversionColumn.


Author: Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version: 1.0


IDDistribution


Select one column from the given table and count frequencies of each value. Values are not reported if their frequency is less


than zero and the frequency of missing values is also omitted.


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.3


KorvasieniAnnotator


Korvasieni is an Ensembl [6] based converter for database identifiers and it can be used to convert genome location, gene,


transcript, and translation identifiers across multiple biological databases. The selected keyColumn may contain entries with


comma separated lists of values in which case isListKey parameter may be used to obtain each value separately and to


process them as they were given in consecutive lines.


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.8.2


LatexAttachment


Adds file attachments to the LATEX document.


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.0


LatexCombiner


LatexCombiner joins the given subdocuments together into one LATEX file.


Authors: Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.5
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LatexPDF


This component is a LATEX compiler that generates a portable document format (PDF) file from the given Anduril document.


Author: Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi)
Version: 1.0


LatexTemplate


This component generates the standard layout configuration for Anduril output documents. The component produces a header


and a footer fragment that can be used to build LATEX documents. The header fragment takes care of the page geometry and


other technical details such as library imports and function declarations. Reference list is generated by the footer.


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.4.2


MoksiskaanConnector


This component shall be called once in order to gain access to Moksiskaan database.


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.1


MoksiskaanInit


Prepares some useful constants and a database connection to enable the use of Moksiskaan [7] in Anduril [9].


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.1


Pathway2Cytoscape


Prepares Moksiskaan pathways to Cytoscape [4, 11] sessions. Cytoscape sessions may be used to browse pathway topologies


interactively.


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.2.1


PiispanhiippaAnnotator


This is a bioentity querying interface for Moksiskaan. This component can be used to convert bioentity identifiers from one


type to another. For each entity you may also search for its immediated partners via the given link relations that may be


traversed to both directions.


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.2


Properties2Latex


Prepares a LATEX-representation for the given set of properties files. The document consists of tables of names and values of


the properties.


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.2


REvaluate


This component produces some outputs by executing an R [10] script with the given input data. The exact functionality of


this component depends on the given script.


The component is also capable of making branch decisions on Anduril workflow. Two alternative options (altCase and


defCase) are provided.


Authors: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI), Erkka Valo (erkka.valo@helsinki.fi)
Version: 2.2


RowCount


Calculates the numbers of rows and columns from the input data. The results are stored into a properties file.


This component can be used for conditional branching. The branch selection case is defined as:


case =


 small if r < limit1
medium if (r ≥ limit1) ∧ ((r < limit2) ∨ (limit2 < 0))
large if (r ≥ limit2) ∧ (limit2 ≥ 0),


where r is the number of rows in input data.


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.1
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SQLSelect


The given SQL statement is executed against a Java database connectivity (JDBC) database and the result set is written to


the output CSV.


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.1


ScoreMatrix


Generates a matrix of bioentity rows and study columns where each cell represents the score of the corresponding hit.


Vector vs consists of weights of bioentities (b) in study s. The dimensions (i.e. number of bioentities) of this vector is denoted


as |vs| and the number of weights greater than vs,b is denoted as |vs,[vs>vs,b]|. Similarly, |vs,[vs=vs,b]| refers to the number of


weights equal to vs,b. The rank values of s are calucated as follows:


rs,b =


 1−
|vs,[vs>vs,b]|+


|vs,[vs=vs,b]| − 1


2
|vs|+ 1


, b ∈ s
0, b /∈ s


(2)


Normalized rank values (n) are produced by scaling the sum of each rs:


ns =
rs∑
rs


(3)


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.4


TableQuery


Execute an SQL query on input relations and create a result table. TableQuery uses HSQLDB (Hyperthreaded Structured


Query Language Database [12]) for executing the query. Consequently, the syntax of the query is defined by HSQLDB.


Authors: Kristian Ovaska (kristian.ovaska@helsinki.fi), Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.3


TopHits


Ranks the hits based on their scores within the given set of studies.


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.6


VertexJoin


Simplifies the given graph by merging vertices with an equal set of edges. The vertex compatibility is also confirmed by


checking the equality of the given set of attributes. Name of the unified vertex is formed by concatenating the name attributes


of its members and by adding a delimiter between them.


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.4


XrefLinkRule


Provides a template of World Wide Web links that can be used to map external database identifiers to resources of further


information.


Author: Marko Laakso (Marko.Laakso@Helsinki.FI)
Version: 1.0
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document.pdf


/*
 * This Moksiskaan pipeline can be used to generate a summary
 * comparison of several studies.
 * author: Marko Laakso
 */

// --------------
// Initialization
// --------------

metadata = std.metadata()

include "Studies.and"

moksiskaanInit = MoksiskaanInit()

useStudies = std.concat(sep=",",
  study.SNPs3D.BC,
  study.SNPs3D.CRC,
  study.SNPs3D.Prostate,
  study.SNPs3D.LungC,
  study.SNPs3D.Glioma,
  study.SNPs3D.ThyroidC,
  study.file.BC2brain,
  study.file.CIN70,
  study.file.AmpOver,
  studyList.CG_Census,
  studyList.COSMIC,
  studyList.TCGA,
  studyList.Tumorscape
)

projectDesc =
'Set of candidate genes that are commonly found among the studies listed '+
'in Table~\ref{table:studyDescs-report}.'

method       = "mean"
pScore       = 0.01
pEntity      = 0.50
studyTitle   = "Metastudy rank"
organism     = Organism_Homo_sapiens
maxGap       = 0
checkDrugs   = false
useCytoscape = true
showConfig   = true // Include Anduril settings to the output

linkRules = "Keggonen,PathwayCommons,WikiPathways"
linkTypes = std.concat(sep=",",
     //LinkType_pathway_precedence,
     LinkType_protein_protein_interaction,
     LinkType_chemical_reaction,
     LinkType_protein_activation,
     LinkType_protein_inhibition,
     LinkType_protein_state_change,
     LinkType_protein_binding,
     LinkType_protein_dissociation,
     LinkType_gene_expression,
     LinkType_gene_repression,
     LinkType_phosphorylation,
     LinkType_dephosphorylation,
     LinkType_glycosylation,
     LinkType_ubiquitination,
     LinkType_deubiquitination,
     LinkType_methylation,
     LinkType_demethylation,
     LinkType_acetylation,
     LinkType_deacetylation,
     LinkType_sumoylation,
     LinkType_desumoylation
)

/** JDBC parameters for Ensembl~\cite{Flicek2008} database. */
ensembl = INPUT(path=moksiskaanPipelines+"/annotationdb.properties")

/** Moksiskaan specific a priori probabilities for gene ontology terms. */
enrichmentTable = INPUT(path=moksiskaanInitOut+"/goBackground-enrichment.csv")

/** Moksiskaan related references */
bibtexMoksiskaan = INPUT(path=moksiskaanBundle+"/components/report-BibTeX/moksiskaan.bib")

/** AndurilScript source code for this pipeline */
sourceCode = INPUT(path=metadata.file, @enabled=showConfig)

/* Set of LaTeX fragments for the summary report */
reportOut = record()

// -------------
// Print results
// -------------

rank = TopHits(useStudies   = useStudies,
               moksiskaan   = moksiskaanInit.connection,
               method       = method,
               maxScoreP    = pScore,
               maxEntityP   = pEntity,
               scoreType    = "nrank",
               testScores   = 10,
               testEntities = 1000,
               organism     = organism)

candiList = CSV2IDList(rank.scores @require)

candiSummary = CandidateReport(candidates      = candiList,
                               moksiskaan      = moksiskaanInit.connection,
                               ensembl         = ensembl,
                               enrichmentTable = enrichmentTable,
                               organism        = organism,
                               name            = studyTitle,
                               annotRules      = linkRules,
                               linkTypes       = linkTypes,
                               maxGap          = maxGap,
                               useStudies      = useStudies,
                               expand          = "connected",
                               hideGaps        = false,
                               pathwayDesc     = projectDesc,
                               cytoscape       = useCytoscape,
                               goLimInput      = 0.005,
                               goLimModel      = 0.005)

studyDescs = DescribeStudies(useStudies = useStudies,
                             moksiskaan = moksiskaanInit.connection)

if (checkDrugs) {
  drugs = DrugReport(genes         = candiList,
                     name          = studyTitle,
                     effectDist    = 1,
                     xrefCol       = "",
                     statusFilter  = "NA",
                     useMetabolism = false,
                     cytoscape     = useCytoscape)
} else {
  drugs = record( report=null )
}

template = LatexTemplate(bibtex1  = bibtexMoksiskaan,
                         authors  = "Marko Laakso,Sampsa Hautaniemi",
                         title    = "Moksiskaan Rank",
                         printTOC = true)

cfgReport = ConfigurationReport(inlineComponents = false,
                                showCategories   = false,
                                @enabled         = showConfig)
cfgReportPDF = LatexPDF(header   = template.header,
                        footer   = template.footer,
                        document = cfgReport.report,
                        useRefs  = true)
cfgAttach = LatexAttachment(file1        = cfgReportPDF.document,
                            file2        = sourceCode,
                            caption1     = "Pipeline configuration",
                            caption2     = "AndurilScript for the pipeline",
                            caption3     = "The original input genes",
                            sectionTitle = "System configuration",
                            head         = '\newpage{}')

propertiesDoc = Properties2Latex(ensembl, moksiskaanInit.connection,
                                 section="Database configurations",
                                 hide   ="database.password")

for key, d : {candiSummary.report,
              studyDescs,
              drugs.report,
              cfgAttach,
              propertiesDoc.report,
              moksiskaanInit.report} {
  if (d != null) reportOut[key] = d
}
summaryReport = LatexCombiner(array=reportOut)

candidateReport = LatexPDF(document = summaryReport,
                           header   = template.header,
                           footer   = template.footer,
                           useRefs  = true)

/** Characterization report in PDF format */
OUTPUT(candidateReport.document)



RankHits.and



also [14].
[2013-08-02] WikiPathways: WikiPathways import produced 44 Canis familiaris pathways. See also [14].
[2013-08-02] WikiPathways: WikiPathways import produced 89 Mus musculus pathways. See also [14].
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